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RÉSUMÉ
Les contreventements concentriques en treillis à multiples segments (CCMS) sont des
contreventements constitués de diagonales formant deux ou plusieurs panneaux qui sont
superposés sur la hauteur du contreventement. Les CCMS sont couramment utilisés en Amérique
du Nord afin d’offrir une résistance latérale pour les bâtiments d’un seul étage de grande hauteur,
comme les bâtiments industriels, les installations sportives, les centres de congrès ou les hangars
d'avion. Dans ces structures, la configuration CCMS est préférable puisque l'utilisation de
diagonales de contreventement simples partant des fondations jusqu’au niveau du toit n’est plus
pratique. Dans les CCMS, la longueur et la taille des diagonales sont réduites de manière
significative, ce qui est favorable pour rencontrer les limites d'élancement prescrites dans les
normes parasismiques. De plus, les colonnes peuvent être considérées comme contreventées
latéralement dans le plan du cadre à niveau intermédiaire entre deux panneaux, ce qui contribue
également à réduire la taille des poteaux et la quantité requise d'acier. Les colonnes de gravité
adjacentes qui sont situées dans le même plan qu’un CCMS peuvent aussi être considérées
comme contreventées latéralement en ajoutant des membrures horizontales aux niveaux
intermédiaires entre les panneaux. Dans les CCMS, les colonnes sont en général des sections en
W orientées de telle sorte que la flexion hors-plan se produise selon l’axe fort de la colonne,
permettant ainsi à la colonne de résister au flambement hors plan sur toute la hauteur du cadre.
Des exigences et des règles de calcul spéciales en matière de conception parasismique ont été
introduites pour les CCMS dans l’édition 2009 de la norme CSA S16 pour la conception des
structures ne acier au Canada. Ces exigences comprennent la vérification de la résistance des
poteaux sous des moments de flexion dans le plan et hors du plan du contreventement en
supposant que les déformations élastiques sont concentrées dans un seul panneau. On exige
également de placer des barres horizontales entre chaque panneau. Toutefois, aucune disposition
n’est spécifiée pour la conception parasismique des cadres CCMS dans les normes parasismiques
de l'AISC aux États-Unis.
Le premier objectif poursuivi dans cette étude était d'examiner la réponse sismique des
contreventements CCMS conçus en conformité avec les normes CSA S16 et les dispositions
parasismiques de l’AISC. Pour les applications canadiennes, l'évaluation de la réponse sismique a
été réalisée afin d’évaluer l'adéquation des exigences spéciales de conception spécifiées pour les
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CCMS dans la norme CSA S16-09 et de vérifier si une amélioration des dispositions de
conception était nécessaire. Sur la base de ces travaux, les règles ont été ajustées dans la norme
CSA S16-14, permettant d’élargir l’utilisation des contreventements de type CCMS et de réduire
les moments de flexion hors-plan dans les poteaux. Pour les contreventements conçus à l’aide des
normes de conception des États-Unis, l’évaluation parasismique visait à vérifier la nécessité
d'introduire de nouvelles dispositions de conception parasismique pour les CCMS. Le second
objectif de cette étude consistait à développer et présenter une stratégie de conception
parasismique améliorée compatible avec les normes nord-américaines existantes.
Pour les États-Unis, une série de contreventements en acier avec diagonales disposées en X a été
conçue selon les dispositions et les normes parasismiques courantes de l’AISC. La réponse
sismique de quelques cadres prototypes, simulés aen utilisant des éléments de fibres dans le
logiciel OpenSees, a été validée à l’aide de modèle d’éléments finis 3D. Une attention particulière
a été accordée au flambement des colonnes. Des analyses dynamiques non-linéaires ont ensuite
été réalisées pour étudier un large éventail de CCMS conçus selon les dispositions pour les
contreventements concentriques spéciaux (SCBFs). Les résultats des analyses ont montré que les
déformations inélastiques dans les diagonales ont tendance à se concentrer à l’étage présentant
une résistance au cisaillement relativement plus faible, et qu’une forte demande de flexion en
plan est induite dans les colonnes. En outre, il a été montré que la plastification en flexion et
l’instabilité de la colonne causée par une distribution non-uniforme des déformations latérales des
panneaux peuvent affecter la réponse des contreventements sous un chargement sismique. Des
stratégies de conception alternatives telles que l'utilisation de diagonales confinées ductiles dans
les CCMS au lieu des diagonales classiques, et la contribution des colonnes gravitaires dans la
résistance aux moments de flexion sismiques imposés sur les colonnes du CCMS ont été
introduites et leur adéquation a été examiné en utilisant des analyses temporelles non-linéaires de
structures prototypes. Pour la contribution des poteaux de gravité, différentes approches de
conception parasismique ont été proposées dans le cadre des normes parasismiques AISC pour
concevoir le cadre et les colonnes gravitaires. Pour les contreventements concentriques en acier,
une analyse sismique et une procédure de dimensionnement a été proposée qui permet de
déterminer les moments de flexion dans les colonnes résultant d’une distribution inégale des
déformations inélastiques dans les diagonales sur la hauteur du bâtiment et de vérifier les poteaux
en considérant l’action combinée des efforts axiaux et de flexion. Différentes analyses et
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méthodes de conception, qui sont destinés à être mis en œuvre dans le cadre des normes
parasismiques AISC, ont été introduites pour répondre aux exigences proposées. Les méthodes
ont été validées pour les cadres prototypes en comparant la sollicitation sismique considérée dans
la conception à celle obtenue à partir des analyses dynamiques non-linéaires. Il a été montré que
la demande sismique dans le plan de flexion des colonnes peut être très bien prédite dans la phase
de conception.
L’évaluation de la réponse sismique des cadres conçus à l’aide de la norme canadienne révisée
CSA S16-14 a été réalisée en étudiant la réponse sismique non-linéaire de contreventements
CCMS de 3 et 5 panneaux des catégories MD et LD, respectivement. L'analyse a montré que les
moments de flexion dans le plan des colonnes du CCMS est abordée de façon réaliste par les
exigences courantes de la norme CSA S16. La recherche a permis de proposer une méthode
permettant de prédire les moments de flexion et les déplacements pour des contreventements
ayant un nombre de panneaux plus grand que les limites de la norme CSA S16-14. La méthode
permet de tenir compte de la propagation des déformations inélastiques sur la hauteur de la
structure, une hypothèse plus réaliste pour ces contreventements. La méthode proposée a été
illustrée et validée au moyen d’analyses dynamiques non linéaires pour un contreventement de
Type MD ayant 5 panneaux.
Une étude préliminaire a été réalisée pour répondre à certains des défis attendus dans la
réalisation d’une simulation hybride prévu pour être réalisée à l'aide du système à 6 degrés de
liberté situé au laboratoire de structures de Polytechnique Montréal. La simulation hybride vise à
étudier la stabilité de colonnes de profilé W en acier, dans des cadres CBFs ou CCMS, soumis à
des efforts combinés de compression axiale et de moment de flexion dans l'axe faible ou des
moments de flexion bi-axiale.
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ABSTRACT
Steel multi-tiered braced frames (MT-BFs) are commonly used in North America to provide
lateral resistance for tall single storey buildings such as industrial buildings, sport facilities,
convention centers, or airplane hangars. In these structures, MT-BF configuration is preferable,
as the use of single bracing members extending from the foundation to the roof level is no longer
practical. MT-BFs consist of tall steel braced frames built with multiple bracing panels stacked
over the height of the frame. In MT-BFs, brace lengths and sizes are reduced significantly, which
is favourable to satisfy the slenderness limits specified in the seismic provisions. Additionally,
the columns can be considered as laterally braced in the plane of the frame at every tier point,
which also contributes to reducing the steel tonnage. Adjacent gravity columns located along
MT-BF lines can similarly be laterally braced by adding horizontal struts at tier levels. In MTBFs, columns are typically I-shaped members oriented such that strong axis bending develops outof-plane, so the column can resist out-of-plane buckling over the full building height.
Special seismic design requirements have been introduced for MT-BFs in the Canadian steel
standard (CSA S16). These requirements include column in-plane and out-of-plane demands and
the need to place struts between tiers. However, as of now, there is no seismic design provision
available in the AISC Seismic Provisions for this framing configuration.
The first objective pursued in this study was to examine the seismic response of the MT-BFs
designed in accordance with the CSA S16 design standard for steel structures and 2010 AISC
Seismic Provisions for Structural Steel Buildings. For Canadian applications, a seismic response
evaluation was performed to assess the adequacy of the 2009 design requirements specified for
MT-BFs and to verify whether improved design provisions were required. The 2014 CSA S16
provisions were adjusted on the basis of these studies, allowing a wider range of frames where MTBFs can be used and reducing out-of-plane design moments in columns. For the frames designed
based on U.S. design standards, the seismic evaluation aimed at verifying the necessity of
introducing new seismic design requirements for MT-BFs. The second objective of this study was
to develop and present an enhanced seismic design strategy that is consistent with the current North
American design provisions. A hybrid test program was also developed for MT-BF columns using
the Multi-Directional Hybrid Testing System (MDHTS) at Polytechnique Montréal.
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A series of X-braced frames was designed according to the 2010 AISC Seismic Provisions. The
seismic response of the prototype frames, simulated using fiber elements in the OpenSees program,
was validated against the 3D finite element model. Special attention was paid to the buckling
response of the columns. Then, nonlinear dynamic analyses were performed to study a wide range
of MT-BFs designed with the special concentrically bracing system. The results of the analyses
showed that inelastic brace deformations tend to concentrate in the tier(s) exhibiting relatively
lower storey shear resistance, which induce excessive drift in these weaker tier(s) and increase the
potential for low-cycle fatigue fracture of the bracing members. Also, high in-plane bending
demands are induced in the columns due to non-uniform tier drift demand, which cause flexural
yielding and column instability under seismic loading. For two-tiered steel concentrically braced
frames, a seismic analysis and design procedure was proposed in which the in-plane flexural
demands of the columns resulting from uneven distribution of brace inelastic deformations over the
frame height are determined and the columns are designed to resist the combined axial loads and
the in-plane flexural moments. Alternative design strategies such as using buckling restrained
bracing members and mobilizing gravity columns in the resistance of seismic in-plane bending
moments imposed on the MT-BF columns were introduced, and their adequacy was verified using
a nonlinear response history analysis of prototype structures. For the latter, three design approaches
were proposed in the framework of the AISC Seismic Provisions to design the braced frame and
gravity columns. Two analysis procedures, a sub-structuring technique and a stiffness analysis
method, consistent with the AISC Seismic Provisions, were proposed for the design of MT-BFs
with three or more tiers for in-plane seismic demand. The methods are used to determine the
seismic induced in-plane bending demands of columns as well as tier drifts. The columns are then
sized with sufficient strength and stiffness to avoid column buckling and excessive drift in tiers.
The methods have been validated for prototype frames by comparing the seismic demand
considered in design to that obtained from nonlinear dynamic analysis. It was shown that the
seismic in-plane bending demand of the columns could be very well predicted using the proposed
methods.
A seismic response evaluation of the frames designed based on the Canadian standard was
performed by studying the nonlinear seismic response of a series of 3- and 5-tiered X-braced
frames respectively of the moderate and limited ductility categories. An analysis method was
proposed to apply the revised seismic design requirements specified in CSA S16-14. The results
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of nonlinear time history analyses showed that the in-plane flexural seismic bending demand on
MT-BF columns can be properly predicted by the CSA S16-14 requirements. A design method
was also proposed, in the framework of CSA S16, for frames exceeding CSA S16 limits on the
number of tiers. This method accounts for the distribution of the seismic inelastic demand
between tiers. The application of the proposed method was demonstrated for a 5-tiered Type MD
concentrically braced frame and validated using nonlinear dynamic analysis.
A hybrid test program was developed for MT-BF columns using the new Multi-Directional Hybrid
Testing System (MDHTS) at the Structural Engineering Laboratory at Polytechnique Montréal.
Additionally a preliminary study was performed to verify the MDHTS and to compensate for the
frictional force in the hybrid simulation. The hybrid simulation aims at studying the stability of
steel W-shape columns, as part of steel MT-BFs, subjected to combined axial compression forces
and weak axis or biaxial bending moments.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Tall single-storey steel buildings are commonly used in North America for the purpose of
commercial, sport and industrial facilities. Concentrically braced frames (CBFs) are very
effective for providing lateral resistance to these buildings. Multi-tier bracing configuration with
two or more bracing tiers is commonly used in building applications that require tall open spaces,
when long single bracing members extending from the foundations to the roof level are no longer
practical. Figure 1.1 shows four examples of multi-tiered braced frames (MT-BFs) with various
ranges of height and number of tiers. Compared to one continuous bracing from the ground to the
roof level, the application of an MT-BF arrangement generally leads to an economical design. In
MT-BF configuration, brace sizes can be significantly reduced, which leads to easily satisfying
the stringent cross-section and overall member slenderness limitation for seismic applications.
Furthermore, as required by seismic design provisions, beams and columns of CBFs must be
designed for the forces that develop upon brace yielding and buckling. Smaller bracing members
as typically required in MT-BFs may result in smaller beams, columns and connections and,
therefore, reduce the overall costs of the structure.
In MT-BFs, columns can be considered as laterally braced in the plane of the frame at every tier
point, which also contributes to reducing the steel tonnage. Adjacent gravity columns located in
the exterior wall of the building can similarly be laterally braced by adding horizontal struts at the
tier levels (Figure 1.1b).
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fferent
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mpared to mu
ulti-storey brraced framess. First, MT-B
BF columns lack out-of--plane
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support at the tier levels, whereas multi-storey braced frames do have out-of- plane support at the
floor levels. Second, MT-BFs are single-degree-of-freedom systems and do not develop inertial
forces at the tier levels, so all inelastic force redistribution must happen within the braced frame. In
contrast, multi-storey braced frames develop inertial forces at the floor levels, which can help
equilibrate unbalanced horizontal forces that develop after brace buckling and yielding. These
differences between multi-tiered and multi-storey braced frames raise concerns regarding the
application of the current seismic design procedures developed for single bracing panels between
adjacent levels to braced frames with multiple bracing panels stacked between floors. Thus, the
questions that must be addressed are how - and to what extent - does the seismic response of MTBFs differ from standard multi-storey CBFs? Is there a need for special requirements to analyze
and design MT-BFs under seismic loading?
Under seismic ground motions, inelastic response may not distribute evenly along the MT-BF
height, leading to variations in tier drifts. The reason for this behaviour is that brace buckling in
compression is likely to occur first in one of the tiers due to unavoidable inherent differences in
brace boundary conditions, brace out-of-straightness, and material properties. Due to the softening
response following brace buckling, further frame lateral deformations then tend to concentrate in
that same critical tier. Brace tension yielding develops in the critical tier, which leads to plastic
elongation of the braces in that tier, even after brace buckling has occurred in the other tiers. This
response induces in-plane flexural demand on the columns that may compromise the stability of
the columns. Furthermore, drift concentration may impose excessive ductility demand on braces,
which can cause brace premature low-cycle fatigue fracture.
No experimental data is available on the seismic response of MT-BFs to verify the concerns
mentioned above. However, a full-scale experimental program performed by Uriz (2005) on a 2storey chevron braced frame with identical storeys represents the conditions of a 2-tiered CBF
because the lateral displacement is applied at the roof level only. Figure 1.3 shows the test
specimen loaded in the second storey beam level. The results of this study confirmed the concerns
raised for MT-BFs as the frame inelastic deformations concentrated in the lower level (Figure 1.4),
which imposed flexural demands on the columns. Figure 1.5 shows the hysteresis loops for the
frame and the first storey. The complete fracture of braces was observed in the first storey due to
the concentration of the damage in this storey as the lateral load was applied. The maximum storey
drift that developed in the lower storey before brace fracture is 2.5%, which corresponds to 1.3%
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storey driift. The full--scale experiimental obseervations andd results verrify the non--uniformity oof the
lateral ressponse and itts possible co
onsequencess on the seism
mic performaance of MT-BFs.

Figu
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n braced fram
me specimenn (Uriz 2005)).

Figure 1.4: Concentration of drrift in the firsst storey of tthe 2-storey chevron braaced frame (U
Uriz
2005).
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Uriz 2005).
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induces in-plane flexural demands on the columns of the braced frame. The study also included
Type MD (Moderately Ductile) and Type LD (Limited Ductility) MT-BFs. It was found that the
in-plane bending moments in Type LD frames are lower than those observed in ductile frames.
The performance of Type MD MT-BFs was also adequate for frames with a limited number of
tiers. The results of the numerical studies confirmed that column in-plane bending demands can
be appropriately predicted by the S16 requirements. The out-of-plane flexural demand was
significantly lower than specified in CSA S16-09. Changes were introduced in the 2014 edition
of CSA S16 (CSA S16-14) to reflect these findings. For Type LD braced frames, the limitation
on the number of tiers was introduced, which limited the bracing panels to five. Type MD MTBFs were also allowed to be used for frames up to three tiers. Moreover, the notional out-of-plane
transverse loads for the columns were reduced to 2% of the factored axial compression load in
the columns below the brace-to-column intersecting points.
In contrast, seismic design provisions for MT-BFs are not available in the U.S. design standards for
steel structures. In the 2010 AISC Seismic Provisions for Structural Steel Buildings (AISC 2010a),
this configuration is assigned to the K-type braced frame category and is therefore prohibited for
the OCBF (ordinary concentrically braced frame) and SCBF (special concentrically braced frame)
systems. However, Chapter 15 of ASCE 7-10 (ASCE 2010) allows engineers to design MT-BFs as
non-building structures. According to Table 15.4-1 of ASCE 7-10, no seismic design requirement
is required for ordinary CBFs designed with a response modification factor, R = 1.5, and deflection
amplification factor, Cd = 1.5. No height limit is specified for this type of CBF and only the
requirements of the AISC 360-10 Specifications (AISC 2010b) must be followed. This means that
the MT-BF configuration is permitted only when a very limited seismic ductility demand is
expected. Thus, considering the wide use of MT-BF configuration in sport facilities, convention
centers, or industrial plants (Figure 1.1), engineers have a limited choice of lateral load resisting
systems for such buildings in the U.S. Additionally, since more ductile braced frame systems are
allowed in the U.S. design standards and design seismic load is defined based on the design basis
earthquake (DBE) with a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years, it was expected that the
seismic demands on MT-BFs designed in accordance with the U.S. standards would be more
pronounced compared to the Canadian applications. It was therefore believed that similar design
requirements would be needed for MT-BFs in the U.S.
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1.2 Objectives
This PhD thesis aimed to: 1) assess the seismic response of steel multi-tiered braced frames, and
2) develop analysis and seismic design methods to achieve safe and economical MT-BF designs
in North America. The study was limited to single-storey buildings with steel braced frames. The
objectives can be detailed as follows:
–

Since the seismic response of the MT-BFs had not been studied extensively and several
concerns had been raised by engineering communities in the U.S. and Canada regarding the
application of this framing configuration in seismic areas, the first objective of the research
was to develop a better understanding of the seismic behaviour of MT-BFs by studying the
distribution of inelastic demands along the height of frame as well as in-plane and out-of-plane
flexural bending demands on columns. The influence of various parameters including frame
geometry (height, number of tiers, relative tier heights), seismic region and design standards
(the U.S. and Canada), braced frame systems (CBFs and BRBFs for the U.S. and CBFs for
Canada), design seismic load (Response modification factor, R, for the U.S. and Ductility
related factor, Rd for Canada) had to be considered.

–

The second objective of this research was to propose analysis and design methods to predict
the in-plane flexural demands on columns and tier drift distributions along the frame height.
The methods had to be suited to the two design environments in Canada and the U.S. and
take into consideration the expected differences in demand and design guidelines. For the
U.S. applications, the method had to cover frames with small and large number of tiers and
consistent with the analysis cases for SCBFs implicit in the 2010 AISC Seismic Provisions.
For the Canadian applications, however, the 2009 special design requirements for MT-BFs
had to be revisited and improved as necessary.

1.3 Research methodology
The main activities of this research are summarized as follows:
–

At the beginning of the study and during the course of the work, a literature review of design
provisions for concentrically braced frames in Canada and the U.S. was carried out with
focus on past studies on the inelastic response of the CBFs and column buckling response.
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–

For the first objective of developing a better understanding of MT-BF seismic response, the
following tasks were completed:


Design of prototype MT-BFs in accordance with current design provisions, i.e. CSA
S16-09 in Canada and AISC 341-10 and AISC 360-10 in the U.S. The frames selected
covered a wide range of geometries, braced frame systems and ductility. The frames in
Canada were located in Vancouver and Montréal; the frames in the U.S. were located in
Coastal California.



Development of numerical models using the OpenSees programs. Special attention was
devoted to properly model the buckling response of the bracing and column members.
Two models were developed: a simple model with simplified brace connection details,
and a second model with refined connection details.



NonLinear Response History (NLRH) analysis of the prototype structures under an
ensemble of ground motions that are representative of the design level earthquake
(probability of exceedance of 2% in 50 years) in Canada and Maximum Considered
Earthquake (MCER) level in the U.S.



Nonlinear static (pushover) analysis performed on selected MT-BFs to better understand
the sequence of brace buckling and yielding leading to the in-plane flexural demand on
columns and subsequent column buckling.



Collaboration with U.S. researchers who performed detailed finite element analysis of
isolated MT-BF columns subjected to in-plane rotation and axial compression load
demands obtained from OpenSees analyses and entire MT-BFs subjected to seismic
ground motions. Similar, although limited, finite element analysis were also conducted
in this thesis work to validate OpenSees results and confirm the findings from
collaborators.



Examination of the analysis results with emphasis on the sequence of brace buckling and
yielding along the frame height, column buckling response, in-plane flexural demand on
columns, and tier drifts. Statistics of these response parameters were generated. In some
studies, out-of-plane demand was also examined.

–

For the second objective of developing seismic analysis and design methods for MT-BFs, the
following tasks were accomplished:
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Close examination of the time history response of the prototype MT-BFs to understand
the relationships between the bending moment demand in columns, the axial loads
acting in the bracing members, storey drift and tier drifts.



Close examination of the buckling mode of the columns to understand how buckling
develops under the seismic demand.



Development of an analysis and design method for simpler, 2-tiered SCBF systems in
the U.S. The design approach was verified through nonlinear static and dynamic
analysis.



Use of nonlinear static (pushover) analysis to predict the flexural demand on columns
and tier drift response.



Development of guidance for the design of gravity columns along braced lines that are
used to distribute and limit seismic induced column flexural demands and tier drifts in
MT-BFs.



Development of more comprehensive analysis and design methods for SCBFs with three
or more tiers.



Validation of the current Canadian design method and development of a modified
analysis and design method for frames having a number of tiers in excess of CSA S1614 limits.

–

In addition, an experimental program including hybrid column testing was initiated to verify
the buckling response of the steel W-shape columns as part of MT-BFs and validate the
seismic design requirements proposed using the MDHTS at Polytechnique Montréal. Note
that this test program has been only partially completed because of issues regarding the
testing machine. For this test program, the following tasks have been accomplished so far:


Review of the MDHTS at Polytechnique Montréal



Selection of representative MT-BF column test specimens and development of a test
program for MT-BF columns



Development of a preliminary column test program on smaller specimens



Preliminary hybrid testing including development of OpenFresco models



Characterization of the frictional forces developing in the experimental setup and
development of numerical models and techniques to compensate for these forces.
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Since this thesis is presented by relevant articles, parts of the presented tasks have been
conducted more than once and at different periods of time, as each of the individual articles
required that all steps performed during the course of this thesis be presented. Other tasks
presented in only one article were accomplished only once.

1.4 Organization
This dissertation consists of relevant articles and is divided into 10 chapters and two appendices.
Chapter 1 is the introduction chapter. It presents background information, the main objectives of
the research, and the methodology that has been adopted. A literature review on the seismic
behaviour of steel concentrically braced frames and column buckling response is presented in
Chapter 2. Chapter 3 concentrates on the methodology of the research. In Chapters 4 to 8, five
articles that include the main findings of the research project and have been submitted for
publication in scientific journals are presented. These articles are as follows:
1) Seismic Performance Assessment of Multi-Tiered Steel Concentrically Braced Frames
Designed in Accordance with Current AISC Seismic Provisions; Ali Imanpour, Robert
Tremblay, Ali Davaran, Christopher Stoakes, and Larry A. Fahnestock; submitted to the
Journal of Structural Engineering, ASCE on August 16, 2015.
2) Analysis and Design of Two-Tiered Braced Frames under In-Plane Seismic Demand; Ali
Imanpour, Robert Tremblay, Larry A. Fahnestock, and Christopher Stoakes; submitted to the
Journal of Structural Engineering, ASCE on November 2, 2014 (initial version) and May 13,
2015 (revised version).
3) Seismic Design and Performance of Multi-Tiered Steel Braced Frames Including the
Contribution from Gravity Columns under In-plane Seismic Demand; Ali Imanpour, Karl
Auger, and Robert Tremblay; submitted to the Journal of Advances in Engineering Software
on July 10, 2015.
4) Analysis Methods for the Design of Special Concentrically Braced Frames with Three and
More Tiers for In-Plane Seismic Demand; Ali Imanpour and Robert Tremblay; submitted to
the Journal of Structural Engineering, ASCE on September 11, 2015.
5) Seismic Design and Response of Steel Multi-Tiered Concentrically Braced Frames in
Canada; Ali Imanpour and Robert Tremblay; submitted to the Canadian Journal of Civil
Engineering on September 15, 2015.
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Chapter 9 presents a discussion on the main findings of this research. The conclusions and
recommendations for future studies are summarized in Chapter 10. Appendix A presents the
work performed to initiate the testing machine and develop a hybrid test program on MT-BF
columns. In Appendix B, detailed derivation of the equation used to determine the number of
yielding tiers in Chapter 7 is presented.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 General
A literature survey is provided in this chapter on the inelastic response of the steel concentrically
braced frames (CBFs) and buckling response of steel W-shape columns. Considerable
experimental and numerical research has been conducted on the behaviour of steel braced frames
and their connections under loading protocols that are representative of strong earthquake
loading. The influence of several parameters on the elastic and inelastic response of CBFs has
been investigated. The information provided in these studies is necessary to understand the
response of MT-BFs and validate the numerical models used in the analyses. Since there has been
extensive research on the behaviour and design of CBFs, a review of the most relevant research
work is summarized in the first part of this chapter. References are also made to previous works
that include information on the inelastic seismic response of steel braced frames. Additionally, a
brief review of the research that has been recently performed on the steel multi-tiered braced
frames is presented. In the second part of this chapter, the seismic design requirements for steel
concentrically braced frames designed in accordance with the Canadian and the U.S. standards
are summarized.
Limited research, however, has been performed on the buckling response of the steel W-shape
column part of seismic force resisting systems. This research consists of numerical investigations
as well as experimental validations on the column buckling and failure modes. In the third part of
this chapter, a review of the related publications is provided to help understand the behaviour of
the MT-BF columns under seismic loading and, in particular, the instability mode of the columns.

2.2 Behaviour of steel CBFs
The literature review on CBFs is divided into the following categories:
–

Brace inelastic response;

–

Effective length and connection effects on brace resistance;

–

Prediction of fracture life;

–

Inelastic demand on steel CBFs;

–

Numerical modeling of brace cyclic response.
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2.2.1 Brace
B
inela
astic respo
onse
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nd Black 19
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7; Bertero eet al. 1989; Fukuta et aal. 1989; Shaaback
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ground motion.
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loading is
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revealed a limited energy dissipaation capacity
y for steel brraces under seismic loadding.

r
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der symmetrrical cyclic lloading (Trem
mblay 2002)).
Figurre 2.1: Bracee hysteretic response
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post-buckling resistances, brace maximum tensile resistance, and lateral deformations of the
braces upon buckling. The identification of the brace buckling strength together with the strength
reduction in the post-buckling range was also discussed in this paper, and equations were
proposed based on the experimental data to predict the brace tension, buckling, post-buckling
resistances, and maximum out-of-plane deformation of the compression braces. As reported in
this study, the energy dissipation capacity of a bracing member increases when the brace
slenderness decreases. As will be discussed later on, brace fracture life was found to decrease
when the brace slenderness is reduced.
The main characteristics of the inelastic seismic response of CBFs were presented in Tremblay
(2001). This document summarizes provisions for ductile response of bracing members such as
the effect of the brace slenderness on the fracture life, brace overstrength, and ability of the brace
to dissipate seismic energy. Additionally, the results of a series of quasi-static cyclic tests on
CBFs were reported in Tremblay et al. (2003). This test program aimed at evaluating the seismic
performance of the CBFs made with cold-formed RHS bracing members and by comparing the
response of X-bracing and single diagonal bracing.

2.2.2 Effective length and connection effects on brace resistance
Several experimental and numerical studies have been performed to verify the concept of the
effective length factor for steel bracing members in the inelastic range. Based on these studies,
the effect of the connection detail is one of the most important factors that should be considered.
Additionally, the support provided by the tension-acting member in the cross diagonals plays a
key role in determining the brace’s effective length. One of the earliest works to define the
effective slenderness ratio of the single diagonal bracing and X-bracing configuration was
performed by Wakabayashi et al. (1980). In this study, the effective length factor was estimated
for the buckling of the braces, taking into account the rotational rigidity of the connected
members. The effective slenderness ratio was proposed for the brace post-buckling and hysteretic
response provided that the braces are rigidly connected at their ends.
Wakabayashi et al. (1974; 1977) conducted another experimental study on a series of X-bracing
taking into account brace end conditions. These researchers concluded that the effective length
factor depend on the connection type and plane of buckling. They proposed an effective length
factor of 0.6 for in-plane and 0.7 for out-of-plane buckling. A theoretical model was proposed by
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El-Tayem and Geol (1986) based on an experimental study on X-bracing made with single and
double angle braces to estimate the effective length factor of the compression brace for in-plane and
out-of-plane buckling modes. Similar recommendations were proposed by Tremblay et al. (2003)
based on the test results to determine the compression strengths of the brace for single diagonal
bracing and X-bracing. This study also confirmed that the tension brace in the X-bracing
configuration can provide an appropriate out-of-plane support to the member acting in compression
except at a storey drift close to zero. Palmer et al. (2012) proposed an effective length factor of 0.5
based on the experimental study performed on a single-story X-configuration with center-splice
connection. The brace length was set equal to actual total brace length. Also, it was shown that the
tension-acting brace can provide sufficient out-of-plane support for the compression member. The
results of an experimental study by Tremblay et al. (2003) showed that the slenderness of bracing
members of X-bracing systems could be determined with a K factor of 0.5 as X-bracing could
provide similar hysteretic response and energy dissipation characteristics compared to single
bracing, with the same effective slenderness ratio.
Furthermore, several theoretical studies addressed the effective length factor and buckling load of
CBFs with an X-bracing configuration. Picard and Beaulieu (1987) proposed an equation to
determine the effective length factor of X-bracing, which depends on the tension and
compression forces in the braces. Based on this equation, for the ratio of compression brace force
to tension brace force smaller than 1.6, the effective length of the compression diagonal is 0.5
times the length of the brace. The stability criteria of bracing members in X-bracing system were
formulated using the energy approach by Stoman (1988) and Wang and Boresi (1992). The
Raleigh-Ritz method was used to obtain the critical load of the compression brace in the presence
of tension acting members and brace effective length was proposed for design purpose. Stoman
(1989) showed that the effective length of the compression brace is sensitive to the relative
stiffness of the two cross diagonals as well as the brace end conditions. Various parameters were
investigated by Segal et al. (1994) to obtain the compression buckling loads of the braces in the
X-braced frame subjected to out-of-plane buckling, including the end conditions (rigid, pinned,
and semi rigid), the length of the members, the flexural stiffness of the boundaries, and the
relative axial loads in the tension and compression members. They proposed closed-form
relationships to determine the brace buckling loads. A similar study was performed by Sabelli
and Hohbach (1999), where a relationship was derived between brace buckling strength and end-
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rotational stiffness. This study provides design value for effective length factor of the X-bracing
for in-plane and out-of-plane buckling modes.
A closed formed solution was proposed by Davaran (2001) for the effective length factor in the
elastic range of the discontinuous member part of an X-bracing system to estimate the effect of
the mid-span connection on the brace buckling resistance. Buckling analysis was solved for two
mid-connection details: pinned and semi-rigid. The results showed that the rotational stiffness of
the mid-connection should be increased to achieve higher load capacity for the bracing system. A
complementary study by Davaran and Hoveidae (2009) using nonlinear 3-Dimensional (3D)
finite element analysis confirmed that the buckling strength and ductility of the X-braced
configuration is improved by using a new mid-connection detail. Davaran et al. (2014) performed
an experimental study on X-bracing systems with bolted single shear splice connections to evaluate
the compressive resistance of discontinuous bracing members. An analytical method was proposed
based on the test data to predict the compressive resistance of these members. One of the main
findings of this study was that the current AISC design procedure for Hollow Structural Section
(HSS) connections overestimates the buckling strength. An equation was proposed to predict the
effective length factor of these members, taking into account the formation of three plastic hinges
over the length of the discontinuous member.

2.2.3 Prediction of fracture life
Cold formed Rectangular Hollow Sections (RHSs) are commonly used in steel CBFs as they
offer an effective cross-section to resist compression forces. Low-cycle fatigue fracture of these
members at the plastic hinge location has been known as an unsatisfactory limit state for the
brace frames. The observations of the Northridge 1994 and Kobe 1995 earthquakes (Tremblay et
al. 1995; Tremblay et al. 1996) also confirmed that the braces made of RHSs are prone to
premature fracture resulting from the local buckling at the plastic hinge regions. So far, extensive
research studies have been performed to investigate the brace fracture, especially on the braces
made of cold-formed square or rectangular steel tubing (Tang and Goel 1987; Archambault et al.
1995; Shaback 2001; Tremblay 2003; Hsiao 2013).
Tremblay (2002) proposed an empirical equation to predict ductility at brace fracture as a
function of brace slenderness. In their experimental study, Tremblay et al. (2003) showed that
brace fracture generally occurs when the brace is in tension after developing local buckling of the
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tube in th
he previous compressive
c
cycle. An empirical
e
moodel was prooposed in thiis study to predict
the fractu
ure life of braces
b
madee of RHSs. Maximum end rotationn was used in this moddel to
characterize the deforrmation demand at brace fracture inittiation. Basedd on this model, the resisstance
to fracture increases by
b reducing the
t width-to--thickness (bb/t) of the tubbe wall and w
when the effe
fective
brace slen
nderness ratiio (Kl/r) inccreases. It waas confirmedd that local buckling off the walls oof the
HSS mem
mbers play an
a important role in resisstance to fraccture.
Fell et all. (2009) rep
ported the reesults of 18 large-scale tests of braccing membeers made of HSS,
pipe, and
d W-sectionss. The study aimed at examining the fracture behhaviour of thhese braces uunder
cyclic loaading. The results
r
of th
he experimen
ntal study shhowed that the brace w
width-to-thickness
ratio has the largest impact
i
on th
he brace fraccture ductilitty as the secction local buckling resuults in
developin
ng large plaastic strain in
i the sectio
on, and in tuurn, leads too fracture innitiation neaar the
corners of
o the HSS member.
m
Ho
owever, mem
mber slenderrness ratio aand loading parameters have
lesser im
mpact on the brace fractu
ure ductility. Figure 2.2 shows the vvariation of ffracture driftt with
brace wid
dth-to-thickn
ness ratio an
nd slenderneess ratio forr the specim
mens tested inn this studyy. The
results reevealed that resistance to
t fracture increases forr more comp
mpact HSS seections and more
slender members.
m

a)

b)

Figure 2.2:
2 Maximu
um drift at frracture initiaation versus aa) brace widdth-to-thicknness ratio; annd b)
brace ov
verall slendeerness ratio ((Fell et al. 20009).

p
onn fracture ducctility of the bracing mem
mbers
Several experimental studies havee also been performed
by researchers at Univ
versity of Caalifornia at Berkeley
B
(Urriz 2005; Uriiz and Mahinn 2008; Yanng and
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Mahin 20
005; Chen ett al. 2008; Lai et al. 2010; Lai and M
Mahin 2014)). These studdies include ccyclic
experimental testing of
o braced fraames with brraces made oof square HS
SS, round H
HSS, pipe, annd Wsection. Uriz
U (2005) performed
p
an
n experimen
ntal study on a 2-storey S
Special Conccentrically B
Braced
Frame (SCBF) with HSS
H braces in
i a chevron bracing connfiguration. T
The two storeeys were ideentical
h
dissplacement was
w applied at
a the top off the second llevel, similaar to a multi-tiered
and the horizontal
braced fraame except that
t the colum
mns were su
ubjected to sttrong-axis beending momeent in the plaane of
the framee. In the tesst, lateral deeformations concentratedd in the low
wer storey an
and brace fraacture
occurred at a storey drift of 2.5%
%. Figure 2.3 shows thee fraction off roof drift ddistributed inn each
ntil the fractture. Also, a fatigue mo
odel based oon strain acccumulation w
was developped to
storey un
predict th
he fracture life for the HSS braces. Yang
Y
and Maahin (2005) performed tests on indivvidual
square HSS
H
braces and
a showed that fracture occurred aat storey drrifts equal too 2.5%; how
wever,
circular braces
b
made from pipes resulted
r
in beetter resistannce to fracturre than the sqquare HSS braces.
Similar conclusions were
w
made by
b Lai and Mahin
M
(20144) based on tthe results of an experim
mental
study on two 2-storey full-scale steel braced
d frame speccimens with RHS and C
CHS braces ttested
under cycclic loading.

Figure
F
2.3: Concentration
n of drift in the
t first storeey of a 2-stoorey CBF (U
Uriz 2005).
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Recently,, Tsai et al. (2010; 2013
3) conducted
d experimenntal studies oon braces annd full-scale three
storey CB
BFs with W--section bracces subjected
d to out-of-pplane and inn-plane buckling. Braces were
tested under cyclic displacement,
d
, whereas psseudo-dynam
mic techniquue was used to perform frame
test. This study conclluded that th
he maximum storey drift that leads too tensile fraccture of the bbraces
o 3% and 5%
% for out-of-pplane and inn-plane buckling, respecttively.
in multi-sstorey frames is equal to
A similarr study was performed
p
by
y Roeder (20
011) on threee full-scale, ttwo-storey S
SCBFs with an Xbraced co
onfiguration. Two specimens inclu
uded rectanggular HSS bbrace membeers and the third
specimen
n had wide-fflange braces. Different gusset platee details weere studied. T
The experim
mental
study sho
owed that th
he HSS bracces achieved
d maximum storey drift of 2% befoore brace fraacture,
whereas the correspo
onding drift for wide fllange bracess was 2.5%;; however, tthe loss of brace
strength after
a
buckling was more significant for
fo the bracess made of wiide flange sections.
A team of
o researchers at University of Washiington (Hsiaao et al. 20133) used the ffracture dataa from
over 40 steel
s
braced frame
f
tests to
o propose a fracture moddel for nonlinnear modelinng of SCBFss with
HSS bracces. This model
m
accoun
nts for the width-to-thic
w
ckness ratio of the crosss-section, overall
slenderneess ratio of th
he brace, and
d yield streng
gth of the braacing membbers. Hsiao ett al. proposeed that
the maxim
mum strain can
c be used as
a the best vaariable to preedict brace frracture (Figuure 2.4). Usinng the
model proposed in th
his study, it is
i found thatt the maximu
mum storey ddrift before fr
fracture for ssquare
HSS bracces satisfyin
ng the 2010 AISC Seism
mic Provisioons limit forr a highly dductile membber is
approxim
mately 2%.

Figure 2.4:
2 Brace frracture limitt varying witth a) brace w
width-to-thickness ratio ((KL/r =52.6 and
E/Fy = 446 MPa); and
a b) bracee slendernesss ratio (b/t = 11.3 and E/F
Fy = 446 MP
Pa) (Hsiao ett al.
2013).
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2.2.4 Inelastic demand on steel CBFs
In steel CBFs, uneven distribution of seismic demand along the height of CBFs may affect the
performance of the structure while responding to seismic shaking. Concentration of inelastic
demands in multi-storey steel frames that may lead to soft-storey mechanism have been widely
investigated previously. As stated by Tremblay (2000; 2003) and Tremblay and Merzouq (2004),
dynamic instability of multi-storey CBFs is mainly developed due to the non-uniform distribution
of inelastic seismic demand, which itself results from the reduction of the storey shear resistance
in the storey (or storeys) where brace buckling first occurs (Uriz 2005). This response induces inplane flexural bending demands in the CBF columns. The intensity of this behaviour depends on
various parameters, including hysteretic response of the bracing member, braced frame
configuration, number of storeys, and the characteristics of the ground motion. Also, non-uniform
distribution of inelastic demand over the height of steel braced frames contributes to reducing the
seismic induced axial force demands in the columns. This is because brace yielding does not
occur simultaneously over the entire height under seismic loading. However, this behaviour
imposes high rotational demands on the CBF columns (Tremblay and Stiemer 1994; Tremblay
2000; Tremblay 2003; Richards 2009). Extensive research (Uetani and Tagawa 1998; Krawinkler
and Gupta 1998; Moghadam et al. 2004; Uriz 2005; Chen et al. 2008; Richards 2009; Lai and
Mahin 2014) has been conducted to recognize the causes of drift concentration in CBFs and
propose cost-effective and simple solutions; however, no practical solution has yet been
developed to mitigate this unsatisfactory response in the CBFs. Note that past studies have not
examined the seismic response of multi-tiered braced frames. The following ideas were among
those proposed by some researchers to avoid dynamic instability, distribute inelastic demand over
the building height, and achieve more stable braced frame response in steel CBFs:
–

Use of elastic members (or truss) together with the CBF

–

Proper detailing of the bracing members

–

Application of BRBFs instead of conventional CBF

The schematics of elastic vertical truss attached to the main frame are shown in Figure 2.5. In this
system, the high rigidity provided by the elastic truss helps to distribute drift between the storeys
by triggering the brace yielding and buckling (Tremblay et al. 1997; Tremblay 2003; Tremblay
and Merzouq 2004).
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a)

b)

Figure 2.5:
2 Elastic vertical
v
truss attached to a) a conventtional X-bracced frame; aand b) a buckkling
restraained braced
d frame (Trem
mblay 2003)).

In braced
d frames with elastic truss, all the brraced storeyys undergo thhe same drifft when the fframe
responds in inelasticc region beccause the vertical trusss has enouggh flexural sstiffness to force
yielding in all of th
he storeys attached.
a
Th
he elastic vvertical trusss concept w
was used foor the
constructtion of a 19-storey buildiing in Japan
n (Aoki et al.. 1998). In reecent research by Wadaa et al.
(2009), the
t implemeentation of rocking walls and steeel dampers was studiedd to increasse the
strength and
a energy dissipation
d
of
o an 11-storey reinforc ed concrete frame in Jaapan. An exaample
of using this system together wiith a steel moment
m
resissting system is shown inn Figure 2.66. The
results of
o this stud
dy confirmeed that usin
ng the rockking system
m can imprrove the seeismic
performaance of the frame
f
by con
ntrolling thee global behhaviour of thhe structure and reducinng the
possibilitty of damagee in deficientt structural members.
m

Figure 2.6: Strong rocking
r
walll attached to a steel mom
ment resistingg frame (Waada et al. 20009).
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Lai and Mahin (2014) proposed a new seismic force resisting system named the strongback
system. This system is similar to the vertical truss member proposed by Tremblay (2003) and
aims at promoting uniform storey drift over the heigth of the structure and prevent the occurance of
soft storey mechanism. A design strategy was also proposed to prevent deformation concentration
in steel braced frames. The results of nonlinear dynamic analysis showed that this system is
capable of preventing soft-storey mechanism. Pollino et al. (2013) and Qu et al. (2014) also
proposed a similar idea (vertical truss) to enhance the seismic performance of the existing CBFs
using one or multiple rocking cores added to the main frame in order to engage all the braces
over the frame height and redistribute the seismic forces. Pollino et al. (2013) also listed the
number of reasons that may cause non-uniform distribution of the seismic demand or capacity
over the building height. These reasons include non-uniform overstrength over the frame height,
uncertainties in mass distributions, differences in the structural properties, and uncertainties in the
magnitude and frequency content of the earthquake. A design example together with performance
evaluation of new technique was presented in Qu et al. (2014). The results of this research
revealed that this technique can effectively reduce the excessive storey drift demands for the
rehabilitated CBF.
As an alternative solution to minimize the concentration of the inelastic demand along the height
of the structure, Tremblay et al, (1994) Tremblay (2000) and MacRae et al. (2004) proposed
making use of the continuity of the columns to reduce drift concentration and promote uniform
drift along the height of CBFs, which would result in simultaneous brace yielding and increase
column axial demands. Minimum column continuity requirements have been introduced in CSA
S16 in 2001: minimum of two storeys for tension-compression CBFs and over the full building
height for tension-only CBFs. MacRae et al. (2004) developed relationships between the drift,
column strength, and stiffness for two-storey CBFs. Column bending demands were related to the
column stiffness, the ratio of displacement at top of the frame to the roof displacement at yield,
and storey shear force developed by the braces. Empirical relationships were proposed for multistorey CBFs. In multi-storey structures, gravity columns are also attached to the lateral load
resisting systems through the floor; therefore, one can make use of the continuity of the gravity
columns to help prevent concentration of seismic ductility demand. Flores et al. (2014) showed
that the additional stiffness provided by continuous (without splice) gravity columns can help to
improve seismic performance of Special Moment Frames (SMFs).
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In addition to the id
dea of the elastic
e
stiff member, seeveral otherr methods w
were propossed to
mitigate drift
d
concen
ntration, prev
vent dynamicc instability,, and improvve seismic reesponse of C
CBFs.
Among those method
ds, a design
n method waas proposed by Lacerte and Tremblay (2006), w
where
slender braces
b
are selected with post-bucckling storeyy shear ressistance suffficient to trrigger
buckling of the com
mpression brrace in the adjacent toop or bottom
m storey. Thhe results oof the
numericaal simulation
n of a 12-sto
orey CBF veerified the m
method to acchieve stablee and satisfaactory
seismic performance
p
in the 2-storrey X-config
guration. Re cently, Euroopean researcchers Merczzela et
al. (2014
4) introduceed a plasticcity-based method,
m
whhere the strructure is ddesigned firrst in
accordance with the Eurocode
E
req
quirements. Then, bracees and colum
mns are modiified such thhat the
hich cause lo
ocalized plastic storey m
mechanism, are always larger thann load
load paraameters, wh
parameteer that resu
ults in a distributed
d
yielding
y
aloong the heiight of thee structure. This
methodollogy is illusttrated schem
matically in Figure
F
2.7.

Figure 2.7:: Global plasstic and soft storey mechhanisms (Meerczela et al. 2014).

2.2.5 Numerical
N
modeling of brace cyclic
c
resp
ponse
A signifiicant amoun
nt of research has been performed oon numericaal modelingg of braces, as an
accurate model of brace
b
inelastiic response is essentiall to achieve meaningfull results. Since a
his study, ann overview oof landmark studies thatt were
fiber-baseed model waas extensiveely used in th
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used as the basics to develop the numerical model in OpenSees program (McKenna and Fenves
2004) is presented.
Force-based beam-column model used in OpenSees program was developed by Spacone et al.
(1996) for the nonlinear analysis of reinforced concrete frames. In this model, a flexibility-based
formulation was used and it was assumed that the plane section remain plane. Bending moment and
axial force were employed to satisfy element equilibrium using force interpolation functions. The
main advantages of this model include: 1) exact force interpolation functions with reduced number
of elements; 2) robustness and reliability of the model to simulate the strength degradation and
softening; and 3) ability to incorporate distributed element loads. So that the force-based
formulation offers higher accuracy; additionally, post-bucking axial compressive strength
degradation, such as brace or column buckling, can be appropriately predicted from the equilibrium
of force field at any level of inelastic deformation (Spacone et al. 1996; Calabrese 2010; D’Aniello
et al. 2013; Wijesundaraet al. 2014). Force-based beam-column element with fiber discretization of
the cross-section was validated by Uriz et al. (2008) for single-plane flexural buckling of braces.
Uriz et al. showed that this element is able to accurately predict the brace hysteretic response
including tension and buckling resistances, and post-buckling behaviour. Additionally, it was found
that local buckling has an insignificant impact on the overall hysteretic force-displacement response
of steel braces with compact sections; however, using a smooth transition from the elastic to
inelastic region of material stress-strain response indirectly compensates for this minor effect
(D’Aniello et al. 2013). In another validation study, Agüero et al. (2006) investigated the influence
of the various parameters including the type of elements (force-based and displacement elements),
number of elements along the brace length, number of integration points along the element length,
number of fibers required to define brace section, material model, and amplitude and number of
displacement increments required to simulate cyclic response of bracing members. Test results
were used to validate predictions from numerical models. It was concluded that the elements with
force-based formulations result in more accurate predictions, even though more computational time
is required when using force-based elements. Furthermore, the uniaxial Giuffré-Menegotto-Pinto
material model (Menegotto and Pinto 1973) was found to be an appropriate steel material for
modeling cyclic response of braces.
Agüero et al. (2006) also reported that the number of integration points has no significant impact
on brace response; three integration points was recommended in this study; Scott and Fenves
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(2006) an
nd D'Aniello
o et al. (201
13) recommeended four iintegration ppoints per ellement. Baseed on
Agüero et
e al. (2006)), sufficient accuracy iss achieved i n predictingg the brace response if eight
elements per brace with
w 16 fiberss for cross-seection discreetization werre used. Erroor is increassed by
reducing the number of elements or the numb
ber of fibers .
In additio
on to an accu
urate nonlin
near model for
fo the bracinng memberss, a realistic and sophistiicated
modeling
g approach is
i needed to assess the buckling
b
annd post-buckkling responsse of steel C
CBFs.
Accordin
ng to Agüero
o et al. (2006
6), using a brace connec tion model w
with rotationnal spring (F
Figure
2.8), whiich reproducces the hysteeretic respon
nse of the ggusset platess, was foundd to offer a good
match between prediction and tesst results forr the cases sttudied. In a rresearch studdy by Hsiao et al.
(2012), an
a accurate yet
y practicall modeling approach
a
waas proposedd for gusset plate connection,
which in
ncludes nonllinear rotatio
onal springss with multiiple rigid zones. This spring is abble to
simulate the hysterettic flexural response off the gusset plates. Onee example oof this conneection
model is shown in Figure 2.9.

m
with zero-length rotational sppring (Agüerro et al. 20066).
Figuree 2.8: Brace connection model
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Figure 2.9: Brace con
nnection model with zero
o-length rotaational sprinng and rigid llinks (Hsiaoo et al.
2012).

2.2.6 Multi-tiere
M
ed braced frames
f
Very few
w research stu
udies were fo
ound in the literature
l
thaat investigatee the seismicc response off steel
multi-tierred braced frames.
fr
The research perrformed by the collaborrators of thee current stuudy is
reported here; althou
ugh part of that
t
work is presented iin the journaal articles acccompanyingg this
thesis. Sttoakes and Fahnestock (2012; 2013) investigaated the inflluence of w
weak-axis fleexural
yielding on strong-ax
xis stability of isolated W-shape
W
columns part oof steel MT
T-BFs designned in
SC Seismic Provisions. The studyy aims at ccharacterizingg the
accordancce with thee 2010 AIS
inelasticitty effect on the
t column compression
c
strength, as the current ccolumn strenngth curve suuch as
the one specified
s
in the AISC Specification
S
ns (2010b) ddoes not acccount for thhe yielding oof the
column when
w
verifyiing the limiit state of strong-axis
s
oout-of-plane buckling. 33D finite eleement
analyses were perform
med on the columns
c
subj
bjected to com
mbined com
mpression loaads and weakk-axis
b
Thee flexural beending was increased
i
succh that yieldding initiatess in columnss. The
flexural bending.
results off the finite ellement analy
yses showed that the stroong-axis buckkling strengtth of isolatedd MTBF colum
mns can be reduced und
der monoton
nic loading ddue to the ppresence of w
weak-axis fllexure
provided that the weaak-axis rotatiion is large and
a torsionall restraint is nnot providedd at the tier levels.
As shown
n in Figure 2.10, a biax
xial buckling
g mode, whicch involves a combinatiion of strongg-axis
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and weak
k-axis deform
mations, waas observed for the coluumns loadedd with distribbuted axial loads
along thee height, as is the case for MT-BF columns beeing loaded at tier levels by the veertical
components of the brace
b
axial forces. Thiss study raiseed concerns regarding tthe possibiliity of
coupled in-plane
i
and
d out-of-plan
ne buckling of MT-BF columns unnder in-planee seismic deemand
induced by
b brace non
nlinear respo
onse and thee lack of suittable interacction equations to addresss this
response.

2
4-tiered
d isolated W610x195
W
co
olumn with ttotal height oof 40 ft: a) N
Normalized aaxial
Figure 2.10:
force vs normalized
n
strong-axis
s
displacemen
d
nt; b) Buckle d shape withh normal streess contourss (ksi)
at 0.02
2 rad.; and c)) Buckled sh
hape with no
ormal stress ccontours (ksi) at 0.03 radd. (Stoakes aand
Fahnestock 2013)).

c
aree subjected to varying axial loadss along theiir height duue to the veertical
MT-BF columns
componeents of bracee axial loads at tier levells. This loadding conditioon affects thee buckling llength
of the column in the plane and out
o of the pllane of the fr
frame and shhould be acccounted for iin the
hen defining the effectiv
ve length faactor. In inddustrial appllications, M
MT-BF
stability analysis wh
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columns are referred to as stepped (or crane) columns because the column member provides a
support for the crane runway girder installed between the ground and roof levels; also the column
section is generally reduced between the crane runway girder and roof level. Stepped columns are
typically unsupported over their entire height for buckling about strong-axis, whereas for
buckling about weak axis, the lateral support is provided by the crane runaway girder and/or
intermediate struts. Extensive research was carried out in the past four decades to define the
bucking length of stepped columns using elastic stability analysis (Huang 1968; Dalal 1969;
Anderson and Woodward 1972; Lay 1973; Agrawal and Stafiej 1980; Moore 1986; Fraser 1987,
1989, 1990; Fraser and Bridge 1990; Bendapudi 1994; Lui and Sun 1995; Simão et al. 2012).
Some of these studies are summarized below:
Huang (1968) presented the slenderness ratio of heavy mill building stepped columns with two
tiers. In this study, a practical method was introduced to design columns in mill building for outof-plane buckling. It was concluded that the ratio of the moment of inertias, the tier height ratio,
and the axial loads applied at tier as well as roof levels affect the buckling length of the columns.
Design curves were presented for practical values. The effective length factor of the bottom
column segment increases by increasing the moment of inertia as well as the height of the top
tier, and decreasing the axial load at the roof level. The effective length factor of the top column
segment increases by decreasing the moment of inertia of the bottom tier and increasing the axial
load at the roof level.
Dalal (1969) solved the elastic buckling equation for out-of-plane buckling of several nonconventional cases including: symmetrically and unsymmetrically stepped columns with axial
loads at the roof level, prismatic columns with distributed axial loads, prismatic columns with
intermediate axial loads, prismatic columns with axial loads at the roof level, and
unsymmetrically stepped columns with intermediate and end axial loads. Design tables were
given as a function of the parameters affecting the buckling length including the axial loads, the
ratio of the moment of inertia, and the tier height ratio. Figure 2.11 shows the critical load for a
stepped column subjected to end and intermediate axial loads. The buckling load increases when
the intermediate axial load is increased.
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Figure 2.11: Steppeed column critical load with
w end andd intermediaate axial loadds (Dalal 19669).

Agrawal et al. (1980) performed a similar stud
dy for in-plaane buckling of the stepped columns. They
concluded
d that the bu
uckling lengtth depends on
o the end fixxities, the tieer height ratiio, the ratio oof the
moment of
o inertia, an
nd the ratio of
o the applieed axial loadds. Effective length factors were pressented
for variou
us end cond
ditions of thee stepped co
olumn. In a similar studdy, Andersonn and Wooddward
(1972) so
olved the stab
bility equation for the sttepped colum
mn with diffe
ferent end coonditions.
Fraser an
nd Bridge (1990) investigated the bu
uckling loadd of stepped columns within rigid frames.
These researchers in
ncluded the flexural stifffness of thhe roof beam
m in additioon to the aabovementioneed parameterss and propossed practical design curvees to determiine the effecctive length ffactor.
Simão et al. (2012) proposed
p
a geometricall
g
y nonlinear model for sstability anallysis of swayy and
ped column
ns for out-off-plane stronng-axis buckkling. Compprehensive ddesign
sway-preevented stepp
tables were
w
given to
t define effective
e
len
ngth factorss for practical range oof the folloowing
parameteers: the ratio of the end axial
a
load to the intermeediate axial lload, the tierr height ratioo, end
fixities, the
t ratio of moment
m
of inertia
i
of th
he column seegments, andd the stiffneess of the coolumn
splice. Co
olumn end conditions
c
fo
or which dessign values w
were presentted in the paaper are show
wn in
Figure 2.12. Figure 2.13
2
presents buckling loads
l
for sw
way and swayy-prevented columns vaarying
with the height
h
ratio (LI = L, wh
here LI is thee height of bbottom colum
mn segment and L is thee total
height), the ratio of th
he end axial load to interrmediate axiial load (), tthe ratio of m
moment of innertia
of the collumn segmen
nts (II / III), and
a the stiffn
ness of the ccolumn splicce.
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Figure 2.12: Column
n end conditiions: a) Swaay column; aand b) Sway--prevented ccolumn (Sim
mão et
al.
a 2012).

Figure 2.13:
2
Bucklin
ng loads vary
ying with: a))  and ; b)) II / III; and cc) Spring stiiffness (Simãão et
al.
a 2012).
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2.3 Seismic design requirements for steel CBFs
In view of the extensive use of the CSA S16-14, AISC 341-10 and AISC 360-10 seismic design
provisions in this study, a review of the requirements specified in these standards are summarized
for Type MD and LD CBFs (in CSA S16) and SCBFs (in AISC 341).

2.3.1 Type MD (moderately ductile) concentrically braced frames in CSA
S16-14
–

Brace frame configuration: tension-compression, tension-only bracing, and other systems if
stable inelastic response can be verified. Knee bracing and K-bracing are not permitted.

–

Height limit: 40 m for the tension-compression configuration if IE Fa Sa(0.2) > 0.35 or IE Fv
Sa(1.0) > 0.30 and factored seismic forces should be increased by 3% per metre for the height
above 32 m; 20 m for the tension-only configuration if IE Fa Sa(0.2) > 0.35 or IE Fv Sa(1.0) >
0.30 and factored seismic forces should be increased by 3% per metre for a height above 16
m.

–

Fundamental lateral period, Ta: 0.025hn where hn is the frame total height. Ta should not
exceed 2.0 times the period obtained from analysis of the structural model. For the
calculation of the deflection, this upper limit is not considered and computed fundamental
period can be used.

–

Ductility-related force modification factor, Rd : 3.0

–

Overstrength-related force modification factor, Ro : 1.3

–

Earthquake importance factor of the structure within Importance Category Normal, IE: 1.0

–

Higher mode effect factor Mv: 1.0

–

5% damped spectral response acceleration, S(Ta): it is obtained from design spectral response
acceleration based on a 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years for a given Site Class.

–

Seismic weight, W: calculated using the dead load plus 25% of the snow load plus 60% of
the storage load for areas used for storage.

–

Design storey shear, V: S(Ta) Mv IE W / (Rd Ro)

–

Brace slenderness (KL/r) limit: less than 200. If IE Fa Sa (0.2) > 0.75 or IE Fv Sa(1.0) > 0.30,
KL/r for the HSS members should not be less than 70.

–

Section compactness limit for HSS braces: If IE Fa Sa (0.2) > 0.35 and KL/r < 100, for
rectangular and square HSS: width to thickness ratio < 330 / (Fy)0.5 and for circular HSS:
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diameter to thickness ratio < 10000 / Fy. If IE Fa Sa (0.2) > 0.35 and KL/r = 200: Class 1,
where Fy is the yielding stress.
–

Probable brace resistances: in tension, Tu, is equal to Ag Ry Fy; in compression, Cu, is equal to
the lesser of Ag Ry Fy and 1.2Cr / ϕ; and in the post-buckling range, C’u, is equal to the lesser
of 0.2 Ag Ry Fy and Cr / ϕ, where Cr is the factored compressive resistance of the brace and
computed using Ry Fy, ϕ is the resistance factor, and Ag is the brace cross-sectional area.

–

Brace connections: ductile hinge should be provided in the brace or connection for in-plane
or out-of-plane buckling of the brace. The resistance of the connections should be larger than
Tu and Cu.

–

Columns and beams design loads: the gravity load plus the seismic load corresponding to
two brace loading scenario 1) when the tension braces reach Tu while the compression braces
reach Cu; and 2) when the tension braces reach Tu while the compression braces reach C’u.
Additional bending demand equal to 0.2 Z Fy should be considered in the plane of the frame
for column design, where Z is the plastic section modulus of the column in the plane of the
frame.

–

Section compactness limit for columns: Class 1 or 2 beam-columns.

–

Columns with braces intersecting between horizontal diaphragms (MT-BFs):


Maximum number of tiers: 3



Horizontal struts should be provided between tiers.



Column design loads: the axial loads, shear forces, and in-plane bending moments induced
when braces reach Tu and C’u in any one of the tiers at design storey drift; out-of-plane
bending moments induced by transverse loads at each brace-to-column connection equal
to 2% of the factored axial compression load in the columns below the connection.

2.3.2 Type LD (limited ductility) concentrically braced frames in CSA S16-14
–

Brace frame configuration: tension-compression, tension-only bracing, and other systems if
stable inelastic response can be verified. Knee bracing and K-bracing are not permitted.

–

Height limit: 60 m for the tension-compression configuration if IE Fa Sa(0.2) > 0.35 and
factored seismic forces should be increased by 2% per metre for the height above 48 m; 40 m
for the tension-only configuration if IE Fa Sa(0.2) > 0.35 factored seismic forces should be
increased by 3% per metre for a height above 32 m.
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–

Fundamental lateral period, Ta: 0.025hn. Ta should not exceed 2.0 times the period obtained
from analysis of the structural model. For the calculation of the deflection, this upper limit is
not considered and computed fundamental period can be used.

–

Ductility-related force modification factor, Rd : 2.0

–

Overstrength-related force modification factor, Ro : 1.3

–

Earthquake importance factor of the structure within Importance Category Normal, IE: 1.0

–

Higher mode effect factor Mv: 1.0

–

5% damped spectral response acceleration, S(Ta): it is obtained from design spectral response
acceleration based on a 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years for a given Site Class.

–

Seismic weight, W: calculated using the dead load plus 25% of the snow load plus 60% of
the storage load for areas used for storage.

–

Design storey shear, V: S(Ta) Mv IE W / (Rd Ro)

–

Brace slenderness (KL/r) limit: less than 200 except in single- and two-storey structures
should not exceed 300. If IE Fa Sa(0.2) > 0.75 or IE Fv Sa(1.0) > 0.30, KL/r for the HSS
members should not be less than 70.

–

Section compactness limit for HSS braces:


If IE Fa Sa(0.2) > 0.35 and KL/r < 100, for rectangular and square HSS: width to
thickness ratio < 330 / (Fy)0.5 and for circular HSS: diameter to thickness ratio < 10000 /
Fy. If IE Fa Sa(0.2) > 0.35 and KL/r = 200: Class 1.

–



Class 2 for structures less than 40 m in height and IE Fa Sa(0.2) < 0.45



There is no limit if the brace slenderness ratio exceeds 200.

Probable brace resistances: in tension, Tu, is equal to Ag Ry Fy; in compression, Cu, is equal to
the lesser of Ag Ry Fy and 1.2Cr / ϕ; and in the post-buckling range, C’u, is equal to the lesser
of 0.2 Ag Ry Fy and Cr / ϕ.

–

Brace connections: ductile hinge should be provided in the brace or connection for in-plane
or out-of-plane buckling of the brace except if IE Fa Sa(0.2) < 0.55 and KL/r > 100. The
resistance of the connections should be larger than Tu and Cu.

–

Columns and beams design loads: the gravity load plus the seismic load corresponding to
two brace loading scenario 1) when the tension braces reach Tu while the compression braces
reach Cu; and 2) when the tension braces reach Tu while the compression braces reach C’u.
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Additional bending demand equal to 0.2 Z Fy should be considered in the plane of the frame
for column design.
–

Section compactness limit for columns: Class 1 or 2 beam-columns.

–

Columns with braces intersecting between horizontal diaphragms (MT-BFs):


Maximum number of tiers: 5



Horizontal struts should be provided between tiers.



Column design loads: the axial loads, shear forces, and in-plane bending moments induced
when braces reach Tu and C’u in any one of the tiers at design storey drift; out-of-plane
bending moments induced by transverse loads at each brace-to-column connection equal
to 2% of the factored axial compression load in the columns below the connection.

2.3.3 Special concentrically braced frames in AISC 341-10
–

Brace frame configuration: tension-compression. Tension-only bracing and K-type bracing
are not permitted.

–

Height limit: there is no limit for Seismic Design Category B and C. 49 and 30 m for Seismic
Design Category D & E and F respectively.

–

Approximate fundamental period, Ta: 0.0488hn0.75.

–

Fundamental period, T: it should be less than upper limit (CuTa), where Cu is the coefficient
for upper limit on calculated period. For computing storey drift, it is permitted to use the
computed fundamental period of the structure without the upper limit.

–

Response modification factor, R: 6.0

–

Importance factor of the structure for Risk Category II, Ie: 1.0

–

Design spectral response acceleration parameters, SDS and SD1: 2 / 3 SMS and 2 / 3 SM1
respectively, where SMS and SM1 are the Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCER) spectral
response acceleration parameter for short periods and at 1 s respectively.

–

The effective seismic weight, W: calculated using the dead load plus 25% of the live load.

–

Seismic response coefficient, Cs: SDS Ie / R

–

Seismic base shear, V: Cs W

–

Brace slenderness (KL/r) limit: less than 200.

–

Section compactness limit for HSS braces: highly ductile members.
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–

Expected brace strength: in tension, Texp, is equal to Ry Fy Ag; in compression, Cexp, is equal
to the lesser of Ry Fy Ag and 1.14 Fcre Ag; and in the post-buckling range, C’exp, is equal to 0.3
Cexp, where Fcre is the critical stress for flexural buckling of the brace and computed using Ry
Fy.

–

Required tensile strength of brace connections: the lesser of Texp and the maximum load
effect that can be transferred to the brace system.

–

Required compressive strength of brace connections: 1.1 times Cexp.

–

Buckling requirements for brace connections: the connections should be designed to resist
the flexural forces or rotations imposed by brace buckling.

–

Required flexural strength or rotation of brace connections: tequired flexural strength is
equal to 1.1 times the expected brace flexural strength, Ry Mpbr. Required rotation
corresponds to the rotation at the design storey drift.

–

Required strength of columns, beams, and connections: the gravity load plus the seismic load
including the amplified seismic load effects. The amplified seismic load effect include the
larger force of the two brace loading scenarios: 1) when the tension braces reach Texp while
the compression braces reach Cexp; and 2) when the tension braces reach Texp while the
compression braces reach C’exp.

–

Section compactness limit for columns: Highly ductile members.

–

Section compactness limit for beams: Moderately ductile members.

2.4 Column buckling response
Although columns are the most critical components of the structure to maintain the integrity of the
gravity load carrying system under seismic load effects, limited research has focused on the
buckling response of steel columns subjected to seismic demands. One of the landmark research
studies on steel columns is the study performed by Newell and Uang (2006) to evaluate the
ductility capacity of steel W-shape columns under axial load and large storey drifts. These
researchers conducted an extensive experimental study, which involved cyclic testing of steel
columns subjected to various levels of axial loads (equal to 35, 55, and 75% of nominal axial yield
strength, Py) and large drifts. The tested specimens represent the columns in the first storeys of
multi-storey steel braced frames. Stocky columns with low width-to-thickness ratio were tested in
this program. Loading protocol representing maximum storey drift and axial load demands of the
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Figu
ure 2.15: Weeak axis buck
kling of W-sshape colum
mn: deformedd shape at thhe end of testt
(Lamarche
(
and
a Tremblaay 2011).
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Figure 2.16: Weak
k axis bucklin
ng of W-shaape column: axial load-ax
axial displaceement responnse
(Lamarche
(
and
a Tremblaay 2011).
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

3.1 General
In this chapter, the key accomplishments of the research to achieve the specific objectives are
presented. In the first part, the research methodology is explained by presenting some of the main
findings obtained in the various phases of the study. The main activities performed in the course
of this study are discussed in the second part of this chapter.

3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Design and nonlinear analysis
MT-BFs are commonly used in North America as lateral load resisting system of tall single
storey buildings; however, there has been no research into the seismic response of this framing
configuration. The seismic design requirements specified for this framing configuration in
Canadian design standard for steel structures (CSA S16-14) lacks sufficient background
research. Moreover, no design requirements are available for MT-BFs in the current AISC
Seismic Provisions for Structural Steel Buildings (AISC 2010a). Note that, in this thesis, when
the “current AISC Seismic Provisions” or “AISC 341” is used, it refers to 2010 edition of this
standard. In this regard, it was felt that a seismic evaluation of these frames would be the first
step to understand their seismic response and would pave the way to proposing new seismic
design guidelines. Therefore, to achieve the first objective, assessing the seismic response of
steel multi-tiered braced frames, typical prototype braced frames were selected as part of single
storey industrial buildings. These frames were designed based on the Canadian and the U.S.
design standards. Then a 3-Dimensional (3D) numerical model of the frame was created using
the OpenSees program (McKenna and Fenves 2004). The connection details, residual stresses,
out-of-straightness, and geometric nonlinearities were included in the model. The model was
calibrated against quasi-static cyclic test performed on single-storey steel braced frame using
quasi-static cyclic analysis. A number of ground motions were selected and scaled to match the
design spectra for Vancouver, BC, in Canada and for Coastal California, CA, in the U.S. A
lateral response evaluation of the MT-BFs started with running nonlinear incremental static
(pushover) analysis, as this offers a faster and easier way to examine the global and local
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response of frames. Additionally, since MT-BFs are Single-Degree-Of-Freedom (SDOF)
systems, their seismic response can be predicted well by using pushover analysis. Afterwards,
extensive numbers of NonLinear Response History (NLRH) analyses were performed to
examine the seismic response of the MT-BFs under seismic ground motions. Several
parameters of the braces frames were changed to cover a wide range of situations; these
parameters include the frame geometry (total height, number of tiers, and the ratio of Tier 1
height to the height of the other tiers (tier height ratio)), frame ductility (R or Rd factor), and
bracing system (Types MD and LD in Canada, and SCBFs, OCBFs, and BRBFs in the U.S.).
The influence of the variable parameters on the seismic response of the frames was assessed.
Two main criteria were considered to assess the seismic performance of the frames:
1) Column demands and stability conditions: due to the importance of columns as gravity load
carrying elements of MT-BFs, special attention was given to this member by evaluating the
seismic induced in-plane flexural demand and examining the stability condition of the columns
under combined axial compression forces and in-plane bending demands.
2) Tier drift demands: non-uniform brace tension yielding along the frame height may induce
large inelastic deformations in the tier(s) where brace tension yielding takes place. The
influence of this demand on the braces and their adjacent connections was evaluated.
The pushover analysis is discussed first and NLRH analyses will be presented later. Figure 3.1
shows the results of the pushover analysis for a 2-tiered BF designed in accordance with the AISC
341-10. Two column sizes were studied: W250x115 and W360x196. Smaller columns were
designed based on the 2010 AISC Seismic Provisions for axial load only. Larger W360x196
columns were chosen to illustrate the effect of column flexural stiffness on the MT-BF response.
The results are first discussed for the smaller W250x115 section. As shown, tier drifts increase
nearly linearly in both tiers until brace tension yielding initiated in Tier 2 at approximately 0.5%
storey drift. Tier 2 is referred to as the critical tier, as the tension yielding is first initiated in the
brace of this tier. The difference between the brace tension forces relative to their expected yield
tensile strengths in the two tiers are shown in Figures 3.1b and 3.1c. By further increasing the
roof displacement, the compression brace resistance in the critical Tier 2 is reduced as it
approaches its post-buckling resistance. This reduces the storey shear resistance in that tier and
prevents tension yielding of the brace in Tier 1. Hence, the frame’s lateral deflection developed
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Figure 3.2:
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bending moment in the
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For the frrame of Figu
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n-plane flexu
ural buckling
g of the com
mpression (R
RHS) columnn in Tier 1. Column in--plane
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buckling developed first as the column in-plane lateral displacement increased rapidly (Figure
3.2e). This instability mode occurred as a result of plastic hinges forming in the column at the top
of and within Tier 1. As shown in Figure 3.2e, complete plastic hinge forming at mid-height of the
first tier associated to in-plane buckling mode triggered an out-of-plane buckling response of the
RHS column over full height due to the lack of lateral support at the tier level. As a result of this
buckling mode, large out-of-plane deformations developed in the column of Tier 1 (Figure 3.2e).
The similar column buckling response was observed for some of the prototype frames studied in
this research. This behaviour suggested that the MT-BF response could be improved by
increasing the column flexural stiffness, as stiffer columns could contribute to triggering sooner
brace tension yielding in the non-critical tier(s), leading to more uniform tier drifts and brace
inelastic deformations along the frame height as shown in Figure 3.1 for the frame with the larger
W360x196 columns. The stiffer columns were able to initiate yielding of the tension brace in Tier
1 at a storey drift of 1.5%. After this point, the difference between the tier drifts started to reduce,
as well as the bending moments and shears in the columns, as the columns gradually straightened
up. The higher strength of the stiffer columns also contributed to preventing column plastic
hinging and buckling. It was concluded that the variations in tier drifts and brace inelastic
demands over the frame height can be controlled and that better column behaviour can be
achieved by selecting larger columns with sufficient in-plane flexural stiffness and strength. This
observation inspired the proposed design methods that will be discussed later.

3.2.2 Validation of the OpenSees model
Column instability in MT-BFs directed the author to conduct a literature review on column
buckling and ductility, and then investigate the buckling response of W-shape steel columns as part
of the multi-tiered braced frame. The model of the column was first validated against the data
obtained from the experimental study. As described in Chapter 2, Lamarche and Tremblay (2011)
performed an experimental study on steel W-shape columns to examine the buckling response of
these columns under various loading conditions. A similar test program was developed to perform
full-scale column testing at the Structural Engineering Laboratory of Polytechnique Montréal.
Detailed information regarding this test program is given in Appendix A. As part of this program,
several W250x101 columns were tested under various loading conditions to verify the capability of
the new MDHTS apparatus. The experimental data presented here was obtained from tests
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conducted by collaborators of this experimental study, Karl Auger (2015) and Yasaman BalazadehMinouei (2015). The height of specimens is 4.0 m. The specimens are rigidly connected at their top
and bottom ends. The measured column yield strengths were 402 MPa and 398 MPa for the web
and the flanges, respectively. In the first test, the column was subjected to cyclic axial
displacement. In the other two tests, a constant axial load and a storey drift were applied at the
specimens’ top end.
In OpenSees, the column was modelled using 10 force-based beam-column elements. GaussLobatto integration was used with 5 integration points per element. The web was modelled using 10
fibers while 20 fibers were used for the flanges. The measured column dimensions were used to
define the section geometry. Steel02 material was selected for the fibers. The respective measured
yield properties were specified for the web and flange fibers. The Young’s modulus is equal to E =
200 GPa. The strain-hardening ratio b = 0.75% was assigned to define kinematic hardening of the
steel material, and three parameters including R0 = 24, cR1 = 0.89, and cR2 = 0.07 were used to
simulate the transition from the elastic to inelastic phases. The isotropic hardening parameters were
set equal to a1 = 0.34, a2 = 12.2, a3 = 0.34, and a4 = 12.2 to model the isotropic hardening of the
steel material. An initial sinusoidal out-of-straightness corresponding to the column in-plane
buckling mode was assigned to the column with maximum amplitude of 1/1000 of the height. The
residual stress pattern proposed by Galambos and Ketter (1958) was specified for the columns.
Figure 3.3 shows the comparison between the test results and the numerical prediction for the
first column specimen. For this specimen, a monotonic axial displacement was applied downward
at the top of the column up to buckling of the column about its weak axis. A very good
correlation was obtained between the test results and the numerical prediction by the OpenSees
model of the column.
Figures 3.4a and 3.4b show the comparison of the weak-axis bending-storey drift response from the
test and numerical prediction for two other W250x101 specimens. Both specimens were subjected
to high axial loads and lateral displacement in the column weak-axis. Weak-axis flexural buckling
was observed for both specimens under the applied loads. For the first specimen, axial compression
load corresponding to 70% of the nominal compressive strength of the column Pn calculated with a
yield strength of 385 MPa (from the test performed before coupon testing) was applied, and the
loading was followed by six elastic cycles plus two large inelastic cycles corresponding to a storey
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Figure 3.3:
3 Calibrattion of colum
mn weak-axis flexural buuckling againnst monotonnic test resultts of
W2
250x101 speecimen under axial displacement (Auuger 2015).

Figuree 3.4: Calibrration of colu
umn weak-aaxis flexural buckling aggainst cyclic test results: a)
W250x101 specim
men under 0.7Pn plus 7.0
0% cyclic stoorey drift; annd b) W250xx101 specim
men
underr 0.9 Pn plus storey drift correspondiing to the AIISC 341 loadding protocool (BalazadehhMin
nouei 2015).
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For the first tier column of the 4-tiered braced frame studied, the P-My interaction exceeds the
AISC interaction curve as shown in Figure 3.5e, which indicates the larger capacity of the
column compared to the predictions from the code interaction curves.
In Chapter 10, the buckling response of isolated and MT-BF columns will be studied in detail to
understand the sequence of events leading to column buckling and examine the influence of the
loading conditions on the buckling mode and column strength.

3.2.4 Parametric study
NLRH analysis was performed on a variety of MT-BFs (MT-SCBFs, MT-OCBFs, and MTBRBBFs) to evaluate the influential parameters on the seismic response of the frames. The results
of the NLRH analyses were processed using MATLAB software (MathWorks 2012). The frame
global response including storey drift, tier drift, and storey shears, as well as local response
including member forces and moments, section stresses, and member deflections were obtained and
analyzed to estimate the effect of various parameters on the seismic response of MT-BFs.
For the frames designed in accordance with the U.S. design standards, the results of the NLRH
analyses confirmed that the MT-BF columns are prone to buckling as a result of the large in-plane
bending demands together with axial compression force, and drift concentration results in large tier
drifts capable of causing brace failure. The results of the parametric study also showed that the
tendency of drift concentration still exists when designing frames for higher seismic forces (MTOCBFs); however, the severity of the drift concentration is diminished and the occurrence of
column instability is reduced when the buckling-restrained braces are used. Thus, it was
demonstrated that there is a need to propose a new design method for steel CBFs to prevent the
observed unsatisfactory response.
For the Canadian applications, the results of the NLRH analysis were compared to the design
demands anticipated when applying CSA S16 provisions to verify these requirements and/or
examine the need to improve the design provisions. It was found that the CSA S16-14 provisions
predict well the column demands for the frames within the limits specified in the standard.
However, an improved design method needs to propose for the frame exceeding the CSA S16
limits on number of tiers as actual inelastic response of such frames is not properly predicted by the
CSA S16 provisions.
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3.2.5 Proposed seismic analysis and design methods
To achieve the second objective of this research, developing seismic analysis and design methods
for MT-BFs, for the frames designed in accordance with the U.S. design standards, a literature
review on brace inelastic response was performed and foundations were laid out to propose new
seismic design procedures for MT-BFs based on the observed response. A few critical cases were
selected in which column buckling and excessive tier drifts were observed. The inelastic response
of the bracing members in these frames was then properly tracked through the nonlinear
incremental static and dynamic analyses. Storey shear resistances provided by the braces, which
induce unbalanced loads and eventually in-plane bending demands on the columns, were obtained
and used to determine the column in-plane flexural bending moments. Meanwhile, the causes of
column instability were identified by carefully looking at the column’s overall strength, stability,
and yielding of the column section where the combination of the axial force and bending demands
are maximum. These observations and verifications led to the idea of increasing the column
flexural strength and stiffness by introducing in-plane flexural demands in design of MT-BF
columns. It was expected that this design would result in an acceptable seismic performance for the
MT-BFs, such that brace tension yielding is distributed between the bracing panels and column
instability is prevented. An example of such improved response for a 2-tiered CBF is shown in
Figures 3.6a to 3.6d. As shown, the proposed method makes use of continuity of the columns to
prevent drift concentration in the critical Tier 2.
As shown in Figure 3.6e, since the storey shear resistances are the same for the adjacent Tiers 1 and
2, column seismic induced in-plane flexural bending moment (Mc1) is related to the storey shear
resistances provided by the braces in the inelastic range at brace yielding initiation in Tier 1. At
this point, shear forces that develop in the columns add to the horizontal shear resisted by the
bracing members in Tier 2 and brace tension yielding in Tier 1 is triggered when the total storey
shear resisted in Tier 2 exceeds the storey shear causing brace tension yielding in Tier 1. Once
brace tension yielding has been initiated in Tier 1, further storey drift tends to develop in both
tiers, which leads to uniform inelastic demands between the tiers and relaxation of the flexural
demand on the columns as they are straightened. Drifts eventually develop in both tiers until the
anticipated storey drift is reached.
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Figure 3.6:
3 Inelastic response off a 2-tiered CBF:
C
a) Initiaation of bracce tension yiielding in criitical
Tier 2;
2 b) Drift deeveloping in
n critical Tierr 2; c) Initiattion of yieldding in non-ccritical Tier 1;
d) Drrift developin
ng in non-criitical Tier 1;; e) Horizonttal storey shear resisted by braces annd
columns;
c
and
d f) Shears an
nd bending m
moments in columns.

In order to
t achieve th
he improved
d response sh
hown in Figgure 3.6, MT
T-BF columnns are redesigned
to resist the seismic induced ben
nding momeents and axiial compresssion forces as obtained from
this analy
ysis. It wass confirmed that redesig
gning colum
mns always results in sstronger collumns
compared
d to the iniitial braced frame colu
umns designned in accorrdance withh the 2010 A
AISC
Seismic Provisions.
P
Tier
T drift caalculation waas also perfoormed for 2-tiered CBF
Fs to limit thhe tier
drift dem
mand by increeasing the co
olumn flexural stiffness.. An equatioon was propoosed to obtaiin the
critical tier drift for 2-tiered
2
CBF
Fs.
oposed desig
gn method, th
he compresssion brace foorces required to computte the storey shear
In the pro
resistancees of the tiers depend on the brace ax
xial deformat
ations as conffirmed by thhe brace hystteretic
response (Figure 2.1). This depen
ndency is sho
own for a 2-ttiered CBF inn Figure 3.7. As shown, when
brace yielding is trigg
gered in the first tier, braace compresssion resistannces vary wiith the tier drrift in
both tierss. The comp
pression-actin
ng brace forrce in Tier 1 is less thann its bucklinng resistancee Cexp
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and the compression
n brace in Tier
T
2 develops higher force than the minimuum post-bucckling
resistancee C’exp. This indicates th
hat the deman
nd on MT-B
BF columns ddepends on tthe relative llateral
deformatiions taking place in thee two differrent tiers. T
This dependeency is accoounted for iin the
proposed design meth
hod by assum
ming brace buckling
b
resiistances for tthe compression braces oof the
n
remain
n in the elasttic range, an
nd brace postt-buckling reesistances forr the compreession
tier that nearly
braces off the tiers thaat experiencee severe inelaastic demandds. The reasoons for this aassumption aare as
follows:


the evolution
e
of the
t compression brace force
fo in the ppost-bucklingg range is difficult to esttimate
in deesign stage ass it varies wiith tier drift,



it leaads to a con
nservative deesign approacch for colum
mns, as it inncreases the unbalanced brace
forcee resistances between adjacent tiers, and
a



it is consistent with the brrace loading
g scenarios implicit inn the currennt seismic ddesign
proviisions in the Canadian an
nd the U.S. standards.

Figuree 3.7: a) Fram
me configuraation and meember sizes b) Brace axiial forces forr the improvved
fram
me with W36
60x463 colu
umns (both teension and ccompression forces show
wn positive).
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The calcu
ulation of th
he required in
n-plane flex
xural strengthh and stiffneess for 2-tierred CBF collumns
paved thee way for an
n analysis method
m
for taaller MT-BF
Fs with threee or more tieers. Two annalysis
methods, the sub-stru
ucturing tech
hnique and th
he stiffness aanalysis baseed method, w
were proposeed for
these fram
mes to deterrmine the strrength and stiffness
s
of tthe column for in-plane seismic dem
mand.
The meth
hods accoun
nt for initiatiion of bracee tension yieelding in thee critical tieer and subsequent
propagatiion of bracee tension yieelding in oth
her tiers, as observed inn the NLRH
H analysis off MTBFs. In both method
ds, analysis steps are performed
p
thhat correspoond to occuurrences of brace
y
as the
t storey drift
d
increasses. In each step, bracee forces thatt represent brace
tension yielding
buckling and yielding
g sequences are consideered to determ
mine the collumn force aand tier dem
mands.
btained from
m the method
ds can be useed to design the columnss for strengtth and
Bending moments ob
stability and thereforre prevent th
he column from
f
bucklinng. The metthods also pprovide miniimum
column stiffness
s
requ
uirements to
o trigger prop
pagation of bbrace tensionn yielding annd minimizee drift
concentraation. The su
ub-structurin
ng method (F
Figure 3.8) is a simplerr method intrroduced for wellproportio
oned braced frames witth uniform tier
t
propertiies over thee frame heigght. It assum
mes a
bottom up
u or top down
d
brace yielding seq
quence. As shown in F
Figure 3.8, each analyysis is
performeed on a simplle sub-structture that inclludes the yieelding tiers.

Figu
ure 3.8: Sub
b-structures analyzed
a
for the bottom uup brace tennsion yieldinng sequence.
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The stifffness analyssis method (Figure 3.9
9) is a morre rigorous procedure that predictts the
progressiion of brace tension yielding with consideration
c
n of the actuual nonlineaar response oof the
frame. The
T stiffnesss analysis is performed
d on an isoolated colum
mn by solvving the stifffness
equationss for the colu
umn under horizontal
h
un
nbalanced brrace forces bbetween twoo adjacent tieers as
external loads.
l
Therefore, the meethod can be used for anyy regular or irregular MT
T-BFs.

Figure 3.9: Stiffness analysis of a 5-tiered CB
BF at yieldinng initiation in Tier 5: a)) Frame defoormed
shape and
d the isolated
d RHS colum
mn; and b) C
Correspondinng stiffness m
matrix.
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Several alternate
a
straategies weree also studieed to achievve the seconnd objectivee of the reseearch.
Among those
t
alternaatives, the po
ossibility off mobilizing gravity coluumns in thee resistance oof inplane ben
nding momen
nts imposed on the MT-B
BF columns was examinned for appliccations in thee U.S.
Figure 3.10 shows thee lateral resp
ponse of a 4-tiered CBF w
with contribuution from ggravity colum
mns to
uced in-planee bending mo
oments.
resist the seismic indu

Figu
ure 3.10: Latteral responsse of a 4-tiereed CBF withh contributioon from gravvity columnss.

Three app
proaches werre proposed to design thee braced fram
me and graviity columns w
with the objeective
of achieving adequatee seismic perrformance an
nd cost-effecctive designn:
1) The gravity colu
umns are deesigned to carry their shhare of in-pplane bendinng moments from
MT-BF seismic behaviour, and the brraced framee columns aare only deesigned for axial
pression load
d.
comp
2) The braced fram
me columns are sized to
o resist theiir share of tthe MT-BF in-plane fleexural
demaand and no seismic
s
bend
ding demand
d is considereed for the deesign of the ggravity colum
mns.
3) The MT-BF in-p
plane flexurral demand was sharedd between thhe braced frrame and grravity
mns based on
o their relatiive in-plane flexural stifffness.
colum
An analy
ysis method was proposed to obtain
n the columnn bending m
moments in these approoaches
assuming
g bottom up or top down
n brace tensiion yielding sequences. The relationnship betweeen the
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column sh
hear forces, Vc, in the critical and yieelding tier iss obtained froom the horizzontal equilibbrium
of the sto
orey shears acting
a
in these tiers (Fig
gure 3.11a). A
Another relaationship bettween the coolumn
shear forcces in these tiers can bee defined asssuming that the columnns act as conntinuous mem
mbers
spanning over the tierrs studied wiith assumed brace yieldinng sequencee as shown inn Figure 3.111b for
o a 4-tiered CBF. The ratio
r
betweenn shears in tthe braced frrame columnns Vbc
the isolatted column of
and graviity columns Vgc are baseed on the rellative flexuraal stiffness oof the colum
mns. Once coolumn
shears aree determined
d, the bendin
ng moments are
a obtainedd at tier levells. Figure 3.111b shows a shear
force and
d bending moment
m
diagram along the
t height of the 4-tiereed CBF coluumns when brace
tension yiielding initiaates in Tier 2.
2

Figure 3.11:
3
Analyssis of a 4-tierrd CBF with
h contributio n from gravity columns at brace tennsion
yielding in
i Tier 2: a) Storey sheaars resisted by
b the bracess and columnns; b) Analysis of the isoolated
co
olumn of the 4-tiered braaced frame.

The effecctiveness off incorporating the grav
vity load carrrying system
m in prevennting the coolumn
buckling is shown in Figure 3.12
2 for a 4-tiereed CBF. Thiis frame wass designed fi
first in accorddance
with the 2010
2
AISC Seismic Prov
visions (AIS
SC Design) aand then reddesigned withh gravity collumns
to resist the
t in-plane bending dem
mands induceed by the noon-uniform sseismic tier ddrifts. This ddesign
was perfo
formed based
d on the seccond approaach proposedd. As shownn, the braceed frame coolumn
(BFC) off AISC Dessign buckled
d under thee ground mootion, whereeas for Dessign with grravity
columns (GCs), P-M
M ratios rem
mained below
w 1.0 for bboth braced frame coluumns and grravity
mn buckling
g was observ
ved.
columns and no colum
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Figure 3..12: P-M ratios in the Grravity Colum
mns (GCs) annd Braced F
Frame Colum
mns (BFCs) uunder
thee 1992 Landeers, Yermo Fire
F Station record
r
for a)) AISC Desiign; and b) D
Design with
con
ntribution fro
om gravity columns
c
usinng the secondd approach.

In order to
t achieve th
he second objective of this
t thesis reesearch, devveloping seissmic analysiis and
design methods
m
for MT-BFs,
M
forr the frames designed in accordance with CSA S
S16, the adeqquacy
of the currrent (2014) design prov
visions was first
f
verified for the fram
mes complyinng with CSA
A S16
limitation
ns. A compu
uter-based an
nalysis metho
od was proposed to anallyze and design MT-BFss with
uniform or non-unifo
orm propertiies and fram
mes where bbrace inelasttic deformattions distribuute in
mple of such
h an analysis is shown inn Figure 3.133 for a 3-tiereed CBF satissfying
several tiers. An exam
the CSA S16 limit. As
A shown, th
he braces in
n the critical Tier 1 that have reached their proobable
ved and repllaced by axiaal forces corrresponding to their probbable resistaances.
resistancees are remov
Column force
f
deman
nds are then computed
c
ussing an elastiic analysis oof the modifiied frame.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.13:
3
Seismicc analysis off a non-unifo
orm 3-tieredd Type MD C
CBF: a) Fram
me configuraation
and member sizes; and b) Bracee forces, axial loads andd bending mooments in the columns fr
from
nonlin
near static an
nalysis assum
ming inelastiic demand iss concentrateed in Tier 1. (forces in kN
kN,
momeents in kN-m
m)

A modifiied analysis procedure was
w proposed to accounnt for the exxpected proppagation of brace
yielding along the heeight for talll Type MD CBFs
C
with llarge numbeer of tiers exxceeding the CSA
mber of tierss. Figure 3.14 shows the concept of pprogressive bbrace yieldinng for
S16 limitts on the num
a 5-tiered
d braced fram
me. As show
wn, brace tenssion yieldingg initiates in Tier 2 and ppropagates too Tier
3 until thee anticipated
d storey drift is attained. The
T responsee is not conssistent with tthe assumptiion of
brace yieelding in on
nly one tierr implicit in
n the CSA S16 seismiic provisionns. Howeverr, the
proposed
d analysis/deesign proceedure allowss the succeessive analyysis steps tto be perfoormed
correspon
nding to the initiation of brace yield
ding in the fframe until tthe anticipatted storey ddrift is
attained (Figure
(
3.14
4). NLRH an
nalysis was performed
p
onn the prototyype braced fframes and iit was
shown th
hat column bending demaands and tierr drifts weree well prediccted by this pproposed annalysis
method.
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Figuree 3.14: Progrressive bracee yielding sccenario for a 5-tiered CB
BF.

The findiings of this thesis reseaarch have beeen shared w
with the enggineering community thrrough
several co
onference paapers, reportss to and conttinuous meettings with coode committeees in Canadda and
the U.S. Regular meeetings were also held wiith the U.S. research collaborators. These confeerence
papers, which
w
include the finding
gs of severaal phases of this researchh project, annd journal arrticles
are introd
duced in Secttion 3.3.
Extensivee numerical validations were
w
perform
med throughhout the reseearch to suppport the propposals
delivered
d to the co
ode committtee. Additio
onally, seveeral alternaative design strategies were
investigatted for vario
ous braced frame
f
system
ms and theirr applications were preseented to the code
committeee in the U.S. These strattegies includ
de simplified amplificatioon factor metthod for desiign of
MT-OCB
BFs, simply-ssupported co
olumn techniique for MT
T-BRBFs, annd applicationn of the pushover
analysis for MT-BFss. Design reecommendations were aalso delivereed to the coode developeers in
Canada based
b
on the knowledge obtained in this
t study foor the framess designed inn accordancee with
the CSA S16 special requirements
r
s for MT-BF
Fs.

3.2.6 Developme
D
ent of the MT-BF
M
hy
ybrid simu
ulation
To compllement the assessment off the column
n buckling reesponse, a hyybrid simulattions test proogram
was initiaated to investigate the response of fu
ull-scale coluumn specimeens that are ppart of steel CBFs
and MT--BFs using Multi-Direcctional Strucctural Testinng System (MDHTS) at the Struuctural
Engineeriing Laborato
ory at Polyteechnique Mo
ontréal. The main compoonents, featuures, and cappacity
of the tessting system were review
wed. A 3D fin
nite elementt model of thhe MDHTS w
was created using
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the Abaqus program. The model included the upper and lower platens, concrete strong floor,
connecting plates and bolts. The column specimen was also modeled and connected to the upper
and lower platens. Various critical loading scenarios were examined using static displacementcontrolled analyses to verify stress level in the components of the system and evaluate the impact of
deformations of the connecting plates on the measured stiffness of the specimen.
In the first step of the experimental study, a group of MT-BFs were designed in accordance with
the current Canadian and the U.S. design standards and the experimental specimens were selected
such that they cover a wide range of the columns used in these frames. W250x101 (smaller
square section) and W610x195 (larger deep section) were selected as the experimental
specimens. The first group of the specimens including 14 identical W250x101 columns with 4 m
height was fabricated. Eight of the specimens were tested under monotonic and cyclic loading to
study the buckling response of the steel W-shape columns, evaluate the test setup and the
controller system. An evaluation of the results for the preliminary tests confirmed the
development of the frictional force in the testing machine, which differs from the measured
forces and the expected forces in the specimen. In the next step of the experimental study, the
computational model was created for the hybrid simulation using the OpenSees and OpenFresco
(OpenFresco 2012) programs. Purely numerical hybrid simulations were performed using the
model developed and MTS Simulation Interface (CSI) which represents the column specimen.
The analysis results showed a good correlation between the nonlinear time history analysis and
the purely numerical hybrid simulation. However, the main challenge expected in the real hybrid
simulation was the consideration and treatment of the frictional forces. The frictional forces
developing in the testing system were first measured and calibrated. Possible strategies were then
investigated to compensate for the friction present in the system.

3.3 Research activities
This PhD thesis involves three main activities. In Phase 1, the seismic behaviour of MT-CBFs was
studied, with focus on the stability of the columns. In Phase 2, seismic design guidelines were
developed in the framework of the North American steel design standards to improve the current
provisions for the design of multi-panel steel braced frames. In the last phase, a hybrid test
program was developed for MT-BF columns. The following summarize the activities performed
over the course of this PhD program:
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In the fall of 2010, three courses were taken at Polytechnique Montréal and McGill
University in the fields of earthquake resistant design of structures, design of bridges, and
research methods. Additionally, a literature review on seismic response of steel CBFs with a
focus on nonlinear behaviour of braces was conducted. An initial MT-BF design was also
performed in accordance with CSA S16-09.



A preliminary finite element model was developed in the OpenSees program in the winter of
2011. This model was capable of performing static pushover and dynamic response history
analyses on MT-BFs with different heights and numbers of tiers. The finite element model
was validated against the results of the cyclic tests performed on steel CBFs. The preliminary
study on seismic response of MT-BFs designed in accordance with CSA S16-09 provisions
was conducted in the fall and summer of 2011. This study included a seismic response
evaluation of 2-tiered CBFs using pushover analysis. The results were presented at the
STESSA 2012 conference (Imanpour et al. 2012a). This study helped understand the seismic
response of MT-BFs when the braces respond in inelastic range.



From the fall of 2011 to summer 2012, a parametric study was performed to investigate the
effect of the various parameters on column stability and evaluate the column seismic induced
demands specified in CSA S16-09 for 2-, 3- and 4-tiered CBFs. The results of this study
were presented at the 3rd International Structural Specialty Conference (Imanpour and
Tremblay 2012) and the 15th World Conference on Eartthquake Engineering (Imanpour et al.
2012b). An elastic stability analysis was also performed to define the effective length factors
for MT-BF columns considering column lateral bracings for in-plane response and variable
axial load along the column height.



A literature review was also engaged in the summer of 2012 on the column buckling
response under seismic loading. In addition, a seismic design of prototype frames based on
the U.S. design guidelines was performed.



In the fall 2012 and winter 2013, the numerical analysis of the frames designed for U.S.
applications were conducted in collaboration with researchers from the University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign and the University of Iowa. The study was performed in two phases:
understanding the seismic response of these frames, and performing a parametric study on
prototype frames. The results of this study were presented in a paper entitled “Seismic
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Performance Assessment of Multi-Tiered Steel Concentrically Braced Frames Designed in
Accordance with Current AISC Seismic Provisions” (Imanpour et al., 2015a) submitted to
the Journal of Structural Engineering, ASCE. Also, the first part of this study, which involves
the seismic performance evaluation of a 4-tiered CBF, was published in the proceedings of
the 2013 ASCE Structures Congress (Imanpour et al. 2013). In addition to a performance
evaluation, the development of a new analysis and design method for 2-tiered CBFs was
initiated in the spring of 2013.


A report, which includes the seismic performance of the MT-BFs designed based on the
2010 AISC Seismic Provisions and the proposed seismic design method for 2-tiered CBFs,
was prepared and submitted to the AISC Task Committee 9 – Seismic Design in summer
2013. Further refinement of the proposed analysis and design method led to a second journal
article entitled: “Design and Analysis of Two-Tiered Steel Braced Frames for Enhanced Inplane Seismic Response” (Imanpour et al., 2015b) submitted to the Journal of Structural
Engineering, ASCE. A 2-tiered CBF example designed in accordance with the 2010 AISC
Seismic Provisions and the proposed method was presented at the 2014 ASCE Structures
Congress (Imanpour et al. 2014a).



Starting in the fall of 2013, a theoretical study was performed on the steel W-shape columns
using the numerical simulations to understand the buckling response of and inelasticity
effects on an isolated column subjected to combined weak-axis flexural bending and axial
compression force. Additionally, the numerical study on the seismic response of the MT-BFs
designed in accordance with the Canadian design standards was expanded for 5-tier frames
and the bases of requirements needed to improve the CSA S16 code provisions for the tall
MT-BFs was developed. The results of this study were presented at the 10th National
Earthquake Engineering Conference (Imanpour and Tremblay 2014a).



The application of the proposed analysis and design requirements to braced frames with three
or more tiers was investigated in the winter of 2014 by examining the possibility of using
pushover analysis to design a 4-tiered CBF. The results obtained from the analysis of the 4tiered CBF with assumed brace tension yielding sequences were compared to the results of
cyclic pushover analysis to verify the analysis method. The results including the application
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of the pushover analysis for design of MT-BFs were presented in the conference paper
published in the Proceedings of Eurosteel 2014 (Imanpour and Tremblay 2014b).


The preparation of the experimental program on columns started in spring 2014. In summer
2014, the experimental specimens including W250x101 and W610x195 columns were
designed based on the parametric study performed on MT-BFs. The fabrication of the first
group of the specimens (smaller specimens) started in summer 2014. In addition, the finite
element model of the MDHTS was developed and influence of the various critical loading
conditions on the testing system were analyzed to ensure that all components of the test setup
would remain in the elastic range while loading the specimens.



The contribution of adjacent gravity columns to the seismic performance of MT-BFs was
studied in spring and summer 2014. The results were presented at the 12th International
Conference on Computational Structures Technology (Imanpour et al. 2014b). Further
development of this concept by performing a parametric study on the frames designed based
on the 2010 AISC Seismic Provisions and the proposed design procedure led to a third
journal article entitled: “Seismic Design and Performance of Multi-Tiered Steel Braced
Frames Including the Contribution from Gravity Columns under In-plane Seismic Demand”
(Imanpour et al., 2015c) submitted to the Journal of Advances in Engineering Software.



In summer and fall 2014, various analysis alternatives were investigated to design of MTCBFs with three or more tiers. Two analysis procedures were eventually developed and
proposed in the context of the AISC Seismic Provisions. These methods are presented in a
fourth journal paper entitled: “Analysis Methods for the Design of Special Concentrically
Braced Frames with Three and More Tiers for In-Plane Seismic Demand” (Imanpour and
Tremblay, 2015a) submitted to the Journal of Structural Engineering, ASCE. Additionally,
alternative design strategies, investigated in parallel, were proposed to the AISC Task
Committee 9.



The experimental program on CBF columns started at the Structural Engineering Laboratory
of Polytechnique Montréal in the fall of 2014. This program involves cyclic and seismic quasistatic testing of the CBF and MT-BF columns, and is performed in collaboration with one
Ph.D. and two M.Sc. students at Polytechnique Montréal. The author has been involved in this
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program and the experience gained was useful in preparation of future hybrid simulations on
MT-BF structures.


Starting in the winter of 2015, a complementary study was performed on MT-BFs designed
according to the last edition of the Canadian steel design standard (CSA S16-14), which
involves the development of the analysis method consistent with the CSA S16 requirements
for the CBFs designed within the limits of this standard. A modified analysis procedure was
also developed for taller Type MD CBFs with a large number of tiers. A fifth journal paper
entitled: “Seismic Design and Response of Steel Multi-Tiered Concentrically Braced Frames
in Canada” (Imanpour and Tremblay, 2015b) was submitted to the Canadian Journal of Civil
Engineering to present the results of this study.



From the winter to summer of 2015, the author was involved in a test program including the
cyclic testing and hybrid simulation of the steel W-shape columns using the new MDHTS. The
computational model of MT-BFs was developed for the hybrid simulation. The numerical
verification of the hybrid simulation was conducted using the OpenSees model of the frame
(computational sub-structure), MTS 793 Software and MTS Simulation Interface (CSI)
(MTS 2015). The main challenge in performing the hybrid simulation was the treatment and
consideration of the frictional forces. Several tests were conducted to assess and calibrate the
frictional forces present in the system. Four strategies were investigated to compensate for the
friction forces in the hybrid simulation.
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Abstract
Multi-tiered steel concentrically braced frames (CBFs) are commonly used to provide lateral
resistance for tall single-story commercial, performing arts, sports and industrial buildings. The
seismic response of these frames is studied in this paper. A set of seven special concentricallybraced (SCBF) frames, ranging from 9 to 30 m tall with two to six tiers, located in a high seismic
area was designed according to the current AISC Seismic Provisions. Fundamental behavior of
the two- and four-tiered frames was investigated using 3D finite element models with shell
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elements, with particular focus on the buckling response of the columns. The seismic response
and stability of the columns were then studied more broadly for all frames using more
computationally-efficient 3D finite element models with fiber-based beam-column elements,
which were validated against the shell element models. SCBFs designed by current procedures
are shown to develop drift concentration in a single tier and high in-plane column bending
demand that in some cases leads to flexural yielding and column instability. As potential
solutions to this problem, alternate design strategies were studied and their seismic performance
is also presented. Designing for higher seismic forces did not appreciably improve column
stability, but use of fixed column bases or buckling-restrained braces provided improved
distribution of drift over multiple tiers and reduced the occurrence of column instability. Unlike
multi-story braced frame seismic design, column flexural demands must be considered in multitiered braced frame seismic design.
Keywords: Multi-tiered braced frames, Seismic performance, Column buckling, Nonlinear
analysis.

4.1 Introduction
Concentrically-braced frames (CBFs) are effective for providing lateral resistance to single-story
steel structures used in a variety of commercial, performing arts, sports and industrial facilities. In
building applications that require tall open spaces, it is common to use a multi-tiered bracing
configuration when long single bracing members extending from the foundations to the roof level
are no longer practical. Figure 4.1 shows two examples of multi-tiered braced frames (MT-BFs)
with an X-bracing configuration in each tier. Brace sizes can be reduced significantly with the
MT-BF arrangement. In addition, the columns of MT-BFs can be considered laterally braced in
the plane of the frame at every tier level, which also reduces the steel tonnage. Adjacent gravity
columns located along MT-BF lines can similarly be laterally braced by adding horizontal struts
at tier levels, and this is typically done along exterior walls where the struts act as wall girts
(Figure 4.1b). Multi-tiered bracing is also used when intermediate lateral bracing is needed along
the column height, such as for crane runway girders in industrial buildings.
Multi-tiered bracing can be designed with X-, chevron, V- or single diagonal bracing
configurations in the tiers. These tiers in MT-BFs are typically chosen to be uniform over the frame
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height, bu
ut project-speecific constraints may require differeent tier heighhts, for exam
mple in the firrst tier
to accom
mmodate doorr openings. Braces
B
and struts
s
can bee made from a variety off shapes inclluding
angles, pipes, tubes or
o I-shapes. However, columns
c
are typically I-sshaped mem
mbers orienteed for
out-of-plaane strong axis
a bending so that the column can resist out-off-plane buckkling over thhe full
building height. This column orientation is also
a preferredd when coluumns must rresist out-of--plane
moments, as is the caase for colum
mns located on
o exterior w
walls (wind looads), colum
mns resisting crane
loading, and/or
a
that arre part of mo
oment frames spanning pperpendicularr to the braceed frame plaane.

Fig
gure 4.1: Taall single-storry steel build
dings: a) 2-ttiered configguration and b) 3-tiered
con
nfiguration.

For seism
mic applicatio
ons, MT-BF
Fs can be an attractive soolution whenn the selectioon of the braaces is
governed
d by the striingent crosss-section and overall sllenderness llimits speciffied in the A
AISC
Seismic Provisions
P
(AISC
(
2010aa) for speciaal concentri cally-bracedd frames (SC
CBFs) to acchieve
ductile seismic respo
onse. In theese frames, design forcces for bracce connectioons, columnss and
beams deepend on thee brace expeccted axial strrengths. Sinnce the stringgent slendernness limits ccan be
more easily satisfied with the sho
orter braces needed in M
MT-BFs, sm
maller sectionns are needed and
reduction
n in design forces for adjoining
a
co
omponents ccan be expeccted when uusing this bbraced
frame con
nfiguration.
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Currently, there is no specific design procedure for MT-BFs in the AISC Seismic Provisions
(2010a), and they are in fact not permitted since they are classified as K-braced frames (K-BFs)
due to the lack of lateral (out-of-plane) column support at intermediate brace-to-column
connection points. Despite this similarity, the inelastic behavior and resulting seismic
performance characteristics of K-BFs and MT-BFs are quite different. In the current AISC
Seismic Provisions, K-BFs are prohibited for Ordinary Concentrically Braced Frames (OCBFs)
and Special Concentrically Braced Frames (SCBFs) because large flexural demands are imposed
on the columns due to the horizontal unbalanced brace forces that develop after brace buckling, a
condition that may lead to column failures. MT-BFs are designed with horizontal struts at tier
levels that can resist the unbalanced brace loads such that lateral loads are still entirely resisted by
the braces through truss action after brace buckling, without imposing unbalanced lateral loads on
the columns. It is therefore expected that well-proportioned MT-BFs can outperform K-BFs.
Numerical studies recently performed on 2- and 4-tiered X-braced frames designed as SCBFs in
accordance with current AISC Seismic Provisions (Imanpour et al. 2013, 2014) showed that
properly designed struts can adequately resist and transfer brace unbalanced seismic loads
through the braced frame. However, it was also observed that inelastic brace response does not
distribute evenly along the frame height, leading to variations in tier drifts and, thereby, bending
of the columns (Figure 4.2). Tier drift typically concentrates in the tier where brace tension
yielding occurs first, as softening of the buckled compression brace in the same tier limits the
story shear in the frame, which prevents brace tension yielding from developing in other tiers.
Even in the case of a ideally uniform MT-BF (i.e., uniform tier heights and brace strengths),
brace buckling in compression will realistically occur first in only one of the tiers due to
unavoidable inherent differences in brace boundary conditions, brace out-of-straightness and
material properties. The resulting column flexural demand may compromise the stability of the
columns. Furthermore, the larger drifts in the critical tier may impose excessive ductility demand
on the braces, which may lead to premature brace low-cycle fatigue fracture. Columns must
therefore be designed to resist the expected flexural demands. Consideration of these column
flexural demands is a unique aspect of MT-BF seismic design that is not required for multi-story
CBFs. As already noted, MT-BFs do not have out-of-plane support at the tier levels and coupled
in-plane and out-of-plane column limit states are possible, whereas multi-story CBFs do have
out-of-of plane support at the floor levels. In addition, MT-BFs do not develop inertial forces at
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the tier levels,
l
so all inelastic force redisttribution muust happen w
within the bbraced fram
me. In
contrast, multi-story CBFs havee significan
nt inertial foorces at thee floor levells, which pplay a
nt role in equ
uilibrating unbalanced fo
orces that deevelop after bbrace buckliing and yieldding.
significan

Figu
ure 4.2: Conccentration off inelastic deemand in a 33-tiered CBF
F.

In past MT-BF
M
studiees, analysis was perform
med using thhe OpenSees analysis plaatform with fiberbased no
onlinear beaam-column elements
e
forr the bracess and colum
mns. althouggh this moddeling
approach
h had been extensively validated for single-pplane flexural buckling of braces (e.g.,
Aguerro et al. 2006, Uriz et al. 2008)
2
and columns
c
(e.gg., Lamarchee and Trembblay 2011), it has
not been verified for cases such as in-plane buckling
b
of MT-BF collumns, whichh have no ouut-ofy exhibit fleexural-torsioonal response due to bi-axial mooment
plane latteral supporrt and may
demands. In addition
n, previous studies havee been limitted to two M
MT-BF configurations aand a
broader study
s
considering the inffluence of th
he number off tiers and tiier heights as well as possible
methods for improv
ving MT-BF
F response was needeed. Furtherm
more, recennt finite eleement
simulatio
on by Stoakees and Fahn
nestock (2012) showed tthat the stroong-axis bucckling strenggth of
isolated MT-BF
M
W-sshape columns can be reeduced undeer monotonicc loading duue to the presence
of weak-aaxis flexure if the weak--axis rotation
n is large andd torsional rrestraint is noot provided at the
tier levels. This stud
dy raised con
ncerns regarrding the poossibility of coupled in-pplane and ouut-ofplane buckling of W-shape
W
colu
umns that arre part of M
MT-BFs undder in-plane seismic demand
induced by
b brace nonlinear response. Therefore, the intteraction bettween colum
mns and the other
memberss of a MT-BF
F during a seeismic is an important coonsiderationn.
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This paper presents a parametric numerical study that was performed to examine the seismic
response of seven MT-CBFs having different heights, number of tiers and tier height ratios. The
study focuses on tier drift demands, column flexural demands, and column stability. Alternative
designs are also presented, including the use of OCBFs, SCBFs designed for larger seismic forces
or buckling restrained braces (BRBs). The influence of column base fixity is also examined.
Nonlinear three-dimensional (3D) finite element analyses using shell elements were performed on
four-tiered and two-tiered braced frame prototypes, which were designed according to current
AISC Seismic Provisions, to study the fundamental inelastic seismic frame behavior with focus on
column stability. The results of these Abaqus analyses were used to validate the more
computationally-efficient OpenSees 3D finite element modeling approach using fiber-based beamcolumn elements, which was then used for the parametric study.

4.2 Seismic design of MT-BFs according to current AISC provisions
MT-BFs having different heights and number of tiers are examined in this study (Figure 4.3). All
frames are used to laterally brace a tall single-story industrial steel building having 128.8 m x
50.4 m plan dimensions. In each of the two orthogonal directions, four multi-tiered CBFs are
used to resist lateral loads. All braced frames have a width of 5.6 m. The columns support 50.4 m
long roof trusses that span over the full width of the building. For simplicity, the braced frames
do not provide lateral intermediate in-plane bracing to the other columns along the exterior walls.
Horizontal struts are provided at all tier levels to maintain a lateral load path in the braced frame
after brace buckling and to avoid the undesirable K-BF configuration. All frames were designed
in accordance with ASCE 7-10 (ASCE 2010), and member design was performed in accordance
with the AISC 360-10 Specification (AISC, 2010b) and the AISC 341-10 Seismic Provisions
(AISC 2010a). In this section, the seismic design of the uniform 4-tiered X-braced-frame with
total height of 24 m (Frame 4) is illustrated. Details of the frame are given in Figure 4.4.
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Figurre 4.3: Geom
metry of MT -BFs studiedd.

Roof deaad (D) and liive (L) loadss were taken
n equal to 1.22 kPa and 00.96 kPa, resspectively annd the
exterior wall
w weight was 1.2 kPa. For simpllicity, only tthe load com
mbination innvolving the dead
load (D) and the seiismic loads (E) is conssidered hereiin. For seism
mic loadingg, the structuure is
assumed to be located on a siite class D in coastal C
California aand design spectral respponse
acceleratiion parameteers are SDS = 1.0 and SD1
e structure is assigned too Seismic D
Design
D = 0.6. The
Category (SDC) D. The SCBF
F system, with
w
responsee modificatiion coefficieent R = 6.00 and
deflection
n amplificatiion factor Cd = 5.0, wass selected. T
The importannce factor, Ie, is equal too 1.0.
The equivalent lateraal force proccedure was used
u
to calcculate the seeismic load. The fundam
mental
period, T,
T the resultiing seismic response co
oefficient, Cs, and the ddesign story shear per bbraced
frame, V,, are equal to
o 0.74 s, 0.13
35, and 481 kN respectivvely.
The braciing members are designed with an effective
e
lenggth factor off 0.45, and tthe required brace
compresssive strength
h including seismic an
nd gravity lload effectss is equal tto 364 kN. HSS
102x102x
x7.9 membeers conformiing to ASTM
M A500, G
Grade C (Fy = 345 MPaa), were seleected.
Accordin
ng to AISC 341-10, beaams and colu
umns in SCB
BFs must be designed tto resist tribbutary
gravity lo
oads plus th
he larger of the
t axial forrces inducedd by the folllowing bracce force scennarios
(Figures 4.4b and 4.4c):
4
1) braaces reachin
ng their exppected strenggth in tensiion (Texp) annd in
compresssion (Cexp); and 2) all tension
t
bracces reachingg their expeccted strengthh (Texp) whiile all
compresssion braces reach
r
their ex
xpected postt-buckling sttrength (C’exxp = 0.3 Cexp ).
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Figuree 4.4: Four-ttiered BF: a)) Geometry; b) Axial forrces in colum
mns and strutts due to braace
forces Texp + Cexp (kN);
(
c) Axiial forces in columns andd struts due tto brace forcces Texp + C’’exp
(kN); and d)) Selected m
members.

mns are mad
de of W-sectiions conform
ming to AST
TM A992 with Fy = 345 MPa.
The contiinuous colum
They are assumed to be
b pin-conneected about both
b axes at the base andd torsionally restrained att their
b
ends.. Torsional restraint
r
is allso providedd at every tieer level by thhe struts. Coolumn
top and bottom
design was performed
d considerin
ng only axiall load effectss, as currentlly permittedd in AISC 3441-10.
Reduced column buckling lengths were consiidered for inn-plane (0.800 h1) and out-of-plane (0..79 h)
flexural buckling
b
limiit states due to the variatiion of the axxial load oveer the columnn height (Sim
mão et
al. 2012; Dalal 1969; Timoshenko
o and Gere 1961), and a W
W610x195 ssection was sselected.
x58 ASTM A992
A
section
n was selecteed for the str
truts to resistt the compreessive axial fforces
A W250x
correspon
nding to thee horizontal projection of
o the unballanced bracee forces forr the scenariios of
Figures 4.4b
4
and 4.4cc. To preven
nt torsional buckling
b
of the columnss, the struts are orientedd with
their web
bs horizontal.. They are allso rigidly co
onnected to tthe columns such that theey can restraain the
torsional rotation of th
he columns through
t
bend
ding about thheir strong axxis in the horrizontal planne. An
example of a strut-to
o-column con
nnection detail proposedd to achieve this behavioor is illustratted in
Figure 4.5
5a, and the 3D
3 shell elem
ment model of
o this connection is show
wn in Figure 4.5c.
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Table 4.1: Design parameters and properties of the MT-BFs studied.

Parameter
Design fundamental period (T), s
Seismic response coefficient (Cs)
Design story shear per frame (V), kN
Design story drift (), %
Computed fundamental period (T1), s
Design story drift (T1), %
Braces (Square HSS, b x d)
Columns (W)
Struts (W)

Frame

Frame

Frame

Frame

Frame

Frame

Frame

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0.36
0.167
446
0.88
0.58
0.88
102x
6.4

0.52
0.167
485
1.13
0.88
0.79
102x
6.4

0.74
0.135
481
1.04
1.16
0.67
152x
9.5

0.74
0.135
481
1.25
1.28
0.72
102x
7.9

0.74
0.135
481
1.33
1.32
0.76
102x
6.4

0.88
0.114
447
1.41
1.65
0.77
102x
6.4

360x
79

410x
114

690x
419

610x
195

0.74
0.135
481
1.25
1.28
0.75
89x9.5
&114x
7.9
610x
195

610x
195

690x
240

250x
58

250x
58

250x
58

250x
58

250x
58

250x
58

250x
58

The chosen member sizes are given in Figure 4.4d. Under the seismic load of 481 kN, the design
story drift,  = Cde/Ie, is equal to 299 mm. This corresponds to 1.25% h, less than the allowable
story drift of 0.02 h prescribed in ASCE 7-10. The fundamental period of the frame from modal
analysis, T1, is equal to 1.28 s, which is longer than the period T = 0.74 s corresponding to the
upper limit CuTa that was used in design. As permitted in ASCE 7-10, drift can be calculated
using seismic loads obtained with T1, which gives a design story drift T1= 0.72% h. The same
design procedure was used for the other frames of Figure 4.3 and key properties and member
sizes are given in Table 4.1.

4.3 Seismic response using shell element models
4.3.1 Numerical model and ground motions
Nonlinear analysis of the 2-, 3- and 4-tiered SCBF structures of Figure 4.3 (Frames 1, 2 and 4)
was performed using a 3D finite element model with shell elements in Abaqus (Simulia 2011).
Nonlinear static and dynamic analyses were performed to study column in-plane bending demand
and evaluate stability of the columns subjected to axial load and biaxial bending. An isometric
view of the Abaqus model for Frame 2 is shown in Figure 4.5b.
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As shown in Figure 4.5b, four-node shell elements with reduced integration, were used to model
the columns, braces, gusset plates, and splice plates. Sensitivity analysis of an isolated column
model was performed to determine an appropriate mesh discretization (Stoakes and Fahnestock
2012). A 500-mm long strut stub was also modeled with shell elements within the strut-columnbrace connection region at each tier level. A finer mesh discretization was used in the connection
regions to capture stress concentrations in these areas (Figure 4.5c). Outside the tier-level
connection region, the struts were modeled with three-dimensional beam elements with cubic
shape functions. A leaning column and an axially rigid link connecting the leaning column to the
MT-BF were also modeled with three-dimensional beam elements to account for P-delta effects.
Geometric nonlinearity was included through large-displacement element formulations. Material
nonlinearity was incorporated through the Maxwell-Huber-Hencky-von Mises yield criterion
with associated flow rule. Steel stress-strain behavior was adapted from prior experimental
studies (Stoakes and Fahnestock 2012a, Peng 2001, Kauffman and Pense 1999). The nonlinear
kinematic/isotropic cyclic hardening model in Abaqus (2011) was chosen, and the hardening
parameters were determined based on cyclic stress-strain data from Kauffman and Pense (1999).
Residual stresses were specified for the columns (Galambos and Ketter 1958) and initial out-ofstraightness having a half-sine profile with maximum amplitude of 1/1000 of the member
unsupported length was specified for the columns in both orthogonal directions and out-of-plane
for the bracing members. At the bottom of the MT-BF and leaning columns, the three
translational degrees of freedom and rotation about the y-axis (torsion) were restrained to
simulate pinned column bases. At the top of all columns, only the out-of-plane (z-direction)
translation was restrained. Gravity loads were applied as concentrated forces at the top of all
three columns. To account for possible non-uniform material properties among the members, the
yield stress in Tier 1 was assumed to be 5% lower than the yield stress in the remaining tiers. As
the first tier column segment carries the maximum axial force demand, reducing the brace yield
strength in Tier 1 may lead to the most critical condition.
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Figurre 4.5: a) To
orsional braccing of colum
mns using th e flexural stiiffness of the struts and a
torsionallly stiff strutt-to-column connection;
c
b) Finite eleement modell of 2-tiered SCBF (Fram
me 1)
and; c) Detail
D
of stru
ut-to-column
n connectionn from finitee element moodel.

For Nonllinear Respo
onse History (NLRH) an
nalyses, grouund acceleraation recordss were presccribed
for the in
n-plane direcction (x-direection) at th
he base of thhe frame. Thhe first com
mponent of thhe 22
motion, far-field
f
grou
und acceleraation record set
s proposedd in FEMA P
P695 (FEMA
A 2009), wass used
as the baasis for the NLRH
N
analy
yses. The grround acceleeration recorrds were norrmalized byy peak
ground velocity,
v
and
d then scaled
d so the med
dian spectrall acceleratioon of the groound accelerration
suite mattched the co
ode-prescribeed maximum
m consideredd earthquake (MCE) response specctra at
the fundaamental periiod of each braced fram
me (FEMA 2009). Poinnt masses acccounting foor the
seismic weight
w
of th
he roof and exterior waall cladding were applieed at the toop of the M
MT-BF
damping correspondinng to 2% of critical were
columns. Mass and
d stiffness proportional
p
considereed in the finiite element model.
m

4.3.2 Single-reco
ord case sttudy of 4-ttiered MT
T-BF seism
mic responsse
In this seection, the reesults for thee 4-tiered brraced frame (Frame 4) aare first illusstrated for oone of
the 22 ground motion
ns, and subseequently thee response foor the full suuite is summ
marized. As shown
p
story drift
d
reached nearly 4% at t = 56 s,, which is aapproximatelly 3.2
in Figuree 4.6a, the peak
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times the story drift anticipated in design. The tier drift histories shown in Figure 4.6b illustrate
that drift is concentrated in Tier 1, reaching approximately 9.0% h1 at t = 56 s, or nearly double
the peak story drift. Drifts in all other tiers remained below 1.5% until 56 seconds indicating that
nearly all nonlinear deformations of the frame develop in Tier 1. Tier 1 and 2 brace hysteretic
responses are shown in Figures 4.6c and 4.6d respectively. In Tier 1, the two braces experienced
large inelastic excursions in tension and compression whereas the braces in Tier 2 only buckled
without yielding in tension. At around t = 56, plastic hinges formed in the right hand side (RHS)
column at the Tier 1 strut level and at mid-height of Tier 1 because the non-uniform distribution
of tier drift induced large in-plane flexural bending in the column. In the presence of large
compressive axial force, these two hinges led to in-plane column buckling in Tier 1 that caused
the frame to collapse. The frame deformed shape at incipient collapse is shown in Figure 4.6e.
Although column buckling was initiated by in-plane demands, out-of-plane column deformation
subsequently developed within the full story height, and the final buckling mode involved
flexural-torsional response. This response is expected as in-plane and out-of-plane demands can
localize compression yielding unsymmetrically at the tips of the column flanges and trigger a
flexural-torsional buckling mode. In Figure 4.6b, it should be noted that the rapid growth in Tier
2 drift when approaching collapse is not due to deformation within the tier, but rather due to rigid
body motion of Tier 2 as the column in Tier 1 is buckling.
For this frame, Tier 1 is called the critical tier as inelastic brace response concentrated in that tier,
causing in-plane bending and eventually buckling of the columns in that tier. A second important
consequence of drift concentration in the critical tier is the inelastic deformation (ductility)
demand being imposed on the bracing members. Past inelastic cyclic tests on steel bracing
members have shown that they generally fail due to low-cycle fatigue at the location of the
plastic hinge forming upon brace buckling. For HSS members, failure typically takes place at
drifts varying between 1.5 to 2.5% (Tremblay 2002; Tremblay et al. 2003, 2008; Fell et al. 2009;
Hsiao et al. 2013). Low-cycle fatigue failure of the braces was not modelled in this study.
However, in view of the large tier drift demand, it is very likely that the brace in Tier 1 would
have failed under this ground motion, even if the story drift did not exceed 1% h (Figure 4.6b).
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Figure 4..6: Responsee of 4-tiered BF
B under thee 1979 Imperrial Valley, D
Delta record: a) Story driift; b)
Tier drift
fts; c) Brace axial
a
forces in
i Tier 1; d) Brace axial fforces in Tieer 2; e) Hysteeretic responnse of
thee braces at Tiiers 1 and 2; and f) Frame deformed sshape at coluumn bucklingg (t = 56 s).

The statisstics of the NLRH
N
analy
ysis results for
f the suite of 22 grounnd motions aapplied to Frrames
1, 2, and
d 4 are given
n in Table 4.2.
4 For Frame 4, one ccollapse case was obserrved as discussed
above, whereas for sh
horter framees with 2 and
d 3 tiers (Fraames 1 and 22) eight and ssix collapse cases
were reported, respectively. For the collapsee cases, coluumn bucklinng developeed within thee first
tier similar to the meechanism desscribed abov
ve. The conccentration off drift in Tieer 1 is evident for
all cases studied. How
wever, moree non-uniforrm tier drift distribution was observed for the shhorter
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frames (Frames 1 and 2). In addition, the roof displacement significantly exceeds the design
estimate, particularly for the shorter frames.

Table 4.2: Median values of peak seismic response parameters for Frames 1, 2, and 4 from
NLRH analysis in Abaqus.
Parameter
Story drift (%)
Story drift / 
Critical tier drift (%)
Number of column failure cases

Frame 1

Frame 2

Frame 4

2.22
2.52
3.87
8

2.08
1.84
4.52
6

1.43
1.44
2.97
1

4.4 Validation of fiber-based numerical models
4.4.1 Numerical model
In this section the fiber-based model of the 2-tiered braced frame (Frame 1 shown in Figure 4.3)
created using Opensees (McKenna and Fenves 2004) was validated against the corresponding
Abaqus shell-element described above. The 3D model in Figure 4.7 captures out-of-plane
buckling of the braces as well as in-plane and out-of-plane flexural buckling of the columns.
These members were modeled using force-based beam-column elements with fiber discretization
of the cross-section to include distributed plasticity. The uniaxial Giuffré-Menegotto-Pinto
(Steel02) material model was selected to simulate the Bauschinger effect as well as kinematic and
isotropic strain hardening behavior. The nominal yield strength Fy = 345 MPa was assigned to the
material used for the columns whereas the expected steel yield stress, RyFy, was used for the
bracing members. To account for possible non-uniform material properties among the members, a
reduced yield strength equal to 0.95 RyFy = 459 MPa was assigned to the braces in Tier 1 as in the
Abaqus model. The residual stress pattern and out-of-straightness were assumed as defined in the
Abaqus model. A co-rotational formulation was chosen to consider geometric nonlinearities for
the braces and columns. The roof beam and strut members were modelled as elastic beam
elements. Since MT-BFs have only one dynamic degree of freedom that corresponds to roof
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horizontaal displacem
ment, for dyn
namic analyssis, mass prooportional daamping corrresponding tto 2%
of critical was assum
med in that vibration mod
de.

Figure
F
4.7: OpenSees
O
num
merical moddel of a 2-tieered CBF.

The modeel Figure 4.7
7 is referred to
t as the pinn
ned base moddel because tthe columns are pin connnected
at their baases, consisteent with the conditions
c
asssumed in deesign. The strruts and the rroof beam arre also
pin-conneected to the columns for in-plane flexure. Nonlinnear rotationaal springs arre used to coonnect
the bracin
ng members to rigid elem
ments extending from thee roof beam, struts, and ccolumn basess. The
springs reeproduce the flexural hyssteretic respo
onse exhibitedd by the gusset plates uppon brace bucckling
out-of-plaane. The sam
me springs were
w considered in the midddle gusset pplate to connnect discontinnuous
brace seg
gments to rig
gid elastic beeam-column elements asssigned to thee middle gussset plate. Inn each
tier, the continuous brace is rig
gidly conneccted at the intersection point. Rigiid elements were
considereed at both en
nds of struts and column
n segments tto simulate cconnection ssize effects. Truss
members were also used
u
at the brace ends to
t simulate in-plane stifffness of thee gusset plattes. A
leaning column
c
was included in
n the model to account for P-delta effects (not shown in F
Figure
4.7). In th
he analyses, the
t roof dead
d load was applied
a
at thee top of the braced fram
me and the leaning
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column. As was the case for frame analysis using Abaqus, response history analysis was performed
using the far-field record set of 22 ground motion records proposed in FEMA P695.

4.4.2 Validation of fiber-based model with shell element model
To validate the fiber-based (OpenSees) model, results of nonlinear incremental static (pushover)
analysis of Frame 1 obtained from the corresponding shell element (Abaqus) model were
compared. Since inertial seismic forces only develop at the roof level for MT-BFs, the frame
response under the first significant inelastic displacement cycle of a ground motion record during
which column flexure develops can be reproduced by gradually incremented lateral roof
displacement using pushover analysis. Pushover analysis is therefore appropriate to investigate
the development of brace inelastic response leading to concentration of inelastic demand in tiers
and column bending moments, and possible subsequent column buckling failure.
Key results from the nonlinear static analyses performed in Abaqus and OpenSees are presented in
Figure 4.8. As shown in Figure 4.8a, frame base shear vs. story drift response is correlated well
between OpenSees and Abaqus. The frame exhibited linear elastic response up to a story drift of
0.40% h when buckling of the compression brace in the first tier occurred. Figure 4.8b shows good
agreement for the tier drifts, and both analyses predict drift concentration in the Tier 1. The Tier 1
compression brace buckled first, then brace buckling developed in both tiers and the frame lateral
stiffness slightly reduced as it became governed by the tension braces (Figure 4.8c). The frame
lateral strength reached its maximum value when yielding initiated in the tension brace in Tier 1, at
a story drift of 0.50% h. That brace maintained its yield strength with strain hardening effects when
being stretched in the inelastic range, but the strength of the compression brace in the same tier
gradually reduced in the post-buckling range, which resulted in a diminution of the frame lateral
resistance. The steadily increasing difference between Tier 1 and 2 drifts induced in-plane bending
of the columns in Tier 1, which increased up to approximately 2.0% story drift (Figure 4.8d). At a
story drift of 2.0% h, the column axial strength suddenly dropped due to in-plane flexural buckling
of the compression (RHS) column in Tier 1. Figure 4.8e shows the in-plane and out-of the plane
displacement of the RHS column and illustrates that column in-plane buckling developed first as
the column in-plane lateral displacement increased rapidly. This instability mode occurred as a
result of plastic hinges forming in the column at the top of and within Tier 1. At the Tier 1 level,
complete curvature reversal occurred compared to the flexural deformations that had gradually
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d prior to initiation of bu
uckling. In Figure
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ment analysiss of Frame 4 (Figure 4.6)), torsional ddeformation of the
buckled column
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is allso predicted
d for this 2-ttiered frame in Figure 44.8f. The dettails of this mode
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Figure 4.8: Response of the 2-tiiered CBF frrom nonlineaar static analyysis: a) Tier drift; b) Lateeral
B
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f
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on and compression forcees shown poositive to easee comparisonn); d)
load; c) Brace
In-plane bending moment in the compression
c
n (RHS) coluumn; e) RHS Column lateeral displaceement
at 0.4h1; f) fram
me deformed shape in Aba
aqus; and g) frame deforrmed shape in OpenSees..

To furtheer compare analyses,
a
thee results of the
t NLRH aanalysis for F
Frames 1, 2, and 4 weree also
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c
the Abaqus and
d OpenSees modeling appproaches. F
Figure 4.9 coompares tierr drift
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ory responsees for Framees 1 and 4 frrom both appproaches. Foor Frame 1, ttier drift respponse
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Capito
ola record; and
a c) Framee 4 tier drift hhistory for T
Tiers 1 and 2 under the 1979
Imperial Valley, Delta record.
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In Figure 4.9c, a similar comparison was performed for Frame 4 under the same ground motion
record whose results were presented in Figure 4.6. For this case, the history of tier drifts for Tiers
1 and 2 from Abaqus and OpenSees are in good agreement. Tier drift prediction using OpenSees
compares well with the Abaqus results. Tier drift concentration was more pronounced in Tier 1
until 56 s where the column in-plane flexural buckling occurred in the Abaqus model in the Tier
1 column. Column in-plane buckling initiated in the OpenSees model but the column remained
stable due to reversal of the direction of the ground shaking.
Statistics of the OpenSees NLRH analyses are given in Table 4.3. For Frame 4, one column
buckling occurred under the 1992 Landers, Yermo Fire Station record. In the Abaqus model, no
column failure was observed for that record, but large tier drift and partial column yielding were
observed in Tier 1. A close match was also obtained for critical tier drift from both models (3.10
vs 2.76%). Similar agreement on critical tier drift and column failures can be found for Frames 1
and 2 in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 4.3: Median values of peak seismic response parameters for the MT-BFs studied.
Frame
1
1.53
Story drift (%)
1.82
Story drift / 
2.52
Critical tier drift (%)
Drift ratio (critical tier / story) 1.66
4.36
Tier drift ratio (max / min)
0.36
Mcy,max/Mpy at Tier 1
Mcy,max/Mpy at Tier 2
Mcy,max/Mpy at Tier 3
Mcy,max/Mpy at Tier 4
Mcy,max/Mpy at Tier 5
0.79
Pc,max/Pn in Tier 1
Number of column failure cases
5
Parameter

Frame
2
1.33
1.20
2.71
2.05
4.20
0.39
0.18

Frame
3
1.22
1.47
1.70
1.40
2.26
0.14

Frame
4
1.26
1.05
2.76
2.14
3.62
0.40
0.17
0.12

Frame
5
1.42
1.17
2.17
1.47
1.93
0.40
0.20
0.11

Frame
6
1.19
0.93
2.89
2.09
3.92
0.47
0.15
0.10
0.09

0.75
5

0.69
5

0.74
1

0.83
2

0.63
0

Frame
7
1.08
0.78
2.09
1.97
2.67
0.28
0.12
0.09
0.08
0.06
0.62
0

These comparisons of OpenSees and Abaqus models with different element formulations
illustrate several key points. Most importantly, the models are generally in good agreement,
predict column buckling and demonstrate the need for improved design provisions for MT-BFs.
Although the more computationally efficient OpenSees models do not capture the column
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torsional response, they still capture in-plane column flexural buckling, which is the dominant
failure mode for columns in MT-BFs, and subsequent out-of-plane movement of the buckled
column. The OpenSees modeling approach may in isolated cases provide a slightly more
optimistic outlook on collapse potential than Abaqus, but this approach is deemed adequate for
extensive parametric exploration in support of developing an improved design approach.

4.5 Parametric study using fiber-based models
In this section the seismic performance of a wide range of MT-BFs was evaluated through NLRH
analysis using the Opensees modeling approach validated against the Abaqus models. As shown
in Figure 4.3, four building heights are considered: h = 9, 15, 24, and 30 m. For the 24 m tall
building, four braced frame geometries are studied to examine the effects of the number of tiers,
the Tier 1 height, h1, relative to that of the other tiers, and frame uniformity. Four braced frame
types are also considered to study the influence of fixed column bases, reduced base shear and
application of other systems including OCBF and Buckling Restrained Braced Frame (BRBF).

4.5.1 Baseline MT-BF response
Out of the 22 ground motions, column in-plane flexural buckling was observed in four cases.
Buckling failure under one of those four motions is presented later when discussing the alternate
fixed base condition. The statistics of key response parameters for the 22 analyses are given in
Table 4.4. For this frame, the median story drift demand corresponds well to the design story
drift, . As shown in Figure 4.6b, lateral deformations under all ground motions concentrated in
Tier 1, resulting in large tier drifts capable of causing brace failure. The drift ratio in the table
represents the ratio of the peak critical tier drift to the peak story drift. Drift concentration can
also be assessed through the tier drift ratios, i.e. the ratio between the maximum and minimum
peak tier drifts. Statistics of the peak weak-axis column moment, Mcy, as normalized with respect
to the column plastic moment, Mpy, are given in the table at every tier level. The results indicate
large in-plane bending moment demand being induced in the columns at Tier 1 compared to the
other tiers due to the larger drifts that develop in that tier creating a kink at the top of Tier 1.
However, in-plane bending demand in the column top tiers indicates initiation of tension yielding
in Tiers 2 and 3 under some of the ground motions, although these tiers have lesser contribution
to overall inelastic deformation of the frame. These flexural demands, together with the column
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buckling case, indicate that column in-plane bending moments must be taken into consideration
in the design of MT-BF columns.

Table 4.4: Statistics of peak seismic response parameters for the 4-tiered CBF example.
Parameter

Statistics of converged analyses1

50th percentile
Story drift (%)
1.26
1.05
Story drift / 
2.76
Critical tier drift (%)
2.14
Drift ratio (critical tier / story)
3.62
Tier drift ratio (max / min)
0.40
Mcy,max/Mpy at Tier 1
0.17
Mcy,max/Mpy at Tier 2
0.12
Mcy,max/Mpy at Tier 3
0.74
Pc,max/Pn in Tier 1
1
Column failure was observed in 1 analysis

84th percentile
1.80
1.50
4.19
2.40
4.74
0.70
0.17
0.14
0.75

Min
0.57
0.47
0.42
0.75
0.77
0.17
0.10
0.09
0.63

Max
2.97
2.47
5.06
2.45
4.96
1.21
0.19
0.16
0.77

Nonlinear response history analysis was also performed on the six remaining MT-BFs of Figure
4.3. Table 4.3 presents the median values of key response parameters under the 22 ground
motions for these frames. The number of cases where column instability failure occurred in Tier
1 is given at the bottom of Table 4.3. The results show that the median story drift demand
generally reduces when increasing the structure total height. For the 24 m tall frame with uniform
tier heights (Frames 3, 4, and 6), it also reduces slightly when the number of tiers is increased.
When comparing the story drift demand from analysis to the design story drift, , the design
prediction is too low for the shortest frame, reasonably good for the 24 m frames and
conservative for the tallest frame. In all frames except Frames 6 and 7, lateral displacements
concentrated in Tier 1 and brace tension yielding was triggered only in that tier. For the 24 m tall
frame with uniform tier heights (Frames 3, 4, and 6), peak drifts in the critical tier increase when
the number of tiers is increased. This is due to the fact that smaller, more flexible columns are
used when the height of bottom tier is smaller and the column effective length is reduced. In
addition, because significant inelastic brace response occurred in only one tier, tier drifts resulting
from a given story drift are higher when the critical tier height is smaller. For the same two
reasons, tier drifts are more pronounced in Frame 4 compared to Frame 5 because the critical tier
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in Frame 5 was taller. Generally, tier drifts, drift ratios and tier drift ratios are larger for a smaller
h1/h ratio. For all frames studied, the largest bending moment demands developed in the first tier.
Peak moments are expected to vary with the frame geometry, the tier drift and the column
stiffness; for the cases studied, moments in the two-tiered frame with taller tiers are smaller than
those in the frames with more tiers.
Occurrences of column buckling failure do not correlate well with the bending moment demand
as failure cases were observed in Frames 1 and 3 for which peak My/Mpy values are respectively
0.36 and 0.14 whereas column buckling did not occur for Frames 5 and 6 where the columns
sustained much higher flexural demands. Table 4.3 also presents the peak axial load demand in
the columns relative to the required axial strength used in design. As shown, the peak demand is
approximately the same for all frames, even if the number of braces inducing the axial load
increases with the number of tiers. Hence, this parameter cannot explain this apparent better
performance and this aspect will require further attention in future studies.

4.5.2 Alternative MT-BF designs and MT-BFs with fixed column bases
In view of the unsatisfactory seismic performance observed for MT-BFs designed as SCBFs,
Frame 4 was redesigned to explore the benefits of reducing the inelastic brace response and,
thereby, reducing drift concentration and column flexural demand. These redesigns were: an SCBF
using a reduced R factor equal to 4.0, and an OCBF with R = 3.25. The design procedure for the
SCBF system with R = 4.0 is the same described in the previous section with R = 6.0. The OCBF
system with R = 3.25 was designed in accordance with AISC 341-10. The selected shapes for the
two systems are given in Figure 4.10a, and the frame properties are summarized in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Design parameters and properties of the alternative 4-tiered CBF designs.
Parameter
Design fundamental period (T), s
Seismic response coefficient (Cs)
Design story shear per frame (V), kN
Design story drift (), %
Computed fundamental period (T1), s
Design story drift (T1), %

SCBF
R = 4.0
0.74
0.202
721
1.58
1.17
0.99

OCBF
R = 3.25
0.74
0.249
888
1.17
1.12
0.79

BRBF
R = 8.0
0.74
0.101
361
1.25
1.51
0.61
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Figure 4.10: Selectted member shapes for th
he alternativve 4-tiered C
CBF designs;; b) Historiess of
Tier drrift for 4-tierred SCBF wiith pinned an
nd fixed basees; c) Historries of the beending mom
ment
deman
nds in the LH
HS column in
n Tier 1 for 4-tiered
4
SCB
BF with pinnned and fixed bases; andd d)
Schemattic of column deflected shape
s
and beending mom
ment in Tier 1 for pinned and fixed baases.

Key resp
ponse param
meters from nonlinear
n
dy
ynamic anallysis are givven in Tablee 4.6. The reesults
obtained for the SCB
BF frame dessigned with R = 6.0 are repeated in the table to ease comparrison.
As shown
n, reducing the R factor for the SCB
BF system oor using the OCBF systeem had negliigible
impact on the peak story drifts,, which is in
i agreemennt with the eequal displaacement prinnciple
(Newmarrk and Hall 1982). In both
b
frames, brace tensiion yieldingg was also cconstrained tto the
bottom tiier, which leed to similar,, although sllightly lowerr peak tier ddrifts, drift raatios and tierr drift
ratios compared to the R = 6.0
0 SCBF. Th
he resulting column beending mom
ment demandd and
number of
o column bu
uckling casees are also co
omparable. H
Hence, the iincrease in m
member sizees due
to the hig
gher design seismic load
ds did not haave much efffect and, moore importanntly, did nott raise
the seism
mic perform
mance to an acceptable level. The reduction iin localizedd demand caan be
attributed
d to the larrger column
n sections exhibiting
e
hhigher in-plaane stiffnesss. Howeverr, the
similarities in overalll performan
nce are attrib
buted to the fact that, inn spite of thhe stronger bbraces
used in the alternative frame designs,
d
the peak driftss in the criitical tiers ((2.61-2.17 % h1)
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remained sufficient to induce significant brace inelastic response and the column properties
scaled up by a margin comparable to story shear strengths and axial load demands, meaning that
the potential for unsatisfactory column performance remained nearly unchanged even if R was
reduced significantly from 6.0 to 3.25.

Table 4.6: Median values of peak seismic response parameters for alternate 4-tiered CBF designs.
R = 6.0
Parameter

Fixed
R = 8.0 R = 8.0
R = 6.0 R = 4.0 R = 3.25
Base
β = 1.11 β = 1.21
Columns2

Story drift (%)
Story drift / 
Critical tier drift (%)
Drift ratio (critical tier / story)
Tier drift ratio (max / min)
Mcy,max/Mpy at Tier 1
Mcy,max/Mpy at Tier 2
Mcy,max/Mpy at Tier 3
Pc,max/Pr in Tier 1
Number of column failure cases
1
Tier 1 is critical
2
Tier 2 is critical

1.26
1.05
2.76
2.14
3.62
0.40
0.17
0.12
0.74
1

1.23
0.77
2.61
2.13
3.59
0.38
0.17
0.12
0.77
2

1.11
0.97
2.17
1.96
2.94
0.28
0.18
0.10
0.77
2

1.43
1.15
1.58
1.29
1.25
0.16
0.10
0.11
0.51
0

1.40
1.12
1.65
1.26
1.41
0.16
0.13
0.13
0.55
0

1.25
1.05
2.05
1.51
2.75
0.41
0.22
0.15
0.75
0

Frame 4 was also redesigned with buckling-restrained braces (BRBs) to examine if this option
could improve the frame seismic response. BRBs yield both in tension and compression, without
buckling, and BRBFs are designed with R = 8. BRBFs exhibit stable inelastic response with
greater strain hardening behavior, which should lead to more uniform inelastic demand over the
frame height. Well-proportioned MT-BFs with pairs of nearly identical tension- and
compression-acting BRBs in every tier are not prone to drift concentrations as every tier is
expected to develop and maintain comparable story shear resistances in the inelastic range. An
alternating single diagonal configuration MT-BF with BRBs was selected and the frame was
designed assuming brace core plates made from ASTM A572, Gr. 50 (Fy = 345) steel and using
strain hardening factor,  = 1.3 and compression strength adjustment factor,  = 1.1. The
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columns were designed for axial load only. Design parameters are given in Table 4.5 and the
selected shapes and frame properties are shown in Figure 4.10a.
Truss elements were used to model the diagonal BRB members (one diagonal per tier) with the
Steel02 and Hysteretic materials acting in combination to reproduce BRB response. As shown in
Table 4.6, the median peak story drifts for the BRBF solution are much larger than for the
standard CBF designs. The higher displacement demand can be attributed to the greater frame
flexibility, but its extent could not be entirely estimated at the design stage. However, the peak
tier drifts are comparable and the drift ratios and tier drift ratios are much lower than in the CBF.
The resulting bending moment demands in the columns are also reduced and do not localize in
Tier 1 when using a BRBF. No buckling case was observed for the BRBFs.
All results presented above were obtained assuming pinned column bases. Since column bases
could be detailed to provide a fixed boundary, an OpenSees model with fixed column bases was
developed to explore the effect of this option. In Figures 4.10b and 4.10c, the partial (10-30 s)
histories of Frame 4 with pinned and fixed bases are compared for the 1992 Landers, Yermo Fire
Station record. Drift in Tiers 1 and 2 and bending demand in the LHS column in Tier 1 are
presented. For the pinned base columns, predicted buckling of the LHS column occurred in Tier
1 at time t = 16.6 s. Schematics of the LHS column deformed shape and bending moment in Tier
1 at the critical time are given in Figure 4.10d. For the pinned base frame, the evolution of the
bending moment when approaching buckling failure is the same as described in Figure 4.6b: the
moment in the lower third increased rapidly due to member P-delta effects and a plastic hinge
formed at that location, which precipitated column in-plane buckling. At the top of the tier, the
curvature of the column reversed when a plastic hinge formed in the column span. Column
buckling was not observed for the fixed base frame. In the response cycles prior to the large
demand from the ground motion at t = 16.6 s, the bending moments at the base, at 0.4 h1, and at
h1 are of the same sign indicating single curvature column response. The moment at the top of
Tier 1 was consistently largest. At the time of maximum ground motion demand, the column was
in double curvature, a condition significantly less critical for buckling since formation of an
additional plastic hinge at the base is required for buckling. The column in double curvature also
exhibited greater effective flexural stiffness at the first tier that redistributed inelastic deformation
to Tier 2 as shown in Figure 4.10b.
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As shown in Table 4.6, column buckling was not observed under any of the 22 ground motions
for the fixed base frame, compared to 4 occurrences of buckling for the corresponding pinned
base frame. Table 4.6 shows that column in-plane bending moment demands in Tier 1 are
comparable but the moments in Tier 2 and 3 are higher with fixed column bases. Thus, the fixed
column bases provide additional stiffness to distribute yielding into the bracing members of Tiers
2 and 3. The median peak drift in the critical tier reached 2.05%, which is lower than the
corresponding value for the pinned bases (2.68%). Hence, the potential for severe drift
concentration and column buckling in the first tier of MT-BFs is expected to reduce when
column base connections are detailed as fixed.

4.6 Summary and conclusions
This article presented numerical simulations performed to evaluate the seismic performance of
steel multi-tiered braced frames (MT-BFs) designed in accordance with the AISC Seismic
Provisions. The seismic response of two, three and four-tiered CBFs was first evaluated using an
Abaqus 3D shell-element finite element model through nonlinear response history analysis. The
seismic response of seven SCBFs having different heights, number of tiers and tier relative
heights was then studied through dynamic response history analyses using OpenSees 3D fiberbased finite element model validated against the Abaqus analysis results. Alternative MT-BF
designs were also examined for the 4-tiered, 24 m tall frame with uniform tier heights. The study
focused on the in-plane tier drift demand as well as stability response of the columns. The
primary findings of this study are:


Column flexural buckling is the dominant failure mode for MT-BFs and occurs due to
combined axial force and bi-axial flexure.



In a 2-tiered frame studied with a shell-element Abaqus model, column torsional movement
was observed after column buckling as the location of maximum out-of-plane imperfection is
adjacent to the critical tier for in-plane column hinging.



A validation study showed that fiber-based OpenSees models can appropriately capture tier
drift concentration, column buckling and collapse in MT-BFs.



Story (roof) drift demand in MT-BFs subjected to MCE level earthquake cannot be reliably
estimated by the design story drift determined in accordance with the ASCE 7-10 provisions.
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Story drifts were generally underestimated for the shorter frames and overestimated for taller
ones when story drifts were determined considering code period upper limit. Story drifts
obtained using the computed period T1 were underestimated for all frames studied.


Inelastic brace deformations in MT-BFs tend to concentrate in the critical tier, which is the
tier exhibiting relatively lower story shear resistance. Drift concentration is more important
when the height of the critical tier is small relative to the story height.



Tier drift concentration induces in-plane flexural demand on the columns, which can lead to
column flexural buckling. The anticipated flexural demand must therefore be assessed and
considered in the design of the columns.



Column buckling is more likely to occur when the critical tier is located at the bottom of the
frame, where axial load demand on the column is maximum.



Column buckling essentially developed in flexure about the weak axis in the plane of the
frame. For the frames studied, buckling occurred over the first tier height, indicating that
positive lateral bracing can be provided to the columns by the brace-strut assemblies even if
the braces respond in the nonlinear range to seismic effects.



Tier drift concentrations in MT-BFs may lead to excessive inelastic demand on the members
and connections of the structure. In particular, tier drift values sufficient to cause low-cycle
fatigue failure of HSS braces were observed in this study. Tier drift should therefore be
explicitly considered as a limit state in the design of MT-BFs.



The use of higher design seismic loads by specifying a lower R factor did not have
significant beneficial effect on the flexural demand imposed on the columns and the
occurrence of column buckling failure. More uniform drift demand and smaller column
bending moments were however observed when using buckling-restrained bracing members
instead of conventional braces.



Columns with fixed base conditions exhibited higher in-plane flexural stiffness than pinned
base columns, which reduced drifts in the bottom tier and can triggered brace inelastic
response in adjacent tiers, resulting in less critical conditions for the stability of the columns.

This study covered a limited number of braced frames and the conclusions should be validated
for other MT-BF configurations. Additional three-dimensional finite element analysis should be
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performed to further investigate flexural-torsional buckling if out-of-plane flexural demand exists
(e.g. crane loading). The buckling failure of the columns as obtained in the numerical simulations
should be examined through experimental programs. The observations made in this study showed
that the distribution of the brace inelastic response and drift concentration over the frame height
can be influenced by the flexural stiffness of the columns. In design, one could take advantage of
this behavior by selecting column sections that would improve the drift response and minimize
the potential for column buckling failure.
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Symbols
Cd

Deflection amplification factor

Cexp

Brace expected strength in compression

C’exp

Brace expected post-buckling strength

Cs

Seismic response coefficient

Cu

Coefficient for upper limit on calculated period

D

Dead load

E

Seismic load

Fy

Yielding strength

h

Total frame height

hi

Tier height (i = 1 to 4)
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Ie

Importance factor

L

Live load

Mcy

Column weak-axis flexural moment

Mpy

Column plastic moment

Pc

Column axial load

Pn

Column nominal compressive strength

R

Response modification coefficient

RyFy

Expected steel yield stress

SD1

Design spectral response acceleration parameter at a period of 1.0 s

SDS

Design spectral response acceleration parameter in the short period range

T

Fundamental period of the building

T1

Fundamental period of the building from modal analysis

Ta

Approximate fundamental period of the building

Texp

Brace expected strength in tension

V

Design story shear



Compression strength adjustment factor

e

Story drift under V



Strain hardening factor


T1



Design story drift
Design story drift with fundamental period of the frame from modal analysis
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Abstract
A seismic design strategy, which is intended to be implemented within the framework of the AISC
Seismic Provisions, is presented for single-story steel concentrically-braced frames that are divided
into two tiers. In this method, the columns are designed to resist the axial loads acting in
combination with the in-plane flexural demand resulting from uneven distribution of brace inelastic
deformations over the frame height. This design procedure, which establishes enhanced
requirements beyond the current AISC Seismic Provisions, prevents concentration of deformation
in one tier and causes frame nonlinear deformation to be distributed between the tiers. The column
bending moments depend on the story shear resistance that develops in each tier when the bracing
members are at buckling and in the post-buckling range. The method also aims to control tier drifts
to protect the bracing members from excessive inelastic demand, which could cause brace fracture.
Nonlinear static and dynamic analyses are performed to validate the proposed design procedure.
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5.1 Introductio
on
Steel mullti-tiered braaced frames (MT-BFs)
(
consist
c
of twoo or more brracing panells that are staacked
vertically
y in a buildin
ng that has a single story
y. This fram
ming configurration is gennerally used when
the story height is to
oo large and
d convention
nal braces eextending thee full story height no llonger
represent an econom
mical or prractical solu
ution. MT-B
BFs are exxtensively eemployed inn tall
onal and ind
dustrial build
dings (Figurre 5.1a), andd they repreesent an effe
fective
commerccial, recreatio
solution in
i seismic ap
pplications as the more stringent bracce slenderness and cross-section widdth-tothickness limits assocciated with du
uctile braced
d frame requuirements cann be more eaasily satisfiedd with
shorter brraces. MT-B
BFs are also common forr non-buildinng structuress such as leggs of conveyors in
industriall plants. Vaarious bracin
ng configuraations can bbe used for MT-BFs. F
For high seeismic
applicatio
ons, X-, chev
vron- or V-b
bracing confiigurations arre commonlyy used such tthat story shhear is
shared beetween comp
pression- an
nd tension-accting braces (Figure 5.1bb). Struts are needed at every
tier level to resist un
nbalanced brrace axial lo
oads that devvelop after the compresssion braces have
buckled and,
a
thereby
y, avoid und
desirable K-b
braced framee behavior. The columnns are typicaally Ishaped members
m
oriented such th
hat strong axiis bending iss used to resist out-of-plaane bucklingg over
the full frrame height, and wind loading effectss when colum
mns are on thhe building eexterior.

Figure 5.1
1: a) Typicall MT-BF stru
ucture; b) M
MT-BF bracinng configuraations.
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Nonlineaar seismic an
nalysis of MT-BFs
M
usin
ng fiber bassed frame m
models has sshown that brace
inelastic response
r
und
der strong seeismic groun
nd motions w
will likely diistribute nonn-uniformly along
the structure height, even if thee braces aree well propoortioned to provide uniiform story shear
resistancee (Imanpou
ur et al. 2013;
2
Iman
npour and Tremblay 2014). Typpically, ineelastic
deformatiions tend to initiate and concentrate in one tier where bracee tension yieelding is trigggered
first. Thiss tier is referrred to as the critical tier, as shown inn Figure 5.2aa and 5.2b forr a 2-tiered fframe.
This behavior may result
r
in exccessive inelaastic demandd in the crittical tier, whhich in turn,, may
t bracing members
m
duee to low-cyclle fatigue (Fiigure 5.2c). N
Non-uniform
m drift
precipitatte failure of the
also indu
uces in-planee bending mo
oment demaands on the columns thaat may lead to column pplastic
hinging and,
a
in somee cases, to fleexural bucklling (Figure 5.2d). The rresults of reccent studies using
three-dim
mensional fib
ber based and
d finite elem
ment analyses showed thhat column bbuckling mayy also
include out-of-plane
o
deformations
d
s as yielding
g progresses in the colum
mn. Localizedd torsional eeffects
were also
o observed in
n the finite element
e
analy
ysis (Imanpoour et al., 20015). Howevver, controllinng inplane beh
havior of MT
T-BF column
ns is the prim
mary strategyy for ensuringg stable seism
mic responsee, and
it is the fo
ocus of this paper.
p

Figure 5.2: Concentraation of inelastic demand in Tier 2 ((Tier 2 is crittical).

ocedure to address
a
this unsatisfactorry behavior with the sppecific
This papeer presents a design pro
objectives of: (1) preeventing colu
umn instabillity and (2) limiting tierr drift demannds to protect the
braces fro
om fracture. The method
d is developeed for two-tiiered bracedd frames subj
bjected to in--plane
seismic demand
d
and
d is illustrateed for a pro
ototype speccial concentrrically braceed frame (S
SCBF)
located in
n a high seissmic region. Current seiismic designn provisions for SCBFs aare first reviiewed
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and applied to the prototype
p
frrame. The seismic
s
perfformance off that initial frame desiign is
examined
d using nonliinear static and
a dynamic analyses, wiith focus on the vertical ddistribution of the
brace inellastic deform
mations and its
i effects on
n the column response. A
Additional seiismic analyses are
then perfo
formed to asssess the anticcipated flexu
ural demand on the colum
mns and desiign provisionns are
proposed to ensure that
t
the colu
umns can reesist the com
mbined axiaal and flexurral demandss. The
design method
m
also aims
a
at controlling tier drifts to preevent excesssive inelastiic demand oon the
bracing members.
m
The
T frame iss redesigned
d based on the proposed provisionns and nonnlinear
analyses are
a performeed to verify column
c
stability conditions and assesss brace ductility demandd.

5.2 Frrame desiign in accordancee with cu
urrent prrovisions
5.2.1 Frame
F
conffiguration
n and desig
gn loads
The 2-tierred braced frame
fr
studied
d is shown in
n Figure 5.3aa. The braced frame has a width of 55.6 m
and tensiion-compression X-braccing is used in each tierr. As shownn, the frame has unequall tiers
with h1 = 8.0 m in Tieer 1 and h2 = 4.0 m in Tiier 2. An uneequal tier heiight configurration was chhosen
as this geeometry lead
ds to more prronounced MT-BF
M
respoonse (Figure 5.2). Additiionally, the hheight
of the bo
ottom tier is often goverrned by the size
s of wall openings. T
The braced fframe is part
rt of a
lateral loaad resisting system of a tall single-story industrrial buildingg located on a site class D in
coastal California.
C
Th
he building has
h 128.8 m x 50.4 m pplan dimensioons and the structure haas two
braced fraames along each
e
of the fo
our perimeteer walls.

Figure 5.3: a) Framee geometry; b)
b Member axial
a
loads fr
from Analysiis A1; c) Meember axial lloads
from Analyssis A2; and d)
d Member ssizes. (Forcees in kN)
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The design is performed in accordance with ASCE 7-10 (ASCE, 2010). The roof dead load and the
weight of the exterior cladding are equal to 1.2 kPa. For seismic loading, the mapped MCER
spectral response acceleration parameters are Ss = 1.5g at short period, and S1 = 0.6g at 1.0 s period.
The structure is assigned to the Seismic Design Category (SDC) D and the SCBF system with an R
factor of 6.0 is selected for the braced frames. For this building, the importance factor is Ie = 1.0,
the design period is equal to 0.44 s, and the total building seismic weight is 10370 kN, which gives
a design seismic load per braced frame of 475 kN, including 10% amplification for accidental
torsion.

5.2.2 Seismic design
The steel frame members are designed with the AISC 360-10 Specification and the AISC 341-10
Seismic Provisions (AISC 2010a, b), hereafter called the Specification and Seismic Provisions,
respectively. Only the relevant key design steps are summarized herein; additional information on
the Seismic Provisions can be found elsewhere (e.g., AISC 2012; Bruneau et al. 2011; and
Filiatrault et al. 2013). For SCBFs, the story shears must be resisted by compression- and tensionacting braces. Square HSS bracing members conforming to ASTM A500, Grade C, with Fy = 345
MPa are selected for this frame. Detail of the selected brace members is given in Table 5.1,
including axial compression strength calculations. A brace effective length corresponding to 0.45
times the overall brace workpoint dimensions, l, was used assuming that the tension brace
provides a support at the mid-length of the compression brace. In both tiers, the demand-tocapacity ratios for the braces (Pu / ϕcPn) are nearly identical and equal to 1.0.

Table 5.1: Properties of the bracing members.
Tier HSS

A
mm2

rx
(mm)

tdes
(mm)

l
(mm)

Kl/r

b/tdes

Pu
(kN)

ϕcPn
(kN)

Pu / ϕcPn

2
1

1880
3020

33.5
43.2

5.92
7.39

6883
9764

92
102

12.0
12.5

300
440

312
440

0.96
1.00

89x89x6.4
114x114x7.9

According to the Seismic Provisions, the columns must resist the tributary gravity loads plus the
forces induced by the braces upon yielding and buckling. In this calculation, the larger braceinduced column forces from the following two analyses must be used: (1) Analysis A1 in which
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all braces are assumed to reach their expected strength in tension (Texp) or in compression (Cexp),
as shown in Figure 5.3b; and (2) Analysis A2 in which all tension braces are assumed to reach
their expected strength (Texp) and the compression braces reach their expected post-buckling
strength (C’exp = 0.3 Cexp), as shown in Figure 5.3c. The brace expected strengths, shown in Table
5.2, are determined with the steel expected yield strength for HSS members, RyFy = 483 MPa.

Table 5.2: Expected brace strengths and associated story shear strengths from braces.
Tier

HSS

2
1

89x89x6.4
114x114x7.9

Texp
(kN)
908
1459

Cexp
(kN)
431
576

C’exp
(kN)
129
173

Vbr,exp
(kN)
1090
1167

V’br,exp
(kN)
844
936

In Figure 5.3, the maximum seismic-induced column axial compression load from the braces
(1974 kN) occurs in Tier 1 from Analysis A1 (Figure 5.3b). The columns must also support a
factored axial load of 237 kN due to gravity (1.2D) plus vertical acceleration effects (= 0.2 SDSD),
which gives a total required column compression strength of 2211 kN. The columns are wideflange shapes made from ASTM A992 steel (Fy = 345 MPa). They are continuous over the whole
building height and are oriented such that in-plane bending occurs about their weak axis. They
are assumed to be pin-connected at their top and bottom ends for flexure about both axes.
Torsional restraint is provided at both column ends and at the tier level. The column effective
length factors for in-plane and out-of-plane flexural buckling modes can be taken less than 1.0
recognizing that the axial load varies along the height of the columns and the columns are
continuous over the two tiers (Simão et al. 2012; Dalal 1969). From elastic buckling analysis, the
column effective lengths are 0.80 h1 and 0.85 h, for the in-plane and out-of-plane buckling
modes, respectively. A W250x115 section was selected, which has design axial strengths (ϕcPn)
equal to 2524 kN and 2279 kN for strong and weak axis buckling modes, respectively. The
member torsional buckling strength is 3755 kN for a distance of 8000 mm between braces, which
is also satisfactory. The column shape also complies with the highly ductile member crosssection limits, as required for SCBFs in the Seismic Provisions. For this frame, out-of-plane
(strong axis) bending moment was zero. Lateral-torsional buckling would need to be checked if
out-of-plane flexural demand existed (e.g. crane loading).
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A horizo
ontal strut is provided at
a the tier leevel to resistt the axial ccompressionn load of 6440 kN
resulting from the unbalanced
u
horizontal brace
b
load ccomponentss in the posst-buckling range
ure 5.3c). Th
he struts also
o provide in--plane lateraal support ass well as torssional
(Analysiss A2 in Figu
restraint to
t the colum
mn at the tierr level. Torssional restraiint is achievved by usingg an I-shapedd strut
member placed
p
with the
t web in th
he horizontaal plane and rrigidly connnected to the columns to resist
column torsion
t
(Fig
gure 5.4). Column
C
torsiional bracinng at tier leevels has beeen shown to be
beneficiaal for MT-BF columns (Stoackes
(
an
nd Fahnestoock 2012). A W250x58 section maade of
ASTM A992
A
steel is selected to resist
r
the axiial compresssion force deemand.

5 Torsionaal bracing off columns using the flexuural stiffnesss of the strutts: a) Torsionnally
Figure 5.4:
rigid strrut-to-colum
mn connection
n; b) Colum
mn torsional bbuckling moodes inducingg bending off the
stru
uts in doublee and single curvatures.

Member sizes are presented
p
in Figure 5.3
3d. Accordinng to ASCE
E 7-10, the anticipatedd roof
deflection
n for the stru
ucture, Cde/IIe, is equal to
o 119 mm wiith Cd = 5.0. This correspponds to a rooof (or
story) driift of 0.99% h, which is adequate for this structuure. The com
mputed fundaamental periiod of
the structture is 0.72 s, longer than
n the period assumed
a
for the design sseismic load calculations (0.44
s). This frrame design is therefore satisfactory according too current desiign provisionns.
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5.3 Seismic performance of current frame design
5.3.1 Numerical model
The OpenSees 2.2 analysis program (McKenna and Fenves, 2004) was used to perform nonlinear
static and dynamic analyses. The braces and columns are modelled using nonlinear force-based
beam-column elements with fiber discretization of the cross-section. The Giuffré-Menegotto-Pinto
(Steel02) material model was selected to account for the Bauschinger effect and to simulate both
kinematic and isotropic strain hardening responses. The nominal yield strength Fy = 345 MPa
was assigned to the steel material for the columns and struts. The expected steel yield stress, RyFy
= 483 MPa was utilized for the bracing members. Initial sinusoidal out-of-straightness with
maximum amplitude of 1/1000 of the unsupported member length corresponding to the brace
out-of-plane buckling mode was specified for the braces. Bi-directional initial sinusoidal out-ofstraightness corresponding to the column in-plane and out-of-plane buckling modes was applied
to the columns with maximum amplitude of 1/1000 of the length between nodal points. A corotational formulation was chosen to consider geometric nonlinearities for braces and columns.
The residual stress pattern by Galambos and Ketter (1958) was specified for the columns. Past
studies have shown that this model can reproduce adequately inelastic flexural buckling response
under cyclic loading for HSS bracing members (Aguerro et al. 2006; Uriz et al. 2008) and Ishaped columns (Lamarche and Tremblay 2011). For dynamic analysis, mass proportional
damping corresponding to 2% of critical in the structure lateral vibration mode was specified
(MT-BFs have only one degree of freedom which corresponds to roof lateral displacement).

5.3.2 Nonlinear static (pushover) analysis
The lateral response of the frame is first evaluated using static incremental (pushover) analysis. It is
noted that the seismic response of MT-BFs to ground motions is entirely defined by the roof
displacement as they behave as single-degree-of-freedom systems. Hence, statically incrementing
lateral roof displacement in pushover analysis imposes a lateral loading condition similar to the one
that exists during the first significant inelastic displacement cycle under a ground motion. This
analysis can then be used to study the development of brace inelastic response leading to
concentration of inelastic demand in tiers and subsequent column bending moments. The analysis
was performed by gradually increasing the top lateral displacement up to 2% h, i.e. approximately
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two times the anticipated story drift including inelastic response. It was also performed for two
column sizes: W250x115, as obtained in design in the previous section, and a W360x196 column
with higher in-plane flexural stiffness. The second column size was arbitrarily chosen to illustrate
the influence of the column stiffness on the frame response. The frame response with the smaller
columns is presented first and the frame with the stronger columns is discussed later. In Figure
5.5a, tier drifts obtained by dividing the relative tier lateral displacements by the respective tier
heights are plotted against the story drift. Brace axial forces in Tiers 1 and 2 are presented in
Figures 5.5b and 5.5c, respectively. For simplicity, brace compression forces are plotted positive.
Brace buckling occurred in both tiers at approximately 0.3% h. In Figure 5.5a, tier drifts continued
to increase nearly linearly in both tiers until brace tension yielding initiated in Tier 2 at
approximately 0.5% story drift. Beyond that point, further lateral deflection developed almost
exclusively in Tier 2 as the tension brace in that tier was being stretched in the inelastic range.
Conversely, drift in Tier 1 did not increase anymore because the tension brace in that tier remained
elastic until the end of the analysis. The difference between the brace tension forces relative to their
expected yield tensile strengths in the two tiers can be seen in Figures 5.5b and 5.5c.
Initiation of brace tension yielding in Tier 2 could be predicted by comparing the story shear
resistances provided by the braces in both tiers. The story shear Vbr,exp corresponds to the sum of
the horizontal components of the brace strengths, Texp and Cexp, as given in Table 5.2. Although
this parameter does not reflect the exact brace resistances at initiation of brace tension yielding,
because the strength of the compression braces have already started to reduce at that point, the
values indicate that the braces in Tier 2 develop lower expected lateral strength than those in Tier
1, suggesting that the tension brace in Tier 2 would likely reach its yield tensile strength first. For
this frame, Tier 2 is therefore referred to as the critical tier as it is the weakest tier where brace
tension yielding is likely to initiate first.
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Figure 5..5: Tier driftt and brace axial
a
loads frrom pushoveer analysis reesults: a) Tieer drifts; b) B
Brace
axial forrces in Tier 2;
2 c) Brace axial
a
forces in Tier 1; d) Column in-pplane bendinng moment aat the
top of Tieer 1; and e) Horizontal
H
equilibrium
e
at
a tier level ffor brace loaads specifiedd for Analysees A1
and A2
2 (axial load
ds in braces and
a columnss not shown ffor simplicitty).

In Table 5.2,
5 examinaation of the story
s
shears Vbr,exp and V
V’br,exp calculaated in each ttier with the brace
forces specified in Analysis
A
A1 and
a A2 in th
he current A
AISC Seismicc Provisionss also revealls that
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horizontal equilibrium is violated between Tiers 1 and 2 with these shears. As illustrated in Figure
5.5e, the specified brace forces cannot co-exist in both tiers and tension yielding in Tier 1 cannot be
initiated unless shear forces (Vc) develop in the columns to resist the unbalanced story shear from
the unbalanced brace forces. Note that the direction of Vc1 and Vc2 in Figure 5.5e corresponds to
positive values according to commonly used beam theory. In fact, the unbalanced shear Vc1 would
act in the opposite direction, resisting a portion of the unbalanced story shear from the braces. This
behavior is responsible for the bending moments that gradually develop in the columns at top of
Tier 1 after initiation of brace tension yielding in Tier 2, as shown in Figure 5.5d.
That flexural demand is induced by the difference in tier drifts that steadily increased after 0.5%
story drift (Figure 5.5a). The left-hand-side (LHS) column is subjected to tension when applying
lateral roof displacement in the analysis. Bending moments in that column increase linearly with
the story drift. The moment also increases in the right-hand-side (RHS) column under
compression, but the rate eventually reduces because the column flexural stiffness gradually
reduces due to member stability effects. At a story drift of 1.2%, a plastic hinge started to form in
the column near the mid-height of Tier 1 due to the moment amplified by the large axial load
from the braces and gravity loads acting on the deformed column. In Figure 5.5d, the bending
moment at top of Tier 1 then gradually reduced as the curvature of the column was affected by
the formation of the plastic hinge and the reduction in the column effective flexural stiffness. Inplane flexural buckling of the RHS column eventually occurred in that tier at a roof displacement
of 1.5% h. The buckling mode then progressively changed to bi-axial buckling as out-of-plane
deformations also developed as a result of column plastic hinging at mid-height of the first tier, as
was observed for 2-tiered frames in the study by Imanpour et al. (2015). Although this response is
observed at a story drift exceeding the design story drift of 0.99%, this behavior is not deemed
satisfactory in the context of ductile seismic design.
The observed behavior suggests that the frame response could be improved by increasing the
column flexural stiffness, as stiffer columns could contribute to triggering earlier brace tension
yielding in the non-critical tiers, leading to more uniform tier drift and brace inelastic
deformations along the frame height. To examine the effect of a stiffer column, a pushover
analysis was conducted with W360x196 columns, which have a moment of inertia about their
weak axis 3.56 times higher than that of the W250x115 columns. The larger contribution of the
stiffer columns to lateral resistance through bending is evident in Figure 5.5d. The column shears
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were sufficient to initiate yielding of the tension brace in Tier 1 at a story drift of 1.5%. After this
point, the difference between the tier drifts started to reduce, as well as the bending moments and
shears in the columns, as the columns gradually straightened. Member stability effects were also
smaller for these stiffer columns: both columns offered comparable contributions to story shears
and column buckling did not occur. The higher strength of the stiffer columns also contributed to
prevent column plastic hinging and buckling. It is therefore clear that the variations in tier drifts
and the brace inelastic demand over the frame height can be controlled and that better column
behavior can be achieved by selecting larger columns with sufficient in-plane flexural stiffness
and strength. This observation inspired the design method that is proposed later in the article. In
Figure 5.5d, it is noted, however, that stiffer columns can attract greater forces, which must also
be considered in design. Fortunately, peak flexural demand on the columns occurs when brace
tension yielding is triggered in the non-critical tier, a condition that can be accurately predicted
and defined at the design stage. The demand is therefore bounded and independent of the
structure lateral displacement, a situation much preferable to the case where forces keep
increasing as the structure laterally displaces. These aspects are also considered in the design
method proposed later.

5.3.3 Nonlinear response history analysis
Nonlinear response history (NLRH) analysis was also performed on the frame designed in
accordance with the current AISC Seismic Provisions. The FEMA P695 (FEMA 2009) far-field
set of 22 ground motion records for Seismic Design Category D was used for this study. These
motions are compatible with the seismic hazard level used for the frame design. The first
component of each ground motion record was considered for the analyses (total of 22 analyses).
The amplitudes of the records were first adjusted to exhibit the same peak ground velocity. The
entire ensemble was then scaled such that the median acceleration spectrum for the suite matches
the maximum considered earthquake (MCER) spectrum at the structure design period.
Under three ground motions, column flexural buckling occurred in Tier 1 when the compression
axial force demand from gravity plus seismic loads exceeded the column capacity. In all three
cases, the load-carrying capacity of the column reduced in the post-buckling range and the
analyses halted when the column could not carry axial force due to gravity load. Figure 5.6 shows
the result for one case where large demands developed in the columns without causing column
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buckling such that the response under the entire ground motion can be examined. The peak story
drift reached nearly 2.5%, which is approximately 2.5 times the design story drift,  (Figure
5.6a). As shown in Figure 5.6b, large drifts developed in Tier 2 (up to approximately 5%) while
the drift in Tier 1 remained small. The history of the normalized column bending demand at the
top of Tier 1 in the RHS column is plotted in Figure 5.6c. That column undergoes axial
compression when the peak story drift and Tier 2 drift are reached. As shown, the column
flexural demand increases as drift increases in Tier 2, reaching nearly the column plastic moment
capacity at peak lateral displacement. Similar behavior was observed under the 21 other ground
motions considered. In three ground motions, the flexural demand was large enough to form
plastic hinges causing column buckling. This frame global behavior and column demand agree
well with the prediction from pushover analysis, the reason being that large column demands
develop shortly after initiation of brace tension yielding, which occurs in the first large inelastic
displacement cycles during ground motions. For the 22 records, the median values of the total
story drift, the drift in Tier 1, the drift in Tier 2, and column flexural demand (Mcy,max/Mpy at top
of Tier 1) are 1.27%, 0.53%, 2.82%, and 0.32 respectively.
Although brace fracture was not modelled in the numerical simulations, the large tier drifts
observed in the NLRH analyses are sufficient to cause failure of HSS bracing members due to
low-cycle fatigue, as was observed in several past test programs (Tremblay et al. 2003; Yang and
Mahin 2005; Uriz and Mahin 2008; Fell et al. 2009; Roeder et al. 2011; Palmer et al. 2012; Hsiao
et al., 2013). Tremblay et al. (2003) proposed an empirical expression to predict the brace end
rotation at failure of HSS braces in single diagonal and X-bracing configurations. That rotation at
failure is a function of the brace slenderness and width-to-thickness ratio of its cross-section. For
the HSS 89x89x6.4 braces in Tier 2, this model predicts failure at a rotation of 0.215 rad., which
translates into a tier drift of approximately 2.1% for the frame geometry. This value is similar to
test data reported by Roeder et al. (2011) and Palmer et al. (2012), indicating that brace failure
could have occurred in a large portion of the ground motions considered. Column buckling and
brace failure represent unsatisfactory performance, meaning that current design methods cannot
provide adequate safety for MT-BFs in the event of an earthquake.
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Figure 5.6: Nonlineear response history anallysis results under 1992 Cape Menddocino (Rio D
Dell
Overpasss record): a) Total story drift;
d
b) Tierr drifts; and c) In-plane bbending mom
ment at the ttop of
Tier 1 in the RHS collumn.
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this section. Although the bracing members have significant impact on the frame design and
response, their design need only comply with the current AISC Seismic Provisions and is therefore
not covered here. As will become evident, however, engineers must carefully select the bracing
members such that differences in story shear resistances between the two tiers are minimized.

5.4.1 Determination of the critical tier
The critical tier can be identified by comparing the story shear resistances provided by bracing
members in each tier, i.e. when the tension braces reach their expected yield tensile strength, Texp.
At that time, the braces in compression have already buckled and started to lose some of their
compressive strength. For this calculation, however, it can be assumed for simplicity that the braces
still exhibit their expected compressive strength Cexp. This story shear resistance corresponds to
Vbr,exp, as defined previously, and detail of the calculation of Vbr,exp for the frame example is given in
Table 5.2. As discussed, the shear resistances in Tiers 1 and 2 are respectively equal to 1167 kN
and 1090 kN, which led to the response obtained from the nonlinear analyses.
For MT-BFs with uniform tier properties or approximately equal story shear resistance over the frame
height, the critical tier may not be distinguishable in view of the uncertainties associated with the
prediction of brace resistances. This uncertainty originates from several different sources such as
the unavoidable variations in material strength (Dexter et al. 2000; Schmidt and Bartlett 2002) and
brace cross-section properties (Schmidt and Bartlett 2002), increase in material strength due to
strain rate effects (Rao et al. 1966; Anderson 1995; Tremblay and Filiatrault 1996; Bruneau et al.
2011; Lamarche and Tremblay 2011, Moreau et al. 2014), and the influence of complex inelastic
cyclic loading on brace resistances (Tremblay 2002). The connection details that will be used by
the steel fabricator, which are usually not known at the time of design, is another factor that can
affect the brace boundary conditions and, thereby, their buckling strength (Davaran 2001; Davaran
and Hoveidae 2009; Davaran et al. 2014). To account for these uncertainties in design, potential
critical tier scenarios can be identified by varying the brace resistances by a given margin, say +/–
5%. As shown in Table 5.3, for the present frame example, Tier 1 becomes critical if brace
resistances are multiplied by 0.95 and 1.05 in Tiers 1 and 2, respectively. In the subsequent
sections, the column design is performed assuming that Tier 2 is critical but the columns will also
be verified at the end of the process for the scenario where Tier 1 is critical.
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Table 5.3
3: Modified expected
e
braace strengthss and story s hear strengthhs from bracces.
Tier

HSS

2
1

89x89x6.4
114x114x7..9

Texp
(kN)
953
1386

Cexp
(kN)
453
547

C’exp
(kN)
136
164

Vbr,exp
(kN)
1144
1108

V’br,exp
(kN)
886
889

5.4.2 Minimum
M
column
c
strrength req
quirementts
The colum
mn axial loaad and in-pllane bending
g moments aare determinned in two aanalysis steps that
correspon
nd to the con
ndition when brace tensio
on yielding innitiates in eaach of the two tiers.
5.4.2.1 Analysis
A
Step 1
Analysis step 1 is show
wn in Figuree 5.7 for the frame
f
exampple. This step represents thhe condition when
brace tenssion yielding
g is reached in
i the criticall tier (Tier 2)) and the axiial force in thhe tension brrace at
that tier iss therefore seet equal to Texp,2
. At this point,
p
all com
mpression brraces have juust buckled bbut the
e
drifts are still small and
a degradaation of the brace
b
comprressive strenngths is limitted. Thereforre, all
compresssion braces caan be assigneed their expeected compreession strenggth, Cexp. Beccause the braaces in
Tier 1 can
n develop a larger
l
shear force,
f
Vbr,exp, than in Tier 2, the brace tension forcce in Tier 1 taakes a
value smaaller than Texxp such that th
he story sheaar contributedd by the bracces in that tieer is equal to Vbr,exp
in the crittical tier. In Analysis Step 1, the fraame responsee is essentiaally elastic annd relative llateral
displacem
ment between
n the two adjjacent tiers is negligible,, so in-plane bending dem
mand is smaall and
can be neeglected.

Figure 5.7
7: Analysis S
Step 1.
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5.4.2.2 Analysis
A
Step 2
Upon inccreasing the roof displaceement furtheer, Analysis Step 2 is reached when the frame aattains
the condiition shown in
i Figure 5.8
8 where bracee tension yieelding is trigggered in the ttier adjacent to the
critical tieer. At this staage, the comp
mpression bracce in Tier 2 hhas deformeed significanttly in the ineelastic
range duee to the largee tier drift thaat had develo
oped in that ttier as the tennsion brace ddeformed thrrough
yielding. The brace compressive
c
e resistance in
i Tier 2 is therefore seet equal to the post-bucckling
compresssion resistancce C'exp. In Tiier 1, the com
mpression braace has also bbuckled; how
wever, becauuse the
associated
d tension braace has not yet
y been strettched plasticcally, its com
mpressive resiistance is takken as
Cexp. Bracce tension forrces are equaal to Texp in both tiers.
In Figuree 5.8b, the shear
s
force in
i each tier includes thee column shhear forces, Vc, and the story
shear resiisted by the braces, Vbr. From
F
horizo
ontal equilibrrium at the ttier level:
(1)

2Vc 2  Vbr,2  2Vc1  Vbr,1

In each tier,
t
column
n bending moments
m
are directly rellated to sheaars by the ddistance from
m the
column free
fr ends. Heence, the column bending moment att the top of T
Tier 1, Mc1, and at the boottom
of Tier 2,, Mc2, are equ
ual to:
(2)

Mc1 Vc1h1

(3)

Mc2  Vc2h2

Figure 5.8:
5 Analysiss Step 2: a) Member
M
axiaal loads; b) H
Horizontal sshear forces iin Tiers 1 annd 2;
c) Colum
mn in-plane shears
s
and bending
b
mom
ments; and d)) Member siizes. (Forcess in kN, mom
ments
in
i kN-m)
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From moment equilibrium at the tier level, the following relationship between column shears is
obtained: Vc2 h2 = –Vc1 h1. Introducing this relation in Eq. 1, together with the unbalanced story
shear resisted by the braces in both tiers, Vbr = Vbr,1 – Vbr,2 gives:
(4)

1 1 
Vc2  
 Vbr
2  1  h2 h1 

Analysis Step 2 is performed for the condition where the difference between the story shears
resisted by the braces in the two tiers is maximum (Vbr = 1167 – 844 = 323 kN), which produces
the largest column shears and moments. Beyond that point, the strength of the compression brace in
Tier 1 is expected to decrease and Vbr will also diminish, reducing the flexural demand on the
columns. For the frame studied, the maximum shears and bending moments are given in Figure
5.8c.
The columns are redesigned to resist the combination of axial load and flexural demand obtained
from the two analysis steps. Only the column segment in Tier 1 is examined because the axial loads
are maximum in the first tier, the bending moments in both tiers have the same maximum values
and distribution, and Tier 1 has a longer unsupported (buckling) length. From Analysis Step 1, the
required column axial strength when including gravity load effects (237 kN) is Pu = 2101 kN. Inplane bending moments are small and can be neglected. From Analysis Step 2, the required axial
strength is Pu = 2034 kN and the required in-plane flexural strength is ϕbMny = 430 kN-m. The
second case is more critical and is used to select the new columns. In the AISC Specification, the
column segment in Tier 1 is checked for combined axial force, in-plane flexural buckling and outof-plane flexural buckling. As done earlier, reduced effective lengths equal to 0.80 h1 and 0.86 h
are found for buckling about weak and strong axes, respectively, with a ratio of 0.376 between
axial loads in Tiers 2 and 1. A W360x216 section is selected for the columns. This section has
design axial strengths (ϕcPn) equal to 6322 kN, 6365 kN, and 7050 kN for strong axis, weak axis,
and torsional buckling, respectively. The design flexural strength of the section, ϕbMny, about the
weak axis is 677 kN-m and the interaction equation for in-plane stability (weak axis) gives:
(5)

Pu 8 M uy
2034 8  430 



 0.32  0.57  0.89
c Pn 9 b M ny 6322 9  677 
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5.4.3 Drift and period checks
With the W360x216 columns, the anticipated story (roof) deflection is equal to 106 mm, which
gives a design story drift,  = 0.88%, less than the limit of 2% prescribed in ASCE 7-10. The
computed fundamental period of the frame is equal to 0.68 s, longer than the period assumed in
design.

5.4.4 Minimum column stiffness requirement
Tier drifts must be verified to ensure that the frame components will not be subjected to
excessive inelastic deformation demand that may cause premature failure under the MCE hazard
level. For this frame, a limit of 2% was adopted for tier drifts, which corresponds to the drift limit
imposed for building structures in ASCE 7. As previously discussed, this value also appears
reasonable for preventing occurrence of low-cycle fatigue failure of brace members and
connections.
Nonlinear response history analysis of steel braced frame structures performed in recent studies
(e.g., Hsiao et al., 2013; Chen and Mahin 2010) showed that low-rise buildings such as the one
studied herein typically experience story drifts that exceed the design story drift predicted in
accordance with the ASCE 7 provisions. For instance, for the initial frame design studied in this
article, peak story drifts in the nonlinear dynamic analysis reached, on average, 1.4 times , with
a maximum value of 2.6 . On this basis, it is appropriate to evaluate maximum anticipated tier
drifts for story drift values that reflect this observed trend. For the frame example, the expected
story drift exp is conservatively taken equal to 2.0  = 1.76%.
Past seismic analyses have also shown that the largest tier drifts in MT-BFs generally develop in
the critical tier (Imanpour and Tremblay 2012; Imanpour et al. 2013); essentially because brace
tension yielding initiates first in that tier and additional drifts continue to develop in that tier
before yielding of tension brace has started in other tiers. For a 2-tiered CBF with Tier 2 being
the critical tier, the expected drift in Tier 2,exp,2, when the story drift reaches exp can be
estimated from:
(6)

1  Vbr
 exp,2   exp 

h2  2

2 2
  h1 h2 

 
  3EI c h 
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where EIIc is the colum
mn flexural stiffness.
s
Thee first term oon the RHS oof the equation corresponnds to
the story drift assum
ming linear variation
v
oveer the entiree frame heigght whereas the secondd term
onal tier drift
ft due to ben
nding of the column undder the unballanced story shear
represents the additio
resisted by
b the bracess, Vbr. For this calculattion, the forcce in the com
mpression brraces in bothh tiers
can be seet equal to C’
C exp as the two braces in a well-prroportioned M
MT-BF are expected to have
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d substantial inelastic
i
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ponse when exp is attainned. The valuue of Vbr thhen corresponnds to
the difference betweeen the V’br,exp values in Taable 5.2: 9366 – 844 = 92 kN. Using thhis value in E
Eq. 6,
it is found
d that exp,2 = 2.34% with
h the W360x
x216 sectionn for which Iccy = 2.82x108 mm4. This value
exceeds the
t limit of 2.0%
2
and stiiffer columns are requireed. When selecting a collumn sectionn, one
may takee advantage that the dessign story drrift  diminnishes when using largerr columns, w
which
gives a sm
maller value of exp in Eq.
E 6. After a few trials, iit is found thhat a W360xx347 section (Icy =
4.79x108 mm4) would
d be sufficieent. With this section,  = 0.84% annd exp = 2 x 0.84% = 1.68%.
With thesse values, Eq
q. 6 gives a drift
d of 2.02%
% in Tier 2, w
which is deem
med acceptabble.
For this example,
e
thee steel tonnag
ge for the co
olumn must bbe increasedd by 60% (347/216) to ssatisfy
the adoptted tier drift limit. For a specific
s
project, the coluumn size requuirement couuld be reducced by
refining the
t estimate of
o exp throu
ugh nonlinearr response hiistory analysses, as will bbe presented in the
next sectiion. Peak tieer drifts can also
a be obtaiined directlyy from this tyype of analyysis. Alternattively,
the engin
neer may exaamine the possibility off using moree effective coolumn crosss sections suuch as
tubular sections or built-up
b
crucciform sectio
ons made oof welded W shapes (Figure 5.9). Other
options to
o develop larrge in-plane stiffness witth less materrial include llatticed coluumns or form
ming a
vertical trruss with thee columns (Tremblay 200
03; Mac Raee et al. 2004; Qu et al 20115).

Figure 5..9: Alternativ
ve MT-BF ccolumn soluttions.
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5.4.5 Strut design
As discussed in the initial design, horizontal struts are employed between tiers to create a load
path for the unbalanced horizontal components of the brace loads that develop at the brace-tocolumn connections. As shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8a, the strut is subjected to axial compression
forces of 409 and 570 kN in Analysis Steps 1 and 2, respectively. In the second case, shears in
the columns must be included in the horizontal equilibrium at the strut-to-column nodes. The
struts are also part of the lateral bracing system that constrains in-plane buckling of the columns
within tiers, which results in additional axial load demand on the strut. If the braces are ignored,
as they offer no or limited axial stiffness in the inelastic range, that bracing system includes the
strut and the flexural and geometric stiffness of the column in tension. When examining the
frame inelastic response, it can be expected that maximum additional compression in the strut, as
induced by the column subjected to compression, is likely to occur for the conditions used in
Analysis Step 2, when the Tier 2 column segment is markedly inclined and the Tier 1 segment is
nearly vertical. For design purposes, the additional strut load due to stability effects can be
conservatively taken equal to the axial load in the compression column in Tier 2 multiplied by the
maximum expected drift in that tier (2%), thus neglecting the beneficial effect of the inclination
of the column in Tier 1. The column axial compression is 528 + 237 = 765 kN, which gives 15
kN additional compression in the strut. Hence, for Analysis Step 2, the total required axial
strength Prs increases to 585 kN. The selected W250x58 section is found adequate for this
loading condition. As discussed, the strut must also be designed to torsionally restraint the
column at the tier level. This calculation is not illustrated here.

5.4.6 Critical Tier 1 scenario
For this frame, the story shear resistances from the braces in both tiers are close to each other and it
is prudent to verify the design for the scenario where Tier 1 becomes critical after slightly
modifying the brace expected strengths as was done in Table 5.3. Analysis Step 2 is examined here,
i.e. when yielding is triggered in the tension brace in Tier 2, and the conditions are shown in Figure
5.10. In Tier 1, the brace forces are set equal to C'exp and Texp, respectively, for the compression and
tension acting braces. In the non-critical tier (Tier 2), the corresponding forces are Texp and Cexp.
Compared to the critical Tier 2 scenario in Figure 5.8, the seismic induced axial compression load in
the column increases from 1797 kN to 1952 kN for this scenario, which gives Pu = 237 + 1952 =
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2189 kN,, whereas th
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(7)

1  Vbr
 exp,1   exp

e

h1  2

2 2
  h1 h2 

 
  3EI c h 
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Figure 5.10: Analysis Step 2 fo
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5.5 Seeismic perrformance of the proposeed MT-BF
F design
5.5.1 Nonlinear
N
static
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anallysis
Nonlineaar static anallysis of the enhanced frame
f
designn is perform
med to validdate the propposed
analysis and
a design requirementss. The analyssis is carriedd out using thhe OpenSeess program annd the
modeling
g assumption
ns described
d earlier. Th
he brace prroperties thaat lead to thhe critical T
Tier 2
scenario are considerred in the anaalyses.
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The tier drifts are plotted against the imposed story drift in Figure 5.11a. As expected, brace
tension yielding developed first in Tier 2, at a story drift of 0.5%, after brace buckling had
occurred in both tiers at a drift of 0.3% (Figure 5.11b). Upon increasing further the roof lateral
displacement, the tension brace in Tier 1 also yielded at a story drift of 0.9%, meaning that the
columns are stiff enough to mobilize inelastic response in the non-critical tier and possess
sufficient strength to resist without buckling the combined axial and flexural force demands
associated with this behavior. In Figure 5.11c, the bending moment in the column at top of Tier 1
initiated when brace tension yielding started in Tier 2, reached a peak value when brace tension
yielding initiated in Tier 1 and then gradually decreased, as anticipated in design. After yielding
initiated in both tension braces, drifts increased at a similar rate in both tiers (Figure 5.11a). At
the expected story drift of 1.68%, the drift in Tier 2 is equal to 2.15% which is close to the
expected value of 2.0%. This good agreement was expected as the brace force conditions from
the analysis in Figure 5.11c correspond well with the brace force scenario considered in the
calculations. While the lateral deformations tended to concentrate in the critical tier when the
frame was designed in accordance with the current AISC Seismic Provisions (Figure 5.5), the
proposed design method produced more uniform tier drift and inelastic responses and prevented
undesirable column in-plane flexural buckling and subsequent bi-axial buckling.
In design, a bending moment of 430 kN-m was predicted in Analysis Step 2, a value that
corresponds to 0.34 Mpy of the selected W360x347 columns. In Figure 5.11c, the peak bending
moment reached in the analysis is approximately 0.19 Mpy, suggesting that the analysis method
contains conservative assumptions. This discrepancy can be explained by examining the
evolution of the brace forces in Figure 5.11b. As considered in design, brace buckling occurred
nearly simultaneously in both tiers. However, contrary to what was assumed, the resistance of the
compression brace in Tier 1 did not remain equal to Cexp as the tension brace in that tier deformed
in the elastic range prior to yielding, i.e. between 0.3 to 0.9% story drift. When that tension brace
eventually reached yielding, the strength of the compressive brace in Tier 1 had reduced to 0.82
Cexp. Meanwhile, the compressive resistance of the brace in Tier 2 had degraded to 0.48 Cexp, a
value higher than the AISC value for C’exp = 0.3Cexp assumed in design, which suggests that
brace strength degradation in the analysis is less pronounced than that considered in design. Part
of this discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that brace post-buckling compressive strength
from pushover analysis is overestimated as degradation due to cyclic seismic demand is not
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5.5.2 Nonlinear response history analysis
Nonlinear response history NLRH analysis was performed under the far-field record set of 22
ground motion records described earlier. No column buckling was observed in the analyses and the
response under the motion used to illustrate the performance of the frame designed with the current
AISC Seismic Provisions in Figure 5.6 is presented in Figure 5.12. The peak story drift reached
nearly 1.9%, which is approximately 2.3 times the design story drift (Figure 5.12a). In Figure
5.12b, both tier drifts are very similar and the peak tier drift in the critical tier reached 2.3%, which
is close to, although larger than the 2% limit considered in design for this particular ground motion.
Brace axial force time history responses in Tiers 1 and 2 are illustrated in Figure 5.12c. As
expected, the braces in both tiers buckled in compression and, more importantly, yielded in
tension, which resulted in the uniform tier drift response. The history of ΔVbr and the column
bending moment at the tier level are presented in Figures 5.12d and 5.12e, respectively. Both
parameters exhibit nearly identical traces, confirming that the moment demand on the columns is
directly related to the unbalanced horizontal components of the brace forces, as considered in
design. Also, maximum values for both parameters are reached when brace tension yielding
occurs first in the non-critical tier, at t =5.67 s, as assumed in Analysis Step 2. However, as was
observed in the pushover analysis, both values are lower than those predicted in design. At t =
5.67 s in Figure 5.12c, it can be seen that the brace compressive resistance in Tier 1 has reduced
to approximately 0.81 Cexp whereas the compression brace in Tier 2 (critical) has reduced to 1.37
C’exp , i.e. close to the value assumed in design.
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Figure 5.12: Time hiistory analyssis of enhancced 2-tiered frame underr 1992 Cape Mendocino (Rio
Delll Overpass record):
r
a) Story drift; b)) Tier drift; cc) Brace axiaal forces; d) Story shearr
differen
nces between
n Tier 1 and 2; and e) Co
olumn in-plaane bending m
moment at thhe top of Tieer 1.
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Statistics of key response parameters under the 22 seismic records are given in Table 5.4. Results
are shown for the W360x216 and W360x347 column sections, respectively the section satisfying
the proposed minimum strength requirement and the section satisfying both the proposed strength
and stiffness requirements. For both column sizes, the median and 84th percentile story drift
values are larger than the design story drift , which confirms that tier drifts in design should be
predicted using expected story drift values larger than design story drifts. For this frame, the
expected story drift adopted in design (2.0) appears appropriate, yet probably conservative.
Peak story drifts are not sensitive to the column size; however the ratio between story drifts from
analysis and design story drifts is higher with the larger columns. This suggests that the design
story drift based on elastic stiffness is a weak indicator of peak seismic displacements including
inelastic effects. Examination of the tier drift values shows that selecting a W360x347 section
was necessary to maintain peak tier drifts within the 2% limit adopted in design. The tier drifts
anticipated with W360x216 columns would likely lead to excessive inelastic demand on the
braced frame components, confirming the need for minimum stiffness requirements for the
columns. In the table, the marked reductions in tier drift ratios (ratio between peak tier drifts in
the tiers) when using the W360x347 columns clearly show the benefit of using a sufficiently stiff
columns to enforce a more uniform distribution of brace inelastic demand over the frame height.

Table 5.4: Statistics of peak frame response from NLRH analysis.
Parameter

Frame with W360x216
columns
50th
84th
Max Min
perc.
perc.
1.25
1.99
3.29 0.49
1.42
2.25
3.73 0.56
2.62
3.11
3.91 0.59
3.86
4.42
4.79 1.28

Total story drift (%)
Roof displacement / 
Critical tier drift (%)
Tier drift ratio (Max / Min)
Critical tier drift (design /
0.89
analysis)
1.98
Drift ratio (critical tier / roof)
0.36
Mcy,max/Mpy at top of Tier 1
1.58
Mc2/ Mcy,max at top of Tier 1

0.75
2.08
0.43
1.34

3.98
2.23
0.48
15.7

0.60
1.19
0.04
1.20

Frame with W360x347
columns
50th 84th
Max Min
perc. perc.
1.25
1.91
3.28 0.42
1.49
2.27
3.90 0.50
2.02
2.41
3.67 0.46
2.11
2.62
2.92 1.14
0.99
1.54
0.22
1.59

0.83
1.70
0.24
1.42

4.31
1.84
0.27
16.9

0.54
1.09
0.02
1.28
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In Table 5.4, the prediction of the peak tier drifts with the stiffer columns is acceptable. However,
this good match is partly attributed to the conservatism in the selection of exp, since the median
story drift only reached 1.5  In the table, the drift ratio represents the ratio between the peak tier
drift and the peak story drift. With the W360x347 columns, the 50th and 84th percentile values of
the tier drift ratio (1.54 and 1.70) are comparable, although larger than the ratio obtained in
design (2.0%/1.68% = 1.2). This observation is different from the findings from pushover
analysis, indicating that the brace force conditions at peak story drift during an earthquake are
more critical than those assumed in design or obtained from static nonlinear analysis. Hence, tier
drift predictions would have likely been too low had a lower exp been considered in design.
Statistics of the column bending moments are given in Table 5.4. The parameter Mc2/Mcy,max is
the ratio of the design value to the peak value from the analysis. The values obtained for this ratio
confirms that the compression brace force scenario assumed in design is conservative. It is worth
noting that comparable ratios were obtained for both column sizes, which is consistent with the
assumption that column maximum moments depend on brace forces and are not affected by the
column stiffness.

5.6 Discussion on brace force estimates
For MT-BFs, the evolution of brace post-buckling strength in adjacent tiers is a key parameter in
determining column bending moments and tier drifts. For simplicity in the proposed design
procedure, maximum and minimum expected brace compressive strengths, Cexp and 0.3 Cexp, were
used, as is currently done for SCBFs in the AISC Seismic Provisions. Actual brace force values
under seismic ground motions can be different from these assumptions. For instance, for the brace
in the non-critical tier (Tier 1), the brace compressive strength of interest is the value at a brace
ductility of 1.0, i.e. when the companion tension brace in the same tier reaches yielding. Past
experimental cyclic tests on bracing members show that this resistance varies between 0.4 and 1.0
Cexp (Figure 5.13), depending on factors such as brace slenderness, initial out-of-straightness, and
imposed displacement signal. The average values are 0.78 and 0.89 Cexp for braces that were first
loaded in compression and tension, respectively, in the tests. This shows that Cexp assumed for the
compression brace for this tier is higher than the actual value. For the critical tier, the assumption
that the force in the buckled brace has reduced to 0.3 Cexp is also conservative compared to actual
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Table 5.5: Statistics of compression brace forces from NLRH analysis (W360x347 columns).
Parameter
At peak story drift
(C/Cexp)1
(C/Cexp)2
At brace tension yielding in Tier 1
(C/Cexp)1
(C/Cexp)2
1
Statistics for 18 analyses

50th percentile

84th percentile

Max

Min

0.70
0.41

0.85
0.52

0.98
0.95

0.41
0.32

0.79
0.49

0.83
0.52

0.86
0.53

0.54
0.39

Statistics of the brace compression forces in both tiers at peak story drifts are also given in Table
5.5. The compression brace force in the non-critical tier (Tier 1) is higher than C’exp assumed in
the calculation of Vbr used in Eq. 6 to predict the maximum tier drift. The expected drift in Tier
2 (Eq. 6) can be recalculated using the median brace compression forces from Table 5.5, 0.7 Cexp
and 0.4 Cexp in the non-critical and critical tiers, respectively, which gives Vbr = 188 kN. Using
the median value of the roof drift from NLRH analysis for exp (= 1.26%) in Eq. 6 gives exp,2 =
1.96%, close to the median value obtained from time history analysis. This calculation shows that
Eq. 6 predicts tier drifts well provided that Vbr and exp are known. Realistically, conservatism
must be maintained in critical tier drift predictions because the parameters exp and Vbr in Eq. 6
are difficult to estimate at the design stage.

5.7 Summary and conclusions
A two-tiered steel braced frame was designed in accordance with the current AISC 341-10
Seismic Provisions for special concentrically braced frames. Nonlinear static and response
history analyses of the frame were performed to assess and investigate its response under seismic
loading. New seismic analysis and design requirements have been proposed for two-tiered braced
frames. The example frame was redesigned using the proposed method, and nonlinear static and
response history analyses were performed to verify column stability conditions and assess brace
ductility demand. The main conclusions of this study can be summarized as follows:


The frame designed in accordance with the current AISC Seismic Provisions experienced
concentration of inelastic demand in one (critical) tier, which induced in-plane flexural
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demand on the columns that may lead to column buckling failure. In addition, concentration
of drift in the critical tier produces large inelastic deformation on the bracing members and
connections, which may lead to premature failure.


The flexural demand on the column is due to the differences in story shear resisted by the
bracing members in their inelastic range. The columns can be designed to compensate for
this unbalance in story shears resistances and achieve more uniform tier drift demand.



Minimum in-plane flexural strength requirements have been proposed to prevent buckling
failure of the columns.



Minimum in-plane flexural stiffness requirements have been proposed to control the peak
tier drifts and prevent excessive inelastic demand. However, tier drift calculation depends on
peak roof drift and brace forces at peak roof drift, and those parameters are difficult to
estimate at the design stage.



The analyses showed that the proposed design requirements produce MT-BFs that achieve
the target behavior and avoid undesirable limit states.



For the frame example studied, the analyses also showed that the brace force scenarios
assumed in design resulted in conservative column bending moment demands.



The proposed method indicates that both column moment and tier drift demand are
proportional to the unbalanced story shear Vbr, and this parameter should therefore be
minimized to achieve cost-effective designs. Frame geometries with equal tier heights should
therefore be favored. Tightly sizing the bracing members should also contribute to reducing
Vbr.

The proposed analysis and design requirements were developed and validated for one 2-tiered
brace frame example. This method should be validated for a wider range of 2-tiered braced frames.
Results of future studies should be also used to refine column bending moment and tier drift
predictions. Similar design requirements should be developed for frames with three and more tiers.
This study only examined MT-BF columns subjected to in-plane seismic demands. The stability of
columns subjected to concomitant out-of-plane flexural demand (e.g., crane loading), including
torsional response, should be investigated in future studies.
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Symbols
b

Brace width

Cd

Deflection amplification factor

Cexp

Brace expected strength in compression

C’exp

Brace expected post-buckling strength

D

Dead load

EIc

Column flexural stiffness

Fy

Yielding strength

g

Acceleration due to gravity

h

Total frame height
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hi

Tier height (i = 1 and 2)

Icy

Column moment of inertia about weak-axis

Ie

Importance factor

K

Brace effective length factor

l

Brace workpoint dimension

Mcy

Column weak-axis flexural moment

Mc1

Column bending moment at the top of Tier 1

Mc2

Column bending moment at the bottom of Tier 2

Mny

Column weak-axis nominal flexural strength

Mpy

Column weak-axis plastic moment

Muy

Column weak-axis required flexural strength

Pn

Nominal compressive strength

Pu

Required axial strength

Pus

Required strut axial strength

R

Response modification coefficient

rx

Brace radius of gyration

RyFy

Expected steel yield stress

SDS

Design spectral response acceleration parameter

Ss

Spectral response acceleration parameters at short period

S1

Spectral response acceleration parameters at 1.0 s

tdes

Design wall thickness

Texp

Brace expected strength in tension

V

Design story shear

Vbr

Story shear resisted by the braces
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Vbr,exp

Story shear corresponds to the sum of the horizontal components of the brace
strengths, Texp and Cexp

V’br,exp

Story shear corresponds to the sum of the horizontal components of the brace
strengths, Texp and C’exp

Vc

Column shear force

e

Story drift under V

ϕc

Resistance factor for compression

ϕcPn

Design axial strength

ϕb

Resistance factor for flexure

ϕbMny

Column weak-axis design flexural strength



Design story drift

exp

Expected story drift

Vbr

Unbalanced story shear resisted by the braces in Tiers 1 and 2
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CHAPTER 6

ARTICLE 3 : SEISMIC DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

OF MULTI-TIERED STEEL BRACED FRAMES INCLUDING THE
CONTRIBUTION FROM GRAVITY COLUMNS UNDER IN-PLANE
SEISMIC DEMAND

Ali Imanpour, Karl Auger, and Robert Tremblay
Polytechnique Montréal, Québec, Canada
The article was submitted to the Journal of Advances in Engineering Software on July 10, 2015.

Abstract
This paper examines the possibility of mobilizing gravity columns in the resistance of in-plane
bending moments imposed on the columns of multi-tiered steel braced frames subjected to
seismic loading. This would be the case when horizontal struts are used to connect gravity
columns to braced frames at every tier level, as is often seen along exterior walls. A seismic
design strategy based on the AISC Seismic Provisions is presented for 4-tiered prototype steel
concentrically braced frames. Three different approaches are proposed for the design of the braced
frame and gravity columns. A set of 12 four-tiered X-braced frames, ranging from 15 to 30 m in
height and located in a high seismic area were designed based on the proposed design
approaches. The seismic behaviour of the frames is evaluated using nonlinear response history
analysis. The results show that the seismic performance of the braced frames is improved as
nonlinear seismic demand on the bracing members is reduced when mobilizing the gravity
columns for lateral resistance. Furthermore, gravity columns bending moment demands are
distributed between braced frame and gravity columns in proportion of their relative flexural
stiffness. Adequate seismic performance and cost-effective design can be achieved when columns
of both types are designed to resist their respective share of the flexural demand. It is also found
that the flexural demand can be omitted in the design of the gravity columns provided that the
selected columns have sufficient nominal strength to carry that demand.
Keywords: multi-tiered braced frame, seismic performance, gravity column, nonlinear analysis.
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6.1 Introductio
on
Tall single-storey steeel buildingss are commo
only used foor various appplications ssuch as induustrial
buildingss, convention
n centres or airplane han
ngars. Steel braced fram
mes are typiccally employyed as
lateral loaad resisting systems for these buildiings. Two exxamples of tthis applicatiion are illusttrated
in Figuree 6.1. The brraced framess include mu
ultiple bracinng panels ovver their heigght to form m
multitiered braaced frames (MT-BFs). Different
D
braacing configgurations inccluding X, V
V, Inverted V
V, and
diagonal bracing can
n be utilized in multi-tieered braced fframes. Variious bracingg systems suuch as
BRBs) can allso be choseen for
tension-ccompression,, tension onlly or buckling restraineed braces (B
MT-BFs.. Multi-tiered braced fraames represeent a practiccal and econnomical optioon for tall siinglestorey bu
uildings or tall storeys in multi-sto
orey buildinngs since brrace lengthss in MT-BF
Fs are
reduced compared
c
to tall frames with
w only on
ne single braacing panel, allowing sm
maller braces to be
chosen. The
T use of sh
horter bracees is also ben
neficial in seeismic applications as itt is easier to meet
the string
gent brace slenderness
s
limits that are
a prescribbed for ducttile seismic behaviour. More
importantly, reduced
d brace sizees result in
n lower seissmic forces being trannsferred to brace
connectio
ons, as well as
a beams, co
olumns and diaphragms
d
along the latteral load paath.

a)

b)

Figure 6.1:
6 Multi-tieered steel brraced framess: a) 3-tiered braced fram
me with X-brracing; and bb) 4tiereed braced fraame with Inv
verted V-braccing (Courteesy of the Caanadian Instiitute of Steeel
Con
nstruction).
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Nonlineaar static and
d seismic dy
ynamic resp
ponse historry analyses of multi-tieered steel bbraced
frames haave revealed
d that nonlin
near responsee tends to cooncentrate inn the tier whhere brace teension
yielding occurs first (critical tierr) because th
he storey shhear resistannce providedd by the bracces in
that tier reduces as the
t strength of the com
mpression brrace degradees upon buckling, preveenting
inelastic response to develop furtther in the other
o
tiers. T
This behavioour is illustraated for a 4-ttiered
braced frrame in Fig
gure 6.2 forr the case where
w
brace tension yieelding startss in Tier 1. This
behaviou
ur may lead to excessivee ductility demands
d
on the braces in the criticcal (weakest)) tier,
which may
m
cause premature failure of the bracingg members due to loow-cycle fatigue.
Furtherm
more, the collumns are su
ubjected to in-plane
i
bennding momeents due to tthe differencces in
drifts bettween adjaceent panels; this
t demand may lead too plastic hinnging forminng in the collumns
and, posssibly, colum
mn buckling and global frame instaability. As thhe MT-BF ccolumns lacck the
lateral ou
ut-of-plane support
s
at in
ntermediate brace-to-colu
b
lumn connecction points,, column in--plane
flexural buckling
b
cou
uld initiate out-of-plane
o
buckling reesponse. Thiis behaviourr is anticipatted in
all MT-B
BFs, even if the braces are
a well prop
portioned too provide unniform storeyy shear resisstance
over the frame heigh
ht because of unavoidaable variatioons in geom
metric imperffections, maaterial
properties (brace yielld strengths)) or boundarry conditionss that will m
make one tier actually w
weaker
than the other
o
ones [1
1].

gure 6.2: Con
ncentration of
o inelastic demand
d
in T
Tier 1 of a 4T
T-BF (Tier 1 is critical).
Fig
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This non-uniform brace inelastic response must be accounted for and controlled to prevent brace
fracture and column buckling. This can be achieved by providing the columns with sufficient inplane flexural stiffness to distribute the brace inelastic response along the frame height such that
the drift in the critical tier remains within acceptable limits. The columns must also be designed
to resist the axial compression load in combination with the in-plane flexural moment demands
resulting from the non-uniform brace inelastic response along the frame height. Horizontal struts
must also be provided at every tier level to provide in-plane lateral bracing to the columns and
avoid individual columns to resist the horizontal unbalanced forces after brace buckling has
occurred [1-4].
In multi-tiered braced frames used along exterior walls of buildings, all columns including the
braced frame columns (BFCs) and the adjacent gravity columns (GCs) are typically I-shaped
members oriented such that wind loads induce bending moment about strong axis. This column
orientation is also preferred when columns should resist crane loading or are part of moment frames
spanning perpendicular to the braced frame plane. Horizontal struts are typically placed between
all columns to provide in-plane lateral bracing for the gravity columns at the tier levels. During a
strong earthquake, the GCs being laterally tied to the BFCs will be forced to also bend in-plane
and, thereby resist a portion of the in-plane moment demand imposed to the braced frame
columns due to sequential yielding of the braces. This behaviour reduces the moment demands on
the BFCs, but the GCs must be able to carry the in-plane bending without buckling. A
preliminary study was performed by the authors on a 4-tiered concentrically braced frame where
the BFCs and GCs tied together at tier levels were designed taking into account the in-plane
flexural bending demand imposed on each column [5]. The study showed that the seismic demand
on the bracing members and braced frame columns can be effectively reduced by involving the
gravity columns in the resistance of the in-plane flexural demand. Additionally, more economical
and effective design can be achieved when BFCs are designed to resist the in-plane bending
demand and GCs are only sized to carry gravity loads plus wind loads.
This paper presents a complementary study on the seismic design and performance of multitiered steel braced frames with struts connecting to adjacent gravity columns. Two criteria are
used to evaluate the seismic performance of the frames: 1) column instability; and 2) tier drift
demands. The design and seismic response of a prototype 4-tiered braced frame with X-bracing
panels are examined in detail. Five design strategies are examined. The frame was first designed
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in accordance with current AISC Seismic Provisions [6] for Special Concentrically Braced Frame
(SCBF) systems, neglecting the contribution of the gravity columns. In the second design, the
BFCs were redesigned using the additional analysis and design requirements for MT-BF
columns, still neglecting the GCs. In the three subsequent designs, different approaches were
investigated when considering the contribution of the gravity columns, which resulted in three
different column sizes. The inelastic behaviour of the frame is examined using nonlinear
incremental static analysis. The frame response is then investigated under a suite of ground
motions through Nonlinear Response History (NLRH) analysis to verify column stability
conditions and assess tier drift demand. The study is then extended to of 12 different 4-tiered
braced frames having different heights and tier height ratios. The frames were located in zones of
high, moderate and low seismicity in the United States and were also designed as Ordinary
Concentrically Braced Frame (OCBF) systems. Values assumed in design are compared with the
results obtained from the NLRH analyses. The cost-effectiveness of the different design strategies
is also compared.

6.2 Flexural demand on MT-BF columns
Special seismic analysis and design requirements have recently been proposed for MT-BFs [2, 7].
These requirements aim at limiting the ductility demand on bracing members and avoiding
column instability under strong seismic events by distributing the nonlinear deformation demand
between bracing panels. Such desired response is shown in Figure 6.3 for the 4-tiered frame of
Figure 6.2. After brace tension yielding has been initiated in the critical tier, the MT-BF columns
acting in flexure are used to progressively trigger yielding of the tension braces in the adjacent
tiers as the storey drift is increased, with the objective of limiting the brace inelastic deformations
in the critical tier within an acceptable value when the roof displacement reaches the anticipated
seismic lateral displacement.
In order to achieve this behaviour, the columns must possess sufficient in-plane flexural strength
and stiffness. More specifically, the columns of a weaker tier where brace tension yielding and
buckling has developed must be capable of carrying a portion of the storey shear such that the total
storey shear resisted by the braces and columns in that tier is sufficient to initiate brace tension
yielding in adjacent tiers of the frame. Shear strength does not generally control the column design;
however, the associated bending moments which may require stronger columns. Additionally, the
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flexural stiffness
s
of the
t columnss must be laarge enough to limit thee drift in thee critical tieer and
prevent brace
b
or bracce connection
n fracture in
n that tier. Thhe number oof tiers that m
must contribuute to
inelastic frame
f
deform
mations thereefore depend
ds on the maxximum allow
wable tier driift.

Fig
gure 6.3: Desired lateral response off 4-tiered braaced frame.

n in Figure 6.4, gravity
y columns beecome invollved in the braced fram
me response when
As shown
horizontaal struts are present
p
betw
ween the bracced frame annd the gravity
ty load carryying frame ass both
the BFCss and GCs are
a subjected
d to the sam
me in-plane bending defformations iimposed at every
tier. In th
hat situation, the gravity
y columns can contributte to achievee the aforem
mentioned deesired
MT-BF seismic
s
respo
onse, provid
ded that they
y are designeed to resist tthe induced in-plane bennding
momentss. The horizo
ontal struts connecting
c
BFCs
B
and G
GCs also neeed to resist aaxial compreession
and tension forces ressulting from
m this interacttion.
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Figure 6.4: a) 4-tiereed braced fraame with graavity columnns; and b) Laateral responnse of the 4-ttiered
fram
me with graviity columns iinvolvementt.

Figure 6.5 shows thee free body diagram
d
of th
he columns of the 4-tierred frame whhen brace teension
yielding is initiated in Tier 2. In
n this case, it is assumeed that the bbraces in Tiier 2 can reesist a
higher sto
orey shear co
ompared to those
t
in Tierr 1 but smalller than those in Tiers 3 and 4. Hencce, the
braces accting in tenssion in Tierss 1 and 2 reeach their exxpected streength in tenssion (Texp) bbefore
brace ten
nsion yielding
g initiates in
n the other tiers. It is alsoo assumed thhat the tensioon brace in T
Tier 1
was stretched significcantly in thee inelastic raange before yielding is ttriggered in the tension brace
in Tier 2, which caussed severe buckling
b
of the
t compresssion brace iin Tier 1. Heence, when brace
tension yielding
y
even
ntually occu
urs in Tier 2, the compreession bracee in Tier 1 hhas reduced to its
post-buck
kling streng
gth (C’exp), while all other
o
comprression bracces have juust reached their
expected buckling strrengths (Cexpp). In Figuree 6.5, the stoorey shears rresisted by thhe braces in Tiers
a referred to as Vbr1 and
a Vbr2, respectively. T
These shear forces can bbe determineed by
1 and 2 are
projecting
g the brace axial forces on the horizzontal planee. As shown,, columns arre bent due tto the
relatively
y larger driftt in Tier 1, inducing
i
sheear forces inn the columnns in Tiers 1 and 2: Vbcc1 and
Vbc2 in th
he BFCs, and
d Vgc1 and Vgc2 in the GC
Cs. Column shears in Tiier 1 increasse the total sstorey
shear resiistance at this tier while column sheears in Tiers 2 reduce thee total storeyy shear resisstance
in Tier 2,, which perm
mits to triggeer brace yield
ding in the sttronger Tierr 2.
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Figuree 6.5: Storey
y shears resissted by the braces
b
and coolumns whenn brace tension yieldingg is
initiated
d in Tier 2 off the 4-tieredd frame exam
mple.

The colum
mn shears Vbc1 and Vgc1 can be deterrmined from
m the horizonntal equilibrrium of the sstorey
shears acting in Tierss 1 and 2:
(1)

2Vbc 2  2Vbr ,2  ngcVgc 2  2Vbc1  2Vbr ,1  ngcVgc1

mber of grav
vity columnss interactingg with the bbraced framee columns. W
When
where ngc
g is the num
solving Eq.
E 1, the rattio between column sheears in Tiers 1 and 2 aree estimated aassuming that the
columns act as contin
nuous memb
bers spannin
ng over the ttwo tiers annd the ratio bbetween shears in
the BFCss and GCs are based on the relativ
ve flexural sstiffness of the columnns. Once collumns
shears aree determined
d, the bendin
ng moments can be obtaained. For thhe conditionss shown in F
Figure
6.5, bend
ding momentts in the colu
umns are maaximum at Tiier 1 strut level:
(2)

M bc1  Vbc1h1

(3)

M gc1  Vgc
g 1h1

The process is repeatted until the minimum reequired num
mber of tiers where bracee tension yieelding
must be initiated is attained
a
wheen the roof displacemennt reaches thhe anticipateed seismic llateral
displacem
ment. In-plan
ne bending demands
d
on the
t BFCs annd GCs are thhen obtainedd at every steep.
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6.3 Frame studied and design loads
A 20 m high, single-storey industrial building located on a site class D in coastal California was
selected to study the contribution of the gravity columns to the seismic response of MT-BFs. The
building has 120 m x 54 m plan dimensions and two concentrically braced frames are placed
along each of the four exterior walls. One of the braced frames located along one of the 120 m
long walls was chosen for the study. Along those walls, there is a total of 20 column bays, 6 m
wide, resulting in 4 BFCs and 17 GCs including the corner columns. The studied frame is shown
in Figure 6.6a. This is a 4-tiered X-braced frame with a width L = 6 m. The tier heights are 8 m
for Tier 1 and 4 m for Tiers 2 to 4. The corner columns of the building are relatively small
because they carry limited gravity loads and are laterally braced in both orthogonal directions.
They were therefore ignored in the design and analysis of the braced frame. The studied braced
frame was then assumed to laterally brace a total of 7.5 gravity columns (ngc = 7.5).
The structure design was performed in accordance with the ASCE 7-10 provisions [8], the AISC
360-10 Specification [9] and the AISC 341-10 Seismic Provisions [6]. The building was assigned
to Risk Category II, which gives importance factors of 1.0 for seismic and wind loads. The
equivalent lateral force procedure was used to calculate the design seismic loads. The design
spectral accelerations for the site are 1.0 and 0.6 at periods of 0.2 and 1.0 s. The design roof and
wall dead loads are equal to 1.2 kPa, which gives a seismic weight of 11952 kN. The braced
frames are special concentrically braced frames (SCBFs) with R = 6.0 and Cd = 5.0. The design
period for the structure was 0.65 s, which resulted in a base shear of 15.5% of the seismic weight.
Design seismic load per braced frame was 509 kN considering accidental torsion. For the load
combination including seismic loads, each column carries a factored axial dead load of 272 kN,
including vertical ground motion effects.
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Figure 6.6:
6 Studied 4T-BF with
h tributary grravity colum
mns: a) Framee configuratiion and selected
bracing members;
m
b)) Numerical model with gravity coluumns and braace connectiion model; annd c)
brace and
a column cross-section
c
n discretizatiion and adoppted residuall stress patteern for colum
mns.

Wind loaading influen
nced the desig
gn of the collumns locateed along the exterior wallls. A designn wind
pressure of
o 0.89 kPa was
w determin
ned assuming
g a basic winnd speed of 449 m/s, an E
Exposure Cattegory
C and en
nclosed buillding condittions. That pressure
p
indduces a maxximum factoored out-of--plane
moment of
o 257 kN-m
m for each co
olumn, assum
ming that thee columns arre simply suppported at grround
and roof levels.
l
This moment
m
is co
ombined witth a concomiitant factoredd axial dead load of 233 kkN.
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6.4 Braced frame design
6.4.1 Design of the bracing members
The bracing members in each tier were designed to resist in tension and compression the 509 kN
seismic storey shear. The required compression strengths (Pu) and design axial strength (ϕcPn) are
given in Table 6.1. The brace members were selected from cold-formed square tubing (HSS
members) conforming to ASTM A500, grade C, with Fy = 345 MPa and RyFy = 483 MPa. Two
different HSS sizes were selected due to the different brace lengths. Their properties are given in
the table. The brace effective length for out-of-plane buckling was taken as the net length
between end and mid-length connections. As prescribed in AISC 341, the brace slenderness ratio,
KL/r, was limited to 200 and the cross-sections had to meet the limits specified for highly ductile
members. Cross-sectional areas (A) of the selected braces are given in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Brace design for the 4-tiered braced frame example.
Tier

Shape
HSS
2 to 4 102x102x6.4
1
114x114x7.9

A
mm2
2170
3020

KL
mm
3245
4350

Pu
kN
311
425

ϕcPn
kN
401
446

Texp
kN
1048
1459

Cexp
kN
579
588

C’exp
kN
173
176

Vexp
kN
1354
1105

6.4.2 Design of the columns
The columns are continuous over the whole building height and are oriented such that out-ofplane bending occurs about their strong axis. For design, they were assumed to be pin-connected
for flexure about both axes at their top and bottom ends. The columns were verified for in-plane
flexural buckling and out-of-plane flexural-torsional buckling according to the AISC 360
Specification. Torsional restraint was considered at both ends and at every tier level. For the
braced frame columns, axial and flexural demands were maximum in the first tier and column
effective lengths of 16.3 m and 6.4 m were considered for out-of-plane and in-plane buckling,
respectively, based on the results from elastic buckling analysis of the columns for the axial loads
acting in every tier level. These reduced effective length values account for non-uniform axial
loading [10, 11]. As prescribed for SCBFs in the AISC Seismic Provisions, the columns also had
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to meet the cross-section limits for highly ductile members. Effective lengths of 20 and 8 m were
assumed for the gravity columns as the axial loads in these columns are same over their full
height. In this study, GCs were selected from shapes satisfying the limits specified in the AISC
Specification for non-slender members. Additional information on member design is given in
Imanpour et al. [1].
Five different approaches were used for the design of the braced frame and gravity columns. In
Design Approach 1, the in-plane flexural demand from MT-BF response was neglected, as
currently assumed in the AISC Seismic Provisions. In the second approach, the MT-BF column
flexural demand was assumed to be entirely resisted by the braced frame columns only,
neglecting the interaction with the gravity columns. In the first two designs, the gravity columns
were therefore designed for gravity and wind load effects only. In the third approach, the gravity
columns were designed to carry their share of in-plane bending moments from MT-BF seismic
behaviour, and the braced frame columns were only designed for axial compression load.
Conversely, in the fourth approach, the braced frame columns were sized to resist their share of
the MT-BF in-plane flexural demand and no seismic bending demand was considered for the
design of the gravity columns. In Design Approach 5, the MT-BF in-plane flexural demand was
shared between the braced frame and gravity columns based on their relative in-plane flexural
stiffness. For each design approach, the strength of the columns was verified for the combination
of axial loads with in-plane and/or out-of-plane bending moments, as applicable. In Design
Approaches 2 to 5, the columns designed for in-plane bending moments were verified to possess
sufficient flexural stiffness to limit the drift in the critical tier to 2% of the tier height when the
frame roof drift reaches 1.5Cde / h, where e is the roof displacement under the design seismic
load and h is the total frame height. The multiplier 1.5 accounts for the possibility of peak storey
drift exceeding design storey drift for MT-BFs under maximum considered earthquake (MCE)
hazard level [1]. It should be noted that flexural stiffness of the BFCs in Design Approach 3, and
the GCs in Design Approach 4 were included in drift calculation. Results for each design
approach are summarized in Table 6.2 and detail is given below.
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Table 6.2: Shapes selected for the braced frame and gravity load carrying columns.
Design
In-plane
Approach MT-BF
bending
demand
1
Not Shared
2
Not Shared
3
Shared
4
Shared
5
Shared

Braced Frame Columns

Gravity Columns

Section

Section

W610x174
W360x421
W610x174
W360x347
W360x262

In-plane
moment
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

W310x86
W310x86
W360x162
W310x86
W310x107

In-plane
moment
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

Column
steel
tonnage
(t)
19.9
29.7
31.3
26.8
26.5

6.4.2.1 Design Approach 1 (AISC design procedure)
In Design Approach 1, the braced frame columns were designed in accordance with the
requirements of the current AISC Seismic Provisions. Two analyses cases must be considered to
obtain the column axial force demand due to the seismic effects: Analysis case 1 where all the
braces reach their expected strength in tension (Texp) and compression (Cexp); and Analysis case 2
where all the tension braces reach their expected yield tensile strength (Texp) whereas the
compression braces reach their expected post-buckling strength (C’exp). The flexural demand
from these two analysis cases need not be considered for column design. The expected brace
strengths were determined with the expected brace yield strength RyFy = 483 MPa; the values are
given in Table 6.1. For this frame, Analysis case 1 was more critical and the required axial
strength, Pu, when combining gravity load effects was equal to 4154 kN. A W610x174 shape was
selected to carry this axial load.
The gravity columns were designed to resist the axial gravity loads (Pu = 233 kN) plus the out-ofplane bending moment due to wind loading, Mux = 257 kN-m. The columns were verified for inplane stability under gravity plus seismic loading using Eq. 4 and out-of-plane stability under
gravity plus wind loading using Eq. 5 (AISC 360-10, Section H1):

(4)

M uy
Pu
8  M ux
 

 c Pn 9   b M nx  b M ny


  1 .0



M uy
Pu
M ux


 1 .0
2  c Pn  b M nx  b M ny

Pu
 0.2
c Pn
P
where u  0.2
c Pn

where
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(5)

Pu 
P   M ux 
 1.5  0.5 u   
  1.0
Pny 
Pny   Cbb M ux 

where Pu and Mu are respectively the column required axial and flexural strengths, ϕcPn is the
column design axial strength, set equal to the minimum of column axial strength due to in-plane
buckling, ϕcPny, out-of-plane buckling, ϕcPnx, and torsional buckling, ϕcPnz, ϕbMn is the design
flexural strength, and Cb is the lateral-torsional buckling modification factor. W310x86 columns
were found to be adequate for the gravity columns. The BFCs were also verified using Eqs. 4 and
5 for gravity and wind loading.
6.4.2.2 Design Approach 2
In Design Approach 2, the braced frame columns were designed to resist the entire in-plane
bending demand induced by progressive brace yielding along the frame height, not counting on
the contribution of the gravity columns. The maximum design in-plane moment in the BFCs was
at Tier 1 level and was equal to Mbc = 423 kN-m. As shown in Table 6.2, much heavier sections,
W360x421 vs W610x174, with greater in-plane flexural strength and stiffness, were needed to
achieve the desired MT-BF response shown in Figure 6.3 [2]. The gravity columns remained
same as per Design Approach 1.
6.4.2.3 Design Approach 3
In Design Approach 3, the in-plane flexural demand generated by sequential yielding of the
bracing members was shared between the braced frame and gravity columns as a function of their
relative flexural stiffness. The approach was therefore iterative since the column sections must be
known to determine the flexural demand. However, only the gravity columns were designed to
resist their share of the in-plane bending flexural demand, the objective being to verify if the
BFCs could perform adequately, without explicit consideration of MT-BF in-plane bending in
their design, because that demand would have been reduced by the presence of the GCs. For each
GC, the maximum in-plane bending moment was Mgc = 96 kN-m (= 0.18 Mpy-gc) and occurred at
Tier 1 level. The column sections were increased from W310x86 to W360x162. The maximum
in-plane moment demand on each BFC was 58 kN-m at Tier 1 level. When considering this
demand, the required strength from Eq. (4) exceeds by 32% the column available strength and
limited seismic inelastic response was therefore anticipated for these columns. In this and
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subsequent design approaches, the BFCs and GCs as designed were verified to possess a total
flexural stiffness sufficient to limit the drift in the critical tier to 2% of the tier height.
6.4.2.4 Design Approach 4
Design Approach 4 is similar to Design Approach 3 except that only the BFCs were designed for
their share of the in-plane flexural demand induced by MT-BF seismic response. This is to verify
if gravity columns designed for gravity and wind loads only can sustain the part of the in-plane
flexural demand they would attract because they are tied to the BFCs by means of the struts. In
that design, the moment in each BFC in Tier 1 was equal to Mbc = 315 kN-m and a W360x347
section was selected for these columns. W310x86 sections were kept for the GCs. From analysis,
these columns were found to develop in-plane seismic bending moment of 28 kN-m at Tier 1
level, resulting in combined axial plus flexural demands equal to 45% of the columns capacities
when applying the AISC Specification interaction equations.
6.4.2.5 Design Approach 5
In Design Approach 5, both the BFCs and GCs were designed to resist their respective share of
the in-plane bending moments induced by inelastic MT-BF seismic response. That demand was
maximum at Tier 1 level: Mbc = 228 kN-m (= 0.25 Mpy-bc) and Mgc = 53 kN-m (= 0.19 Mpy-gc) for
braced frame and gravity columns, respectively. The two selected column sizes were W360x262
and W310x107, respectively, as shown in Table 6.2. It is noted that smaller GCs are needed in
this design compared to those from Design Approach 3, the reason being that the BFCs from
Design Approach 5 are larger and attract a larger portion of the bending moments. Similarly,
BFCs from Design Approach 5 are smaller than those required in design Approach 4 because the
GCs in Design Approach 5 carry a larger faction of the total in-plane flexural demand than in
Design Approach 3.

6.4.3 Design of the struts
The struts are made from ASTM A992 W shapes with Fy = 345 MPa. They were oriented such
that their webs were in the horizontal plane. The struts were assumed to be pin-connected to the
columns for rotation in the plane of the frames. The struts in the braced frames were designed to
resist the axial compression load due to brace horizontal unbalanced loads of Analysis Case 2 of
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AISC 341. The design axial compression load was 769 kN and W250x58 shapes were selected.
The struts also satisfied the AISC 341 width-to-thickness ratio limits for moderately ductile
members.
Struts connecting the gravity columns to the braced frames were designed to resist the axial loads
induced when the GCs are mobilized to resist the MT-BF in-plane flexural demand. Only one
design was performed for the most critical condition among all struts and column design
approaches. The critical case was Design Approach 3 in which the design axial compression load
was 120 kN. AW250x49 section was chosen for these members. All struts were also checked for
out-of-plane bending induced by wind pressure acting on the exterior walls. Key design values
and results are summarized in Table 6.3. In this table, Pu and Mu are the strut required axial and
moment strengths, respectively, and ϕcPn and ϕbMn are the design axial strength and weak axis
moment strength.

Table 6.3: Design of the struts for axial compression and out-of-plane bending.
Frame

Shape

A
mm2
Braced W250X58 7420
Gravity W250X49 6260

KL
mm
6000
6000

Pu-strut
kN
769*
120*

ϕcPn
kN
903
731

Pu-strut/
ϕcPn
0.95
0.18

Mu
kN-m
26**
26**

Mn
kN-m
265
219

M u/
ϕ bM n
0.11
0.13

*Load combination 1.2D + 1.0E
**Load combination 1.2D + 1.0W

The struts are also used to laterally and torsionally brace the BFCs and GCs at tier levels. For
torsional bracing, the struts were moment-connected to the columns for bending in the horizontal
plane such that they could provide torsional restraint to the columns at braced points through
horizontal bending about their strong axis. An example of such strut-to-column connection to
achieve this behavior can be found in [1].
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6.5 Static incremental analysis
6.5.1 Numerical model
A numerical model was created using the OpenSees platform [13] to assess the nonlinear seismic
response of the 4T-BFs. Details of the numerical model are shown in Figures 6.6b and 6.6c. The
columns and braces were modelled with fiber discretization of the cross-section using the forcebased beam-column element to reproduce the inelastic flexural buckling response of these members
subjected to cyclic loading. Force-based beam-column elements account for distributed inelasticity
through integration of material response over the cross section and integration of the section
response along the length of the element [14, 15, 16, 17]. Force-based formulation was used to
model the braces and columns as it offers higher accuracy compared to the displacement-based
formulation. Additionally, post-bucking axial compressive strength degradation, which is the case
for brace and column buckling, can be properly predicted from the equilibrium of force field at any
level of the inelastic deformation [16]. Past studies have shown that this model can reproduce
adequately inelastic flexural buckling response under cyclic loading for HSS bracing members [18,
19] and I-shaped columns [20]. The selected force-based beam-column element uses the GaussLobatto quadrature rule for the numerical integration within each segment. Five integration points
were considered for this element to obtain a smooth spreading of the inelastic deformation along
the members. A number of integration points larger than four is recommended [16, 21], although it
has limited impact on the response of CBFs [14]. Since the force-based beam-column is using local
coordinates with small deformation assumptions, a co-rotational formulation was chosen for the
braces and columns to account for large displacements [22]. Five and eight elements were specified
respectively in each of the half-brace segments and column segments. For the braces, respectively,
eight and five fibers were employed along the width and through the thickness. For the columns, 20
fibers were used for each flange and 10 fibers were considered in the web respectively [16, 23].
Figure 6.6c shows the cross-section discretization for the braces and columns. In this figure, fibers
through the thickness were reduced for illustration purpose.
A uniaxial stress-strain relationship is assigned to each fiber in order to obtain the cross-section
behaviour of the element. The Giuffré-Menegotto-Pinto (Steel02) material model was selected to
account for the Bauschinger effect and simulate both kinematic and isotropic strain hardening
responses [24]. This material is defined by specifying the yield stress, Fy, the Young’s modulus E
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(= 200 GPa), the strain-hardening ratio, b (= 0.4%) to define kinematic hardening of the steel
material, and three parameters including R0 (= 30), cR1 (= 0.925), and cR2 (= 0.15) to simulate the
transition from the elastic to inelastic phases. Four isotropic hardening parameters, a1 (= 0.4), a2
(= 15), a3 (= 0.4), and a4 (= 15) are used to model the isotropic hardening of the steel material.
The minimum specified steel yield strength Fy = 345 MPa was assigned to the columns whereas
the expected steel yield stress (RyFy = 483 MPa) was utilized for the bracing members. A reduced
yield strength equal to 0.95 RyFy = 459 MPa was assigned to the braces in Tier 1 in the numerical
model for the frames with identical tier heights or frames for which Tier 1 was not the critical tier.
This reduction in Tier 1 brace yield strengths was specified intentionally to simulate unavoidable
material variability and initiate yielding of the bracing member in Tier 1, where column axial
loads are maximum. Fiber-based elements cannot simulate the local buckling of the members. It
was shown by Uriz et al. [19] that the effect of the local buckling on the overall hysteretic forcedisplacement response of braces made of compact sections is small. However, using a smooth
transition from the elastic to inelastic region of material stress-strain response (strain hardening
ratio in Steel02 material) allows to indirectly compensate the effect of local buckling [16]. As
shown in Figure 6.6b, bi-directional initial sinusoidal out-of-straightness corresponding to the
column in-plane and out-of-plane buckling modes was applied to the columns with maximum
amplitude of 1/1000 of the length between nodal points. The residual stress pattern proposed by
Galambos and Ketter [25] was specified for the columns (Figure 6.6b). As shown in Figure 6.6b,
the 7.5 gravity columns were modelled as one single W-shape member placed next to the braced
frame. For this member, the thickness of the flanges and depth of the web were those of gravity
column sections multiplied by 7.5. The bracing members were assigned initial sinusoidal out-ofplane imperfection with maximum amplitude of 1/1000 of the unsupported member length. Rigid
elements were assigned at both ends of each mid-length segment to simulate the end and midlength gusset plates [26]. As shown in Figure 6.6b, nonlinear rotational springs were used
between the rigid and brace elements to simulate the hysteretic flexural response of the gusset
plates. These springs were modeled by zero-length element available in the OpenSees program.
The struts were modelled using elastic beam column elements. Concomitant gravity loads were
applied on the columns and P-Δ effects were included in the analyses.
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6.5.2 Analysis results
For MT-BFs, since inertia seismic forces only develop at the roof level, the frame response under
the first significant inelastic displacement cycle of a ground motion record during which column
flexure develops can be realistically reproduced by gradually incrementing lateral roof
displacement using nonlinear static (pushover) analysis. This analysis is therefore an appropriate
tool to investigate the development of brace inelastic response leading to concentration of inelastic
demand in tiers and column bending moments, and possible subsequent column buckling failure.
Pushover analysis of the studied 4-tiered brace frame was then performed to determine member
forces and tier drifts as the frame laterally deforms up to the storey deflection anticipated under
MCE hazard level. That deflection was taken equal to 1.5Cd e = 1.73% h, where h is the total
storey (frame) height (20 m). Figure 6.7 presents the results of the pushover analysis for the frame
designed using Design Approaches 1 and 2. For consistency with the design assumptions, the
GCs were not included in the numerical model for these two cases; the GCs were replaced by a
single leaning column carrying the total gravity load supported by the GCs to include P-Δ effects.
In Figure 6.7a, the tier drifts and in-plane bending moment in the compression column at Tier 1
(right-hand side column) are plotted against the imposed storey drift for Design Approach 1.
Brace buckling occurred in all tiers at a storey drift of approximately 0.5% h. Drifts linearly
increased in all tiers until brace tension yielding initiated in Tier 1 at a storey drift of
approximately 0.6% h. Beyond that point, further lateral deflections concentrated in Tier 1 as the
tension brace in that tier was stretched in the inelastic range. Drifts in the other tiers remained
nearly constant as the tension braces in these tiers remained elastic. The column moment
increased steadily up to a value of 10% Mpy-bc at initiation of brace tension yielding in Tier 1.
Then, bending increased more rapidly to reach to approximately Mpy-bc at a storey drift of 1.15%
h. At that displacement level, in-plane flexural buckling of the column occurred after two flexural
plastic hinges had formed in the column due to the increasing in-plane bending demand
combined with the large axial compression load imposed by the braces and the gravity loading.
The first plastic hinge formed at mid-height of Tier 1 at a storey drift of 0.8% h. Upon increasing
further the roof lateral displacement, the second plastic hinge formed at the top of Tier 1, which
led to column buckling before the structure could reach the expected seismic lateral displacement
[1]. In pushover analysis, the analysis could be continued up to the target displacement even if
column buckling occurred.
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Figure 6..7: Pushoverr analysis of frames desig
gned based oon: a) Desiggn Approach 1; and b) Design
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pproach 2.
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The drift in T
Tier 1
reached approximate
a
ly 2.6% of the
t tier height, in excesss of the targget value. Thhis behaviouur was
expected as the braceed frame colu
umn buckled
d before antiicipated storrey drift is reeached.

a)

b)

Figure 6..8: Pushoverr analysis of frames desig
gned based oon: a) Desiggn Approach 3; and b) Design
Ap
pproach 4.

In Design
n Approach 4, column bending
b
mom
ments remaiined below 00.15 Mpy-bc ffor the BFC
Cs and
0.12 Mpy--gc for the GC
Cs (Figure 6.8b).
6
That in
n-plane flexuural bending demand disstribution bettween
the BFCss and GCs was
w consisten
nt with the prredictions m
made at the deesign stage. Column bucckling
did not occur
o
with th
his frame deesign, indicatting that graavity columnns designed solely for grravity
and wind
d loading con
nditions can possess suffficient reservve capacity tto sustain thee seismic indduced
in-plane flexural dem
mand withou
ut buckling, provided thhat the BFCs are designned to resistt their
share of that
t flexural demand. Fo
or this particu
ular frame, tthe GCs rem
mained elasticc up to the eend of
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the analy
ysis when thee roof displaacement reacched the tarrget values oof 1.42% h ((1.5Cde). A
At this
displacem
ment level, itt was found that the colu
umns could ssatisfy Eq. 4 under the aaxial compreession
acting in combination
n with the bending
b
mom
ments due too the non-uuniform tier drift patternn. The
m tier drift in
n Tier 1 (crittical tier) reaached 2.2% oof the tier heeight, slightly in excess oof the
maximum
2% drift limit adopted in design. This behaviiour is due too the fact thaat the colum
mns were proovided
c
tier.
with suffiicient stiffness to controll drift in the critical
Figure 6.9 shows th
he results of the pusho
over analysiss for the frrame designned using D
Design
h 5. The ben
nding deman
nd was distrributed propportionally bbetween BFC
Cs and GCss with
Approach
respect to
o their flexu
ural stiffnesss and that deemand was considered iin the designn of all coluumns.
Bending demands reaached 0.13M
Mpy-bc for the BFCs
B
and 0.13Mpy-gc forr the GCs. Thhe maximum
m drift
ues obtained
d with Desiggn Approachhes 2 and 4,, i.e. close tto the
in Tier 1 was similar to the valu
design tarrget value.
In the pusshover analy
yses, the colu
umns experieenced lesser bending dem
mands comppared to the vvalues
assumed in design. The
T differen
nce is attrib
buted to the rate of deggradation off the compreessive
strength of
o the comp
pression bracces that wass consideredd in the num
merical model. In designn, the
reduced compressivee strength (C
C’exp) was used
u
in the calculationss; in the annalyses, the brace
compresssive strength diminished progressivelly as the storrey drift wass imposed, w
which resulted in a
reduced flexural
f
demaand imposed
d on the colum
mns [2].

Figure
F
6.9: Pu
ushover anaalysis of the frame
f
designned based onn Design Appproach 5.
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The total steel tonnage for the two braced frame columns and the 7.5 gravity columns are given
in Table 6.2. As shown, Design Approach 1 requires the least amount of steel but the analysis
clearly showed that this approach is not adequate. Satisfactory inelastic response was achieved
for Design Approaches 2, 3, and 5, with progressive brace tension yielding and stable column
response. Design Approach 3 required the largest amount of steel. In that design, the BFCs were
not designed to carry the bending demand and yielding developed in these columns. In view of its
low cost-efficiency and observed response, this approach is not recommended. More effective and
robust designs were obtained when following Design Approaches 4 and 5. Both methods led to
comparable behaviour. Design Approach 4 is simpler because the GCs remains unchanged, which
reduces the amount of calculations required to complete the column design. However, adequate
performance for this design relies on the drift ductility and reserve strength of the GCs resulting
from gravity and wind load design. In Design Approach 5, all columns are designed to resist their
respective shares of the seismic induced in-plane bending moments, which should lead to stable
and satisfactory seismic performance where the column buckling is prevented and tier drifts are
limited to protect the braces and their adjacent connections from fracture.

6.6 Nonlinear response history analysis
Nonlinear Response history (NLRH) analysis was performed to examine the influence of the
design approach on the frame seismic performance. For this analysis, mass proportional damping
corresponding to 2% of critical in the structure lateral vibration mode was specified because MTBFs have only one dynamic degree of freedom which corresponds to roof lateral displacement.
The numerical response is calculated using the Newmark numerical integration scheme. The
acceleration input is applied in the plane of the frame. The far-field record set of 22 ground
motion records proposed in FEMA P695 for Seismic Design Category D was used to perform the
analyses [27]. Only the first component of each pair of ground motions was used in this study and
the records were scaled according to the procedure described in FEMA P695 such that the median
spectral acceleration of the set matched the MCE spectrum at the structure design period.
The result from the nonlinear response history analysis of the frame example under one of the 22
records (1994 Northridge, Beverly Hills – Mulhol, 0˚ component) is presented herein. Figure
6.10 shows time histories of the in-plane bending moments in the BFCs and GCs at Tier 1 level
and the tier drifts for all five design approaches. For Design Approaches 1 and 2, bending
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moments are only given for the BFCs. The frame from Design Approach 1 experienced BFC
flexural buckling at a time t = 9 s, after brace tension yielding has developed in Tier 1 but before
it occurred in Tier 2, which is consistent with the results from pushover analysis. Figure 6.10b
shows that Design Approach 2 resulted in a satisfactory seismic response with in-plane bending
demand not exceeding 0.15Mpy-bc and the total storey drift being appropriately distributed
between the tiers. Under this ground motion, the roof displacement reached 1.7% h, a larger value
than the one considered in design (= 1.21 %). Similar acceptable response was obtained for
frames obtained from the remaining three design approaches. In all cases, column in-plane
bending moment demands remained below the values considered in design and no column
buckling was observed. Brace tensile yielding developed in Tiers 1 to 3 and all these tiers
contributed to the nonlinear deformation of the frame. Drifts in Tier 1 reached between 2.3 and
2.6% of the tier height, which is in excess of the target value, partly due to the large displacement
demand imposed under this particular motion. The drifts in the other tiers remained under 2%.
Design Approach 3 (Figure 6.10c) resulted in partial yielding of the BFCs during the ground
motion. These results presented here confirm the findings from pushover analysis and verify
column bending demand calculation performed for each approach.
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a))

b))

c))

d))

e)
e

Figure 6..10: Time history analysis of frames designed baased on Desiign Approacches 1 (a) to 5 (e).

The statisstics of key response paarameters under the 22 s eismic recorrds are givenn in Table 6.4 for
the five design approaches. For the frames studied, thee median sttorey drift ddemand is allways
higher th
han the desig
gn storey driift, Cde. Th
he ratios obttained from NLRH anallysis is conssistent
with the 1.5 amplification factor assumed in design to esstimate storeey drifts at thhe MCE leveel. As
was show
wn for one of
o the ground motion in Figure 6.100a, lateral deeformations under all grround
motions concentrated
c
d in Tier 1 fo
or Design Ap
pproach 1, rresulting in hhigher bendiing demand iin the
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columns and large tier drifts capable of causing buckling of the columns. Buckling of the column
occurs when plastic hinges form at mid-height and at the top of Tier 1, meaning that complete
curvature reversal occurred at the upper end of Tier 1. Large flexural deformations develop prior
to initiation of buckling, as a result of the large ductility demand imposed in the critical tier [1].

Table 6.4: Median values of peak seismic response parameters for the 4T-BFs studied.
Parameter

Design 1

Design 2

Design 3

Design 4

Design 5

Storey drift (%)
Storey drift / Cde
Critical tier drift (%)
Drift ratio (critical tier / storey)
Mbc,max / Mpy-bc at Tier 1
Mbc,max / Mpy-bc at Tier 2
Mbc,max / Mpy-bc at Tier 3
Mgc,max / Mpy-gc at Tier 1
Mgc,max / Mpy-gc at Tier 2
Mgc,max / Mpy-gc at Tier 3
PM Ratio – BFCs
PM Ratio – GCs
Number of column near-buckling
cases
Number of column buckling cases

1.47
1.29
2.82
1.73
0.44
0.10
0.02

1.39
1.53
2.40
1.70
0.24
0.12
0.01

0.91

0.40

1.42
1.24
2.30
1.59
0.20
0.08
0.01
0.18
0.09
0.01
0.69
0.20

1.36
1.43
2.36
1.71
0.25
0.10
0.01
0.14
0.07
0.01
0.42
0.31

1.33
1.32
2.30
1.66
0.24
0.08
0.01
0.17
0.06
0.01
0.58
0.24

4
3

0
0

3
0

0
0

0
0

Failure of the BFCs by flexural buckling occurred under three ground motions for Design
Approach 1. In four other ground motions, BFCs experienced large deformations and/or flexural
yielding. To reflect this behaviour, the columns were considered as being near buckling when
either one of the three following criteria was met: 1) in-plane relative lateral displacements of the
column within tier heights greater than corresponding displacement at tier level; 2) full plastic
hinging of the column cross-section near the mid-height and at tier level; and 3) result of the
AISC 360 interaction equation for compression and flexure (PM) greater than 1.0:
(6)

PM 

M
Pu
M
 ux  uy
Pny M nx M ny

In this equation, the column axial strength due to in-plane buckling, Pny, was used as column
instability occurred first in-plane and member capacities were determined using nominal yield
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strength and resistance factors equal to 1.0. The number of column buckling and near-buckling
cases are reported in Table 6.4. Median values of the PM parameter are also given in the table. It
is noted that the buckling and near-buckling cases were not included in the calculations of the
median values presented in Table 6.4.
For Design Approach 1, column instability occurred or close to occur under seven ground
motions out of the 22 motions of the ensemble. The median peak tier drifts for the remaining
ground motions is 2.82%, which may lead to low-cycle fatigue fracture for HSS braces [28-30].
Statistics of the peak column weak axis moments My / Mpy are given at every tier level for the
BFCs and GCs. For Design Approach 1, large in-plane bending moment demand was induced in
the BFCs at Tier 1 compared to the other tiers. This is attributed to relatively larger drifts that
developed in that tier, which created a noticeable kink in the column at the level of Tier 1.
For Designs 2 to 5, lesser drift concentration was observed in the critical tier (Tier 1) as the
column flexural stiffness was adjusted to limit the tier drift in design stage. For the frame
designed based on Design Approach 2, the columns were sized to resist anticipated seismic
flexural demand and satisfactory performance was observed under all ground motions. No
column buckling or near-buckling case was observed, and the PM ratio for the BFCs remained
under 1.0 in all the cases with the median value equal to 0.40.
In Design Approach 3, the BFCs are the same as in Design Approach 1 but the gravity columns
interacted with the braced frame, which reduced the in-plane bending demand on the BFCs. In
Table 6.4, this behaviour is reflected by no occurrence of column buckling and smaller PM
values obtained for Design Approach 3 (0.69 vs 0.91). However, for Design Approach 3, three
near-buckling cases occurred for the BFCs because these columns had to carry a bending moment
demand that had not been considered in design in addition to the large axial force resulting from
the brace forces. This confirms the finding from pushover analysis that this design approach
cannot be identified as a reliable design method. Conversely, in Design Approaches 4 and 5, no
indication of column plastic hinging or column failure was observed under the 22 ground motion
records. Lower PM ratios ranging between 0.40 and 0.58 were observed for BFCs in these two
designs respectively. This is due to the larger BFC sizes used in these two designs (Table 6.2)
that are less prone to plastic hinging and instability compared to Design Approach 3. For Design
Approaches 2, 4, and 5, the BFCs were deigned to resist their share of seismic induced bending
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demand. In Table 6.4, the statistics of the peak column weak axis moments My / Mpy for BFCs are
nearly identical for the three frames indicating that the moments from the ground motions are
consistent with the level of bending moment anticipated in design for all three approaches.
A Comparison between the flexural bending demand for BFCs and GCs shows similar variation
along the height as drift demands are the same for braced frame and gravity load carrying systems.
Additionally, comparing the PM ratios for the GCs of Design Approaches 4 and 5 (0.31 vs 0.24)
indicates that larger seismic demand was imposed on the GCs of Design Approach 4 as these
columns were only sized to carry gravity plus wind loads. However, for this particular structure, the
ratio is much lower than 1.0, which explains the adequate performance of the structure.
In order to study the cases where column flexural buckling occurred, the history of the PM
parameter is plotted in Figure 6.11 for the BFCs of Design 1 approach and the BFCs and GCs of
Design Approaches 3 and 4 under the 1992 Landers record (Yermo Fire Station, 270˚
component). The PM values are computed at Tier 1 level and the BFCs located on the right-handside of the frame studied. The BFC of Design Approach 1 buckled under that ground motion. The
axial-bending interaction equation exceeds 1.0 for the BFC of Design Approach 3. For this
frame, near buckling condition was observed in the left hand side column in Tier 1 at a time of
15.2 seconds when PM reached a value of 1.0; however, column buckling did not lead to the
failure of the frame. For this design approach, gravity columns did not buckle as the PM
parameter remained below 1.0. For Design Approach 4, PM always remained below 1.0 for both
BFCs and GCs and no column buckling was observed for this frame. Comparison between PM
histories for Design Approaches 3 and 4 showed that additional in-plane bending induced in the
BFCs designed based on Design Approach 3 can lead to column flexural buckling whereas no
such response was observed for the BFCs resulting from Design Approach 4 as these columns
were designed to carry combined axial force and in-plane bending demands. Gravity columns in
Design Approach 4 also remained stable under the ground motion record used in Figure 6.11,
because the reserve strength of these columns resulting from gravity and wind load design was
sufficient to accommodate the demands induced by the MT-BF inelastic seismic response.
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Figure 6.11: PM ratios in
i the GCs and
a BFCs forr Design Appproaches 1, 3 and 4.

6.7 Pa
arametricc study on
o column
n bendin
ng deman
nds
This secttion presentss a parametrric study perrformed to vverify if the conclusionss drawn from
m the
sample frrame studied
d in the prev
vious section can be geeneralized foor a variety of frames hhaving
typical geometrical
g
properties and
a
loading
g conditionss. A total oof 12 differrent frames were
designed by varying the followin
ng parameterrs: the framee height (h = 15, 20 and 30 m), the T
Tier 1
to framee height ratio (h1/h = 0.25 and 0.40), andd the braceed frame system (Orddinary
Concentrrically Braceed Frames (OCBFs)
(
with R = 3.255 and Cd = 3.25, and S
SCBFs as deefined
earlier). In
I OCBFs, the
t BFCs need not be designed forr brace induuced forces correspondiing to
Analysis cases 1 and
d 2 prescribeed in the AIISC Seismicc Provisions for SCBFs.. Instead, seeismic
axial load
ds amplified
d by a factorr of 2.0 weree consideredd. Design Appproaches 2 to 5 as desccribed
for SCBF
Fs were then
n applied to account
a
for MT-BF
M
respoonse and thee interaction with the GC
Cs.
Each fram
me and grav
vity column
ns were desiigned using the five diffferent apprroaches disccussed
earlier an
nd NLRH analysis
a
wass performed
d using the same numeerical modell and 22 seeismic
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records. As mentioned in the numerical model section, in order to ease the comparison of the
results, the critical tier was kept the same (Tier 1) for all the studied cases.
In total, six and three column buckling failures were respectively observed for SCBFs and
OCBFs designed using Design Approach 3. These occurrences suggest that Design Approach 3
does not represent a suitable methodology to design MT-BF columns interacting with gravity
columns since the braced frame columns may not be capable of resisting the in-plane bending
demand that may develop when they are subjected to high axial compression load resulting from
the braces reaching their expected strengths in tension and compression. The results of the NLRH
analyses for the frames designed with Design Approach 4 show no column buckling or nearbuckling cases for the studied cases, even if the gravity columns of these frames were sized only
based on the gravity and wind load effects. For frames designed with Design Approach 5, no
column or frame failure was observed in the NLRH analysis. All columns possessed sufficient
strength to resist induced in-plane bending moments.
Median values of storey drifts and Tier 1 (critical tier) drifts are presented in Table 6.5 for the
frames designed using Design Approaches 3 to 5. Only the non-buckling cases were included for
Design Approach 3. As shown, the design method has limited impact on the peak drift demand in
the critical tier. In all SCBF cases, the demand is close to the low-cycle fatigue capacity of HSS
bracing members. For frames designed as OCBFs, the tier drift demand is reduced due to the
lower R factor used in design (3.25). These results suggest that, in general, the columns as
designed have sufficient stiffness to distribute well the brace inelastic deformation demand over
the frame height.

Table 6.5: Median values of frame storey drifts and Tier 1 (critical tier) drifts.
System
SCBFs:

OCBFs:

Parameter
Storey drift (%)
Roof Displacement / Cde
Tier 1 drift (%)

Design 3
1.33
1.19
2.13

Design 4
1.27
1.38
2.27

Design 5
1.22
1.27
2.22

Storey drift (%)
Roof Displacement / Cde
Tier 1 drift (%)

1.10
1.09
1.47

0.99
1.30
1.57

1.00
1.25
1.57
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Figures 6.12
6
and 6.13 show a co
omparison between
b
the in-plane beending momeent anticipatted at
the design
n stage and the
t median bending
b
mom
ments obtainned from NL
LRH analysis for the GC
Cs and
BFCs wh
hen applying
g Design Ap
pproaches 3 to
t 5. These moments arre expressedd in percent oof the
total flexural demand
d on the BFC
Cs and GCs.. The compaarison of thee bending deemand anticiipated
at the deesign stage for
f the stud
died frames (Figures 6.112 and 6.133) shows thaat larger bennding
momentss are induced
d in the grav
vity columnss of the Dessign Approaach 3, i.e. whhen the BFC
Cs are
small beccause they are not desiigned to ressist their shhare of the aanticipated flexural dem
mand,
resulting in higher moments
m
bein
ng transferred to the gravvity columnss. Converselly, the BFCss play
n role in thee resistance of the in-p
plane seismiic bending demand whhen using D
Design
the main
Approach
h 4. In Desig
gn Approach
h 5, both thee BFCs and GCs are exxplicitly designed to resiist the
anticipateed bending moment
m
dem
mand. When
n adopting thhis approachh, the percentage of in--plane
bending demand ressisted by the GCs is generally
g
sm
maller than iin the correesponding frrames
designed in accordan
nce with Deesign Appro
oach 3 and llarger than in the correesponding frrames
designed in accordan
nce with Design Approacch 4.

a)

b)

Figure 6.12:
6
Anticip
pated vs Anaalysis in-plan
ne bending m
moments in the GCs for SCBFs withh: a)
h1/h = 0.25;; and b) h1/hh = 0.40.
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As show
wn in Figurees 6.12 and 6.13, the anticipated
a
iin-plane bennding momeents from ddesign
calculatio
ons and NLR
RH analysess agree welll with each oother for thee frames stuudied. The results
obtained from the NLRH
N
analyses revealed
d that bendiing demandss are sharedd between bbraced
frame and
d gravity co
olumns with respect to th
heir flexurall stiffness ass was assumeed in designn. The
comparisson between the results for frames with differeent height raatios shows relatively hhigher
contribution from grravity colum
mns for fram
mes having a higher heeight ratio. Additionallyy, the
results reeveal that th
he bending demand
d
sharring betweenn GCs and B
BFCs are inndependent oof the
braced frame system chosen to deesign the fraame (OCBFss vs SCBFs)..

a)

b)

Figure 6.13:
6
Anticip
pated vs Anaalysis in-plan
ne bending m
moments in tthe GCs for OCBFs withh: a)
h1/h = 0.25;; and b) h1/hh = 0.40.
The 50th (median)
(
and
d 84th percen
ntile values of
o the in-planne bending m
moments from
m NLRH anaalyses
are comp
pared to thee values antticipated in design in F
Figure 6.14.. Actual mooment valuees are
presented
d in this tablee, not fraction
ns of the totaal demands. In all cases, the values ppredicted in ddesign
are alway
ys higher thaan the values from analy
ysis. The diffferences aree due to the fact that exxtreme
brace com
mpressive fo
orce scenario
os are consid
dered when predicting ccolumn bendding momennts for
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design (C
Cexp in one tieer vs C’exp in
n the adjacen
nt tier). Undeer actual grouund motionss, the differennce in
compresssive brace fo
orces between adjacent tiers is in fact smallerr, resulting in lower fleexural
demand. In several caases, the 84thh value from analysis com
mes close to the design eestimate, meeaning
that the assumption
a
made
m
in desiign, although
h conservativve, is still reealistic. Largger differencees are
observed for OCBFss, especially for the fram
mes with unniform tier hheights (h1/hh = 0.25). L
Lower
ductility demand is expected in OCBF fram
mes, which reduces the necessity thhat brace teension
yielding be triggered
d in more th
han one tier before the maximum rroof displaceement is reaached,
which red
duces the fleexural deman
nd on the collumns. Furthhermore, as sshown in Taable 6.5, the ratios
between peak
p
frame storey driftss from analysis to designn storey drift
fts (Cde) aree smaller thaan the
1.5 value assumed in design when
n determinin
ng the requireed column sttiffness. Thiss likely resullted in
xural deform
mations of thee columns att peak displaacement com
mpared to whhat was consiidered
lower flex
in design
n. The frame height or co
olumn desig
gn approach did not havee much influuence for SC
CBFs.
The influ
uence of thesee factors is more
m pronoun
nced for OCB
BFs.

Figure 6.14: Anticipaated vs Analy
ysis in-plane bending mooments in thee GCs for: a)) SCBFs withh h1/h
= 0.25; b) SCBFs with
w h1/h = 0..40; c) OCBF
Fs with h1/h = 0.25; and d) OCBFs w
with h1/h = 0..40.
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In Figure 6.14, the median in-plane bending moments induced in the GCs in Design Approach 4
vary between 5 and 15% of the column weak axis flexural capacities. This demand is very low,
mainly because the stiffer BFCs attracted most of the seismic bending moment demand, which
explains why GCs designed solely for gravity and wind loading could sustain without buckling
the seismic in-plane deformations imposed by the MT-BFs.

6.8 Column cost comparison
In this section, cost effectiveness of the different design approaches is evaluated by comparing
the total steel tonnage required for all BFCs and GCs of all frames studied. For this study, the
number of frames was increased to 36 to also include the effect of the seismicity level on the
column design. Three seismicity levels were considered by examining three different sites in the
U.S.: high seismicity (Coastal California, CA), moderate seismicity (Seattle, WA), and low
seismicity (Boston, MA). The results are presented in Figure 6.15 for Design Approaches 2 to 5.
As expected, the required steel tonnage increases with the frame height. Also, column design in
regions with lower seismicity is less affected by earthquake effects and variations in column
weight due to the design approach or braced frame system are therefore more pronounced in
higher seismic hazard areas.
Among the methods used to design the columns, Design Approaches 2 and 3 generally require
the larger amount of structural steel whereas the required steel tonnage is typically reduced when
Design Approaches 4 and 5 are adopted. Between these two approaches, Design Approach 5
requires the same or slightly lower amount of steel. On average for the structures studied herein,
the steel tonnage resulting from Design Approach 5 was 5% less than from Design Approach 4.
The difference is attributed to the fact that Design Approach 4 generally requires larger BFCs
because only BFCs are designed to resist moments in the early stage of the design process.
Figure 6.15 shows that heavier columns are generally needed for OCBFs compared to SCBFs due
to the higher design seismic forces. This increase mainly occurs in the braced frame columns as
smaller in-plane bending demand is induced in the gravity load carrying columns as OCBFs
require larger and stiffer BFCs attracting a larger portion of the moment demands.
In most cases, higher column flexural demand developed in frames with non-uniform tier heights
because a different brace size is needed in the taller tiers, which generally results in larger shear
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forces an
nd bending moments in
n the colum
mns compareed to framess with equaal tier heighhts. In
frames with
w unequall tiers, both BFCs and GCs in the first tier haave longer eeffective lenngths,
which rep
presents a more
m
criticall condition. For BFCs, tthe situationn is even woorse as maxiimum
axial loads also occu
ur in the firrst tier. Hen
nce, frames with non-uuniform tier heights typically
mns comparred to their uniform
u
counnterpart.
require sttronger colum

Figure 6..15: Steel ton
nnage requirred for the BCFs
B
and GC
Cs of the fram
mes with: a)) h = 15 m; bb) h =
20 m; and
a c) h = 300 m.
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6.9 Discussion
In Design Approaches 3 to 5, the gravity columns are considered to interact with the braced
frame and contribute to reducing the flexural demand on the braced frame columns. In the
parametric study, flexural buckling of the BFCs occurred in several cases in the frame designed
in accordance with Design Approach 3 (Figure 6.11 presented one of these cases). However,
satisfactory seismic performance was observed when using Design Approaches 4 and 5.
In Design Approach 4, the BFCs are designed to resist their share of the seismic induced bending
moments whereas GCs are only sized for gravity plus wind load effects. GCs in these frames are
however subjected to in-plane bending moment resulting from MT-BF seismic response. Whether
or not they can resist to the combined axial load and bending moments due to gravity and seismic
effects depends on their reserve capacity, which depends on several factors such as the ratio
between wind and seismic loads, the relative importance of gravity loads, the shape of the column
cross-sections, etc. As applied in this study, Design Approach 4 cannot consistently guarantee that
the GCs will have sufficient resistance to perform well under future MCE level events.
Design Approach 4 could be improved by designing the gravity columns for amplified axial
loads, as an attempt to indirectly provide sufficient flexural strength to achieve adequate
performance. Alternatively, the design approach could be improved by explicitly verifying at the
design phase that the parameter PM from Eq. 6 does not exceed 1.0 when the columns carry their
share of the anticipated seismic bending moments plus concomitant gravity axial loads. Since this
represents an extreme loading condition, the verification could be performed using the nominal or
probable resistances of the GCs. Table 6.6 gives the PM values for the GCs of all structures
examined in the parametric study, as determined using anticipated seismic bending moments. The
calculations were performed using the nominal and probable material properties. In all cases, the
GCs are found to have sufficient resistance to accommodate the expected flexural demand, which
explains the observed satisfactory performance. In case PM is more than 1.0 in design, stronger
GCs will need to be selected until the parameter PM is equal to or less than 1.0. In the process,
the bending moments to be resisted by the GCs will need to also be increased in proportion of
their flexural stiffness properties.
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Table 6.6: Median values of PM values for the gravity columns in Design Approach 4.
System
SCBFs:
OCBFs:

Column Resistances
h = 15 m
h1/h = 0.25
0.40
Nominal
0.32
0.32
Probable
0.29
0.29

h = 20 m
0.25
0.40
0.23
0.31
0.21
0.28

h = 30 m
0.25
0.40
0.17
0.17
0.15
0.15

Nominal
Probable

0.20
0.18

0.14
0.13

0.27
0.25

0.33
0.30

0.26
0.24

0.12
0.11

Design Approach 5 represents a comprehensive design approach where all BFCs and GCs of
MT-BFs are designed to resist their respective shares of the anticipated in-plane seismic bending
moments. As a result, satisfactory seismic performance can be reliably predicted, as demonstrated
in this study. The design process is longer than in Design Approach 4 as the portions of the
bending moments resisted by BFCs and GCs must be recalculated at every step in the design. In
Design Approach 4, GCs are only verified for seismic loading conditions at the end of the design
process; and their sizes are modified only when required. The cost comparison showed, however,
that Design Approach 5 generally represents a more effective approach to resisting seismic
bending moments imposed to columns when multi-tiered braced frames are used.

6.10 Conclusions
The seismic response of an ensemble of 4-tiered X-braced frames was examined though nonlinear
static and dynamic analyses. The braced frames studied were located along the exterior wall of a
building and were tied to adjacent gravity columns by horizontal strut members placed at every tier
level. Frames having different heights and with uniform and non-uniform tier heights were
considered. Two different systems (SCBFs and OCBFs) were also examined. The braced frames
were designed according to current AISC Seismic Provisions and their columns were strengthened
and stiffened to resist the seismic induced flexural demand imposed on columns by the sequential
yielding of the braces in MT-BFs. Three different approaches were then examined to design the
gravity columns interacting with the braced frames. The required steel tonnage for the braced frame
columns (BFCs) and gravity columns (GCs) were evaluated for each approach. The influence of the
seismicity level on column steel tonnage was also studied. The main conclusions are as follows:
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The seismic response of multi-tiered braced frames (MT-BFs) is characterized by nonuniform distribution of the inelastic brace deformations over the frame height, which induces
in-plane bending moments in the columns and may lead to excessive tier drifts. Bending
moments may cause buckling of the columns if not accounted for in design.



Satisfactory seismic performance can be achieved when MT-BF columns are properly
designed to resist in-plane bending moments and have sufficient flexural stiffness to trigger
brace tension yielding in a sufficient number of tiers along the height of the frame and
prevent excessive tier drifts. In particular, the design procedure used in this study was found
to give conservative yet realistic estimates of the bending moment demands on the columns,
allowing safe design against column instability. Tier drifts were well controlled but were
slightly underestimated by the design procedure used. This aspect should be examined
further in future studies.



The in-plane bending moments are distributed between the gravity and braced frame
columns with respect to their flexural stiffness, as predicted by analysis at the design stage.
The in-plane flexural strength and stiffness of gravity columns interacting with MT-BFs can
then be mobilized to reduce the demands on the braced frame columns.



Among the design approaches examined, Design Approach 5 where BFCs and GCs are
designed to resist their respective share of the bending moments was found to require the
minimum amount of steel and lead to satisfactory seismic performance.



A simpler approach where only the BFCs are designed to resist the anticipated bending
moments (Design Approach 4) can also result in adequate seismic behaviour provided that
the selected GCs have sufficient strength to resist the bending moments that they will attract
under a seismic event. The method requires similar or slightly higher steel tonnage than
Design Approach 5.

A limited number of multi-tiered braced frames was covered in this study. Further investigation
is needed to verify the appropriateness of Design Approaches 4 and 5 for other MT-BF
configurations (number of tiers, relative tier heights, etc.) and seismic zones where gravity
column design is not governed by the seismic load effects. Three-dimensional finite element
analysis should be also performed to include the local buckling effect and lateral-torsional
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buckling response in the analysis of the stability of the gravity columns under axial gravity and
in-plane seismic induced flexural demands.
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Symbols
A

Brace cross-sectional area

ai

Isotropic hardening parameters (i = 1 to 4)

b

Kinematic hardening of the steel material

Cb

Lateral-torsional buckling modification factor

Cd

Deflection amplification factor

Cde

Design storey drift

Cexp

Brace expected strength in compression

C’exp

Brace expected post-buckling strength

cRi

Steel02 material parameters (i = 1 to 2) to simulate transition from the elastic to
inelastic phases

D

Dead load

E

Seismic load

E

Young’s modulus

Fy

Yielding strength

h

Total frame height

hi

Tier height (i = 1 to 4)

K

Brace effective length factor

KL/r

Brace slenderness ratio

L

Braced frame width

Mbc

Braced frame column weak-axis bending moment

Mgc

Gravity column weak-axis bending moment
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Mny

Column weak-axis nominal flexural strength

Mpy

Column weak-axis plastic moment

Mux

Column strong-axis required flexural strength

Muy

Column weak-axis required flexural strength

My

Column weak axis moment

ngc

Number of gravity columns interacting with the braced frame columns

Pn

Nominal compressive strength (minimum of Pnx, Pny and Pnz)

Pnx

Nominal compressive strength due to in-plane buckling

Pny

Nominal compressive strength due to out-of-plane buckling

Pnz

Nominal compressive strength due to torsional buckling

Pu

Required axial strength

Pu-strut

Required strut axial strength

R

Response modification coefficient

RyFy

Expected steel yield stress

R0

Steel02 material parameter to simulate transition from the elastic to inelastic
phases

Texp

Brace expected strength in tension

Vbc

Braced frame column shear force

Vbr

Story shear resisted by the braces

Vbr,exp

Story shear corresponds to the sum of the horizontal components of the brace
strengths, Texp and Cexp

Vgc

Gravity column shear force

W

Wind load

ϕcPn

Design axial strength equal to minimum of (ϕcPnx, ϕcPny, and ϕcPnz)

ϕcPnx

Design axial strength due to in-plane buckling
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ϕcPny

Design axial strength due to out-of-plane buckling

ϕcPnz

Design axial strength due to torsional buckling

ϕc

Resistance factor for compression

ϕb

Resistance factor for flexure

ϕbMnx

Column strong-axis design flexural strength

ϕbMny

Column weak-axis design flexural strength

e

Roof displacement under the design seismic load
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Abstract
This paper presents two analysis methods for the in-plane seismic response of steel multi-tiered
concentrically braced frames with three or more tiers: 1) a sub-structuring technique; and 2) a
stiffness analysis method. Both methods are consistent with the current AISC Seismic Provisions
and have been developed to estimate column flexural demands and tier drifts in order to prevent
column instability and mitigate concentration of tier drifts and premature brace failure under
seismic loading. Both methods account for the progression of brace tension yielding along the
frame height as observed in MT-BFs. The sub-structuring technique is simpler and is limited to
regular frames as it assumes a predefined yielding sequence. The stiffness analysis based method
is more rigorous and can predict the actual frame nonlinear response. It can be applied to both
regular and irregular MT-BF configurations. Application of the methods is illustrated for two 5tiered SCBF examples. Nonlinear response history analysis is performed to validate the proposed
methods for the frames studied.
Keywords: Multi-tiered braced frames, seismic demand, column instability, tier drift, brace failure,
sub-structure, stiffness analysis.
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7.1 Introductio
on
Multi-tierred steel braaced frames (MT-BFs) are
a used to reesist lateral lloads in tall single-storyy steel
structuress such as ind
dustrial and sports faciliities, airplanne hangars oor warehousee buildings. They
consist of
o two or more
m
bracing
g panels thaat are stacked between ground and roof levels, as
illustrated
d in Figures 7.1a and 7.1b for two tall
t industriaal buildings. This configguration generally
representts a more prractical and cost-effectiv
ve solution w
when excesssively long bbracing mem
mbers
are needeed to constrruct a regulaar braced fraame over thhe full buildiing height. M
MT-BFs aree also
used for lateral braciing in tall sttories of mu
ulti-story buiildings (Figuure 7.1c). Thhe system iss also
effective in high seismic applicattions as bracce slendernesss limits cann be more eaasily satisfiedd with
shorter braces
b
and th
he reduced brace sizes result in a lower seism
mic force deemands on brace
connectio
ons, struts an
nd columns.

a)

b)

cc)

Figure 7.1:
7 a) 3-tiereed X-bracing
g; b) 4-tiered
d chevron brracing (Courrtesy of the C
CISC); and cc) 2tierred X-braced
d frame in th
he upper leveel of a 2-storry structure.

For seism
mic resistancce, struts aree needed at every
e
tier le vel to transffer the horizzontal unbalaanced
brace forces that deveelop at bracee-to-column intersectingg points afterr buckling off the compreession
acting brraces. MT-B
BF columns are typically I-shaped members orriented suchh that strongg axis
bending takes place out-of-planee. For stabillity design, the columnns are unbraaced over thhe full
story heig
ght for buck
kling out of the
t plane of the braced fframe. For inn-plane buckkling, the brracing
panels prrovide in-plaane lateral brracing at tierr levels. Torssional bracinng of the collumns can allso be
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achieved at tier levels by mobilizing the flexural stiffness of the struts in their horizontal plane
(Imanpour et al. 2015a).
Imanpour and Tremblay (2014) and Imanpour et al. (2015a) studied the nonlinear seismic
response of MT-BFs having 2 and more tiers designed in accordance with the 2010 AISC
Seismic Provisions for Structural Steel Buildings (AISC 2010a). They noted that brace inelastic
response tends to concentrate in one tier over the frame height, causing non-uniform tier drifts
and in-plane flexural demands on the columns. Column buckling was observed in several of the
cases studied due to this flexural demand combined with the absence of out-of-plane support at
tier levels. For some frames, the brace ductility demand resulting from drift concentrations was
sufficient to cause premature failure of braces or their connections. Stoakes and Fahnestock
(2012, 2013) studied the buckling response of individual MT-BF columns subjected to seismic
induced in-plane bending demands. Imanpour et al. (2015b) proposed a seismic design procedure
to predict in-plane shears and bending moments that must be resisted by columns in two-tiered
braced steel frames. In their method, the critical tier where brace inelastic demand is expected to
initiate and concentrate is first identified. Column forces and tier drifts induced by the
corresponding uneven brace inelastic response can then be determined.
The response of MT-BFs with three and more tiers is more complex as the sequence of brace
tension yielding along the frame height is influenced by the frame properties. More severe
concentration of brace inelastic demand is expected when the number of tiers is increased or
when tier heights and/or brace sizes vary in the frame. Canadian seismic provisions include
special requirements for steel MT-BFs (CSA 2014). In this code, columns must be designed
assuming that brace inelastic deformations concentrate in only one tier. Although simple and
adequate for frames having a few tiers or designed for moderate or limited ductility, the approach
generally gives conservative column designs for tall MT-BFs with large number of tiers
(Imanpour and Tremblay 2015), and may lead to excessive tier drift demands in frames designed
for higher ductile seismic response, as is the case for Special Concentrically Braced Frames
(SCBFs) in the United States. In this paper, two alternative approaches are proposed to estimate
maximum anticipated column in-plane flexural bending moments and tier drifts for the seismic
design of such tall MT-BFs: 1) a sub-structuring technique; and 2) a stiffness analysis method.
Both methods account for the progression of brace tension yielding along the frame height, which
is representative of the expected response for these structures. The first approach is simpler and is
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limited to regular frames. The second method is more rigorous and can be applied to all frames
including irregular MT-BFs. The first part of the paper describes the seismic response of a
prototype 5-tiered SCBF designed using the current AISC Seismic Provisions. The focus is put
on the distribution of brace tension yielding, the resulting column flexural demand and how this
response is affected by the frame geometry and relative brace resistances. The two proposed
methods are then described and their application is illustrated for two 5-tiered SCBFs. For the
second method, irregularity is introduced in the frame studied. Finally, the proposed methods are
validated for the prototype frames by comparing the seismic demand considered in design to that
obtained from nonlinear seismic response history analysis.

7.2 Seismic response of 5-tiered SCBF
The seismic response of the 5-tiered braced frame shown in Figure 7.2a is studied using Nonlinear
Response History (NLRH) analysis under the FEMA P695 (FEMA 2009) far-field set of 22 ground
motion records. The OpenSees 2.2 analysis program (McKenna and Fenves, 2004) was used to
perform the analysis. The numerical model including the element types, material properties,
connection model detail, and analysis procedure are as described in Imanpour et al. (2015a). The
frame was designed in accordance with the 2010 ASCE 7 standard (ASCE 2010) and 2010 AISC
Seismic Provisions (AISC 2010). The structure was assumed to be located on a class D site in
coastal California, where the mapped MCER spectral response acceleration parameters are Ss = 1.5g
at short period and S1 = 0.6g at 1.0 s period. It was assigned to the Seismic Design Category (SDC)
D and an SCBF system with an R factor of 6.0 was selected for the braced frame. The design period
is equal to 0.74 s, which gave a seismic coefficient Cs = 0.135 and a base shear V of 490 kN per
frame. The demand-to-capacity ratios for the braces (Pu / ϕcPn) are equal to 1.0 in the first tier and
0.88 in the other tiers, indicating a well-proportioned frame in spite of the larger tier height in Tier
1. The columns were designed for the first analysis case specified in AISC 341-10, i.e. assuming
that all braces reach their expected tensile yield strengths and compressive strengths
simultaneously. This led to a column axial compression load of 4615 kN in the first tier. Elastic
buckling analysis of the columns was performed and effective lengths of 5.4 and 19.3 m were
respectively obtained for in-plane and out-of-plane flexural buckling modes accounting for the
variation of the axial load along the height of the columns and continuity of the columns.
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In the NL
LRH analysiis, column bu
uckling and frame collappse occurredd in Tier 1 uunder 11 of tthe 22
ground motions.
m
Tim
me history ressults are plo
otted in Figurre 7.2b for oone ground m
motion prodducing
collapse at approxim
mately 16.7 s. As shown, brace bucklling and tennsion yieldinng concentratted in
Tier 1 wh
hile braces buckled
b
but did not yielld in tensionn in the uppeer tiers. The resulting unneven
tier driftss induced weak-axis
w
beending mom
ments (Mc) iin the first ttier columnn segment. IIn the
figure, th
he moment Mc reached the
t column plastic
p
mom
ment capacityy at 16.7 s aand the com
mbined
axial and
d flexural deemands even
ntually causeed buckling of the colum
mn in that ttier (Figure 77.2c).
Brace fraacture was not modelleed in the nu
umerical sim
mulations. U
Using the frracture moddel by
Tremblay
y et al. (2003
3) for rectangular HSS braces,
b
failurre of the HSS
S 114x114x7.9 braces inn Tier
1 is expected to occu
ur at a tier drrift of approx
ximately 1.99%. In the annalysis, this drift was reaached
at 15.16 s, indicating that colum
mn buckling
g and brace failure are two limit sstates that caan be
reached for
f this frame under MCE
ER seismic events.
e

Figure 7.2: Prototypee 5-tiered fraame studied:: a) Geometrry; b) Time hhistory analyysis results uunder
1992 Landers (Yerm
mo Fire Stattion record): c) Column buckling moode.

mn design was
w redone with
w an effective length ffactor of 1.0 along both aaxes, i.e. KL
L = 24
The colum
, thus negleccting the benneficial effeccts on
and 8 m for
f strong an
nd weak axiss buckling, respectively,
r
column stability
s
of column
c
conttinuity and variation
v
off axial loads along the ccolumn heigght. A
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stronger W690x240 column was required in
i that case.. NLRH anaalysis of thee modified fframe
showed that
t
inelasticc deformations still conccentrated in T
Tier 1 and ccolumn flexuural bucklingg was
observed under 3 gro
ound motionss, which stilll represents non acceptaable responsee.
To investtigate the seensitivity of the frame response
r
to variations inn brace resistances alonng the
height, th
he braces in Tier
T 1 were replaced by a larger HSS114.3x114.3x9.5 sectioon, a scenario that
can be en
ncountered in
i practice when
w
strongeer shapes arre used due to material availability.. This
change reesulted in an
n increased design
d
axial load
l
for the columns (50058 kN) thatt could be resisted
by the in
nitially selectted W610x19
95 columns.. NLRH anaalysis was reedone for thiis modified fframe
and it waas found thatt inelastic deeformations concentrated
c
d in Tiers 2 tto 5, inducinng moments in the
first tier column
c
segm
ment that resu
ulted in colum
mn bucklingg in that Tier 1 under 11 gground motioons.
Improved
d design pro
ovisions are needed to achieve
a
satis factory seism
mic responsse for this tyype of
braced frrame. For tw
wo-tiered braced framess, Imanpour et al. (20155b) proposeed to increasse the
flexural strength
s
and
d stiffness off the column
ns so that ineelastic bracee tension yieelding propaagates
to adjaceent tiers and more unifo
orm tier drift
ft demand is achieved. T
The columns must then have
sufficientt strength to resist the an
nticipated co
ombined axiial and bendding demandds. This enhaanced
response is schematiically illustrrated in Figu
ure 7.3 for a taller fram
me with 5 ttiers. Methoods to
achieve th
his behaviorr are proposeed in the nex
xt section.

Figure 7.3:
7 Improveed MT-BF seeismic respoonse.
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7.3 Proposed analysis procedures for MT-BFs
Two methods are introduced in this section to predict column bending moments and tier drifts in
tall MT-BFs with the objectives of avoiding column instability and excessive drift demands in
tiers. The two methods account for the possible propagation of brace tension yielding in other
tiers after brace yielding has initiated in the critical (weakest) tier. The methods can therefore be
used to select columns having sufficient in-plane flexural strength and stiffness properties to
distribute brace inelastic deformation demands along the frame height to achieve acceptable,
more uniform tier drifts, while preventing column buckling.
Both methods are similar to incremental nonlinear static (pushover) analysis where the story drift
is gradually incremented until the anticipated story drift including inelastic deformations is
reached. In the proposed methods, however, the analysis is performed in a limited number of
steps that correspond to occurrences of brace tension yielding in individual tiers as the frame
laterally deforms. At every step, brace forces corresponding to the current brace buckling and
yielding states are used to determine column forces and deformations. If needed, the analysis can
be pursued until a complete brace tension yielding mechanism is reached. The first method, the
sub-structuring approach, assumes a pre-determined sequence of brace tension yielding along the
frame height. In the second method, the stiffness analysis method, propagation of brace tension
yielding depends on the frame properties. Both methods can be easily implemented in automated
design worksheets so that they can be applied in day-to-day practice.
Before initiating the analysis procedure, the design of braces, columns and struts is first
performed following the current AISC Seismic Provisions for SCBFs. The critical tier where
brace tension yielding is expected to initiate is then determined and the analysis methods can then
be started. Column forces and tier drifts from the analysis are used to verify and adjust as
necessary the column sizes.

7.3.1 Initial member design
Braced frame members are sized following the current AISC Seismic Provisions. For column
design, a preliminary design is obtained by considering the first analysis case in which all braces
are assumed to reach their expected strength in tension (Texp) and in compression (Cexp). For most
bracing configurations, this analysis case represents an upper bound brace force scenario for the
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axial compression demand in MT-BF columns. For chevron bracing, the second analysis case
where all compression braces have buckled and reached their post-buckling compressive strength
C’exp while all tension braces still resist Texp should also be considered as it may result in higher
column axial compression. This second loading scenario is the one used for the design of the struts.

7.3.2 Identification of the critical tier
Once the members are sized, one must identify the tier where brace tension yielding is expected to
take place first in the frame. This tier is referred to as the critical tier. It is the tier that has the
minimum story shear resistance, Vbr,exp, as provided by the braces when the tension brace reaches
its expected yield tensile strength, Texp, and the compression brace reaches its expected compressive
strength, Cexp:
(1)

Vbr,exp  (Texp  Cexp) cos

where θ is the angle between the braces and horizontal plane. As the equation implies, it is assumed,
for simplicity, that the compression brace in the tier still carries an axial compression load equal to
Cexp when the tension brace attains yielding, in spite of the fact that the brace has already buckled
and lost part of its compressive resistance at this point. This simplification does not have significant
impact on critical tier determination as the same assumption is made for every tier. It is also
assumed that the columns do not contribute to the story shear resistance of the tiers as flexural
deformations of the columns are small at the first occurrence of brace tension yielding over the
frame height (Figure 7.3).
When identifying the critical tier, the engineer should consider that code expected brace strengths
represent upper bound resistance estimates and that actual brace strengths may actually differ from
these values due to unavoidable variations in material properties (yield strength), cross-sectional
areas, member imperfections and boundary conditions. Since column forces and tier drifts depend
on the position of the critical tier and subsequent propagation of brace yielding, all plausible critical
tier scenarios should be examined by reducing brace resistances in selected tiers by a given margin
representative of the expected variability in brace strength. For HSS bracing, that margin could be
as much as 10 to 15%. Hence, more than one critical tier scenarios may need to be considered for
a given frame. This is especially the case for uniform frames where all tiers have the same height
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and brace sizes, as brace tension yielding in these frames is expected to initiate and concentrate in
one of the panels.
When selecting critical tiers, one may take into consideration that maximum column moments
typically develop in the critical tier. Therefore, critical tiers located in the lower tiers can lead to
more severe design conditions as large bending moments would develop in the column segments
where axial compression is maximum. In addition, a shorter critical tier generally impacts more
the design as this results in larger tier drifts (displacement is divided by a shorter tier height) and
larger bending moments in the columns (shorter columns are stiffer). In addition, braces in
shorter tiers can accommodate less inelastic deformations and are more prone to failure. Finally,
for uniform frames, nonlinear analysis showed that inelastic brace deformations are more likely
to develop in top and bottom tiers as the columns in these tiers are relatively more flexible due to
the pinned condition at their top and bottom ends, which favors concentration of brace inelastic
deformations in these levels (Imanpour et al. 2015a).

7.3.3 Sub-structuring technique (assumed brace yielding sequence)
As shown in Figure 7.4, the method assumes that brace tension yielding will propagate
progressively starting from the bottom tier (bottom up scenario) or from the top tier (top down
scenario). Hence, the method is limited to well-proportioned braced frames with uniform tier
properties for which the critical tier is more likely the bottom or top tier. The method would also
apply to MT-BFs that have a bottom or top tier that is different from the other tiers.
The approach is referred to as a sub-structuring technique because the analysis is performed into
a number of consecutive steps in which only part of the structure is examined. For instance, the
three sub-structures that must be considered for the bottom up scenario of Figure 7.4a for a 5tiered frame are schematically illustrated in Figure 7.5. As shown, each substructure includes the
critical tier, the adjacent tier(s) where brace tension yielding has been subsequently triggered and,
lastly, the tier where brace tension yielding is being triggered. In other words, at a given analysis
step, the tiers where brace tension yielding has not been reached are removed from the original
frame. For each substructure, a pin is assumed at the upper ends of the columns so that the
individual columns can be analyzed for in-plane flexural response under the known brace forces
using simple statics. Neglecting the continuity of the columns at the upper ends of the sub-
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structuress results in slightly
s
larg
ger column moments
m
andd flexural ddeformations compared tto the
actual situ
uation, whicch introducess some conseervatism in tthe design.

Figure 7.4:
7 Assumed brace tension yielding
g sequence: aa) Bottom upp scenario; aand b) Top ddown
scenario.
s

Figuree 7.5: Sub-sttructures anaalyzed for th
he bottom upp brace tensioon yielding ssequence wiith
assumed ineelastic deforrmation.
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In the sub-structuring technique, the minimum number of yielding tiers, ny, must be determined
before initiating the analysis process as it dictates the number of analysis steps to be performed.
Under a ground motion, maximum tier drift is generally observed in the critical tier and ny is
determined so that the drift in the critical tier, cr, does not exceed the maximum allowable drift
in the tier, max,cr, when the maximum anticipated story drift, , is reached. The value of max,cr
can be limited by brace fracture or other limit states. The drift cr can be estimated from:
(2)

 cr   y,cr

where:

 h
  inel 
 hcr

  h y  h  h y  h y  hcr   1.5 hcr  h y  hcr    h y  hcr 
 1 
hh y2
 
2

 y,cr 

Ry Fy
E sin  cos 

3


   max,cr



 Vbr,exp,cr 

 V 

; inel    e 

where RyFy and E are the expected brace yielding strength and Young’s modulus of elasticity,
respectively, hcr is the height of the critical tier,y,cr is the drift in the critical tier when brace
tension yielding initiates in that tier, and inel is the portion of the anticipated story drift that
develops after brace tension yielding has initiated in the critical tier. The latter can be obtained by
removing from  the elastic story drift e under the load V as amplified by the ratio Vbr,exp,cr/V
calculated in the critical tier. Equation 2 is used to determine the height hy over which brace tension
yielding must propagate to limit cr to max,cr (Figure 7.6a). As will be discussed later, this is an
approximation as the deformed shape is also influenced by unbalanced brace forces at tier levels
(Figure 7.6b); however, the differences are small and the approximation is generally acceptable for
determining hy. The number of tiers required to cover the height hy, ny, is then determined. If the
term inel(h/hcr) in Eq. 2 is smaller than max,cr – y,cr, propagation of brace tension yielding to other
tiers is not necessary to prevent excessive critical tier drifts and brace tension yielding can be
constrained to the critical tier. In that case, column forces should be determined from the stiffness
analysis method instead of the sub-structuring technique.
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Figure 7.6:
7 Frame deeformed shaape in the sub
b-structuringg technique ffor bottom uup brace yiellding
sequencee: a) Deform
med shape assumed in Eq
q. 2; b) Afterr brace tensiion yielding in Tier 3 at sstory
drift ; c) At braace tension yielding
y
in T
Tier 3 in Anaalysis Step III.

Analysis Step I for a 5-tiered SC
CBF is illusttrated in Figgure 7.7 for tthe bottom uup brace yieelding
udes Tiers 1 and 2. In booth tiers, the tension bracce forces aree Texp.
sequencee. The sub-structure inclu
Howeverr, at this step
p, significan
nt brace inelaastic deform
mations and llarge tier driift has only taken
place in Tier
T 1 whereeas brace ten
nsion yieldin
ng is just reaached in Tieer 2. The compression bbraces
therefore resist their post-bucklin
ng strength C’exp in Tierr 1 and buckkling strenggth Cexp in T
Tier 2.
Column bending
b
at th
his stage is maximum
m
at Tier 1 level and can be determined from the coolumn
shear in Tier
T 1, Vc1 (F
Figure 7.7):
(3)

M c1   Vc1 h1

In this equation,
e
(I) stands for Analysis Step
S
I. The column sheear Vc1 is obbtained from
m the
horizontaal equilibrium
m of the story shears accting in bothh tiers of the sub-structurre: –2Vc2 + Vbr,2 =
2Vc1 + Vbr,1, where Vc2 is the column sheaar in Tier 2 and Vbr,1 aand Vbr,2 aree respectivelly the
horizontaal story shearrs contributeed by the braaces in Tierss 1 and 2, annd the relatioonships that exists
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between column sheaars Vc1 and Vc2 that are proportional
p
l to tier heigghts h1 and h2: Vc1 h1 = Vc2 h2.
ng use of thhe relationshhip between Vc1 and Vc2, the
Noting F1(I) = (Vbr,2 – Vbr,1) / 2 and makin
moment Mc1 is obtain
ned by study
ying the isolaated two-tierred column ssupporting F1:
(4)

Mc1  

h2
F1  h1
hss( I )

where, hSS(I)
is the to
otal height of
o the substru
ucture at steep I. It is nooted that thee above equaations
S
apply to braced
b
fram
mes with iden
ntical column
ns; if the columns were different, coolumn shearrs and
momentss would distrribute in prop
portion to th
he columns’ flexural stifffness.

ysis Step I fo
or assumed bottom
b
up braace yieldingg sequence: B
Brace yieldinng
Figuree 7.7: Analy
initiattion in Tier 22.

The colu
umns are verrified for strrength and stability
s
undder the combbined axial lload and bending
moments obtained frrom Analysiss Step I. Fo
or simplicity,, the axial looad in all stteps can be taken
equal to the
t axial load
d due to grav
vity loads plu
us the brace induced loaads from the first analysiss case
specified in the AISC
C Seismic Prrovisions wh
here brace forces are equual to Texp annd Cexp in alll tiers.
However, a more reaalistic axial force
f
deman
nd can be obbtained from
m the brace fforces in thee sub-
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structure and the bracce forces corrresponding to
t Cexp and T for the rem
maining uppeer tiers, wherre T is
the bracee tension forcce required to
t resist the story shear Vy for the aanalysis step. As illustratted in
Figure 7.7
7, the shear Vy correspon
nds to the total story sheaars includingg column sheears. If the coolumn
size is ch
hanged to meeet strength requirementts, the story drift mustt be recalcullated to veriffy the
required number
n
of yiielding tiers ny and adjusst the analysis procedure accordingly..
Analysis Step II is illlustrated in Figure
F
7.8. At
A this stagee, plastic exteension of thee tension braace in
Tier 2 haas started and
d brace tensiion yielding initiates in T
Tier 3. The ssubstructuree includes thee first
three tierrs and colum
mn momentss Mc,1 and Mc,2 are obtaained by exaamining the isolated 3-ttiered
column resisting
r
unb
balanced sheears F1(II) an
nd F2(II) refllecting post--buckling coompression brace
condition
ns in Tiers 1 and 2 and
d buckling compression
c
brace conddition in Tieer 3. The coolumn
bending moments
m
at the
t top of Tiiers 2 and 1 are:

Mc2  

(5)

h1 

F1   h2  h3   F2  h3 
h
SS( II )

(6)

M c1  


h2hSS( II ) 

h1  h2 
 F1   h2  h3 
  F2  h3 
h1  h2 
hSS( II ) 



Figuree 7.8: Analyssis Step II fo
or assumed bottom
b
up brrace yieldingg sequence: B
Brace yieldiing
initiattion in Tier 33.
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The process is continued up to completion of analysis step ny – 1, i.e. after brace yielding has
been reached in Tier ny. As said before, the column should be modified as necessary for strength
and stability at each analysis step. If the columns are changed, the story drift and the number of
yielding tiers ny should then be adjusted to verify if the analysis of the frame needs to be
continued in the next step.
In that last analysis step, column flexural stiffness must be verified to ensure that it is sufficient
to: 1) mobilize brace tension yielding in ny tiers, as assumed in the procedure; and 2) limit the
drift in the critical tier to max,cr. For the first check, an analysis of the isolated column model
shown in Figure 7.6c is performed at the point where brace tension yielding is just triggered in
Tier ny. The figure represents the situation of a 5-tiered frame when ny = 3. Horizontal restraints
are prescribed at Tier ny and upper tiers. In the remaining tiers, forces Fi are applied that
correspond to the horizontal resultant of the unbalanced brace loads in the yielded tiers. For
frames with two identical columns:
(7)

Fi 

Vbr,i1  Vbr,i
2

,where: Vbr  T  C  cos 

where T and C are respectively taken equal to Texp and C’exp. The analysis is performed by
applying a horizontal displacement at the column base equal to inel(II) =  – e (Vy(II) / V). The
horizontal reaction at Tier ny is compared to a force Fi determined with compression brace forces
equal to Cexp and C’exp in Tier ny and Tier ny – 1 respectively. If the reaction is larger than Fi, the
columns designed for strength are sufficiently stiff to trigger brace tension yielding in Tier ny
before is attained in the analysis step. Otherwise, the columns must be stiffened.
A similar analysis of the isolated column is performed for critical tier drift verification against the
limit max,cr. This criterion was used to determine the minimum number of yielding tiers but a more
accurate verification must be performed at this stage to reflect more closely the actual boundary
conditions and the effect of the brace horizontal unbalanced forces Fi at every tier level on the
flexural deformation of the columns. The analysis model is shown in Figure 7.6b. Compared to the
previous model, the horizontal supports at Tier ny is removed such that only Tiers 3 and 4 are
restrained. Forces Fi are determined with compression brace forces equal to C’exp in all yielding
tiers including Tier ny as brace tension yielding has developed in that tier at the anticipated story
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drift. The critical tier drift is equal to y,cr + inel,cr, where the former is given in Eq. 2 and  inel,cr is
determined from analysis of the isolated column model shown in Figure 7.6c. The analysis is again
performed by applying a horizontal displacement at the column base equal to inel(II). The columns
must be stiffened if the so-computed cr exceeds max,cr. When large column stiffness is required,
the engineer may consider using a cruciform section, latticed columns or a column stiffened by a
vertical truss (Tremblay 2003; Mac Rae et al. 2004; Qu et al. 2015).
The same analysis procedure applies when the critical tier is the top tier. In this case, analysis
steps are performed on sub-structures that track the brace yielding progression from the top
(Figure 7.4b) with a first sub-structure that includes Tiers n and n – 1 (n is the total number of
tiers). If needed, the sub-structuring technique can be performed until a complete mechanism is
achieved, i.e. brace tension yielding is reached in all tiers. In this case, larger flexural strength
demands are expected when the number of brace yielding tiers is significantly larger than ny.
Alternatively, the analysis can be halted if the required number of brace yielding tiers to prevent
brace failure at the anticipated story drifts has been reached.
7.3.4

Stiffness analysis method (actual brace yielding sequence)

The stiffness analysis method is introduced as a more rigorous analysis to obtain the column
bending moments and tier drifts under lateral seismic load. Compared to the sub-structuring
method, it more closely reflects the actual nonlinear response of the frame as the sequence of
brace tension yielding and column forces are determined with consideration of the actual frame
properties. The method can then be used for any regular or irregular MT-BFs. In addition, tier
drifts are obtained at each analysis step, allowing the engineer to better assess the influence of
column stiffness on the frame response and, thereby, select the column sections that are required
to achieve the desired behavior.
The stiffness analysis consists of analyzing the MT-BF columns isolated from the rest of the
frame, as shown in Figure 7.9. Each column tier segment is treated as one frame element, and the
stiffness matrix of the entire isolated column, S, is assembled from the element’s stiffness
matrices. Axial deformations are ignored in the analysis and each element has a 4 x 4 stiffness
matrix to study in-plane rotations and horizontal displacements at every tier level. Once the
stiffness matrix is assembled, the analysis is performed in successive steps, starting from the
critical tier. In each analysis step, deformations and forces are obtained by solving the equation:
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(8)

 S D  F 

where D and F are the
t deformattion and forcce vectors. IIn Figure 7.99, the stiffneess matrix oof one
o a 5-tiered frame is illustrated. Th
his matrix inncludes 11 roows and 11 columns as there
column of
are two degrees
d
of frreedom by tiier ( and )) except at thhe ground leevel where  is equal to zero.
The system can be reduced to 10x10 if the
t columnss are fixed at their basses (. The
deformation vector includes
i
rotations and displacemen
d
nts that deveelop at tier level after brace
y
hass initiated in
n the criticaal tier. Hennce, it is asssumed that flexural coolumn
tension yielding
deformations before that point arre small and
d can be negglected. Alsoo, as was thee case in thee subng method, elastic
e
frame deformatio
ons up to thhat point aree excluded ffrom the anaalysis
structurin
process and
a must bee added if to
otal tier driffts are requiired. The foorce vector includes extternal
momentss Mi and extternal horizo
ontal forces Fi at tier levvels. As shoown, the mooments Mi aare set
equal to zero,
z
as is th
he case in mo
ost MT-BFs. The forces Fi are obtaiined from thee analysis, eexcept
that Fi is determined
d from brace forces in yiielded tiers aafter brace ttension yieldding has occcurred
in two tieers, as explaiined later.

Figure 7.9:
7 Analysis Step I: Stifffness analyssis of the isoolated RHS ccolumn of thhe 5-tiered C
CBF.

The systeem of equattions shown
n in Figure 7.9 is the oone used to initiate the analysis prrocess
(Analysiss Step I) for a 5-tiered braced
b
framee for which the critical ttier is Tier 22. In this analysis
step, the story drift iss gradually increased
i
as brace inelasstic deformaations develoop in Tier 2 up to
med at
the point where bracee tension yieelding initiattes in anotheer tier. The aanalysis musst be perform
ory inelastic displacemeent T,inel is nnot known yyet. A trial value of TT,inel is
this pointt but the sto
applied to
o obtain bracce tension fo
orces and identify the neext yielding tier. As shoown in Figurre 7.9,
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the displacement 1 = 0 and displacements at tier levels 2 to 5 are the same and equal to the
applied story inelastic displacement T,inel (2 = 3 = 4 = 5 = T,inel). Using the upper 6 equations,
rotations 0 to 5 can be determined for the applied T,inel. These rotations are used together with
the i values in the lower 5 equations to determine the forces Fi, from which column shears Vci
can be determined by statics. The total story shear resisted by the frame, Vy(I), is equal to the story
shear resisted by the braces and the columns in Tier 2:
(9)

Vy(I)  V2   Texp,2  C ' exp,2  cos 2  2 Vc 2

and this value is used to determine the axial loads in the tension braces in all other tiers:
(10)

Ti 

Vy(I)  2Vc,i
cosi

 Cexp,i

At the end of Analysis Step I, brace tension yielding will occur in the tier where Ti/Texp is
maximum and the displacement T,inel(I) is adjusted so that Ti = Texp in that tier. Column shears
and moments obtained from the analysis for this displacement are those that must be considered
to verify column strength and stability in this analysis step. The column axial loads due to gravity
loading plus computed brace forces are used in this verification. The tier drift in the tier(s) where
brace tension yielding has been reached is also verified at the end of the analysis step. For this
example, the verification is:
(11)

 2   y,2 



3(I)

 2(I) 
h2

  max,2

where y,2 is obtained from Eq. 2. In Eq. 11, the computed tier drift is checked against the
maximum allowable tier drift, max. At the end of the analysis step, the story drift corresponding
to T,inel(I), (I), is obtained from:
(12)

(I) 

T,inel(I)
h

 Vy(I) 
 e 

 V 
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If (I) exceeds the maximum anticipated story drift , the analysis process is halted and the
conditions at the anticipated story drift are obtained by repeating the analysis with an imposed
displacement T,inel given by:
(13)


 Vy(I)
 T,inel(I)  h     e 
 V






Column forces and tier drifts at this displacement are those that are used to verify the column
section. The column section is adjusted as required to meet strength and stability requirements
and prevent drifts from exceeding max. If the section is changed, the story drift  is recomputed
and the analysis process is repeated to determine the conditions at . It is noted that in the
stiffness analysis method the column stiffness need not be verified to ensure brace yielding
propagation, as column flexural stiffness is explicitly considered in the analysis.
If the story drift in Analysis Step I is less than the maximum anticipated story drift, the same
procedure is repeated in Analysis Step II except that modifications must be made to account for the
new brace yielding state. Assuming for the frame example in Figure 7.9 that brace tension yielding
is triggered in Tier 5 in Analysis Step I, Analysis Step II is performed using the structure stiffness
equation presented in Figure 7.10. In this case, inelastic deformations take place in both Tiers 2 and
5 and the analysis step is completed when brace tension yielding eventually initiates in either Tier
1, 3 or 4. For this analysis, 1 = 0, 2 = 3 = 4, and  corresponds to T,inel(II). To reflect the
constraint 2 = 3 = 4, lines and columns of the system that correspond to 2 and 3 are merged in
the line and column associated to the horizontal degree of freedom 4 (Rubinstein 1996). In the
analysis, the total force F2 + F3 + F4 for this common degree of freedom is determined from brace
forces in yielded tiers. For this example, it is equal to the differences between story shears resisted
by the braces in tiers 5 and 2, as obtained from Eq. 7 (= 0.5 (Vbr,5 – Vbr,2)) with brace compression
loads C equal to C’exp and brace tension loads T equal to Texp. The upper portion of the system of
equations is solved for rotations 1 to 6 and displacement 4 for a given T,inel > T,inel(I), and these
deformations are used to solve for forces Fi using the equations presented in Figure 7.10. Column
shears, story shear and brace tension forces can then be calculated and the displacement T,inel(II) that
triggers brace tension yielding in the next yielding tier can be determined as described in Analysis
Step I. Additional analysis steps are performed as necessary to attain the anticipated story drift.
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Figure 7.10: Analysiis Step II: Sttiffness analy
ysis of the issolated RHS column of tthe 5-tiered C
CBF.

7.4 Deesign exa
amples
Two dessign examples are presented to illlustrate and validate thhe seismic aanalysis meethods
proposed
d for MT-BF
Fs. The firstt design example presennts the appliication of thhe sub-structturing
techniquee for Frame 1 that correesponds to th
he 5-tiered ssteel SCBF studied in thhe first sectiion of
the articlle (Figure 7.2a).
7
In thee second ex
xample (Fram
me 2), the stiffness annalysis methhod is
applied to
o the same frame
fr
exceptt that it is designed for hhigher seismiic loads and the brace sizzes in
Tier 3 haave been inttentionally increased
i
to
o create strenngth irregullarity along the frame hheight
(Figure 7.11b).
7
In both
b
examplles, maximu
um allowablle tier drift is based on brace fraacture.
Member design was first perform
med in accorrdance with the AISC 3441-10 Seism
mic Provisionns. As
shown in
n Figure 7.11
1, the deman
nd-to-capacitty ratios for the braces ((Pu / ϕcPn) aare close to 1.0 in
all tiers except
e
for th
he oversized
d braces in Tier
T 3 of Fraame 2 (Pu / ϕcPn = 0.477). In the fraames,
each colu
umn must caarry a factorred roof deaad load (1.2 + 0.2SDS)×D
D of 242 kN
N. The total axial
compresssion loads in
n the column
ns due to grravity plus sseismic anallysis (AISC 341-10 Anaalysis
Case 1) are
a 4857 and
d 5738 kN for
f Frames 1 and 2, resppectively, whhich required W610x195 and
W610x21
17 sections.
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Figure 7.11:
7
Frame configuratio
on, brace dem
mand-to-cappacity ratios, and shear reesistances foor: a)
Frame 1;; and b) Fram
me 2.

D
Exam
mple 1
7.4.1 Design
For Fram
me 1, the critical tier is identified by
y comparingg the story sshear resistannces, Vbr,exp, from
Eq. 1. Ass shown in Figure
F
7.11a,, Tier 1 has the lowest sstory shear reesistance (V
Vbbr,exp,1 = 12055 kN)
and is thee critical tierr. As discussed, the posssibility of oother critical tier scenarioos should bee also
checked by
b reducing the brace ressistances in other
o
tiers, aas shown for Tier 2 in Figgure 7.11a. IIn this
example, only criticall Tier 1 scen
nario is preseented. The suub-structurinng technique is chosen foor this
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well-proportioned regular frame with bottom up brace tension yielding sequence consistent with the
critical Tier 1 scenario. The number of yielding tiers, ny, is determined using Eq. 2 with a maximum
anticipated story drift equal to the ASCE 7 design story drift,  = Cde/Ie, where Cd and Ie are
the deflection amplification factor and importance factor (Cd = 5 and Ie = 1). As described in
Section 2, the brace failure for the critical tier is expected to occur at a tier drift max,cr1.9%.
Solving Eq. 2 for 1.21%, hcr = 8.0 m, V = 490 kN, and RyFy = 483 MPa gives hy = 14.8 m,
which means that ny = 3 is required.
In Analysis Step I, the sub-structure includes Tier 1 and 2 and brace tension yielding is being
triggered in the second tier. For this step, the maximum column bending moment of 425 kN-m
occurs at Tier 1 as determined with Eq. 4. For this step, the axial compression load in that tier is
equal to Pu = 4432 kN. The columns are verified for strength and stability under this combined
axial force and in-plane bending moments and a W760x314 section is required. With this larger
column section, the design story drift is reduced to  = 1.02% and hy from Eq. 2 becomes 9.4 m,
meaning that ny = 2 and Analysis Step II is no longer required.
Column stiffness check to trigger yielding in Tier 2 is then verified. The isolated column analysis
is performed with restraints specified at Tiers 1 to 5. Under the inelastic story drift
inel(I)%, the reaction at Tier 1 is 87 kN, which is much less than the half of the difference
between Vbr2 = 1293 kN and Vbr1 = 974 kN assuming Cexp and C’exp in the compression braces in
Tiers 2 and 1, respectively. The selected column is therefore too flexible and a W360x382 section
is needed to initiate brace yielding in Tier 2.
Tier drift in critical Tier 1 cr is also checked at Analysis Step I to ensure that flexural stiffness of
that column is sufficient to limit cr to max,cr1.9%. The check is performed with the
W760x314 columns. The drift in the critical tier is the sum of y,cr0.5% when the brace tension
yielding initiates, plus inel,cr1.33% determined from the analysis of the isolated RHS column
where lateral supports are assigned at Tiers 2 to 5 and horizontal unbalanced forces from brace
loads in Tiers 1 and 2 assuming C’exp in the compression braces in both tiers are applied at Tier 1.
This leads to cr = 1.83%, which is lesser than the limit and the W760x314 columns are sufficient
to satisfy drift requirements.
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In Figuree 7.12a, colu
umn bending
g moments and tier driftss from sub-sstructuring teechnique witth the
W760x31
14 columns are compareed to those obtained froom the stiffnness analysis method foor this
frame. As
A shown, both
b
method
ds give very
y similar ressults for booth parameteers. The stifffness
analysis method pred
dicts the sam
me number of brace yiielding tiers.. The bendinng moment from
nique are slig
ghtly larger at
a Tier 1 duee to ignoringg continuity of the colum
mns at
sub-struccturing techn
Tier 2 in the sub-structure used in
n Analysis Step
S I.
In this example, onlly one analy
ysis step waas needed; hhowever, thhe situation could have been
different if critical tieer was shortter or the fraame designeed for a larger anticipateed story drifft. For
instance, if the anticiipated story drift was 1.5

Cde//Ie, ny wouldd be 4 and llarger W3600x463
columns would be neeeded to satissfy the drift requirementts in the critiical Tier 1.

Figure 7.12:
7
Analyssis of Frame 1: a) Colum
mns demandss and frame llateral displaacements; annd b)
NLRH
H analysis results for co
olumn bendinng and tier ddrift demandds.
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7.4.2

Design Example 2

The second design example (Frame 2) is presented using the stiffness analysis method. The
configuration of the frame is shown in Figure 7.11b. For this frame, the design period is equal to
0.74 s, which gives a seismic coefficient Cs = 0.135 and a base shear V of 543 kN per frame. The
design story drift is equal to  = 1.20% based on the initial member design. The critical tier is
identified by comparing story shear resistances in Figure 7.11b. As shown, Vbr,exp is minimum and
same in Tiers 2, 3, and 5. Considering the 15% reduction in brace resistances, critical Tier 1
scenario (Figure 7.11b) should be also studied. In this example, the critical Tier 2 scenario is
illustrated. Using the fracture model by Tremblay et al. (2003), failure of the HSS braces in Tiers
1, 2 (or 4 or 5), and 3 are expected to occur at max = 2.1, 2.2, and 1.9% respectively. For Analysis
Step I, the column stiffness matrix is assembled for 5 tiers, as shown in Figure 7.9. Once the
stiffness equation is developed, the inelastic story drift is increased until brace tension yielding
develops in Tier 5 at T,inel = 79 mm. Column bending moments and axial loads due to gravity
loading plus computed brace forces are shown in Figure 7.13a. W760x284 columns are selected to
resist this combined demand at every tier. With this new column section the story drift reduces to 
= 1.08%. Introducing the properties of the selected columns in the stiffness matrix,T,inel = 46 mm
when brace yielding initiates in Tier 5, and (I) from Eq. 12 becomes 170. This story drift is less
than , the bending moments and tier drifts are calculated at this (I) value. W760x284 columns
are found adequate to resist these new force demand. Tier drift in yielding tier inel,2 = 1.15% is
obtained. This value is added to y,20.5% to give 2 = 1.65%. This drift does not exceed the limit
and the column section is kept unchanged. Since (I) is smaller than , frame analysis continues in
Analysis Step II. The roof displacement is increased to T,inel = 70 mm until brace tension yielding
starts in Tier 4. Column bending moments and tier drifts are shown in Figure 7.13a for this step.
The W760x284 section selected in the previous step is found adequate to resist combined moment
and axial force demands in this step. Drifts in yielding Tiers 2 and 5 are equal to 1.1 and 1.7%
respectively, which are lower than the corresponding limits. The value of(II) = 194 mm is smaller
than , requiring Analysis Step III to be performed. In this analysis step, it is found that brace
tension yielding occurs in Tier 1 at (III) = 912 mm, which exceeds design story drift  The
analysis is performed at T,inel = 135 mm which corresponds to  Bending moment and axial
compression force demands at this point are shown in Figure 7.13a. The W760x284 section is still
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sufficientt to resist thee combined demands.
d
In
n Tier 5, the drift is equaal to 2 = 2.770%, in exceess of
the 2.2% limit for thiis tier and a stiffer W36
60x421 colum
umn section is chosen. W
With this collumn,
5% and Tierr 5 drift is reduced to 2.2%, which is adequatee. Drift resullts for
the story drift is 0.95
with the W3660x421 colum
mn section.
Analysis Step III shown in Figuree 7.13a weree obtained w

Figure 7.13:
7
Analyssis of Frame 2: a) Colum
mns demandss and frame llateral displaacements; annd b)
NLRH
N
analyssis for colum
mn bending aand tier drift demands.

For this frame, nonliinear increm
mental staticc (pushover) analysis was performeed using the SAP
2000 pro
ogram (CSI 2015)
2
to verrify the resu
ults obtainedd from stiffnness analysiss. The SAP 2000
analysis consists of a series of displacemen
nt controlledd elastic staatic analysess performed on a
model th
hat was pro
ogressively modified to
o represent the status of the braaces as the roof
displacem
ment was in
ncreased. Eaach analysis correspondded to each of the anallysis steps oof the
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proposed stiffness method. In each step, the tension and compression braces were replaced by
concentrated loads corresponding to their expected resistances as done in the method. The results
for Analysis Steps I to III are given in Figure 7.13a. The comparison of the results indicates
reliable prediction of the response by the proposed stiffness analysis method. This also shows that a
computer analysis program can be used to perform the structural analysis calculations required in
the proposed method.
For this frame, drift requirement controlled the size of the columns. For simplicity in the
calculations, the anticipated story drift was obtained with the computed fundamental period of the
structures with the upper limit (CuTa) specified in ASCE 7. In practice, the anticipated story drift
could be obtained without the upper limit (CuTa), which would reduce the drift demands on the
columns. Stiffness requirements on columns can also be mitigated by selecting bracing members
that have a longer low-cycle fatigue life.
7.4.3

Nonlinear Response History Analyses

Nonlinear response history NLRH analysis was performed for both frame examples under the farfield record set of 22 ground motion records described earlier. The final column design was used
to perform the NLRH analyses. No column buckling was observed in the analyses. The tier drifts
are compared in Figs 12b and 13b for Frames 1 and 2 to those calculated using the proposed
methods. For both frames, the predicted deformation patterns are similar to the NLRH analysis
ones indicating that the brace tension yielding sequence was well predicted by the two proposed
methods. For Frame 2, however, critical Tier 2 scenario was chosen to predict the demand,
whereas critical Tier 1 scenario was also triggered in the NLRH analyses due to the small
difference between story shear resistances of Tiers 1 and 2 (Figure 7.11b). In this case, the
difference between the AISC expected brace strength values and the brace nonlinear response in
the analysis was sufficient to overcome the difference in Vbr,exp. This confirms the need to
examine all plausible critical tier scenarios in the analysis. The analysis for Frame 1 was
performed with the W760x314 columns, as determined from strength requirements. Similar small
difference in Vbr,exp existed between Tiers 1 and 2 (Figure 7.11a); however, ground motions only
triggered brace yielding in Tier 1 because the columns were too flexible, as expected from design.
The analyses were redone with the required stiffer W360x382 section and brace tension yielding
was observed in Tiers 1 and 2, as was also predicted.
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It is noted for these two frames that the average story drift demands exceed the  value used in
design: 1.26 and 1.20 for Frames 1 and 2, respectively. This was expected due to the fact that
MCE level earthquake were used, whereas  corresponded to the design earthquake level. To
show that the methods can predict frame behaviour for these larger story drifts, the analyses were
redone using 1.30 for both frames without changing the column sizes to still allow comparison
with the NLRH analysis results. Figure 7.12b shows that an excellent agreement can be achieved
for Frame 1 when a realistic story drift is used in the calculations. For Frame 2, additional drift
concentrated in Tiers 4 and 5, consistent with the selected critical Tier 2 scenario, whereas the
ground motions imposed larger inelastic demand in Tier 1 due to brace yielding in that tier.
For both frames, the average tier drift exceeded max because of the larger story drifts imposed by
the ground motions. For Frame 1, this would have been predicted by performing the analysis at
1.30 and larger column sections would have been selected. For Frame 2, the larger drift in Tier
5 under 1.30  assuming critical Tier 2 scenario (4.4%) would also necessitate larger columns. If
the analysis is performed under 1.30 with critical Tier 1 scenario, Tier 5 drift reduces to 0.5%
and Tier 1 drift increases 2.2%. NLRH analysis results stand between two analysis cases
corresponding to critical scenarios 1 and 2.
For Frame 1, column bending moments are compared for the W760x314 section in Figure 7.12b.
In the figure, the envelopes of the absolute values are presented both for the design method and
the NLRH analysis. As observed, the design predictions envelope very well the demand from the
ground motions. This result was anticipated because the brace force scenarios used to determine
the moments represent most possible critical conditions, which is consistent with the approach
used in the current AISC Seismic Provisions for column axial loads in braced frames. For Frame
2, NLRH analysis was redone with W760x284 columns to obtain a direct comparison with the
moments predicted using the stiffness analysis method with the same column section. As shown
in Figure 7.13b, the predictions lie between the average and envelope values of the NLRH
analysis results because Analysis Step III was performed at the anticipated story drift rather than
the story drift that would trigger yielding of the next tier. In the stiffness method, column
moments depend on story drift and as shown in Figure 7.13b, the moments obtained from
analysis under 1.30 reflect better the average moment demand from ground motions.
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7.5 Conclusions
MT-BFs designed in accordance with the current AISC Seismic Provisions are prone to column
buckling and brace fracture due to non-uniform distribution of drift demands along their height
when responding to strong earthquake events. These two undesirable limit states must be addressed
in design. Two analysis methods, the sub-structuring technique and the stiffness analysis based
method, were proposed to predict seismic induced column in-plane bending moment and tier drift
demands for MT-BFs with three or more bracing panels. The methods account for initiation of
brace tension yielding in the critical tier and subsequent propagation of brace tension yielding in
other tiers as observed in MT-BFs. Bending moments obtained from the method can be used to
design the columns for strength and stability and therefore prevent column buckling. The
methods also provide column stiffness requirements to minimize drift concentration such that
brace failure is avoided.
In both methods, analysis steps are performed that correspond to occurrences of brace tension
yielding as the story drift is increased. In each step, brace forces that represent brace buckling and
yielding sequence are considered to determine the column moments and tier drifts. The substructuring method is a simpler method introduced for well-proportioned braced frames with
uniform tier properties assuming bottom up or top down brace yielding sequence. Each analysis
is performed on a simple sub-structure including the yielding tiers. The stiffness analysis method
is a more rigorous procedure that predicts the progression of brace tension yielding with
consideration of the actual nonlinear response of the frame. Therefore the method can be used for
any regular or irregular MT-BFs. The application of the two methods was illustrated for two 5tiered SCBF examples. The methods were validated for the two frames using nonlinear seismic
response history analysis.
The seismic induced demands obtained from the analysis methods depend on the story drift
considered in the analysis; therefore, a story drift consistent with the target performance should be
selected. The proposed analysis method was developed for in-plane seismic demands; design
requirements should be also developed for concomitant out-of-plane flexural demand.
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Symbols
Cd

Deflection amplification factor

Cexp

Brace expected strength in compression

C’exp

Brace expected post-buckling strength

Cs

Seismic response coefficient

Cu

Coefficient for upper limit on calculated period
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D

Dead load

D

Deformation vector

E

Young’s modulus

EIc

Column flexural stiffness

F

Force vector

Fi

Horizontal resultant of the unbalanced brace loads

Fy

Yielding strength

h

Total frame height

hcr

Height of the critical tier

hi

Tier height (i = 1 to 5)

hSS(i)

Total height of the substructure at Analysis Step i

hy

Height over which brace tension yielding must propagate

Ie

Importance factor

K

Effective length factor

KL

Column effective length

Mci

Column weak-axis bending moment at tier level (i = 1 to 5)

Mi

External moment at tier level (i = 1 to 5)

n

Total number of tiers

ny

Minimum number of yielding tiers

Pn

Nominal compressive strength

Pu

Required axial strength

R

Response modification coefficient

RyFy

Expected steel yield stress

S

Stiffness matrix
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Ss

Mapped MCER spectral response acceleration parameter at short period

S1

Mapped MCER spectral response acceleration parameter at 1.0 s period

Ta

Approximate fundamental period of the building

Texp

Brace expected strength in tension

Ti

Axial load in the tension brace

V

Design story shear

Vbr,i

Horizontal story shears contributed by the braces in Tiers i

Vc

Column shear force

Vy(i)

Total story shear resisted by the braces and the columns in yielding tier at Analysis
Step i

Vbr,exp

Story shear resistance

ϕc

Resistance factor for compression

ϕcPn

Design axial strength

θ

Angle between the braces and horizontal plane

θ

Rotational degree of freedom at tier level



Translational degree of freedom at tier level



Maximum anticipated story drift

cr

Drift in the critical tier

(i)

Story drift at Analysis Step i

inel

Portion of the anticipated story drift that develops after brace tension yielding has
initiated in the critical tier

max,cr

Maximum allowable drift in the critical tier

max,i

Maximum allowable drift in Tier i

T,inel

Story inelastic displacement
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T,inel(i)

Story inelastic displacement at Analysis Step i corresponding to (i)

y,cr

Drift in the critical tier when brace tension yielding initiates in that tier
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Abstract
This article investigates the seismic design and response of steel multi-tiered concentrically
braced frames (MT-BFs) in which braces meet at columns between diaphragms. The seismic
design provisions of CSA S16-14 are described and illustrated for 3-tiered Type MD (moderately
ductile) and 5-tiered Type LD (limited ductile) braced frames. An analysis method is proposed to
evaluate the in-plane flexural demand on columns. The seismic response of the frames is
examined through nonlinear response history analysis. As assumed in design, inelastic
deformations tend to concentrate in one tier over the frame height, causing non-uniform drift
demands and in-plane bending moments in the columns. CSA S16 provisions predicted well the
frame in-plane flexural response and result in acceptable ductility demands on the braces. An
alternative seismic analysis and design approach that accounts for vertical distribution of brace
tension yielding along the frame height is proposed for frames that exceed the limits prescribed in
CSA S16.
Key words: Multi-tiered concentrically braced frames, Seismic response, Nonlinear analysis.
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8.1 Introductio
on
Steel mullti-tiered braaced frames (MT-BFs) are
a braced frrames that comprise twoo or more brracing
panels staacked on top
p of each oth
her between
n horizontal ddiaphragms in a buildinng. This geom
metry
is comm
mon in tall single-storey
s
y buildings such as inddustrial facillities, sport centers, airrplane
hangars or
o warehousses. An exam
mple is show
wn in Figurre 8.1a. X-, V, Invertedd V, and diaagonal
bracing configuratio
c
ns can be utilized in MT-BFs. M
Multi-tiered braced fram
mes represent an
economiccal and pracctical option
n for such buildings
b
ass they use sshorter braces that are more
effective in compresssion and mo
ore easily sattisfy slenderrness limits ccompared too braces thatt span
over the full frame or
o storey heig
ght. For very
y tall appliccations, singlle diagonal m
members beecome
impracticcal and a multi-tiered
m
configuratio
on often reppresents the only available solutioon. In
seismic design, smaaller braces typically lead
l
to reduuced seismiic force deemands on brace
connectio
ons, columns, and otherr structural components.
c
. In MT-BF
Fs, the colum
mns are bracced at
every tier level in th
he plane of the frame while
w
buckliing out-of-pplane can occcur over thhe full
frame or storey heigh
ht. I-shaped members oriented
o
suchh that strongg axis bendinng occurs ouut-ofplane aree therefore geenerally used for the collumns. This arrangemennt is also suittable for MT
T-BFs
located on
o exterior walls
w
where the column
ns must resisst lateral wiind loads appplied to thee wall
cladding..

Figure 8.1: a) Three--tiered conceentrically steeel braced fraame with X--bracing; b) Flexural dem
mand
on MT-BF columnss without inteermediate sttruts; c) Conncentration of inelastic deeformations in a
MT-BF
F inducing in
n-plane flexu
ural demand
d on columnss and large innelastic dem
mand on braccing
members; d) Column
n out-of-planne buckling m
mode.
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Under seismic ground motions, brace buckling in multi-tiered braced frames produces inwards
unbalanced horizontal loads imposed to the columns that must be resisted by horizontal struts
placed at every tier level (Figure 8.1b). Inelastic deformations in MT-BFs are also expected to
concentrate in the bracing members of one tier along the frame height (Imanpour et al. 2012a,
2012b), which induces in-plane flexural demand on columns that may lead to column buckling.
Drift concentration may impose excessive ductility demand on braces which can cause premature
brace failure (Figure 8.1c). Brace out-of-plane buckling may also affect out-of-plane stability of
the columns as shown in Figure 8.1d. Special design provisions have been introduced in CSA
S16 (CSA 2014) to account for this behaviour and achieve satisfactory seismic response. This
paper describes these seismic provisions and their application is illustrated for X-braced frame
examples. The response of typical frames having different numbers of tiers and tier height ratios
is examined through nonlinear response history analysis. An alternative design method is
proposed to determine in-plane seismic demand in frames having a large number of tiers for
which brace tension yielding is expected to develop in more than one tier.

8.2 CSA S16 seismic design provisions for MT-BFs
The National Building Code of Canada (NRCC 2015) defines two categories of concentrically
braced steel frames that must be designed and detailed to withstand earthquake effects through
stable inelastic deformations: moderately ductile (Type MD) and limited ductility (Type LD)
braced frames with ductility-related force modification factors Rd equal to 3.0 and 2.0,
respectively. Seismic requirements for both systems are given in Clause 27 of CSA S16 design
standard for steel structures (CSA 2014). For both categories, the bracing members are designed
and detailed to dissipate seismic energy by yielding in braces. Other components must resist
gravity load effects plus seismic induced forces corresponding to the brace probable resistances.
Two loading cases must be considered: one where the compression braces attain their probable
compressive (buckling) resistance Cu and one where they reach their degraded buckled (postbuckling) resistance C’u; in both cases, the tension braces carry forces equal to their probable
yield tensile resistances Tu (Figure 8.2). The first case reflects a situation likely to occur early
during an earthquake, when the tension braces reach their yield strength after the compression
braces have just buckled. The second case occurs after the frame has sustained several reversed
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inelastic cyclic loading. The two loading cases aimed at bounding intermediate conditions that
are expected during an earthquake.

a)

b)
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C U,1
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Figure 8.2: a) Brace induced loading conditions for the design of brace connections, beams, and
columns of Type MD and Type LD CBFs; b) Brace hysteretic response.

In MT-BFs, braces meet at columns between horizontal diaphragms and additional requirements
must be met to ensure satisfactory seismic response. As shown in Figure 8.2a, unbalanced
horizontal loads are imposed to columns after buckling of the braces, when the compressive
strength of the braces reduce to C’u and larger tension develops in the tension-acting braces. This
imposes high in-plane flexural demand on the columns which may compromise frame stability
(Figure 8.1b), similar to the response of K-bracing, a configuration prohibited for Types MD and
LD CBFs. In MT-BFs, this undesirable behaviour is mitigated by introducing horizontal struts at
every tier levels that can resist the expected unbalanced brace loads. After brace buckling, lateral
seismic loads are entirely resisted up to full yielding of the tension braces by the truss mechanism
formed by the braces, struts and columns, rather than by flexure of the columns.
Even if struts are present, brace tension yielding in MT-BFs tends to initiate and concentrate in a
critical tier where the braces offer the lowest storey shear resistance. Plastic elongation of the
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braces in this critical tier results in relatively larger tier drifts, which induces in-plane flexural
demand on the columns (Figure 8.1c). This behaviour is expected in all MT-BFs, even if the
bracing panels and braces are well proportioned to achieve uniform storey shear resistance over
the frame height because of unavoidable variations in material properties, geometrical
imperfections or boundary conditions that exits between tiers of as-built MT-BFs. The columns
must therefore resist the axial compression combined with the bending moments induced by the
non-uniform drift pattern. Concentration of inelastic deformations in the critical tier can also
impose excessive ductility demand on the bracing members in that tier which, in turn, can cause
premature failure of the braces (Figure 8.1c).
Special seismic provisions for MT-BFs have been introduced for the first time in the 2009 edition
of CSA S16 (CSA 2009). Struts are required at every tier level and the columns must be designed
for the combined axial load and bending moment induced assuming that brace tension yielding
only develops in the critical tier. All possible critical tier scenarios must be examined. To limit
tier drifts and brace ductility demand, MT-BFs in CSA S16-09 were only permitted for Type LD
CBFs. Additionally, concomitant notional out-of-plane transverse loads were specified at braceto-column intersecting points equal to 10% of the axial load carried by the compression members
meeting at these points. These loads aimed at providing the columns with sufficient strength to
resist out-of-plane forces due to initial geometric imperfections and brace out-of-plane buckling.
Additional studies have been performed on MT-BFs designed in accordance with CSA S16-09
(Imanpour et al. 2012b; Imanpour and Tremblay 2014a). In these studies, MT-BFs having up to 5
tiers and designed as Type MD were also investigated to examine the possibility of relaxing S16
seismic provisions. The studies confirmed the in-plane flexural demand on MT-BF columns.
Drift concentration in critical tiers and column flexural demands were found to generally increase
when increasing the number of tiers and the Rd factor. Although more severe, the seismic
response of some of the Type MD frames was found acceptable. The studies finally showed that
MT-BF columns experienced out-of-plane bending moments corresponding to that induced by
notional loads equal to 0.4-0.8% of the compression axial forces in the columns at brace
intersecting points, significantly lower than the 10% transverse notional load specified in CSA
S16-09. In 2014, MT-BF provisions were modified to reflect these recent findings: MT-BFs are
permitted to be used for Type MD braced frames with 2 or 3 tiers and for Type LD braced frames
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up to 5 tiers. The notional
n
outt-of-plane lo
oad has beeen reduced to 2% of tthe column axial
compresssion load bellow the brace-to-column
n intersectingg point.

8.3 Seeismic dessign of MT-BFs
M
8.3.1 Prototype
P
building
b
and
a design
n data
A single--storey indusstrial buildin
ng with 102 m x 48 m pplan dimensions is selectted for this sstudy.
The build
ding height, hn, is 20 m and the spaccing of the eexterior coluumns, L, is 6 m. Lateral loads
in each direction
d
aree resisted by
y four MT-BFs, two frrames per exxterior walll. The buildiing is
located on
o a class C site in Van
ncouver, BC
C. Three braaced framess are examinned in this study
(Figure 8.3).
8
The design of the 3-tiered Typ
pe MD fram
me of Figuree 8.3a is exaamined firstt. The
design off the two oth
her frames iss discussed later.
l
The deesign earthquuake loads w
were determinned in
accordancce with NBC
CC 2015. Th
he importancce factor, IE is equal to 1.0 and the factors Rd annd Ro
are 3.0 an
nd 1.3 respeectively. Thee building period is equual to 1.0 s, resulting in a design spectral
acceleratiion (S) of 0.42 g. Ussing the equ
uivalent stattic force prrocedure andd accountinng for
accidentaal torsion, thee storey sheaar per braced
d frame, V, iis 389 kN inncluding 14 kkN notional load.
The desig
gn roof dead
d load (D) an
nd snow load
d (S) are equual to 1.2 annd 1.64 kPa, respectivelyy. The
gravity in
nduced colum
mn axial load is equal PG = 232 kN for the loadd combinatioon D + E + 00.25S.
For this structure, the stability coeefficient is leess than 0.1 aand P-delta eeffects are ignnored.

8 Three brraced framess studied: a) Non-uniform
m and uniforrm 3-tiered T
Type MD CB
BFs;
Figure 8.3:
b) Non-uniform
N
m 5-tiered Typpe LD CBF..
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8.3.2 Design of the braces
The braces in each tier are designed to resist in tension and compression the seismic storey shear,
V. The resulting brace axial compression forces due to seismic and gravity loads are equal to 395
kN in Tier 1 and 259 kN in Tiers 2 and 3. The braces are designed for out-of-plane buckling in
compression, assuming an effective length factor K = 0.45 for this X-bracing configuration. The
braces were selected from ASTM A500, grade C, (Fy = 345 MPa) square HSS members
satisfying CSA S16-14 brace slenderness and width-to-thickness ratios limit. The selected braces
are shown in Figure 8.3a and their properties are given in Table 8.1. In the table, Cf and Cr are the
brace factored compression loads and axial resistances, respectively. The probable brace tensile
and compressive resistances determined with probable steel yield strength RyFy of 460 MPa are
also given.

Table 8.1: Brace properties for the unifrom 3-tiered Type MD CBF.
Tier

HSS
Braces

A
rx
mm2 mm

Kl/r Cf
kN

Cr
kN

Cf / Tu
Cr
kN

Cu
kN

C'u
kN

Vu
kN

V’u
kN

2&3 102x102x6.4

2170 38.6 91

259

326 0.80 998

1

3390 48.3 109

395

401 0.98 1559 573 312 1097 963

127x127x7.9

479 200 1135 920

8.3.3 Design of the struts
As required in CSA S16-14, horizontal struts are provided between the tiers. The most critical
brace force condition for the struts is the second case of Figure 8.2a as shown in Figure 8.4a. A
W200x52 is selected to resist maximum axial compression of 649 kN at Tier level 1. For
uniformity, the same section is also used for the strut at Tier 2.
As discussed in the next section, the critical tier for this frame is Tier 1. If brace inelastic
response is constrained to that tier, the loading condition of Figure 8.4a would not occur as the
compression brace forces in Tiers 2 and 3 would remain equal to, or close to Cu = 479 kN instead
of C’u = 200 kN. This would result in a reduced axial compression of 439 kN in the strut at Tier
level 1. For this frame, however, the difference in storey shear resistances between tiers is small
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(less than
n 5% as disscussed in th
he next secttion) and it is possible that the crittical tier acttually
forms in Tier 2 or 3 due to variaability in braace resistancces along thhe frame heigght, which w
would
hose obtaineed when connsidering C’u in all tierss. For
result in strut compression forcees equal to th
frames with
w
nearly uniform sto
orey shears,, it is thereefore advisaable to conssider the loading
condition
n of Figure 8.4a
8 for strut design.

Figure 8..4: Seismic analysis
a
of th
he non-unifo
orm 3-tiered Type MD C
CBF: a) Axiaal compressiion in
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8.3.4 Design of the columns
The building exterior columns are W shaped members continuous over the full frame height and
oriented such that out-of-plane bending occurs about their strong axis. They are assumed pinned
at their top and bottom ends for bending about both directions. The columns are first designed to
resist the gravity loads plus the brace axial loads of the first brace force scenario of Figure 8.2a,
as illustrated in Figure 8.4b. At brace buckling, the drifts are still small and bending moments in
the columns can be ignored. The column segment in Tier 1 governs the design because it has the
largest buckling length in the plane of the frame (10 m) and carries the highest axial compression
(3460 kN). The column buckling length about strong axis is taken equal to 20 m. A W760x257
section is selected.
The column must then be verified for the additional loading condition for MT-BFs which
accounts for a possible concentration of brace inelastic deformations in the critical tier. For this
purpose, the critical tier is identified by comparing the horizontal storey shear resistances Vu
provided by the braces when they develop their probable resistances Tu and Cu (Imanpour et al.
2012b). As shown in Table 8.1, Tier 1 is the weakest tier where brace tension yielding is
expected to develop and cause inelastic tier drifts and degradation of the brace compressive
strength from Cu to C’u. The storey shear resisted by the braces in Tier 1 will therefore reduce
from Vu to V’u in Table 8.1, as determined with brace forces Tu and C’u in that tier. This will
diminish the force demand in the tension braces in the stronger Tiers 2 and 3, preventing brace
tension yielding in these tiers, and subsequent frame inelastic deformations will therefore
concentrate in Tier 1. The frame deformed shape and brace axial forces for this scenario are
shown in Figure 8.4c. As specified in CSA S16, member forces and deformations are determined
when the roof displacement reaches the anticipated deflection including inelastic effects, i.e. roof
= Rd Ro δe / IE, where δe is the elastic roof lateral deflection under the design seismic force. For
this frame, δe is 32 mm and roof = 125 mm.
Column forces at this target displacement can be obtained from a nonlinear incremental static
(pushover) analysis. This however requires explicit modelling of the inelastic response of the
braces in tension and compression, including brace buckling and subsequent degradation of the
compression strength under cyclic loading (Imanpour and Tremblay 2014b). Such models often
cause convergence difficulties and are not readily available in commercially available structural
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analysis programs. For MT-BF design, it is more convenient to perform a static analysis with a
model in which the bracing members that have reached their probable resistances are removed
and replaced by axial forces corresponding to their probable resistances. This technique is
illustrated in Figure 8.4c. Braces in the critical Tier 1 are replaced by forces Tu = 1559 kN and
C’u = 312 kN. In Tiers 2 and 3, the compression braces are replaced by forces Cu = 479 kN. Truss
elements are kept in the model for the tension braces in Tiers 2 and 3 as these members are still
elastic. Static analysis is performed by imposing the gravity loads plus a horizontal displacement
of 125 mm at the roof level. In Figure 8.4c, brace tension loads in Tiers 2 and 3 are obtained from
this analysis, as well as in-plane shears and bending moments in the columns. As anticipated,
tension brace loads of 790 and 777 in Tiers 2 and 3 are smaller than Tu = 998 kN. The analysis
gives factored axial compression Cf = 3183 kN and in-plane (weak axis) moment Mfy = 15 kN-m
in the bottom tier column segment under compression. Second order effects should be included in
this analysis but were not included here to ease understanding the relationship between bending
moments and forces.
As discussed earlier, the columns must also resist concomitant strong axis bending moments due
to transverse out-of-plane notional loads. In Figure 8.4d, these loads induce a moment Mfx = 394
kN-m for the verification of the column segment in Tier 1. Under this loading condition, the
initially selected columns must be increased to W760x284. The frame lateral deflection is
influenced by the column size and the nonlinear response shown in Figure 8.4c depends on the
column in-plane flexural stiffness. With the revised W760x284 columns, roof reduces from 125
to 121 mm and the analysis is redone by imposing this roof lateral displacement. In Tier 1, Cf in
the column becomes 3186 kN and Mfy is augmented to 17 kN-m. The moment Mfx remains
unchanged and W760x284 section is found be adequate to resist these revised actions. The
analysis also shows that the drift in critical Tier 1 is 68 mm (0.68%) when roof is 121 mm.
Although not required in S16, the engineer should verify if this drift is acceptable. In this
example, the height of the critical tier is relatively high, which resulted in moderate tier drift and
column in-plane demand. As discussed below, more severe situations can be encountered for
other critical tier scenarios or frame geometries.
In lieu of the above static analysis, column moments can be estimated using the three-moment
equation with the anticipated frame deformation pattern at the target storey displacement. In the
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non-yielding tiers, the tier relative lateral deformation Δi when brace yielding develops in the
critical tier can be obtained from:
(1)

 i   e ,i

Vu',cr
V



Vu',cr  2Cu cos i

2EA cos   L
3

i

where θ is the angle of the braces from horizontal, E and A are the Young’s modulus of elasticity
and the brace cross-sectional area, respectively, V’u,cr is the storey shear resistance provided by
the braces in the critical tier for the post-buckling brace condition, and Δei is the tier lateral
deformation under the lateral load V. The deformation of the critical tier is obtained by removing
the sum of the Δi values of non-yielding tiers from the roof displacement roof. The displacements
at tier levels defining the frame deformation pattern are then obtained using these tier lateral
deformations (Figure 8.5a). For the frame example: 1 = 70 mm, 2 = 95 mm, and 3 = roof =
121 mm. In-plane bending moments in the columns are then computed using the classical threemoment equation developed for determining bending moments in continuous beams on multiple
supports subjected to relative support settlements. For a 3-tiered frame, this gives the following
two equations that can be solved for Mfy1 and Mfy2:
(2)

2M fy1  h1  h2   M fy 2h2 

6EIc  1  6EIc  2  1 

h1
h2

(3)

M fy1h2  2M fy 2  h2  h3  

6EIc  2 1  6EIc  3 2 

h2
h3

In these equations, EIc is the flexural stiffness of the column. The remaining parameters are
shown in Figure 8.5a. For the frame example with the W760x284 columns and the calculated
deformation pattern, the moments Mfy1 and Mfy2 are respectively equal to 23 and = 7 kN-m, which
compares well with those obtained from the frame analysis.
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Figure 8.5: a) Calculation of th
he in-plane flexural
fl
demaand on the ccolumn usingg three-mom
ment
equatio
on; b) Nonlin
near responsee of the non--uniform 3-ttiered Type M
MD CBF forr critical Tieer 2;
and c) Nonlinearr response of the non-un
niform 3-tiereed Type MD
D CBF for crritical Tier 3.

8.3.5 Alternative
A
e critical tiier scenarrios
In the preevious sectio
on, column design was performed aassuming criitical Tier 1. In Table 8.1, Vu
in Tiers 2 and 3 (113
35 kN) is clo
ose to Vu in Tier 1 (10977 kN) and thhe critical tieer could be either
Tier 2 or Tier 3 when
n considering
g that the acttual brace reesistances inn the as-built frame may differ
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from the probable values in Table 8.1. Therefore, these other potential critical tier scenarios must
also be investigated when verifying the columns, which can be done by slightly reducing the
brace resistances in a tier until it becomes the weakest. In Figure 8.5b, results from static analysis
are shown for the case where Tier 2 becomes critical by reducing the brace strengths by 5% in
that tier. In the analysis, both braces in Tier 2 and the compression braces in Tiers 1 and 3 are
replaced by their probable actions and a roof displacement of 121 mm is imposed together with
gravity loads. The final W760x284 columns were used in the analysis. The computed forces in
the tension braces in Tiers 1 and 3 do not exceed Tu in these tiers, confirming the possibility of
the critical Tier 2 scenario. For this loading condition, Cf is smaller (2951 kN) in the lower
column segment but the moment Mfy has increased from 17 to 47 kN-m when compared to
critical Tier 1 scenario. The drift in Tier 2 is 0.85%, larger than in the previous scenario.
Similarly, the frame response and member forces when Tier 3 is critical are presented in Figure
8.5c. These two scenarios result in larger moments Mfy near Tier 2 level but the axial
compression is smaller in the second tier.
For this frame example, critical Tier 1 scenario controlled column design but this may not be the
case for another frame and all likely critical tier scenarios must be investigated to ensure adequate
seismic response. In view of the variations in brace yield strengths and brace compression
strength predictions, it is suggested that alternative critical tier scenarios should be investigated
when Vu in a tier is within 1.1 to 1.15 times the minimum Vu. When selecting critical tier, one
may consider that: in shorter tiers, columns have relatively higher flexural stiffness and attract
larger moments; column stability is generally more critical in taller tiers because of the longer inplane buckling lengths; axial compression is maximum in bottom column segments and is
typically larger when the critical tier is the bottom tier as compression braces in the other tiers
resist loads equal to Cu; and braces in shorter critical tiers generally are more prone to failure
because they have shorter length to accommodate frame inelastic deformations.

8.3.6 Other frame configurations
The above analysis and design approach was adopted for the 3-tiered Type MD braced frame
with identical tiers and the 5-tiered Type LD irregular frame of Figure 8.3. For the 3-tiered frame,
three critical tier scenarios were examined to design the columns. The critical Tier 1 scenario was
the most severe. It resulted in larger moments Mfy (= 28 kN-m) compared to the non-uniform 3-
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tiered frame because of the shorter tier height. The concomitant axial load and out-of-plane
moment in Tier 1 were 3144 kN and 355 kN-m respectively. Due to shorter buckling length
about weak axis (6.667 m), a smaller W610x217 column section was needed to satisfy the
column strength and stability requirements. The anticipated roof deflection was roof = 127 mm and
the critical Tier 1 drift was found equal to 0.87%, larger than for the non-uniform 3-tiered frame
because the frame inelastic deformations are concentrated in a shorter tier.
For the Type LD 5-tiered braced frame, a larger design seismic load V = 577 kN was used
because of the lower value for Rd (= 2.0). Five critical tier scenarios were considered to obtain the
in-plane bending demands and verify the columns. Column design was governed by the critical
Tier 1 scenario triggered by reducing the brace strength in Tier 1 by 7%. For this case, the
columns in Tier 1 had to resist the combined forces Cf = 3416 kN, Mfy = 15 kN-m, and Mfx = 612
kN-m and a W690x217 section was selected. The critical Tier 1 drift reached 0.73% with roof =
125 mm. For this frame, a larger 1.01% drift was predicted in Tier 2 for the critical Tier 2
scenario.

8.4 Seismic response of MT-BFs
8.4.1 Numerical model and ground motions
Nonlinear Response History (NLRH) analysis was performed using the numerical model shown
in Figure 8.6 to study the in-plane response of the prototype MT-BFs. The model was created
using the OpenSees program 2.4.2 (McKenna and Fenves, 2004). In this model, columns and
braces are modeled with fiber discretization of the cross-section using the force-based beamcolumn element. Past studies have shown that this model can reproduce adequately inelastic
flexural buckling response under cyclic loading for HSS bracing members (Aguero et al. 2006;
Uriz et al. 2008) and I-shaped columns (Lamarche and Tremblay 2011). The uniaxial Steel02
material model was selected to account for Baushinger effect as well as isotropic and kinematic strain
hardening behaviour. The material was defined with E = 200 GPa, and yield strengths Fy of 345
MPa for the columns and struts and 460 MPa for the braces. Residual stresses were included in the
model for the columns. Buckling of braces and columns was simulated by dividing each member
into ten elements and using a co-rotational formulation to account for geometric nonlinearities.
The braces were assigned an initial sinusoidal imperfection corresponding to their first out-of-
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Fig
gure 8.6: Finite element model
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of thee 3-tiered braaced frame.
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oads were ap
pplied to the columns
c
and
d the model al
also included a P-delta coolumn repressented
by a co-rrotational tru
uss element that carried
d the remainning frame ttributary graavity loads. Point
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masses representing the frame tributary seismic weight were applied at top of the columns.
Rayleigh mass proportional damping equal to 2% of critical in the first mode of vibration was
used to model the inherent damping of the building. A group of 21 ground motions were selected
and scaled to match, on average, the NBCC design spectrum for Vancouver using the method
presented in Dehghani and Tremblay (2015).

8.4.2 In-Plane seismic response
The 50th (median) and 84th percentile values of peak response parameters from the 21 ground
motions are presented in Table 8.2 for the three prototype structures. The 5-tieredframe is
discussed at the end of the section. For the non-uniform 3-tiered Type MD frame, the NLRH
analyses were performed twice: 1) with RyFy = 460 MPa for all braces, and 2) with 0.95 RyFy = 437
MPa for the braces in Tier 3 to create a critical Tier 3 scenario. In the table, the values in brackets
are the results from the second analysis. For the uniform 3-tiered frame, a reduced yield strength of
437 MPa was assigned to the braces in Tier 1 to intentionally initiate brace yielding in that tier. In
the three cases, the frames exhibited stable response without column buckling under any of the
ground motion records. Median peak storey drifts are close to the anticipated roof drift (RdRoe). The
peak drifts induced in the critical tiers are larger than the roof drifts, confirming non-uniform drift
demands along frame heights and concentration of inelastic deformations in critical tiers. This
behaviour is reflected by the drift ratio, which compares the maximum critical tier drift to the storey
drift. The uniform 3-tiered frame experienced larger critical tier drifts than its non-uniform
counterpart due to a shorter critical tier. The same observation can be made between the critical
Tier 3 and critical Tier 1 scenarios for the non-uniform frame. In Table 8.2, median in-plane
bending demands in the columns (Mcy) are also well predicted for the two 3-tiered frames. In Figure
8.7a, peak frame lateral displacement and column bending moment envelopes from the individual
ground motion records are given together with median values for the non-uniform 3-tiered frame. An
excellent match is observed between the median NLRH analysis results and design predictions for
both critical tier scenarios.
Among the applied ground motions, those imposing larger storey drifts also induce more
pronounced deformations in the critical tiers and, thereby, larger flexural demands on the
columns. This trend is confirmed when comparing 84th and 50th percentile results in Table 8.2:
the differences between the two sets of values are more pronounced for the critical tier drift and
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tier drift ratio compared to those observed for the storey drifts. This was expected as additional
frames lateral deformations induced by the more severe ground motions tend to concentrate in the
critical tiers. As a result, the 84th percentile bending moments significantly exceeded the values
considered in design, with NLRH/design ratios reaching 2.75, 1.84 and 2.83 for the three cases.
Although column instability was not observed in the analyses, such large bending moments
should probably be accounted for in design by using larger storey drifts. The proposed method
was found adequate to predict this higher demand. For instance, for the non-uniform 3-tiered
CBF with Tier 1 critical, the method predicts a drift and a column moment in the critical tier
equal to 1.0% and 0.06 Mpy, respectively, if the 84th percentile storey displacement obtained from
NLTH analysis is used in the frame analysis. These two values match well the corresponding 84th
percentile NLRH analysis results (0.93% and 0.06 Mpy) in Table 8.2.

Table 8.2: MT-BFs studied: Statistics of peak frame response from NLRH analyses.

Frame

Non-uniform 3-tiered
Type MD CBF

Uniform 3tiered Type
MD CBF

Parameter
50th
84th
50th
Total storey drift (%)
0.63 [0.63] 0.77 [0.77] 0.63
1.04 [1.04] 1.27 [1.28] 1.00
roof,NLRH / Rd Ro δe
0.68 [0.81] 0.93 [1.19] 0.77
Critical tier drift (%)
Critical tier drift (NLRH /
1.00 [0.87] 1.37 [1.28] 0.89
design)
1.06 [1.29] 1.21 [1.51] 1.19
Drift ratio
1[2]
1[2]
1
Column moment in Tier
0.03 [0.10] 0.06 [0.16] 0.06
Mcy,NLRH / Mpy
1.15 [1.15] 2.75 [1.84] 1.13
Mcy-NLRH / Mcy-design

Non-uniform 5tiered Type LD
CBF

84th
0.80
1.26
1.27

50th
0.56
0.90
0.85

84th
0.74
1.19
1.30

1.50
1.58
1
0.15
2.83

0.66
1.48
4
0.10
0.53

1.01
1.77
4
0.22
1.16

The analysis of the non-uniform 5-tiered Type LD frame was performed using reduced RyFy =
437 MPa in Tier 5 to reproduce the critical tier scenario considered in design that induced maximum
moments at Tier 4 level. As expected from the lower Rd value used in design, limited inelastic
response took place in the braces; nevertheless, as indicated in Table 8.2, inelastic drifts concentrated
in Tier 5 and the largest bending moments developed at Tier 4 level, as anticipated. Critical tier drifts
and tier drift ratios are similar to those observed for the 3-tiered frames, which indicates that
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Type MD
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As shown in Figure 8.8b, the brace axial force in Tier 3 is 845 kN, which exceeds Tu = 667 kN
for HSS 88.9x88.9x4.8 braces. This indicates that brace tension yielding in that tier will also
initiate before the roof displacement reaches the anticipated value, contrary to the assumption of
brace yielding in only one tier implicit in the CSA S16 seismic provisions. The analysis
procedure must therefore be modified to account for the expected propagation of brace yielding
along the frame height as illustrated in Figure 8.9a. This is done by performing successive
analysis steps corresponding to initiation of brace yielding in the frame until the anticipated
storey drift is attained.
This first analysis step is performed with the initially designed W760x257 columns and the
results are shown in Figure 8.9b. In this analysis, it is found that a roof drift of 120 mm is
required to reach a brace tension force equal to Tu = 667 kN in Tier 3, which gives the column
axial forces and bending moments shown in Figure 8.9b. Using these values together with the
out-of-plane bending moments from notional loads reduced the column size to W690x217. This
first analysis step is redone with this new section to obtain consistent forces and moments at
brace yielding initiation in Tier 3. It is found that brace yielding occurs at a roof displacement
equal to 128 mm and the W690x217 columns are sufficient to resist the corresponding demands.
For the second analysis step, the tension brace in Tier 3 is removed from the model and replaced
by Tu and a roof displacement equal to roof = 160 mm predicted with the W690x217 columns is
applied. As shown in Figure 8.9c, this results in brace tension forces of 605 and 498 kN in Tiers 4
and 5, less than Tu = 667 kN in these tiers, and 729 kN in Tier 1, also less than Tu = 1274 kN in
that tier. This shows that no further brace yielding is expected when the frame attains the
anticipated storey drift and the analysis is halted at this step. Comparing the brace tension forces
to Tu in each tier reveals that brace tension yielding would occur in Tier 4 if the frame drift was to
exceed RdRoδe. The selected W690x217 columns are found sufficient to resist the forces induced
in this second analysis step. Compared to the results shown in Figure 8.8b, column bending
moments in both steps are reduced because brace yielding develops in two tiers instead of only
one, which gives smaller column flexural deformations. Column axial compression forces also
diminished under the more realistic brace forces considered in the modified analysis method.
Drifts are expected to reach 1.47 and 1.44% in Tiers 2 and 3 respectively. At this point, if needed,
the column stiffness could be increased to reduce tier drift by triggering yielding in a third tier.
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Figure 8.9: a) Progressive brace yielding fo
or a 5-tiered CBF; b) Moodified analyysis for 5-tieered
Type MD
M CBF at brace tension
n yielding in Tier 3 (Anaalysis 1); andd c) Modifiedd analysis foor 5tiered Type
T
MD CB
BF at anticip
pated storey drift
d (Analyssis 2). (forcees in kN, mooments in kN
N-m,
displaccement in m
mm)
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NLRH analysis of this frame was performed under the same suite of ground motions and
considering 5% reduction in brace yield strength in Tier 2 to replicate the governing design
conditions. No column instability occurred in the analyses and statistics of the response are given
in Table 8.3, including the range of values obtained in NLRH analysis. As shown, the NBCC
storey drift lies between the median and 84th percentile analysis results. In Figure 8.7b, very good
agreement is observed between design frame lateral deformations and median time history
displacement values. As predicted in design, inelastic brace deformations distributed between
Tiers 2 and 3. As also expected from the frame analysis and as was observed in the 5-tiered Type
LD frame, brace tension yielding also extended to Tier 4 and even Tier 5 under the stronger
ground motions, which resulted in more uniform tier drift response in the top 4 tiers. Median peak
drifts in Tiers 2 and 3 are therefore smaller than obtained from frame analysis but the 84th percentile
values are close to the design predictions. The ratio of NLRH analysis to design column in-plane
bending demand is close 1.0 in Tiers 1 and 3, confirming the appropriateness of the modified analysis
procedure for flexural demand. Lesser than expected bending demand was induced at Tier 2 level,
which is attributed to the fact that brace tension yielding took place nearly simultaneously in Tiers 2
and 3 in the NLRH analysis, with less dissimilar compression brace force conditions between the two
tiers compared to design assumptions. However, the good match in moments at Tiers 1 and 3 show
that design conditions in fact develop when differences in brace resistances is sufficient to delay or
prevent brace tension yielding in subsequent tiers.
This example shows that the proposed analysis/design method accounts for the progression of brace
yielding that characterizes the seismic response of tall MT-BFs with a large number of tiers. The
method results in smaller column bending moment demands compared to currentS16 method, which
may translate in smaller steel tonnage. The method can also be used to control the frame response by
selecting column sections required to develop the required number of yielding tiers so that tier drifts
remain within acceptable limits over the frame height.
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Table 8.3: Statistics of peak frame response from NLRH analyses for frame designed according
to the proposed method.
Frame
Parameter
Total storey drift (%)
roof,NLRH / Rd Ro δe
Tier 3 drift (%)
Tier 3 drift (NLRH / design)
Tier 2 drift (%)
Tier 2 drift (NLRH / design)
Tier 1 drift (%)
Drift ratio
Mcy,NLRH / Mpy (Tier 3)
Mcy-NLRH / Mcy-design (Tier 3)
Mcy,NLRH / Mpy (Tier 2)
Mcy-NLRH / Mcy-design (Tier 2)
Mcy,NLRH / Mpy (Tier 1)
Mcy-NLRH / Mcy-design (Tier 1)

Non-uniform 5-tiered Type MD CBF
50th
84th
range
0.72
(0.49 – 1.33)
0.92
0.91
(0.61 – 1.66)
1.15
1.22
(0.73 – 2.31)
1.64
0.85
1.14
1.16
(0.65 – 1.96)
1.44
0.79
0.98
0.31
(0.29 – 0.37)
0.33
1.69
(1.44 – 1.80)
1.77
0.17
(0.06 – 0.24)
0.20
0.77
0.90
0.02
(0.01 – 0.05)
0.04
0.13
0.27
0.19
(0.09 – 0.33)
0.23
0.95
1.15

8.6 Conclusions
Seismic design provisions of CSA S16 for multi-tiered braced frames were presented and
illustrated for three prototype multi-tiered X-braced frames. A simple computer-based static
analysis method was proposed to determine column design forces and tier drifts consistent with
CSA S16. NLRH analysis was performed to examine the seismic behaviour of the prototype frames
and validate CSA S16 provisions. The proposed analysis method was modified for the design of
tall MT-BFs in which brace tension yielding is expected to propagate in more than one tier. A 5tiered CBF example was used to illustrate this alternative method and the frame response was
examined through NLRH analysis. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:


The proposed computer-based analysis methods can be used to analyze and design MT-BFs
with uniform or non-uniform properties and frames where brace inelastic deformations
distribute in several tier.



Response history analysis showed that frames complying with CSA S16 limitations develop
brace tension yielding essentially in one tier without excessive tier drifts. The seismic induced
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column in-plane flexural bending demand can be well predicted when applying CSA S16
requirements.


The study showed that multiple critical tier scenarios, resulting in different tier drift and force
demands, may develop in MT-BFs and must be considered in design.



Seismic force and deformation demands from NLRH analysis were well predicted by the
proposed analysis methods. For the frame exceeding the CSA S16 limits on number of tiers,
the frame actual inelastic response, including the sequence of brace tension yielding, was
properly tracked by the proposed modified method.



Allowing brace tension yielding in more than one tier can lead to more economical column
designs compared to current CSA S16 provisions.



In-plane moment demand on the columns was found to be sensitive to the storey drifts
assumed in design. Representative storey drift estimates should therefore be used to avoid
underestimating moments in columns.

The proposed methods can be used as tools to control the frame response by selecting frame
configuration, bracing members, and/or column sections to achieve desired seismic performance. The
design procedure only addresses in-plane seismic response. Future studies should investigate the
appropriateness of the current out-of-plane notional loads as specified in CSA S16 and examine
column stability under coupled in-plane and out-of-plane flexural demands.
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Symbols
A

Brace cross-sectional area

Cf

Factored compression axial load
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Cr

Brace factored compression axial resistance

Cu

Probable compressive strength

C’u

Probable post-buckling compressive strength

D

Dead load

E

Seismic load

E

Young’s modulus

EIc

Flexural stiffness of the column

Fy

Yielding strength

hi

Tier height

hn

Building height

IE

Importance factor

K

Effective length factor

L

Spacing of the exterior columns

Mcy

Column in-plane weak-axis bending moment

Mfyi

Column in-plane (weak-axis) factored moment at Tier i

Mfxi

Column strong-axis factored moment at Tier i

Mpy

Column weak-axis plastic moment

PG

Gravity induced column axial loads

Rd

Ductility-related force modification factor

Ro

Overstrength force modification factor

rx

Brace radius of gyration

RyFy

Probable steel yield strength

S

Snow load

S

Design spectral acceleration
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Tu

Probable tensile strength

V

Design storey shear

Vu

Horizontal storey shear resistances provided by the braces when they develop their
probable resistances Tu and Cu

V’u

Horizontal storey shear resistances provided by the braces when they develop their
probable resistances Tu and C’u

V’u,cr

Storey shear resistance provided by the braces in the critical tier for the postbuckling brace condition

δe

Elastic roof lateral deflection under the design seismic force V

Δei

Tier lateral deformation under the lateral load V

i

Displacements at Tier i level

Δi

Tier relative lateral deformation

roof

Anticipated deflection including inelastic effects

θ

Angle of the braces from horizontal
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CHAPTER 9

GENERAL DISCUSSION

In the present study, an understanding of the seismic behaviour of multi-tiered steel concentrically
braced frames was developed; moreover, analysis and design strategies were proposed to address
the observed deficiencies. Most findings have been presented in the articles prepared in the course
of the work. However, some aspects of the seismic response and design of MT-BFs have not been
discussed in the articles and are summarized in the following sections.

9.1 Buckling response of an isolated MT-BF column
As observed in the nonlinear analyses of the MT-BF columns designed in accordance with 2010
AISC Seismic Provisions (2010a), column buckling in the first tier segment occurs when two
plastic hinges form along the tier height. Buckling response of isolated columns and columns part
of MT-BFs is investigated in this section to understand the sequence of events leading to column
buckling in MT-BFs and examine the influence of the loading conditions on the buckling mode and
column strength. The OpenSees (McKenna and Fenves 2004) model validated against the
experimental data, as introduced in Chapter 3, is used in this study. The column resistance is first
compared to that obtained from the interaction equations of AISC 360-10 (2010b) and CSA S16-14
(2014). Then, the buckling response of the same column is examined assuming boundary
conditions representing multi-tiered braced frame columns. Finally, an MT-BF column buckled
under ground motion is discussed.
–

Isolated column study

The buckling mode and strength of the column is compared to that of a W-shape column as defined
in the current steel design standards. As shown in Figure 9.1a, the column is a W610x195 column
with 6.0 m height and pinned at both ends. The column properties are given in Table 9.1. An
effective length factor equal to 1.0 was adopted for both weak- and strong-axes. As shown, the
compressive resistances are given in accordance with both AISC 360 and CSA S16 standards:
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Pn  AISC 360  Fcr A
(1)

Fy


F
where Fcr  0.658 Fe  Fy when y  2.25
Fe


F
Fcr  0.877 Fe when y  2.25
Fe

Fe 

(2)

Pn CSA 

AFy

 2E
 KL 


 r 

where  

1
2n n

(1   )

Fy
Fe

2

and Fe 

 2E
 KL 


 r 

2

where A is the column cross-sectional area. Fcr, and Fe are respectively the inelastic and elastic
buckling stresses, and λ is the dimensionless slenderness parameter.

Table 9.1: Isolated W610x195 column properties.
Section

W610x
195

A

rx

ry

mm2

mm

mm

24900

259

75

KL/rx

23

KL/ry

80

Mpx

Mpy

Pnx

Pny

Pnx

AISC

AISC

(CSA
S16)

Pny

(CSA
S16)

kNm

kNm

kN

kN

kN

kN

2091

462

8260

5406

8331

4860

P-M interaction equations in the AISC and CSA standards aim at verifying the strength of a
column under axial load and bending moment. For a case where flexure is about y (weak) axis
and the moment is applied at one end only, the equations are:
(3)

PM AISC 360 

Pu 8 B1M uy

Pn 9 M ny

where Pu is the required column axial strength, Muy is the column weak-axis required flexural
strength, and Mny is the column weak-axis nominal flexural strength. B1 is the multiplier for P-δ
effects and defined as follows:
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(4)

B1 

Cm
 1.0 where Cm  0.6  0.4  M 1 M 2 
1  Pu Pe1

where Cm is the equivalent moment coefficient, M1 and M2, calculated from a first-order analysis,
are the smaller and larger moments, respectively, at the ends of the column segment in each tier.
M1 / M2 is taken equal to zero as the column in this study is pinned at the base, which gives Cm =
0.6. Pe1 is elastic buckling strength of the column in the plane of bending (weak-axis) and equal
to Fe A assuming K =1.0.
(5)

PM CSA S16 

Pu U1 y M uy

Pn
M ny

where β is a weak axis bending coefficient , and U1y is the factor to account for moment gradient
as well as second-order effects of axial force acting on the deformed member and defined similar
to B1 except that no upper limit is considered in CSA S16. For the isolated column study
presented here, U1y is set to 1.0. In Eq. 5, Muy/Mny is taken equal to 1.0 for the values of the axial
forces Pu / Pn < 0.15.
The AISC and CSA interaction equations are plotted in Figure 9.1e for the column studied. As
shown, both equations give very similar results, except for low axial load level in which case the
Canadian equation results in greater moment capacity.
Strength predicted by these interaction curves are compared to the predictions obtained using the
column OpenSees model. Details of the model are the same as presented in the validation study
(Section 3.2.2) except that the column height is set to 6.0 m and the nominal yield strength of 345
MPa is assigned to the steel material. Additionally, the column is pinned at both ends and an
initial in-plane out-of-straightness corresponding to the column first buckling mode with
maximum amplitude of 1/1000 of the height is assigned in the model. The loading conditions
were modified, as will be discussed next.
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Figurre 9.1: Weak
k-axis flexuraal buckling response
r
of aan isolated ppinned-pinneed W610x1995
colum
mn from push
hover analyssis under P = 0.4Pn and eend momentt My: a) Configuration annd
loadin
ng; b) Lateraal displacem
ment variation
n along the hheight; c) W
Weak-axis bennding demannd
variiation along the height; d)
d Weak-axis bending deemand historry; and e) Coolumn P-My
d
vs ccapacity.
interaction demand

P n value was
w used, witth Pn equal tto Pny from tthe AISC 3660-10.
For the fiirst analysis,, a constant P/P
A momen
nt was gradu
ually applied
d at one end up to colum
mn buckling,, as illustrateed in Figure 9.1a.
The evollution of thee column deeflected shap
pe and in-pllane momennt, My, are pplotted in Fiigures
9.1b and 9.1c for thee case P/Pn = 0.4. In thee plots, ν is the columnn lateral deflection at itss midheight. As
A shown, thee moment accting in the column
c
betw
ween the endd supports grradually incrreases
to eventu
ually exceed
d the applied
d end moment due to P-- effects. A plastic hinnge formed aat the
point of maximum
m
in
ntermediate moment (4.5
5 m), whichh resulted in buckling off the columnn. The
momentss that producce such colu
umn bucklin
ng for variouus P/Pn ratioos are compaared to the A
AISC
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and CSA interaction equations in Figure 9.1e. As shown, column buckling generally occurred as
predicted by the code interaction equations for the higher axial load levels; however, code
equations underestimate the moment capacities obtained from OpenSees for lower axial loads. This
can be attributed to the fact that the code equations do not reflect the actual higher P-M interaction
strength available for weak-axis bending.
A second loading condition that more closely reflects the conditions in MT-BFs was then applied to
the OpenSeees column model: the column was subjected to a constant axial load plus a weak-axis
rotation θ that was applied at the column top end and gradually increased until flexural buckling
occurred about weak axis (Figure 9.2a). This loading is expected in a MT-BF with critical Tier 2
for which column buckling develops in the first tier. The column response as the end rotation is
increased for an axial load equal to 40% of Pny is illustrated in Figures 9.2b and 9.2c. The first
plastic hinge formed near the column mid-height at ν / h = 1.3%. Beyond this point, as the end
rotation kept increasing, the moment at the top end of the column started to reduce and eventually
reversed to maintain the equilibrium of the column in its deformed configuration. A second plastic
hinge eventually formed at the column top end when the moment reached the flexural capacity of
the column at that location. With these two plastic hinges, column flexural buckling developed at ν
/ h = 5.3%. In Figure 9.2e, the evolution of the moment at the column top end under 0.4 Pn is
plotted in the P-M interaction diagram. Before reversal, the moment is positive and it reverses to
negative values when approaching buckling. In the figure, the curves showing the points of column
buckling are also plotted, as obtained by repeating the OpenSees analysis for various P/Pn ratios.
The buckling interaction curve is very similar to the one obtained when P and M were applied to
the column (Figure 9.1), i.e. with OpenSees results matching code predictions for the higher axial
load levels and giving higher moment capacities for lower axial loads. In fact, the buckling
interaction curves from the two OpenSees analyses, the one where P and M were applied and the
one where P and  were applied are nearly identical. However, for the latter, the column buckling
occurred after moment reversal at the top end of the column.
The buckling interaction curve was also obtained from OpenSees analysis of the column in which
a constant My / Mpy was first applied at the column top end and downward axial displacement
was then gradually increased up to buckling. That interaction curve is plotted in Figure 10.2e; it
corresponds very well to the interaction curve obtained from the OpenSees analysis of the column
subjected to constant P / Pn while increasing the end rotation.
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Figurre 9.2: Weak
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its upper end was firsst subjected to an axial compression
c
n load equal to 40% of iits predictedd axial
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compresssion strength
h P = 2162
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mn (Figure 9.3a).
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In Figure 9.3e, the P-My interaction is illustrated for this column. The combined P-My history at the
column top is compared to the AISC and CSA S16 interaction curves. In this figure, the interaction
curve obtained from OpenSees is also plotted; this curve was obtained from the buckling analysis
of the column shown in Figure 9.3a under various axial loads by gradually increasing the drift. For
the case studied, buckling occurred when the demand exceeds the AISC and CSA predicted
capacities and reached the predicted capacity of the column from the OpenSees simulations. This
suggests that the code equations provide conservative strength predictions. The buckling shape of
the column from OpenSees is shown in Figure 9.3f.
Detail of the response for the same loading condition but under a higher axial compression load
equal to 80% of the column predicted axial compression strength P = 4324 kN is given in Figure
9.4. A similar response was observed for this case; however, buckling occurred at a drift of 4.4%
h, much smaller than in the previous case with an axial load of 40% Pny in Figure 9.3c. The
reason is attributed to the larger axial compression load carried by the column, which resulted in
larger P- effects that induced higher bending moments at intermediate locations along the
column height. Under the higher axial load, the first plastic hinge formed along the height of the
column at a storey drift of 2.5% h (Figure 9.4f), also much smaller than 5.3% h observed in the
previous case. As in the previous case, column buckling occurred at a top moment larger than
predicted by AISC and CSA interaction curves (Figure 9.4e).
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Figu
ure 9.4: Weak
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mn due
to the P- effects ind
duced by th
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was the case for the isoolated
column of
o Figure 9.4. Similar to the
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Concclusive remarks

This stud
dy has led to three
t
key con
nclusions on
n the bucklinng response oof MT-BF coolumns:
1) Conttrary to the case in which a column
n is subjecteed to increassing end mooments for w
which
buck
kling occurs after
a
one plaastic hinge haas formed neear the colum
mn mid-heighht, columns under
increeasing end rotation or reelative transverse displaacement, casses similar too the situatiion in
MT-B
BFs, requirees the formaation of two
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kling, one neear the colum
mn mid-heig
ght and one aat the top ennd. The secoond plastic hhinges
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ms after reversal of the mo
oment at the top end of thhe column;
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2) Column flexural buckling is significantly affected by the second order effect, which reduces
the column ductility capacity under the axial compression load; and
3) Column weak-axis flexural buckling under gradually increasing end rotation or tier drift is
conservatively predicted by the AISC 360 and CSA S16 interaction equations.
In view of the column design in MT-BFs as proposed in this study, column strength and stability is
verified for the axial forces and the bending moments at top of the column. However, the isolated
column study (Figures 9.3 and 9.4) showed that the moment at the column mid-height may be
higher than the moment at the column top due to geometric nonlinearities, which means that
verifying the column for the design axial force and bending demand at tier level may not prevent
the formation of a plastic hinge at the column mid-height. Future research is needed to verify the
adequacy of the current AISC and CSA interaction equations for this failure mode. In particular, the
equations or values assigned to the B1 or U1 coefficients should be revisited.

9.2 Column out-of-plane buckling in MT-BFs
In previous chapters, the instability mode that was observed for MT-BFs designed in accordance
with the U.S. standards occurred by flexural buckling in the plane of the frame. This buckling
mode was discussed in Section 9.1 of this chapter. The results of NonLinear Response History
(NLRH) analyses showed that column instability also included out-of-plane flexural buckling
over the full frame height as shown in Figure 9.6 for a 4-tiered CBF under 1979 Imperial Valley
– Delta record. The column out-of-plane buckling was triggered after the first plastic hinge
completely formed at the column mid-height in the bottom tier. Since the column is pinned at
both ends for rotation in out of the plane of the frame, the formation of the first plastic hinge,
even if column plastic hinging develops about its weak axis, combined with out-of-plane
imperfections, brace out-of-plane forces due to column out-of-plane imperfections, and plastic
hinging in gusset plates due to brace buckling, is sufficient to develop out-of-plane buckling of
the column. This indicates that preventing column plastic hinging due to in-plane flexural
demand, by applying the design method proposed in this study, will most likely also prevent
column out-of-plane buckling. This was confirmed by evaluating the seismic response of the MTBFs designed for the combined axial force and in-plane bending demands as no out-of-plane
buckling occurred in the analysis. However, out-of-plane moments induced by brace out-of-plane
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The results of the 3D
D finite elem
ment study showed thatt column buuckling in M
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where the coombined in-pplane and ouut-ofinvolve torsional
plane deformations are maximu
um at the saame locatioon (Stoakes and Fahnestock 2013). This
situation is shown fo
or the RHS column of a 2-tiered brraced frame in Figure 99.7. Initial sttudies
showed that
t
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Furtherm
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should bee investigateed. In this stu
udy, a strut-tto-column coonnection deetail was prooposed to acchieve
such behaaviour. Design requirem
ments should be developeed for this brracing.

Figuree 9.7: A 2-tieered CBF defformed shap
pe at incipiennt collapse uunder 1979 Im
mperial Vallley
Deelta record (IImanpour et al. 2015a).

9.3 Crritical tieer scenariios
In the pro
oposed desig
gn methods, column
c
forces and tier ddrifts dependd on the posittion of the crritical
tier and subsequent
s
propagation
p
of
o brace yiellding. Thus, all plausiblee critical tierr scenarios should
be consid
dered in a design.
d
This means that more than oone critical ttier scenarioo may need to be
examined
d in a design
n. The meth
hod proposed
d to identifyy the criticall tier was based on the code
expected brace streng
gths when braces reach their tensionn and comprression resistances in thee tier.
hs represent upper
u
boundd resistance eestimates andd that actual brace
However, code expeccted strength
strengths may actually
y differ from
m these valuees due to unaavoidable vaariations in m
material propperties
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(yield strength and strain hardening), cross-sectional areas, strain rate effects, member
imperfections and boundary conditions. Therefore, design engineers should consider reduction in
brace resistances in selected critical tiers by a given margin representative of the expected
variability in brace strength. Alternatively, brace resistance can be increased in non-critical tiers.
This reduction is necessary for uniform frames where all tiers have identical heights and brace
sizes. To illustrate the possibility of various critical tier scenarios, a uniform 5-tiered shown in
Figure 9.8a was selected and designed in accordance with the 2010 AISC Seismic Provisions.
The member sizes are given in this figure. For this frame, a reduction of 20% in brace yield
strength was considered in any tier and NLRH analysis was performed five times under 1994
Northridge Beverly Hills - Mulhol record. Tier drift history is shown in Figure 9.8b for all
possible critical tier scenarios (Tier 1 to 5). As shown, most inelastic frame deformations develop
in the tier with reduced brace strengths. For the cases in which the critical tiers are intermediate
ones, limited yielding also occurs in the adjacent tiers. These results confirm the need to examine
all plausible critical tier scenarios in the analysis.
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Figurre 9.8: a) Fraame configurration and member
m
sizess; b) Tier driffts for the fivve critical tier
scenarios.
s
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9.4 Improvement of the prediction of the column bending demand
In the proposed design methods, column bending demands depend on the evolution of the brace
post-buckling strength in tiers contributing to frame inelastic response. However, brace
compression resistance at buckling and post-buckling ranges were considered in the design to
determine the bending demands. The results of the NLRH analysis of the prototype frames, when
tension yielding is triggered, showed that the actual brace forces in the compression braces are
different than the assumed values; brace force in the critical tier is higher than the assumed brace
post-buckling resistance, whereas brace force in the yielding tier is less than brace buckling
resistance, as it degrades after first buckling. In the proposed design methods, this actual brace
loading condition typically leads to lower column bending demands. Table 9.2 shows the brace
forces and the maximum column bending demand computed in design stage and the median of
the brace forces from the nonlinear response history analysis for a 2-tiered braced frame when
brace tension yielding is initiated in non-critical Tier 1. For this frame, if the actual brace force
values were used to determine the column bending moment, the moment would reduce by 42%
which can affect the required steel tonnage for the braced frame columns.

Table 9.2: Calculation of the column in-plane bending moment for a 2-tiered braced frame.
Tier

Tier
condition

Compression
brace force
assumed in
design
kN

2

Critical

C’exp = 129

1

Yielding

Cexp = 576

Max.
column
bending
in design
kN-m

430

Compression
brace force from
NLRH analysis
kN

1.64 C’exp = 211
0.79 Cexp = 455

Column
bending from
modified brace
forces
kN-m

(%)
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42

Moment
reduction

Reduced compression brace forces can be therefore adopted in the design procedure to obtain
more realistic design forces for the columns and an economical column design. The reduction
factor for the column bending moment can be determined from NLRH analysis of MT-BFs with
various geometrical configurations, seismicity levels, bracing configurations, brace sections,
brace connections, etc. This modification may also be considered when determining column axial
forces, especially for the taller frames with a large number of tiers for which column axial forces
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are significantly affected when assuming the actual compression brace forces. The determination
of appropriate brace load reduction factors was out of scope of this thesis and could be the topic
of further investigations.

9.5 Additional design considerations
The application of the proposed design methods always leads to larger column sizes compared to
the methods where columns are designed to carry axial loads only. However, design engineers can
select more effective frame geometries and/or brace sizes to minimize the unbalanced brace forces
imposed on the columns and achieve more economical designs. The following considerations could
be adopted in design to reduce in-plane bending demands on MT-BF columns:


Using less critical frame geometries

Column bending demands can be reduced by selecting more appropriate tier heights. Figure 9.9a
shows three configurations of a 2-tiered braced frame designed for a seismic base shear of 428
kN. For all the frames, HSS 101.6x101.6x7.9 and HSS 88.9x88.9x6.4 were selected in Tiers 1
and 2, respectively, to carry the seismic base shear. Note that these braces represent the most
economical design for all the frames. Critical tiers are respectively 2, 2, and 1 for Frames 1 to 3
as obtained by comparing expected storey shear resistances Vbr,exp in the two tiers in Figure 9.9b.
Figure 9.9c shows the column in-plane bending demands computed based on the proposed design
method for the three frames. For this example, the column bending demand reduces from 496
kN-m (in Frame 1) to 334 kN-m (in Frame 2) by increasing the height of Tier 1 by only 0.5 m.
This corresponds to 33% reduction in the column bending moment, which may reduce the
column sizes in design. The lower column bending demands in Frame 2 is due to the smaller
difference between the expected storey shear resistances provided by the braces Vbr,exp in the
critical Tier 2 and yielding Tier 1 as shown in Figure 9.9b. One should also consider the effect of
having different in-plane column buckling length on column design when adjusting tier heights.
The reason is that maximum axial force generally occurs in the bottom tier column segment and
selecting a taller height for Tier 1 may lead to larger columns.
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Figure 9.9: a) Framee configuratio
ons; b) Expeected storey shear resistaances provideed by bracess; and
c) Column
C
in-p
plane bendingg moments.



htly sizing th
he braces
Tigh

Tightly sizing the braaces can con
ntribute to red
ducing the uunbalanced bbrace force resistances annd, as
i
flex
xural bending demands on
o the colum
mns. To illusstrate the efffect of brace sizes
a result, in-plane
on the co
olumn bendiing demand, the larger HSS
H 101.6x 101.6x7.9 braces were uused in bothh tiers
for the th
hree frames shown
s
in Fig
gure 9.9a. Th
he demand-tto-capacity rratios (Pu / ϕcPn) and thee story
shear resiistances (Vbr,,exp) are show
wn in Figures 9.10a and 9.10b. As shhown, smaller Pu / ϕcPn ratios
are obtain
ned for the oversized braces
b
in Tieer 2 of all thhe frames, w
which resultts in larger Vbr,exp
values in
n that tier. The
T column
n bending deemands werre recalculatted based oon the new brace
resistancees and plotteed in Figuree 9.10c. As shown,
s
the ddemands havve significanntly increaseed for
all of the frames.
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Figure 9..10: a) Bracee demand-to-capacity rattios; b) Expeected storey shear resistaances provided by
braces; an
nd c) Colum
mn in-plane bbending mom
ments.



Usin
ng braces ha
aving higherr resistance to low-cyclle fatigue

Past expeerimental stu
udies on steeel braces sh
howed that using slendeer braces annd/or bracess with
smaller width-to-thic
w
kness ratio increases the resistance to low-cyclle fatigue frracture of Hollow
Square Seection (HSS)) braces (Treemblay et al. 2003; Fell 22009). For innstance, Figuure 9.11 show
ws the
influence of the bracee slendernesss on the fractture life of R
Rectangular H
Hollow Sectiion (RHS) brraces.
For a giv
ven brace, increasing
i
th
he overall slenderness
s
rrequires secctions with ssmaller radiius of
gyration which, for HSS bracees common
nly used in MT-BFs, m
means smalller cross-seection
dimension
ns and, thereeby, smaller width-to-thiickness ratioos. Resistancce to low-cyccle fatigue iss then
also increeased from a reduced width-to-thic
w
ckness ratioss when usinng more slennder HSS brraces.
Selecting
g slender braccing memberrs in MT-BF
Fs could be a good solutiion when tierr drifts contrrol the
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design off the columns. For instan
nce, for KL = 3500 mm, H
HSS 114x1114x8.0 (b/t = 12.5; KL/r = 81)
and HSS 102x102x9..5 (b/t = 8.5;; KL/r = 94) both can reesist Pu = 5000 kN. Althoough the form
mer is
fective structturally (2% less steel), using the bbrace fracturre model byy Tremblay et al.
more effe
(2003), itt is expected
d that the 114
4x114x8.0 will
w fail at a ttier drift of aapproximatelly 1.91% whhereas
fracture of
o the second
d is expected
d to occur att a tier drift eequal to 2.377%. Howeveer, when adoopting
this appro
oach, one sh
hould consid
der that a more
m
slender brace will ttypically havve a larger ccrosssectional area and, consequently, will induce higher
h
axial lloads in the bbraced framee columns.

a)

b)

c))

nce of brace effective sleenderness raatio on hysteretic responsse: a) Kl/r = 42;
Figure 9.11: Influen
b) Kl/r = 93; and c) Kl/r = 142 ((Ziemian 20010).



Usin
ng braces fro
om the same heat for fa
abrication

If possiblle, it would be
b preferablee to use the braces
b
from the same heeat to reducee the uncertaainties
in the braace resistances, which would contrib
bute to lowerr unbalancedd brace loadss and, therebby, inplane ben
nding deman
nds on the co
olumns.


Usin
ng alternativ
ve column sections

More efffective colum
mn cross secctions such as built-up cruciform ssections madde of weldeed Wshapes orr tubular secctions can be
b used insteead of comm
monly used W-shapes ooriented suchh that
weak-axis bending deevelops in-pllane. The ap
pplication off doubly sym
mmetric mem
mbers would result
in higher in-plane fleexural streng
gth and stiffn
ness which, in turn, wouuld contributte to reducinng the
ditionally, W-shape
W
mem
mbers can bbe oriented such that in-plane bending
structure costs. Add
demands expected in
n MT-BF co
olumns indu
uce bendingg moment aabout their sstrong axis. This
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orientation can also lead to an economical column design provided that out-of-plane bending
demands induced by wind loads do not require a larger column section. To illustrate the influence
of the selection of a column section, the columns of Frame 1 shown in Figure 9.9 were designed
first with W-shape columns oriented such that seismic in-plane demands induce weak-axis
bending. Then, two alternative column designs are proposed: 1) W-shape columns bent about
their strong axis in the plane of the frame; and 2) cruciform columns. Results for each design are
summarized in Table 9.3, which include design forces, column sections, and required steel
tonnage for the studied cases. As shown, the application of W-shaped section oriented such that inplane bending develops about its strong axis results in the most economical design compared to the
other design alternatives. Reduction in steel tonnage with a built-up cruciform section is
comparable to the case where W-shape columns oriented in strong-axis are used. However, using
built-up sections would generally involve additional efforts and costs for fabrication of the columns
compared to rolled members.

Table 9.3: Application of alternative column sections in a 2-tiered braced frame.
Nominal
compressive
strength,
Pn (kN)

Available inplane flexural
stiffness,
EI (kN-m2)

Column
Steel
tonnage
(t)

Column design

Section

Nominal
flexural
strength,
Mn (kN-m)

W-shape (Weak-Axis)

W360x421

1549

14656

119800

8.42

W-shape (Strong-Axis)
Built-up Cruciform

W610x195
CW530x101

1975
1042

2451
8008

334000
128580

3.90
4.04

9.6 Additional MT-BF design examples
Two methods were proposed in Chapter 7 to analyze MT-BFs with three or more tiers. Two design
examples were presented in that chapter to illustrate and validate sub-structuring technique (Design
Example 1) and stiffness analysis method (Design Example 2). In this section, four additional
design examples (Design Examples 3 to 6) are presented and the proposed methods are used to
determine the column force demands and tier drifts. Design Examples 3 and 4 were analyzed based
on the sub-structuring technique and stiffness analysis based method was used to analyze the
braced frames in Design Examples 5 and 6. NLRH analysis was then performed and the results
(envelopes of the absolute values) were compared to the anticipated seismic demands.
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Design Example 3

Design Example 3 presents the application of the sub-structuring technique for the 5-tiered steel
SCBF shown in Figure 9.12. This frame is the same as the frame studied in Design Example 1
(Chapter 7). Loadings and initial design was presented in Chapter 7. In Design Example 1, bottom
up brace tension yielding scenario was selected assuming critical Tier 1. However, as discussed, the
possibility of other critical tier scenarios should be also checked by reducing the brace resistances
in other tiers. By considering a 15% reduction in brace yielding strength in Tier 5, the story shear
resistance in that tier reduces to Vbr,exp,5 = 1152 kN which is the lowest and Tier 5 becomes the
critical. The sub-structuring technique with top down brace tension yielding sequence can then be
used to analyze the frame. In this example, maximum allowable tier drift is based on brace
fracture. The brace failure for the critical tier is expected to occur at a tier drift max,cr2.2%.
The number of yielding tiers, ny, is determined using Eq. 2 (presented in Chapter 7) with a
maximum anticipated story drift = 1.21% as determined in Design Example 1. Solving Eq. 2 for
 the height of the critical tier, hcr = 4.0 m, seismic base shear, V = 490 kN, and brace expected
yield stress RyFy = 483 MPa gives hy = 9.5 m, which means that ny = 3 is required. Two analysis
steps are performed to initiate brace tension yielding in Tiers 4 and 3 respectively. Column inplane bending demands together with the axial loads are used to design the columns at each
analysis step. A W760x257 is selected to resist the demands. The flexural stiffness of the selected
columns is verified to ensure initiation of brace tension yielding in the three yielding tiers and to
limit drift in the critical Tier 5. Larger W360x421 columns are required to satisfy these
requirements.
In Figure 9.12, column bending moments from sub-structuring technique with W760x257
columns are compared to the results from NLRH analysis of a frame with the same column
section. In the figure, the envelopes of the absolute values from both the design method and the
NLRH analysis are presented. The comparison of the anticipated demands and analysis results
indicates that the sub-structuring method conservatively predicts column demands in Tiers 3 and
4. The reason is associated to the brace force scenarios used to determine the moments. These
forces represent extreme brace compressive force scenarios; however, less critical brace force
conditions occurred under the ground motions and led to lesser unbalanced storey shear forces in
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the colum
mns. This iss a good ex
xample wheere refined ddesign bracee forces woould improvve the
prediction
n of the colu
umn bending
g demand.

Figure 9..12: Design Example 3: Column ben
nding and tieer drift demaands from NL
LRH analysis vs.
anticipateed values fro
om sub-struccturing technnique.

As it can
n be seen in Figure 9.12, the design bending mooments obtaained based oon brace yieelding
limited to
o Tiers 3 to 5.
5 In the ground motion,, yielding alsso occurred in Tier 2 beccause the avverage
story drifft demands exceeded
e
thee  value useed in designn and reach 11.3 . This w
was expected due
to the faact that MC
CE level eaarthquake were
w
used, w
whereas  correspondeed to the ddesign
earthquak
ke level. If th
he analysis is
i redone witth 1.3 ny = 4 and yieldding will alsso develop inn Tier
2. The moment
m
pred
dicted based on 1.3 is shown in F
Figure 9.12. These resullts confirm tthat a
realistic storey
s
drift must
m be used
d to predict column
c
bendding demandds for MCE llevel.
NLRH an
nalysis was redone with
h the final W360x421
W
columns to verify the pprediction oof tier
drifts. Fig
gure 9.12 sh
hows frame lateral
l
displaacement from
m sub-structturing technique comparred to
those obttained from
m the NLRH
H analysis. The
T predicteed deformation patternss using reeflects
brace ten
nsion yieldin
ng in upper three tiers whereas
w
the analysis asssuming 1.3  gives a ccloser
deformation pattern compared
c
to the NLRH analysis
a
resuults.
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Design Examplee 4

In this ex
xample, the frame of Design
D
Exam
mple 3 is reddesigned withh W-shape bbraces (Fram
me 4)
instead of
o HSS mem
mbers. Bracin
ng members are orientedd such that out-of-planee buckling ooccurs
about theeir weak axiis. Frame co
onfiguration and membeer sizes are sshown in Fiigure 9.13. T
Tier 1
has the lo
owest story shear resistaance (Vbr,exp,11 = 1185 kN
N) compared to the otherr tiers (Vbr,expp,2-5 =
1438 kN)), so that Tieer 1 is the crritical tier. The
T sub-struccturing technnique is choosen for this wellproportioned frame with
w bottom
m up brace tension
t
yieldding sequencce starting iin Tier 1. Inn this
example, maximum allowable tier drift is seet to 1.5% iin all the tieers to complly with the target
performan
nce assumed
d for the stru
ucture. Also,, an anticipaated story drrift equal to 1.5 = 1.499% is
considereed. The num
mber of yieldiing tiers, ny, with 1.5 , hcr = 8.0 m, V = 490 kN
N, and RyFy = 380
MPa is hy = 17 m, which mean
ns that ny = 4 is requireed. W690x3384 is selectted to satisffy the
strength requirementts. With thiss larger colu
umn, 1.5  is reduced tto 1.19% annd the numbber of
yielding tiers
t
becomees equal to 2.
2 For this tw
wo yielding ttier conditionn, stiffer W3360x551 collumns
are requirred to initiatte brace tension yielding in the two ttiers and lim
mit the drift inn critical Tieer 1 to
1.5%.

Figure 9..13: Design Example 4: Column ben
nding and tieer drift demaands from NL
LRH analysis vs.
anticipateed values fro
om sub-struccturing technnique.
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Figure 9.13 shows th
he results of the NLRH analysis
a
andd the anticipaated values oobtained from
m the
sub-struccturing techn
nique for thee column beending demaands (with W
W690x384 ccolumns) annd tier
drifts (w
with W360x5
551 columnss). An exceellent matchh was observved betweenn the anticiipated
values an
nd analysis results
r
for bo
oth column bending
b
dem
mands and fr
frame deform
mations. Note that
with the larger
l
W360
0x551 colum
mns, the num
mber of yieldding tiers rem
mained equall to 2 and coolumn
bending demands
d
and
d design pred
dictions rem
mained unchaanged as shoown in Figurre 9.14.

Figure 9.14:
9
Design
n Example 4:: Column bending demannds from NL
LRH analysiis vs. anticippated
valu
ues from sub--structuring technique w
with W360x5551 columnss.



Design Examplee 5

A 5-tiered steel SCBF shown in Figure 9.15 is selected (Frame 5). T
This frame is a uniform wellproportio
oned frame and can be analyzed using eitheer sub-struccturing or sstiffness analysis
methods. In this exam
mple, stiffneess analysis method
m
is ussed to analyzze the framee. Frame loaadings
are the saame as Fram
me 2 presenteed in Design
n Example 2 (Chapter 7)). The framee is designedd for a
seismic base
b
shear of
o 543 kN. Initial
I
memb
ber design w
was perform
med in accorrdance with 2010
AISC Seiismic Provissions. W690x240 was seelected for thhe columns. The brace aand strut sizees are
shown in
n Figure 9.15
5. Comparing
g expected shear resistannces of the bbraces in tierss indicates thhat all
the tiers can be critiical (Vbr,exp,1--5 = 1483 kN).
k
Therefoore, five crittical tier sceenarios shouuld be
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examined
d to determin
ne the colum
mn demandss and tier drrifts. In this example, onnly critical T
Tier 1
scenario is presented
d assuming 5%
5 reductio
on in yieldinng strength oof the bracees in that tieer. As
d, the other crritical tier sccenarios shou
uld be also exxamined by reducing thee brace resisttances
discussed
in those other
o
tiers. Two
T analysiss steps are reequired to reaach the anticcipated storyy drift  1..11.
The firstt step is perrformed to initiate bracce tension yyielding in Tier 2 and the secondd step
correspon
nds to the frrame responsse at roof diisplacement equal to . A W840x3229 column seection
is selected to resist co
ombined axiaal force and bending mooment demannds in Tier 1. Column fleexural
stiffness is then verified to limitt tier drifts to a maxim
mum allowabble tier drift
ft based on brace
blay et al. (22003) for recctangular HS
SS braces, ffailure
fracture. Using the frracture model by Tremb
of the HSS
H
114x11
14x7.9 bracces in yield
ding tiers iss expected to occur aat a tier driift of
approxim
mately 1.9%. Larger W36
60x421 colu
umns are thenn chosen to limit drift inn critical Tieer 1 to
1.9%.

nding and tieer drift demaands from NL
LRH analysis vs.
Figure 9..15: Design Example 5: Column ben
anticipateed values fro
om stiffness analysis meethod.

The finall W360x421 columns are used to peerform the N
NLRH analyssis. Column in-plane bennding
demands are shown in Figure 9.15. Envelop
pe of the coolumn bendiing from NL
LRH analysees are
d to those calculated
c
using the pro
oposed stiffn
fness analysiis method. A
As observedd, the
compared
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design predictions envelope very well the demand from the ground motions. Column bending
demand at Tier 1 obtained from stiffness analysis method is higher than the average value of the
analysis results; the reason is that the difference between the story shear resistances in identical
Tiers 1 and 2 is lesser under the ground motions compared to that assumed in design because the
brace force scenarios used to determine the moments represent most possible critical conditions.
The tier drifts are compared in Figure 9.15 to those calculated using the stiffness analysis method.
The predicted deformation patterns are similar to the NLRH analysis ones indicating that the
brace tension yielding sequence is well predicted by the proposed method. The average story drift
demands exceed the  value used in design: 1.3 . The stiffness analysis was redone using 1.30
 without changing the column sizes to still allow comparison with the NLRH analysis results.
Figure 9.15 shows that an excellent agreement can be achieved when a realistic story drift is used
in the calculations.


Design Example 6

In this example, the stiffness analysis method is used to analyze Frame 6 shown in Figure 9.16.
The configuration and loadings of this frame are the same as Frame 5 except that W-shaped
members are used for the braces. Initial member design was performed in accordance with 2010
AISC Seismic Provisions. W690x240 was selected for the columns. The brace and strut sizes are
shown in Figure 9.16. The brace sizes in Tiers 2 and 4 have been intentionally increased to create
strength irregularity along the frame height (Vbr,exp,1 = 1289 kN vs. Vbr,exp,2 = 2223 kN). Therefore,
Tiers 1, 3, and 5 are potential critical tiers for this frame. In this example, the critical Tier 1 scenario
is examined by reducing brace yielding strength in that tier by 5%. The other potential critical tier
scenarios should be also checked by reducing the brace resistances in Tiers 3 and 5. These
scenarios are not studied here. For this frame, tier drifts are limited to a maximum allowable tier
drift corresponding to brace fracture. Based on the results of experimental study on W-shape
braces (Fell et al. 2009, Tsai et al. 2010), a maximum allowable tier drift of 2.5% is assumed in
all the tiers. Also, an anticipated story drift equal to 1.5  = 1.41% is considered in design. Two
analysis steps are required to reach the anticipated story drift. The first step is performed to initiate
brace tension yielding in Tier 5 and the second step corresponds to the frame response at roof
displacement equal to 1.5 . A W920x420 column section is selected to resist combined axial
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force and
d bending moment
m
dem
mands obtain
ned from the Analysis Steps I andd II. The fleexural
stiffness of
o the selecteed column iss sufficient to
o limit the tieer drifts to m
maximum alloowable tier ddrift.
Column bending
b
dem
mands obtain
ned from NL
LRH analysiis are compaared to the ddesign predicctions
in Figure 9.16. An ex
xcellent matcch is observeed between tthe average oof NLRH annalysis resultts and
the prediction by stifffness analy
ysis method. The compaarison betweeen the desiggn predictionn and
NLRH an
nalysis resu
ult for tier drifts
d
(Figuree 9.16) show
ws that proppagation of brace yieldiing is
appropriaately predicted; additionally, frame inelastic
i
defo
formations arre distributedd in Tiers 1 and 5
as expectted in design
n.

Figure 9..16: Design Example 6: Column ben
nding and tieer drift demaands from NL
LRH analysis vs.
om stiffness analysis meethod.
anticipateed values fro
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

10.1 General
In this chapter, the main findings and conclusions of the study are summarized and the areas that
need further examination are introduced. Within the context of seismic response and design of
steel multi-tiered braced frames (MT-BFs), this Ph.D. dissertation had two main objectives: 1)
Assessment of the seismic response of MT-BFs; and 2) Development of seismic analysis and
design methods for MT-BFs. The primary original contributions of this thesis work are:


Development of computationally efficient numerical models for steel MT-BFs



Improvement of the CSA S16 Canadian steel design standard concerning the special design
requirements for Type LD and Type MD MT-BFs



Development of analysis and design tool for tall Type MD concentrically braced frames for
in-plane seismic demand in the context of CSA S16



Development of analysis methods and design guidelines for multi-tiered special
concentrically braced frames for in-plane seismic demand in the framework of the AISC
Seismic Provisions



Development of a hybrid simulation model for MT-BFs

This chapter reviews the main conclusions of the articles presented, together with a preliminary
study on the hybrid testing program. Furthermore, recommendations for future investigations are
presented based on the discussion of the results in Chapter 9.

10.2 Summary and conclusions
Steel Multi-tiered Braced Frames are used to resist lateral loads in tall single-storey structures
such as industrial buildings, sport facilities, convention centers, airplane hangars or warehouse
buildings. They consist of two or more bracing panels that are stacked between the ground and
roof levels. MT-BF generally represents a more practical and cost-effective solution when
excessively long bracing members extending from the foundations to the roof level are required
to brace the full building height in such structures. For seismic applications, brace lengths and
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sizes are reduced significantly, which eases satisfying the slenderness limits specified in the
seismic provisions. Horizontal struts are also employed between the tiers to resist the unbalanced
brace force induced due to the brace buckling in the adjacent tiers. MT-BF columns are typically
I-shaped that are oriented such that strong axis bending takes place out-of-plane. The columns
can be considered as laterally braced in the plane of the frame at every tier level, which also
contributes to reducing the steel tonnage. However, out-of-plane buckling develops over full
frame height as MT-BF columns are unbraced in out-of-plane direction. Adjacent gravity
columns located along MT-BF lines can be laterally braced for in-plane buckling by adding
horizontal struts at tier levels between the braced frame and gravity load carrying system.
For a seismic design of MT-BFs in Canada, special seismic provisions were introduced in the
CSA S16 Canadian steel design standard. According to these requirements, struts are required at
every tier level and the columns must be designed for the combined axial load and seismic
induced bending moment, assuming that brace yielding in tension develops in one tier only. In
the U.S., no seismic design provision have been adopted for the design of this framing
configuration in the 2010 AISC Seismic Provisions and MT-BFs are classified as K-type braced
frames not permitted for Special and Ordinary Concentrically Braced Frames (SCBFs and
OCBFs). In view of the fact that struts in MT-BFs creates to a more robust seismic lateral load
path compared to K-braced frames, there was a motivation to better understand the seismic
response of MT-BFs and develop design provisions for that system. In particular, essential
differences between multi-tiered and multi-storey braced frames raise questions about the
application of the current seismic design guidelines developed for single bracing panels between
adjacent levels to braced frames with multiple bracing panels stacked between floors.
Limited studies performed on MT-BFs, before the introduction of the CSA S16-09 requirements,
had showed that inelastic frame deformations tend to concentrate in the weaker tier which imposes
in-plane bending demands on MT-BF columns. These studies had also confirmed that drift
concentration in the critical tier may cause brace low-cycle fatigue fracture and/or column
buckling. MT-BFs are extensively used in North America for single storey industrial steel
buildings. This extensive use, however, had not been accompanied by an adequate research effort
to fully understand their seismic response and rationalize their design. Thus, addressing
unanswered questions including the need for special seismic design requirements in the U.S. and
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the adequacy of the current seismic provisions for MT-BFs in Canada were the main motivations
of this study.
The first objective pursued in this study was to examine the seismic response of MT-BFs designed
in accordance with the CSA S16-14 and 2010 AISC Seismic Provisions. For Canadian applications,
seismic response evaluation was performed to assess the adequacy of the current design
requirements specified for MT-BFs and to verify if improved design provisions were required. For
the frames designed in accordance with the U.S. design standards, seismic evaluation aimed at
verifying the necessity of developing new seismic design requirements for MT-BFs. The second
objective of this study was to develop and present seismic analysis and design strategies for MTBFs consistent with the current North American design provisions. The study was limited to singlestorey buildings with steel braced frames.
A preliminary study was performed on prototype MT-BFs designed in accordance with CSA
S16-09. The prototype frames included Type LD and MD frames with 2-, 3- and 4-tiers. The
special requirements specified in this standard for MT-BFs were considered in design. A fiberbased numerical model of the frame was developed using the OpenSees program (McKenna and
Fenves 2004) to perform nonlinear analyses on the prototype frames. The model included the
columns, struts, bracing members, and springs. A simple connection detail was considered in the
model to simulate the brace-to-column connections. The results confirmed that brace tension
yielding develops in the critical tier only, which prevents further distribution of inelastic response
in other tiers. It was also shown that this behaviour imposes in-plane seismic flexural demand on
the columns. That demand was found to be appropriately predicted following the CSA S16-09
requirements. Furthermore, the analysis results showed that the performance of Type MD MTBFs is adequate for frames with a limited number of tiers. Also, the concentration of lateral
displacements along the frame height did not induce significant out-of-plane bending moments in the
columns. These results were used to improve CSA S16 requirements in 2014: MT-BFs are now
permitted to be used for Type MD braced frames with 2 or 3 tiers and for Type LD braced frames
up to 5 tiers. The notional out-of-plane transverse load has also been reduced to 2% of the
factored axial compression load in the column below the brace-to-column intersecting point.
After the initial investigation, a series of X-braced frames was designed according to the 2010
AISC Seismic Provisions. The 3-Dimentional fiber-based model of the frame created in the
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preliminary study was used with improvements to more realistically account for the rigidity of
the connections in the frame response. For this purpose, the brace-to-column connection model
was refined to reproduce connection size, taking into consideration the influence of the gusset
plate. The model was validated against 3D finite element models. It was shown that the fiberbased model could appropriately capture tier drift concentration and column buckling in MTBFs. Additionally, the model was used for a wide range of frames for the U.S. and it was found
to be a computationally efficient tool to perform such an extensive parametric study. In view of
the larger R values in the U.S. design, concentration of inelastic brace deformations was more
pronounced compared to the similar Canadian applications. Such higher concentration also
induced larger in-plane bending demands in the columns. The in-plane bending moments
together with the high axial compression loads in the columns resulted in flexural yielding and
plastic hinge forming in the columns which, in turn, led to column instability in several of the
cases studied. For these cases, column buckling was the dominant failure mode. It developed in
flexure about the weak axis in the plane of the frame. Complete plastic hinge formation associated
with in-plane buckling also triggered out-of-plane buckling response of the column over the full
frame height due to the lack of lateral support at the tier level(s). Column torsional movement was
also observed for a 2-tiered CBF after column buckling initiation. It was demonstrated that
column buckling is more likely to occur over the first tier height when the critical tier is located
at the bottom of the frame, where axial load demand on the column is maximum. This response
confirmed that brace-strut assemblies can provide a sufficient in-plane lateral bracing to the
columns even if the braces respond in the nonlinear range. Additionally, it was found that the
excessive drift demands developed in the weaker tier reach a level that could lead to low-cycle
fatigue fracture of the bracing members. Eventually, the necessity of developing new design
provisions to address this undesirable behaviour and achieve satisfactory seismic response for
this framing configuration was verified.
Several alternative braced frame systems with no specific requirements were examined as
potential solutions to improve the seismic response of MT-SCBFs. The strategies include the use
of higher design seismic loads, the application of fixed base condition, and using Buckling
Restrained Bracing (BRB) members instead of conventional braces. The results revealed that
increased design seismic load did not have significant beneficial effects on the flexural demand
imposed on the columns and the occurrence of column buckling failure; however, the application
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of a fixed base condition resulted in less critical conditions for the stability of the columns in the
bottom tier. A satisfactory response with more uniform drift demand and smaller column bending
moments were observed when using BRBs.
A seismic analysis and design method consistent with the 2010 AISC Seismic Provisions was first
proposed for two-tiered special concentrically braced frames for in-plane seismic demand. In this
method, the tier where brace inelastic demand is expected to initiate and concentrate is identified
as the critical tier. Then column in-plane bending moment due to uneven brace inelastic response
is determined. That column demand depends on the differences in storey shear resistance that
develops between tiers when the bracing members are at buckling and in the post-buckling ranges.
Minimum in-plane flexural strength is needed for the columns to compensate for this unbalance
in storey shear resistance and prevent buckling failure of the columns. The columns are then
designed to resist the in-plane flexural moments together with the axial loads. Furthermore, the
columns must possess sufficient in-plane flexural stiffness to control the maximum drift in the
critical tier and prevent excessive inelastic demand at the anticipated storey drift. For this
purpose, drift in the critical tier is estimated when the braces respond in inelastic range. The
proposed design procedure was validated using nonlinear incremental static (pushover) and
dynamic analyses performed on a prototype frame using the fiber-based numerical model. It was
confirmed that this new procedure prevents column buckling and distributes frame inelastic
deformations between the two tiers.
A preliminary seismic analysis and design method was then developed for in-plane seismic demand
in the framework of the 2010 AISC Seismic Provisions for uniform MT-BFs with more than two
tiers assuming a brace yielding sequence from the bottom or top tier. In this method, the critical
tier is first identified and the column shear forces and bending moments are determined taking
into account the continuity of the columns over the frame height for an assumed yielding tier.
This method was first used for isolated braced frames. The application of the method was then
extended to frames where the gravity columns located on the same braced line are involved in the
resistance of seismic in-plane bending moments imposed on the MT-BF columns. The study was
performed for a prototype 4-tiered SCBF. In this method, in-plane bending moments are
distributed between braced frame and gravity columns in proportion to their relative flexural
stiffness. Three different design approaches were proposed to design the braced frame and
gravity columns. The numerical model developed for MT-BF was expanded to simulate the
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gravity load carrying system. The seismic behaviour of the prototype frames were then evaluated
using nonlinear analyses. It was demonstrated that seismic demands on the bracing members and
braced frame columns are effectively reduced when mobilizing the gravity columns for lateral
resistance. Also, in-plane bending moments are distributed between the gravity and braced frame
columns with respect to their flexural stiffness, as predicted at the design stage. The nonlinear
analyses and column cost estimation showed that the design approach, where both braced frame
and gravity columns are designed to resist their respective share of the flexural demand, results in
an adequate seismic response and cost-effective strategy. It was also found that the approach
where gravity columns are selected first without consideration of seismic effects, braced frame
columns are designed to carry their share of bending moments, and the initially selected gravity
columns are verified for the seismic induced bending moments using their expected strengths,
also results in an acceptable seismic response.
For braced frames with three or more tiers, the preliminary analysis and design method was
refined to obtain two more comprehensive methods in line with the 2010 AISC Seismic
Provisions. The proposed methods are the sub-structuring technique and the stiffness analysis
method. Both methods were developed to estimate column flexural demands and tier drifts. The
methods account for the initiation of brace tension yielding in the critical tier and subsequent
propagation of brace tension yielding in other tiers. In both methods, analysis steps are performed
that correspond to occurrences of brace tension yielding as the storey drift increases. In each step,
brace forces that represent brace buckling and yielding sequence are considered to determine the
demands. The columns are verified for the combined bending moment and axial load and
modified as necessary to prevent buckling. The methods also provide minimum column stiffness
requirements to ensure subsequent brace yielding initiation and minimize drift concentration at
the anticipated storey drift. The sub-structuring technique is limited to well-proportioned braced
frames with uniform tier properties, assuming that yielding initiates in the top or bottom tier. In
this method, each analysis is performed on a simple sub-structure including the yielding tiers.
The stiffness analysis based method is more rigorous and accounts for the actual frame nonlinear
response and can therefore be applied to both regular and irregular MT-BF configurations. In this
method, the stiffness matrix of one of the MT-BF columns is assembled and solved for external
concentrated forces corresponding to horizontal unbalanced brace forces at tier levels. The
application of the methods was illustrated for two 5-tiered SCBF examples in Chapter 7. Additional
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cases were also presented in Chapter 10. The methods were validated using nonlinear response
history analysis. A very good match was found between the analysis results and design
predictions.
In view of the lack of sufficient guidelines in the 2010 AISC Seismic Provisions for the seismic
design of multi-panel braced frames and the popularity of this framing configuration in the U.S.,
the analysis and design methods proposed for two- and multi-tiered frames provide design
engineers with useful tools to achieve a safe and reliable structural design on the one hand, and
enhance the overall state of knowledge of MT-BFs for researchers and code developers on the
other hand.
For Canadian applications, a complementary study was performed based on the findings of the
initial work performed at the beginning of the research. The complementary study resulted in a
computer-based static analysis technique to analyze MT-BFs assuming that brace tension yielding
develops in one tier only, consistent with the CSA S16-14 assumptions. In this technique,
yielding and buckled braces are replaced by concentrated loads corresponding to their probable
axial resistances. Prototype frames were designed using the proposed technique and nonlinear
response history analysis was performed to examine their seismic response. The results showed
that the seismic provisions of CSA S16 reflect well the observed response and the proposed
analysis technique leads to good prediction of in-plane bending demands in the columns. For the
Type MD frames exceeding the CSA S16-14 limits, the assumption of yielding being limited to
only one tier may not hold for all cases. An alternative design method using the same computerbased analysis technique was then developed to account for distribution of the brace tension
yielding along the frame height. Design and analysis of prototype frame showed that the proposed
method can appropriately predict brace tension yielding sequence as well as column force
demands; additionally, the proposed method generally offers more economical column design
compared to CSA S16-14 provisions. The knowledge gained in this study represents supportive
information that can be used to improve the CSA S16 design provisions in the future, especially
for taller ductile multi-tiered braced frames. Design engineers can also apply the proposed
procedure in their day-to-day practice as a simple and efficient tool to design of wide range of
buildings with the multi-tier configuration.
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To complement the assessment of the column buckling response, a hybrid test program was
initiated for MT-BF columns using the Multi-Directional Hybrid Testing System (MDHTS)
recently installed at the Structural Engineering Laboratory of Polytechnique Montréal. The hybrid
testing includes a steel W-shape column specimen part of an MT-BF (the physical sub-structure)
and the rest of the frame simulated in the OpenSees program (the numerical sub-structure). A
computational model was developed for hybrid simulation of the MT-BFs. The main features,
components and capacity of the MDHTS were reviewed. The 3D finite element analyses of the
system were performed to evaluate the local and global behaviour of the systems’ components
under critical loading cases expected in the experimental program. The results showed that the
test setup is capable of providing the expected boundary conditions within acceptable error
margin. A test matrix was also developed for MT-BF columns. In this test program, a group of
MT-BFs were designed in accordance with the Canadian and the U.S. design standards and the
experimental specimens were selected such that they cover a wide range of the columns used in
these frames. Preliminary cyclic testing revealed the presence of frictional forces in the testing
machine that must be considered in the hybrid simulation. Friction compensation techniques were
developed using an OpenSees model of the MDHTS and models programmed in Simulink. It was
found that the Simulink model in which the friction forces developing in each of the actuator
swivels is needed to properly represent the test apparatus response. At the time of writing, the
implementation of the hybrid controller system for the MDHTS had not been completed. It is
expected the techniques developed in this thesis will be used to perform the proposed MT-BF
column test program when the testing machine becomes operational.

10.3 Recommendations
In this dissertation, the seismic response of MT-BFs was presented by focusing on the stability of
columns. Seismic design methods were proposed to estimate column in-plane flexural demand
and tier drifts in order to prevent column instability and minimize concentration of drift. An MTBF hybrid testing program was also developed. The results of this study raised additional
questions regarding the seismic response of steel MT-BFs that should be addressed in future
research. The study also identified aspects of MT-BF seismic design that need further
investigation. These issues and aspects are summarized below:
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–

Physical tests of a full frame assembly are needed to confirm the inelastic behaviour of MTBFs as was predicted by the numerical analyses, and to validate the adequacy of the
proposed design methods.

–

In this study, a biaxial buckling mode, which involves in-plane and out-of-plane
deformations, was observed for MT-BF columns under in-plane seismic demand. The
analysis by Stoakes and Fahnestock (2013) also showed that the out-of-plane buckling of the
column in MT-BFs can be affected by flexural yielding due to the in-plane demands. Thus,
additional three-dimensional finite element analysis should be performed to further
investigate column stability considering coupled in-plane and out-of-plane demands. Also,
the appropriateness of the current column interaction equations to address this coupled
buckling response under combined axial loads and biaxial bending demands should be
verified.

–

The buckling response of MT-BF columns subjected to concomitant out-of-plane bending
moments due to gravity loads (e.g. moment frames, crane supporting structures) or out-ofplane lateral loads should be investigated.

–

The buckling failure of the columns as obtained in the numerical simulations should be
validated through experimental programs to confirm the unsatisfactory performance of MTBFs as observed in this study and to provide sufficient data regarding the nonlinear
behaviour of W-shape columns in MT-BFs. In particular, the observed sequence of bending
moments leading to development of column buckling and the biaxial buckling mode should
be examined.

–

The results of the analyses showed that the column in-plane bending demands can be
reduced if actual brace forces are considered in design instead of expected brace resistance
values specified in the codes. The determination of appropriate brace load reduction factors
was out of scope of this thesis and could be the topic of future investigations.

–

In the analyses, limited out-of-plane bending demand was observed on the MT-BF columns
as a result of brace out-of-plane forces due to column out-of-plane imperfections, plastic
hinging in gusset plates due to brace buckling, and column initial geometric imperfections.
The observed demands are significantly less than that obtained by applying the notional
transverse loads specified by CSA S16-14. Further investigation is needed to predict actual
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out-of-plane bending demand of the MT-BF columns and evaluate the influential parameters.
Also, column design requirements should be developed for this concomitant out-of-plane
flexural demand.
–

This study covered multi-tiered concentrically braced frames. Only preliminary studies were
performed for MT-BRBFs and MT-OCBFs for the U.S. applications. Design provisions also
need to be developed for multi-tiered eccentrically brace frames, MT-BRBFs, and, for the
U.S. applications, MT-OCBFs.

–

The study was limited to single-storey buildings. Additional research is needed to investigate
the seismic response of MT-BFs in multi-storey structures and propose complementary design
provisions as necessary.

–

Studies should be performed to examine if the use of moment-resisting connections between
struts and columns could be beneficial to inelastic seismic response of MT-BFs.
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APPENDIX A – DEVELOPMENT OF AN MT-BF HYBRID TESTING
PROGRAM

A1. General
An experimental program for cyclic and hybrid testing of columns part of CBFs and MT-BFs
started in the fall 2014 at the Structural Engineering Laboratory of Polytechnique Montréal. The
author was involved in this activity to develop a hybrid testing program for MT-BFs. In this
appendix, the main objectives of the test program, the test setup, the column test matrix, the
preliminary column testing, and the hybrid simulation development are presented.

A2. Objectives
As large-scale physical tests offer a robust method to assess the behaviour of steel structures
under earthquake loading, an experimental program including the hybrid simulation of the MTBFs was developed to: 1) implement hybrid simulation using MDHTS, 2) generate physical test
data on MT-BF columns, and 3) verify the buckling response observed in the numerical study.

A3. Multi-Directional Hybrid Testing System
A3.1. Features
The Multi-Directional Hybrid Testing System (MDHTS) shown in Figure A.1 is an advanced
large structural testing system specially designed to impose any combination of loads and
deformations to the test specimen along 6 DOFs using a sophisticated control system. The system
can be used to study the response of various structural components subjected to gravity and/or
seismic loading effects by performing multi-axis static, quasi-static cyclic, pseudo-dynamic, or
hybrid tests. Different end conditions including pinned, fixed, or semi-rigid condition can be
reproduced using the movable upper platen of the system. The control system is capable of
controlling the upper platen by specifying three translational and three rotational Degree-OFFreedoms (DOFs) of the control point (on the upper platen) in either load- or displacementcontrolled or combination of these two modes.
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Z
X
Y

Figure
F
A.1: Multi-Direct
M
tional Hybrid
d Testing Syystem at Polyytechnique M
Montréal.

The MDH
HTS is capab
ble of:
 applyiing complex
x multi-direcctional loading histories to the test specimens vvia control oof the
upper platen;
ducing differrent top end conditions;
 reprod
 testing
g large-scalee structural components such
s
as buildding columnns;
 loadin
ng in load- orr displacemeent-controlleed mode or ccombination of these twoo modes at aany of
the six
x DOFs;
 collectting applied loads as weell as 3-Dimeentional (3D
D) positional informationn using globaal and
local displacemen
d
t coordinates; and
 perforrming hybrid
d simulationss.
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A3.2. Componentts
As show
wn in Figuree A.2, the MDHTS
M
is attached
a
to the L-shapeed strong w
wall throughh four
horizontaal actuators and to the strong floorr using four vertical acttuators. Thee base attachhment
platen co
onsists of a 140
1 mm thicck steel platee (lower plaaten). The heeight of the vertical actuuators
can be increased
i
ussing spacerss, which acccommodatees specimenns with totaal height vaarying
between 4.0
4 and 8.0 m.
m The main
n componentts of the MD
DHTS are sum
mmarized ass follows:
 Four 1800
1
kN, ± 300
3 mm stroke vertical actuators
a
(Figgure A.2);
 Four 1000
1
kN, ± 375
3 mm stroke horizontaal actuators ((Figure A.2));
 Upperr and lower steel
s
platens with 625 an
nd 140 mm thhicknesses rrespectively (Figure A.2);
 12-Ch
hannels MTS
S Flextest 20
00 (494) Mullti-Directionnal Controlleer;
 Hydraaulic Controll and Config
guration (HC
CC) System; and
 Data Acquisition
A
System
S
(DA
AQ).

Figure A.2: Compo
onents of Mu
ulti-Directionnal Hybrid T
Testing System.
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A3.3. Capacity
Total translational and rotational capacities of the MDHTS can be obtained based on the force
and stroke capacities of each actuator. Table A.1 gives the total translational capacity of the
system in each DOF.

Table A.1: Translational capacity of the MDHTS.
Plane
Axis
Force (kN)
Displacement (mm)

Vertical
Z
± 7200

Vertical
Z

Horizontal
X&Y
± 2000

± 300

Horizontal
X&Y
± 375

The rotational capacity of the MDHTS is presented in Table A.2 about three axes of rotation. The
moments and rotations were calculated assuming that the specimen is centered in the machine.
Moment capacities are given in ranges as the horizontal actuators can be at their lowest or highest
levels.

Table A.2: Rotational capacity of the MDHTS.
Plane
Axis
Moment (kN-m)
Rotation (radian)

Vertical
X-X
±19980 to ±28980
± 0.122

Vertical
Y-Y
±16380 to ±25380
± 0.122

Horizontal
Z-Z
±5000
± 0.122

A4. Finite element analysis
3D finite element model of the MDHTS was created in the Abaqus program (Simulia 2011) with
eight-node solid elements. The concrete strong floor of the laboratory was included in the model.
The actuators were not considered in this model; they were replaced by concentrated loads acting
in the directions of their longitudinal axes. The column specimen was also included in the model.
This model was analyzed, under various critical loading conditions representing the loading
protocol developed for the column specimens, to verify the stress levels in the connection plates,
bolts, lower and upper platens. Furthermore, the influence of the connecting plate and/or bolt slip
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on the stiffness and buckling loaad of the co
olumn specim
mens was ddetermined. F
Figures A.3a and
A.3b show the finite element mod
del of the machine and ccolumn bottoom connection, respectivvely.

a)
a

b))

Figuree A.3: a) Fin
nite element model
m
of MD
DHTS; and bb) Column ennd connectioon to the low
wer
platen.
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Several worst-case
w
lo
oading cond
ditions were studied to check the sttresses in thhe system. F
Figure
A.4 show
ws one of these cond
ditions, wheere the upper platen w
was pushed up to a llateral
displacem
ment corresp
ponding to th
he storey driift of 12%. S
Strong axis bbending wass selected beecause
of larger uplift and overturning
o
moments
m
ind
duced in the platens. Elaastic materiaal properties were
mn. Von Miises stresses did not excceed the yiellding stress in any one oof the
assigned to the colum
bolts, ancchors, conneecting plates,, or platens.

A Von Mises
M
stress in
n the platenss induced undder storey drrift of 12% iin strong axiis of
Figure A.4:
the co
olumn (MPaa).

Column buckling
b
waas also studiied for the weak-axis
w
fllexural buckkling mode tto ensure thaat the
test results would be promising. For this anaalysis, elasticc properties were assignned to the coolumn
specimen
n. Figure A.5
5a shows thee buckled sh
hape of the coolumn whenn the upper pplaten was looaded
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toward th
he lower plaaten in a disp
placement controlled annalysis. A coomparison (F
Figure A.5b) was
made bettween the th
heoretical vaalue and fin
nite element analysis ressults for thee elastic bucckling
load of th
he column sp
pecimen to verify
v
if the connecting
c
pplates can prrovide sufficcient fixity fo
for the
specimen
n. The effecttive length factor
fa
of the column speccimen was oobtained equual to 0.53, w
which
is 6% lesss than the ideal fixed-fi
fixed conditiion. A 6% reeduction waas also obserrved for the axial
stiffness when
w
compaaring it to the theoreticall value (Figuure A.5c).

nt analysis: a)
a Buckled ccolumn in thee MDHTS; aand b) Colum
mn
Figuree A.5: Axial displacemen
axial forcce-axial disp
placement; an
nd c) Elasticc axial stiffneess of the coolumn (h is tthe column hheight
equal to 4000 mm
m).

In order to
t verify the flexural stifffness of the column
c
speccimen in the MDHTS, a ppushover annalysis
was perfo
ormed by applying a lateeral displacem
ment to the uupper platenn. The weak--axis bendingg was
considereed and inelasstic material properties were
w
assigneed to the speecimen. Figuure A.6 show
ws the
result for this analysis. The comp
parison betweeen the laterral stiffness aand theoreticcal stiffness oof the
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column in
ncluding sheear and flexu
ural deformaations indicattes 10% low
wer stiffness for the colum
mn in
the MDH
HTS, which iss attributed to
t the deform
mations of thee bolts and thhe connectinng plates.

Figure A.6:
A Lateral displacemen
nt analysis: a) Column l ateral force--storey drift;; and b) Coluumn
lateral stifffness-storeyy drift.

A5. Column
C
teest matriix
Design of
o the test sp
pecimens waas performed
d by studyinng a group oof multi-tierred CBFs raanging
between 2- and 6-tierrs. In total, 135 and 90 MT-BFs weere designedd in accordannce with the CSA
S16-09 provisions
p
(2009) and thee AISC Seissmic Provisioons (2010), respectivelyy, by changinng the
number of
o tiers, fram
me height, tieer height ratiio, and fram
me ductility. T
Then, W-shaaped sectionns that
are comm
monly used for
f the colum
mns were ideentified and sscaled downn such that thhe scaled collumns
have the minimum sttandard deviaation when comparing
c
thheir overall sslenderness ((KL/r) and w
widthhose of unscaaled memberrs. Figure A.7 shows thee MT-BF collumns
to-thickneess (b/tf, h/tw) ratios to th
as a funcction of thee flange wid
dth (b) and depth (d). T
The W250xx101 and W
W610x195 coolumn
specimen
ns were seleected for thiis test progrram, becausse they weree representaative of the most
frequent MT-BF colu
umns with sq
quare and deeep sectionss respectivelyy (Figure A.7). Both secctions
meet the requirementss of width-to
o-thickness ratio for seism
mic design aand are in Claass 1 according to
C
S16 (20
014) and hig
ghly ductile ccategories acccording to tthe AISC Seeismic
the requirrements of CSA
Provision
ns, respectiveely. Also, th
hese columnss satisfy thee limitation oof the test setup as disccussed
earlier in this appendiix. The test matrix
m
of the W250x101 column speccimens is shoown in Tablee A.3.
Fourteen identical W250x101
W
collumns made of ASTM A
A992 steel w
with nominall yield stresss Fy =
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345 MPaa were selected for the preliminary
p
test program
m. The speccimens are 44000 mm talll and
represent the first storrey column of
o CBF build
dings or the first/second tier column of 2-tiered C
CBFs.
m
for thee deep W610
0x195 sectio
ons has not beeen developeed yet.
The test matrix

3: Column teest matrix.
Table A.3

CS1
CS2
CS3

End
conditio
on
Monotoniic Fixed-Fiixed
Cyclic
Pinned-F
Fixed
Cyclic
Pinned-F
Fixed

Disp
placement
Forcce
Forcce

CS4

Cyclic

Pinned-F
Fixed

Forcce

CS5
CS6
CS7

Cyclic
Cyclic
Seismic

Fixed-Fiixed
Fixed-Fiixed
Pinned-F
Fixed

CS8

Seismic

Pinned-F
Fixed

CS9 & Seismic
CS10
CS11 – Hybrid
CS14

Pinned-F
Fixed

Forcce
Forcce
Forcce from NLR
RH
anallysis
Disp
placement frrom
NLR
RH analysis
Disp
placement frrom
NLR
RH analysis

Test

Type

Axial Loading

Laterral Loadingg
Displacement in w
weak-axis
Displacement pluus rotation inn
strongg-axis
Displacement pluus rotation inn
weak--axis
Displacement in w
weak-axis
Displacement in w
weak-axis
Displacement andd rotation in
strongg-axis from N
NLRH analyysis
Displacement andd rotation in
NLRH analysis
weak--axis from N
Displacement andd rotation in
strongg-axis from N
NLRH analyysis

Pinned-F
Fixed

Figure
F
A.7: Variation
V
off prototype MT-BF
M
colum
mns with deppth and flangge width.
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For the preliminary W250x101 column test program (smaller specimens), column base plates
were designed to provide the complete fixity. A 76 mm thick base plate was considered at each
end of the specimen. Column web and flanges were fillet welded to the base plate (Lee et al.
2008a, 2008b; Myers et al. 2009; Kanvinde 2014). The specimens were attached to the top and
bottom platens of the test setup with 14 high-strength bolts per base plate.

A6. Preliminary column testing
As of now, eight specimens of Table A.3 including CS1 to CS8 have been tested under monotonic
and cyclic loadings. Buckling response of the steel W-shape columns was studied in this testing
program. The test specimens were also used to initiate the MDHTS and evaluate several aspects of
the testing machine including the test setup and the controller system. Evaluation of the test results
for the specimens tested under monotonic or cyclic loadings showed that the measured forces were
always larger than the expected forces under the applied displacements or rotations. Figure A.8a
shows the test specimen CS6. For this test, a fixed axial force of 4146 kN (0.9 Pn) was applied to
the specimen at the beginning of the test and maintained during the cyclic displacements
corresponding to the loading protocol specified for prequalification of beam-to-column connections
in Appendix K of the AISC Seismic Provisions. The column bucked in the displacement cycle of
2% storey drift (Figure A.8b). The measured lateral force-lateral displacement (for the weak-axis
direction) and the numerical prediction are plotted in Figure A.8c. In the figure, the results of the
last cycle were removed from the plot to ease comparison between the forces. The large differences
observed between the forces in the two plots are attributed to the frictional forces that developed in
the system, which increased the value of the measured forces.
As shown in Figure A.8c, the development of the frictional force is approximately similar in
negative and positive directions of the applied displacements. Additionally, the friction forces are
independent of the amplitude of the displacement applied to the specimen.
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Fig
gure A.8: Tesst specimen CS6: a) Speecimen beforre the test; b)) Buckled shhape; and c)
Comparisson of the measured
m
forcces from the test and colu
lumn force fr
from the OpeenSees prediction.

A7. Developm
D
ment of MT-BF
M
hy
ybrid testting
The comp
putational model
m
of the MT-BF creaated in the O
OpenSees proogram (McK
Kenna and Feenves
2004) waas modified to
t include th
he experimen
ntal element representingg the columnn specimen iin the
laboratory
y. The Open
nFresco prog
gram (OpenF
Fresco 2012)) was used ass a middlewaare to conneect the
computattional modell of the fram
me to the ph
hysical sub--structure (thhe column sspecimen). P
Purely
numericaal hybrid sim
mulations werre performed
d to ensure tthat the phyysical substruucture is corrrectly
linked to the computaational modeel. In these an
nalyses, the ccolumn speccimen was simulated usinng the
MTS 793
3 Software and
a MTS Sim
mulation Inteerface (CSI) (MTS 20155) with elastic propertiess. The
analysis results
r
were compared to
o those obtained from nuumerical OppenSees moddels to ensurre that
the physiical substruccture is corrrectly linked
d to the com
mputational model. Thee selection oof the
numericaal integrator and the inttegration tim
me step for the hybrid simulation w
was also veerified
through these analysees. Figure A..9 compares the history oof results beetween the nuumerical analysis
and purelly numericall hybrid simu
ulation for a 2-tiered CB
BF designed based on 20010 AISC Seeismic
Provision
ns. As shown
n, the purely
y numerical hybrid
h
simullation providdes results thhat are identiical to
the numeerical respon
nse history an
nalysis. Larg
ger residual deformationns developedd in the num
merical
model beecause colum
mn buckling is
i not capturred by the puurely numeriical hybrid simulation with an
elastic ex
xperimental element.
e
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Figure A.9: Roof displacement
d
t from the no
onlinear respponse historyy analysis off the numeriical
model and purely nu
umerical hyb
brid simulatio
on model forr a 2-tierd CB
BF under 19771 San Fernaando
LA - Holly
ywood Stor rrecord.

The hybrid simulatiion was theen performeed in the laaboratory w
with the acttual experim
mental
specimen
n. A schemaatic diagram of the hybrrid simulatioon loop is shhown in Figuure A.10 forr a 2tierd conccentrically braced
b
framee. As shown, frictional fforces develooped in the ssystem add tto the
test speciimen resistaance and inccrease the measured
m
forrces sent to the finite eelement moddel as
feedback signals. Th
he increased
d force feed
dbacks thenn lead to prroduce defoormations, in the
numericaal model, no
ot consistentt with the deeformed shaape state of the physicaal specimen.. This
would caause unrealiistic displaceement comm
mands gene rated for thhe next stepp of the anaalysis,
because the
t internal forces in th
he physical specimen ddo not matcch the measuured forces. This
inconsisteency in thee command
d and feedb
back signalss should bee properly addressed when
performin
ng hybrid siimulation wiith the MDH
HTS. One soolution to thhis problem is to compeensate
for the frriction forcees during thee hybrid sim
mulation. Foor this purpoose, friction forces shouuld be
first estim
mated and th
hen a suitablee friction co
ompensation model shouuld be introdduced betweeen the
MDHTS controller an
nd the numeerical model..
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Figure
F
A.10: Schematic diagram
d
of th
he hybrid sim
mulation looop using the MDHTS.

Friction was
w characteerized by run
nning cyclicc tests with ddifferent levvels of colum
mn axial forcces in
all DOFss. Applied ax
xial forces raanged betweeen –2500 kN and +25000 kN with aan interval oof 500
kN. The tests
t
were peerformed in the displaceement-controolled mode. F
Figure A.11 shows the llateral
forces meeasured by th
he system co
ontroller at X-axis
X
whenn the cyclic ddisplacemennt is applied in the
same direection for vaarious levelss of axial fo
orces. The exxpected respponse of the specimen iss also
shown in
n these plotts to highlig
ght the fricttion forces generated iin the system. These results
indicate that the fricction force depends on
n the level oof axial forrce applied in the specimen.
Additionaally, the fricction force iss not identiccal to the axxial forces inn tension andd compression. A
similar reesponse was observed fo
or the other DOFs.
D
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Figuree A.11: Meassured forces in X-axis by
y varying axxial forces: a)) in compresssion; and b)) in
tension.
Hence, for
f a given
n displacement or rotaation, the fr
friction force was estim
mated alongg the
correspon
nding DOF by
b removing
g the expectted force of the specimeen from the measured values.
Figure A..12 gives thee results of fo
orces generated in X andd Y-axes, andd the momennt generated about
Y-axis when
w
an axiaal compressio
on force equ
ual to 500 kkN is appliedd. As shownn in the plotts, the
hystereticc of the fricttion responsee represents an elastic-peerfectly plasttic behaviouur under the ccyclic
loadings. This meanss that the maaximum force values in F
Figure A.12 can be usedd to reproducce the
friction force
fo
using any
a elastic-perfectly plasstic material model. Lineear interpolaation was addopted
for axial load
l
levels expected
e
in th
he column teests (P > 25000 kN and P < -2500 kN)) but that werre not
covered in the friction
n tests. Figurre A.13 show
ws the variati
tion of the m
maximum fricction force aggainst
the applieed axial load
d in the specim
men.

M
undder axial com
mpression forrce of 500 kN
N:
Figuree A.12: Fricttion force geenerated in MDHTS
a) Sheaar force-laterral displacem
ment in X-ax
xis; b) Axial force-axial ddisplacemennt in Z-axis; and
c)
c Moment-rotation abouut Y-axis.
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FigureA.13: Variation of friction
n force with applied
a
axiall force: a) Shhear force inn X-axis andd axial
force in
n Z-axis; and
d b) Momennt about Y-axxis.

In the neext step, a 3D
3 fiber elem
ment model of the MD
DHTS was pprogrammed in the OpeenSees
program to compensaate for the frriction force for the hybrrid simulatioon. As show
wn in Figure A.14,
the mod
del includess elasticBeaamColumn elements ffor verticall and horizontal actuuators,
elasticBeamColumn elements
e
witth rigid properties to connnect the actuuators to the upper platenn, and
springs to
o connect th
he actuators to the rigid elements, sttrong wall oor strong floor. These spprings
were mod
deled using zeroLength elements an
nd represent the actuatorr swivels. Thhe actuators were
considereed fixed at th
heir ends faciing the stron
ng wall or strrong floor. T
The upper plaaten was moodeled
using elaasticBeamCo
olumn elements with rigid propertties. The flexural stiffnness of actuuators
elements was obtaineed from the hysteretic of
o the frictionn force by aapproximately connectinng the
a positive plateaus. Fo
or these elem
ments, a negliigible value w
was assignedd for the axiaal and
negative and
torsional stiffness. Fo
or the zeroL
Length elemeents, rigid prroperties weere assumed for the torssional,
shear and
d axial stiffn
ness, whereass elastic-perfectly plasticc material w
was assigned to two rotaational
DOFs. Th
he flexural strength
s
and stiffness asssigned to thiis material w
was obtainedd by transforrming
the frictio
on resistancee and stiffneess (from hy
ysteretic respponse shownn in Figure A.12) to fleexural
moments and stiffness in the sw
wivels by meeans of the virtual workk principle. For instancee, the
friction fo
orce generated in the sysstem due to the applied displacemennt in Y-axis results in fleexural
moments about X-axiis in the swiv
vels of the veertical actuattors.
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Figure A.14: Numerical
N
model
m
of the M
MDHTS in OpenSees.

A calibraation study was
w then perrformed on the
t model. C
Cyclic displaacements weere applied iin the
OpenSeess model witth zero axiall force. Thee resultants oof the actuaator reactions were com
mpared
against th
he test resullts. Figure A.15
A
illustrattes comparissons for thee shear forcee in X-axis, axial
force in Z-axis, and
d moment ab
bout Y-axiss. The resullts showed tthat the moodel can prooperly
n in the systeem.
reproducee the friction

Figure A.15:
A
Friction force geneerated in MD
DHTS: a) Shhear force-latteral displacement in X-axis;
b) Axial forcee-axial displlacement in Z-axis;
Z
and cc) Moment-rrotation abouut Y-axis.
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Once the friction force is determined and the numerical model of the MDHTS is created, several
approaches were examined to compensate for the friction forces in the hybrid simulation. These
approaches are summarized as follows:


The numerical model of the MDHTS was included in the computational model of the substructure. In the model, the center of the upper platen (the MDHTS control point) was
constrained to the displacements and rotations of the top of the experimental element in the
numerical sub-structure. By applying seismic loading in the model, actuator swivels rotate to
accommodate the movement of the upper platen and result in generating reaction forces in
the MDHTS model. However, it was found that the additional forces generated by the
machine model were added to the feedback signal received by the experimental element.
Further investigation of this strategy was halted after analyzing the data obtained from the
hybrid simulations.



A friction compensator model was programed in Mathworks Simulink (MathWorks 2012)
using the Steel02 material base code of OpenSees which reproduces the hysteretic response
of the friction force in the direction of interest. This model is included in the xPC Target
Hybrid Controller (Schellenberg 2008) as shown in Figure A.16. In the model, the feedback
signals are used as input for the friction model. In the model, the force feedbacks are
corrected by removing the friction force for a given displacement command at each DOF.
Three approaches were studied to reproduce the friction force in the Simulink model:


Displacements and rotations of the upper platen (displacement feedbacks) were imported
in the model and shear forces and moments were produced to correct the feedback
signals. The main disadvantage of this model was that the friction forces are reproduced
from displacements and rotations of the upper platen and not generated from the
rotations of the swivels where the friction is basically developed. This results in ignoring
the interaction between the translational and rotational DOFs, meaning that a unit
rotation of the upper platen in X-axis can produce shear forces and moments in all
6DOFs which were not considered in this approach.



To overcome the limitations of the previous approach, rotations of the swivels were
calculated at a given displacement feedback using the geometry of the system. The
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rotations
r
weere then used
d to generatee moments iin the swivells. These mooments weree then
transformed
t
to the shear forces and moments
m
reprresenting thee friction forrces.


In
I the third approach, a series of material
m
moodel as a funnction of thhe axial loadd was
employed
e
in
n the OpenS
Sees model of
o the MDHT
TS. The moodel was then analyzed uunder
the
t expected
d axial force, displacemeent, and rotaation demandds to generaate a library oof the
friction
f
forcce data. Thesse results were
w
then useed as input ffor the Simuulink modell such
that
t approprriate friction forces are selected
s
from
m the libraryy for a givenn set of axial load,
displacemen
d
nt and rotatio
on applied on
n the specim
men.

The veriffication and refinement of last two approachess are the subbject of an ongoing ressearch
study at Polytechniqu
P
ue Montréal.

Figu
ure A.16: Sim
mulink modeel for numerrical simulatiion of frictioon for hybridd simulation.
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A8. Conclusions
A hybrid testing program was developed for MT-BFs using new MDHTS at Polytechnique
Montréal. This program is expected to evaluate the seismic behaviour of MT-BFs focusing on the
column buckling response. The columns are subjected to axial force and weak axis/biaxial bending
moments. The main features, components and capacity of the MDHTS were reviewed. The 3D
finite element analyses of the system were performed to evaluate the local and global behaviour of
the systems’ components under critical loading cases expected in the experimental program. The
results showed that the test setup is capable of providing the expected boundary conditions within
the acceptable error margin. The column test matrix was presented. In this test program, a group of
MT-BFs were designed in accordance with the Canadian and the U.S. design standards and the
experimental specimens, W250x101 and W610x195 columns, were selected such that they cover a
wide range of the columns used in these frames. The computational model for the hybrid testing of
MT-BFs was developed. The hybrid testing includes a steel W-shape as column part of an MT-BF
(the physical sub-structure) and the rest of the frame simulated in the OpenSees program (the
numerical sub-structure). The OpenFresco program was used as a middleware to connect the
computational model of the frame to the physical sub-structure. Purely numerical hybrid
simulations were successfully performed using the hybrid simulation model. The analysis results
verified that the physical substructure is correctly linked to the computational model. Preliminary
testing revealed the presence of frictional forces developed in the MDHTS. The main challenge
expected in the hybrid simulation was the consideration and treatment of those frictional forces.
The forces were identified for each DOF. It was found that the friction force depends on the amount
of the axial load applied on the specimen. In order to reproduce the friction force, an OpenSees
model of the MDHTS was developed where an elastic-perfectly plastic material was assigned to the
spring elements representing the actuator swivels. The model was capable of reproducing the
friction force measured in the system. Four approaches were examined to address the friction force
using an OpenSees model of the MDHTS and models programmed in Simulink. In the Simulink
model, the Steel02 material base code of OpenSees was introduced to generate the friction force. It
was found that the approaches that use displacements and rotations of the upper platen as input data
did not compensate for the friction force. However, the Simulink model in which the friction
forces’ developing in each of the actuator swivels is needed to properly represent the test apparatus
response. This approach is being extensively investigated in an ongoing research program.
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APPE
ENDIX B – DETER
RMINATIION OF TH
HE MINIIMUM NU
UMBER O
OF
YIELDIING TIER
RS IN SUB
B-STRUCT
TURING TECHNIQUE
In the sub
b-structuring
g technique proposed
p
in Chapter 7, th
the minimum
m number off yielding tierrs, ny,
dictates the
t number of
o analysis steps.
s
An eq
quation was proposed to determine tthe height hy over
which braace tension yielding
y
musst propagate to
t limit criticcal tier drift, cr. In this aappendix, detailed
derivation
n of this equ
uation is illusstrated. The elastic-beam
m theory wass used by inteegrating twicce the
bending moment,
m
M. The 5-tiered
d braced fram
me of Figurre 7.6a is shoown again inn Figure B.11a. To
obtain criitical tier drift for a roof displacemen
nt correspondding to inel (the portion of the anticiipated
story drifft that develo
ops after bracce tension yielding has innitiated in thhe critical tierr), the equatiion of
the elasticc curve shou
uld be first defined.
d
The isolated coluumn used too obtain the ccritical tier ddrift is
shown in
n Figure B.1b. The reelationship between
b
thee internal m
moment andd column llateral
deformatiion, ν, due to
o the lateral load
l
P is a seecond-order differential eequation as ffollows:
(B1)

d 2 M

dx
d 2 EI

where EII is the flexurral stiffness of the colum
mn for weak--axis bendinng.

Figurre B.1: a) Fraame deformeed shape in the
t sub-struccturing technnique for botttom up bracce
yielding seq
quence; and b) Deformed shape assuumed to obtaain critical tiier drift.
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Applying this equation for 0 ≤ x1 ≤ h-hy and h-hy ≤ x2 ≤ h and integrating twice yield:

for x1 :

M
d 2
 1
2
dx
EI
d 2
1  Phy 
x1 



dx2
EI  h  hy 

1  Ph x2
d
   y 1  A1 
dx
EI  h  hy 2


(B2)



for x2 :

(B3)


1  Phy x13
 A1x1  A2 

EI  h  hy 6


M
d 2
 2
2
dx
EI
2
d
1
   P  x2  h 
2
dx
EI

d
1  x22
   P  Phx2  A3 
dx
EI  2


x22
1  x23
    P  Ph  A3 x2  A4 
2
EI  6


The four constant of integration are determined using three conditions and one continuity
equation as follows:

1  x1  0  0
(B4)

1  x1  h  hy   0
2  x2  h  hy   0
1'  x1  h  hy   '2  x2  h  hy 

Applying the equations of B4 and solving for four constants give:
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A1 

Phy  h  hy 
6

A2  0
(B5)

A3 

P  h  hy  3h  hy 

A4  

6
Ph  h  hy 

2

6

Once the constants of Eqs. B2 and B3 are known, lateral displacement of the isolated column can
be expressed as a function of x:

for x1 :
(B6)

for x2 :

1  Phy x13 Phy  h  hy  
 

x1 
6
EI  h  hy 6


2

Ph  h  hy  
1  x23
x22 P  h  hy  3h  hy 


P  Ph 
x2 

2
6
6
EI  6



Lateral displacement of the isolated column at bottom end (x2 = h) and at critical Tier 1 (x2 = h - hcr)
can be determined using the Eq. B6 for x2:

Phhy2

(B7)

  x2  h 

(B8)

  x2  h  hcr  

3EI
2
P 
2









3
2
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h











y
y
cr
cr
cr
y



6EI

Substituting Eq. B7 into Eq. B8 gives:
(B9)

  x2  h  hcr  

2
  x2  h 
2
h  hy  3h  hy   h  hcr    h  hcr   2h  hcr   h  h  hy  

2


2hhy 

Defining inelastic portion of the anticipated story drift inel = ν (x2 = h) / h and inelastic portion of
the critical tier drift that develops after brace tension yielding has initiated in that tier cr,inel = [ ν (x2
= h) - ν (x2 = h - hcr)] / hcr, Eq. B9 can be rewritten as follows:
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(B10)

cr ,inel

2
2
 h    h  hcr   2h  hcr    h  hy  3h  hy   h  hcr   h  h  hy  

 inel   1 
2


h
2
hh
y
 cr  


Drift in the critical tier when brace tension yielding initiates in that tier, y,cr, can be obtained from
brace elongation in tension:
(B11)  y,cr 

Ry Fy
E sin  cos 

where RyFy and E are the expected brace yielding strength and Young’s modulus of elasticity. θ is
the angle between the braces and horizontal plane.
Adding y,cr to cr,inel in Eq. B10 and reordering the parameters results in the total drift in the
critical tier:
(B12)  cr   y,cr

 h
  inel 
 hcr

  hy  h  hy  hy  hcr   1.5 hcr  hy  hcr    hy  hcr 
 1 
hhy2
 
2

3






